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Abstract 
This thesis examines a large set of evidence in relation to the myth of the Judgement of Paris. 
Representations of this myth appeared in both literary and artistic media during antiquity. I 
will consider those preserved testimonies dated up to the 6th century AD. The relevant 
contributions of Christoph Clairmont (1951) and Irmgard Raab (1972) in regard to the artistic 
representations of the Judgement of Paris in antiquity are enlarged here through an extensive 
discussion of literary sources and the addition of new artworks not included in the catalogue of 
each. 
Before analysing the testimonies, I classify them in accordance with their medium, either 
literature or art. After this, I analyse them with regard to the literary genre or the artistic style 
that better describes each work. This generic analysis is followed by a contextual analysis that 
relates to the time and the place where each work was produced. In analysing the contexts, I 
give a special place to Athens, setting it apart from the rest of Greek contexts. The reason for 
doing this is the impressive amount of Athenian painted vases that represent the Judgement of 
Paris, for they comprise almost two thirds of the whole preserved output from antiquity. 
The thesis aims to explore the development of literary and artistic representations of the 
Judgement of Paris throughout antiquity, showing the place this story holds in the culture of 
the Graeco-Roman world. It also aims to investigate the connections between works of a single 
medium, whether art or literature, and between these two media of representation. In doing 
so, it uncovers the relationship between genre and narrative, and the transmission process of 
the Judgement of Paris into different contexts through art and literature. 
There is a list of artworks (Appendix 1) including the concordances to Clairmont (1951), Raab 
(1972), Beazley (1942, 1963, 1971 & 1978) & Carpenter (1989), Haspels (1936), the Lexicon 
Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae, the Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum, and the Beazley 
Archive Database (http://www.beazley.ox.ac.uk/index.htm). Descriptions of art objects 
depicting undefined episodes of the Judgement of Paris are given in Appendix 2. Appendix 3 is 
a catalogue of objects not classified in the thesis. 66 plates of 177 artworks are included in 
Appendix 4. 
In order to meet the requirements for submitting a digital copy of this thesis, several images 
have been omitted in Appendix 4 (Plates). The omitted images are indicated by the “Copyright 
Material” caption. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The story of the Judgement of Paris emerges out of the story of the marriage of Thetis and 
Peleus,1 the parents of Achilles. All the gods and goddesses were invited to the wedding, 
excepting Eris, the goddess of Strife. Upset because she was not invited, she decides to throw 
a golden apple with the message ‘for the most beautiful’ into the middle of the banquet. Then 
Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite each tries to take the apple for herself and they ask Zeus to 
resolve their quarrel. But Zeus refuses and commands Hermes to lead them before Paris, also 
known as Alexander,2 a young shepherd who was guarding his flocks on Mount Ida. This was 
Paris, the son of king Priam of Troy.3 Paris was to decide which of the goddesses deserved to 
hold the apple. The goddesses offered gifts to Paris in order to obtain his favour. Hera offered 
dominion over all; Athena victory in battle; and Aphrodite offered Helen, the most beautiful 
woman of Greece, who was married to Menelaus, king of Sparta. Paris decided in favour of 
Aphrodite, attracting the hostility of Hera and Athena as well as Aphrodite’s protection. It was 
she who helped him to go to Sparta and steal Helen. Paris’ theft of Helen was the cause of the 
Trojan War.4 
Following a strictly chronological approach, we see that the story of the Judgement is 
tangentially mentioned in the Iliad in the 8th century BC (24.22-30). In art, it appears for the 
first time, to our knowledge, during the 7th century BC on a ‘Melian’ amphora from Paros (i1),5 
                                                          
1 We are told that Thetis was married to Peleus either as a punishment after she rejected the love of 
Zeus (Cypria 2) or in response to the prophecy of Themis, that she would bear a son stronger than his 
father (Pind. Isthm. 8.26-57), thus thwarting Zeus and Poseidon. 
2 There is a tradition according to which Paris was called Alexander because he was “λῃστὰς ἀμυνόμενος 
καὶ τοῖς ποιμνίοις ἀλεξήσας” (Apollod. Bibl. 3.12.5)—“rejecter of thieves and protector of shepherds”. 
Davidson (2010), in reviewing Corsten’s (ed.) A Lexicon of Greek Personal Names, Vol. 5 “A Coastal Asia 
Minor: Pontos to Ionia” (2010), observes that there was an ‘Alaksandu’ lord of Wilusa (the Hittite name 
for Troy)—this could be interpreted as either an Anatolian name that was later Hellenized or a 13th 
century BC Greek name. This observation opens up the possibility that this originally was a foreign name 
and, therefore, its etymology was constructed so as to give a new explanation to an aspect of the myth, 
making it more credible. 
3 According to Hyginus (Fab. 91), Hecuba, mother of Paris, dreamt that she bore a torch of snakes while 
she was pregnant. So they ordered that the child be killed when he was born; but he was left exposed 
on Mount Ida. Here he was reared by shepherds. Eventually he returned to Troy looking for his favourite 
bull after it had been taken for the funeral games organized by Priam (in Paris’ memory). Paris won all 
the competitions and, pursued by Deiphobus, looked for refuge in the shrine of Jupiter. After this, 
Cassandra recognized him and Priam admitted him back as his son. 
4 This is an account, familiar in its outlines today, drawn from Cypria § 1 (6th century BC) and Hyginus’ 
Fab. 91 & 92 (1st century AD). 
5 When I mention any artwork, I will refer to its number as assigned in the list of Appendix 1 using the 
key ‘i’ (for item) plus number, so you will read ‘i1’ for the first item in the list. The addition of ‘i’ before 
the number ensures that this number will not be confused with any other kind of number. In this list, 
you will find either the city or collection where each item is stored and the classification number of the 
item (if it is available), and, when it is possible, the reference to relevant bibliography. 
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on a Corinthian olpe known as the ‘Chigi vase’ (i2), and on an ivory comb found at the 
sanctuary of Artemis Orthia in Sparta (i3). The story is also told in the Cypria (6th century BC), 
which might have had a stronger influence on both art and literature than usually 
acknowledged (West 2013: 75-79). Attic vase painters depict this myth most often as a 
procession of the goddesses either following Hermes or in front of Paris (or both 
simultaneously). Through the 6th century and at the beginning of the 5th, this was the 
favourite way to represent the Judgement and we are hardly able to distinguish one goddess 
from another, with the exception only of Athena. The arrival of the red-figure technique allows 
a clear distinction between the goddesses and the procession remains as a preferred theme 
until the mid 5th century. Throughout this century, the Judgement was a subject for the 
tragedians: there are a few lines (in a pair of satyr plays of Sophocles)6 and many episodes in 
Euripides’ plays.7 These are the oldest sources that we have for this story, although there must 
already have been such stories circulating orally. 
Even though we have no direct evidence of an oral tradition behind this myth, there are some 
important signals that we should consider. First, we know that the formulaic style of the Iliad 
and the Odyssey is a signal of traditional oral poetry. Thomas (1992: 29ff) observes that some 
scholars have disregarded the importance of the oral tradition by claiming that high quality 
literary works, like the Homeric poems, must involve writing. She also says that some scholars 
have wrongly presumed a negative, nearly fatal, effect of writing on oral poetry, but not in the 
case of the Homeric poems, because they were not preceded by a strong written culture. She 
concludes, therefore, that a lack of writing does not deny the possibility of mastery in oral 
poetry, that there is not so great a distance between literacy and orality, and that the 
importance of poetry in ancient Greece may have encouraged the development of techniques 
to preserve it before the arrival of writing. Scodel (2002: 2) draws our attention to the scenes 
in the Odyssey in which a bard performs, as well as the separate allusions to stories within a 
coherent outline to conclude that there is an oral tradition behind the Homeric poems. Besides 
this, she notes (2002: 22) that the appearance of different details around the same story in the 
various sources is better explained by the existence of an oral tradition that allows these 
possibilities than by any other factor. One could point to the innovation of the artist, but this 
does not exclude the presence of an oral tradition behind him and, even more, it does not 
clarify the irregular recurrence of some single aspects of the myth. 
                                                          
6 Krisis (frr. 333 & 334 Nauck) and Poimenes (fr. 469 Nauck). 
7 Andr. 274-292, Hec. 638-649, Tr. 923-937, Hel. 22-30 348-359 & 673-683, and IA 71-77 164-184 573-
589 & 1284-1312. 
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If, for example, we think about how the goddesses travelled to Mount Ida, we realize that 
there are at least two versions preserved by tradition. One tells that they went in a chariot 
pulled by horses. The other says that they walked to the dwelling place of Paris. In many cases, 
we are simply not told how they reached him. Most of the artistic representations depict 
Hermes and the goddesses in a procession, walking towards Mount Ida. Even though this was 
clearly a favoured version of the myth, we know that there was another one, for it is reported 
by Euripides as well as being depicted on various objects.8 
The aspects of the myth that are stressed or favoured will vary according to the genre and 
contexts. We have observed that the vase painters during the 6th century and the first half of 
the 5th BC had a strong preference for depicting the goddesses led by Hermes, or the 
goddesses standing in front of Paris. It is the same in the case of the ivory comb (i3), the 
Corinthian olpe, and the ‘Melian’ amphora from Paros. After this period, we will not find 
processions so often, but more individualized characters. In this latter case, Paris seems to 
actually be judging the goddesses, while in the former he was reacting to the arrival of a group 
(or he was not present at all). 
In written versions of the tale, on the other hand, Paris’ error is stressed, because of both the 
offence to the goddesses (Hera and Athena) and its dire consequences. Some poets and 
storytellers, as we shall see, took the story as a source for either allegorization or moralization 
or rationalization. This response appears for the first time with Plato in the 4th century BC, 
who rejects the belief that Zeus and Themis caused the quarrel and the judgement of the 
goddesses, as poets tell: “Τὴν δὲ τῶν ὅρκων καὶ σπονδῶν σύγχυσιν, ἣν ὁ Πάνδαρος συνέχεεν, 
ἐάν τις φῇ δι’ Ἀθηνᾶς τε καὶ Διὸς γεγονέναι, οὐκ ἐπαινεσόμεθα, οὐδὲ θεῶν ἔριν τε καὶ κρίσιν 
διὰ Θέμιτός τε καὶ Διός” (379e-380a).9 The storyline seems to be clearly separated from 
intellectual reflection about it, although we will find them interwoven in Apuleius’ 
Metamorphoses (10.30-34). 
                                                          
8 We read in E. Andr. 277f that Hermes is “τρίπωλον ἅρμα δαιμόνων / ἄγων τὸ καλλιζυγές”—“conducting 
the goddesses’ chariot beautifully yoked with three horses”. And in Tr., it is said of Paris that he “ἔκρινε 
τρισσὸν ζεῦγος ὅδε τριῶν θεῶν” (924)—“judged the threefold yoke of the three goddesses”. The oldest 
representations of Athena mounting a chariot in connection with the Judgement of Paris are a hydria in 
the London market (i78) and a neck amphora in the Vatican (i117), both dated to the second half of 6th 
century BC. Another representation of the scene seems to be on a Clazomenian hydria in London (i89), 
c. 530 BC, where Athena is probably on her way to the Judgement in a chariot. A Boeotian black-figure 
calyx krater in New York (i265), 400-375 BC, depicts two goddesses arriving in a chariot for the 
Judgement. The ‘cista Barberini’ (i349), c. 330 BC, shows one of the goddesses arriving in a chariot while 
the two other are already in the presence of Paris. 
9 “And the violation of the oaths and the armistices, which Pandarus violated, if anyone says that this 
violation has happened because of Athena and Zeus, we will not approve him, nor if he says that the 
strife and the judgement of the goddesses has happened because of Themis and Zeus”. 
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It is already evident that I am going to undertake the analysis of both artworks and literary 
works. This will be a study of how artistic and literary representations of the Judgement of 
Paris parallel and diverge from each other. The coincidences and differences have already 
been discussed by some scholars, so that this subject is not new. For example, Harrison (1886: 
186ff & 1957: 292ff) believed that the absence of Paris from the scene on some pottery from 
the 6th century BC showed that the Judgement was derived from an earlier and different 
story. But Stinton seeks to disprove this (1965: 9f), citing Welcker (1845: 155 & 1981: 2.88), 
attributing it to the influence of literary models discounted by Harrison. Reinhardt (1948: 13f) 
downplayed the chronological importance given to an ivory comb from Sparta, which depicts a 
seated man in front of three standing women: a scene commonly interpreted as the 
Judgement of Paris, although there are some dissenting opinions (Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 
1930 and Rose 1950-1951). 
After the discovery of the ivory comb, some scholars wanted to assign an earlier date to the 
Cypria and the Homeric poems. Reinhardt asserts that the way this story is linked to Homer is 
more important than its antiquity. He argued that literary evidence carries greater weight in 
this instance. Stinton also refers to artistic representations when trying to reconstruct the 
development of the story of Paris in antiquity and relates them to literary sources. He does this 
when he proposes (1965: 53) that the episode of the funeral games organized by king Priam 
could have been invented by Sophocles and he refers to an Attic red-figure cup by the Briseis 
Painter in Paris (i204) and another by the Brygos Painter in Tarquinia RC6846 (ARV2 369,4; 
BADB 203903), where Paris is returning home, but there is no trace of the games or the attack 
of Deiphobus or the refuge in the altar of Zeus, although these elements were an essential 
feature of Euripides’ Alexandros.10 Stinton, however, takes the precaution of attributing the 
interpretation of the scenes shown on these cups to other scholars: Robert (1883: 234), 
Beazley (1963: 406f), and Hampe (1937: 142ff). The scholars who concentrate on artistic 
representations (Clairmont 1951, Raab 1972, and Damisch 1996) obviously have had to link 
these to the literary works that tell the story because it is not possible, today, to track the 
meaning of the scenes depicted in the artworks without considering the literary sources.11 
                                                          
10 We must, however, allow for the limitations of the art form, which make it difficult for the painter to 
represent a string of scenes from one story. 
11 So affirms Damisch (1992: 79) “s’il convient, comme il semble logique, de lire d’abord l’histoire, avant 
de «lire» le tableau”. Thus is also the assertion of Hurwit (2002) when reviewing Hedreen (2001), for the 
former points to Hedreen’s statement that “Greek artists created narratives, or narrative connections, 
independent of the poetic tradition” (Hedreen 2001: 116) although he spends “many pages examining 
literary sources that may lie behind such images as that of Ajax and Achilles playing dice (94-95) or the 
Judgment of Paris (e.g. 208-211)” (Hurwit 2002). 
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Some vases, however, have the names of the figures added, as we shall see in the discussion in 
Chapter 3 below. 
The importance of this thesis is that it offers a comprehensive view and interpretation of the 
references to the Judgement of Paris in the literature and art of antiquity and that it values 
one of the foundational myths of Western culture. Examples survive in numerous genres, on 
painted pottery, in mosaics, on painted walls, on coins, in bronze and ivory, and in epic poems, 
lyric poems, tragedies, moralizing and philosophical texts. The Judgement of Paris is one of our 
foundational myths not only because it is part of the Trojan Cycle, but also because of what it 
signifies about the relationship between men and gods. Various scholars coincide on the 
distinction between men and gods deduced from this story. Reinhardt (1948: 21ff), for 
example, asserted that the lack of seriousness of the Olympian gods12 was “possible only in a 
poetic work about human transitoriness, greatness and tragedy” (Reinhardt 1997: 180). So we 
observe the deep pain and the numerous deaths of men caused by the hostility of two 
goddesses because they felt offended when the shepherd preferred her “ἥ οἱ πόρε 
μαχλοσύνην ἀλεγεινήν” (Il. 24.30), who offered him grievous lust. Stinton, on the other hand, 
wondered why Euripides referred several times to the story of the Judgement. He asserts that 
Euripides was pointing towards the fragility of men in the face of divine will, for this is the 
situation of Paris. Paris succumbs before the temptation, which will bring him great 
satisfaction, but eventually his whole city will be destroyed and he himself killed. Later, Davies 
(1981), following Reinhardt, argues that Il. 24.22-30 (coming late in the Iliad)13 stresses the 
inexorable hostility of Hera and Athena against Troy,14 compared to the sensitivity and 
greatness of Achilles when receiving Priam. This age-old story, therefore, has become one of 
the foundational myths of Western culture because it emphasizes the transitory and non-
divine condition of man, and the force of divine retribution. 
1. Aims of the study 
I will look at both the artistic and the literary representations of the Judgement of Paris for 
details of what they show, but there are some basic directions for this. As a first step in my 
analysis of artworks, I am going to look for the particular gestures and the general behaviour of 
                                                          
12 “They threaten each other as if it were a matter of life and death, scream, as if they were dying, 
deceive each other as if they could overthrow each other—but whenever on earth it is a matter of life or 
death, the gods’ struggle dissolves into an ‘as if’, through which it becomes a game: not because the 
gods themselves were consciously playing, but because they lack the stake through which alone every 
action becomes serious—death, destruction, suffering which lays men low, and any diminution of 
existence” (Reinhardt 1997: 179). 
13 The late reference to the Judgement is relevant in Davies’ argument because he contrasts the episode 
of Priam and Achilles, told a few lines below in Book 24, to the quarrel of Zeus and Hera in Book 1. 
14 Griffin (1983) explains the extension of this hostility over the whole city by asserting that “Paris is the 
archetypical Trojan” and, therefore, “the sin of Paris is one in which Troy is inextricably implicated” (: 5). 
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each character as well as the presence or absence of particular characters and symbols. This 
will be followed by the connections between them in specific scenes. The situation that each 
artwork depicts will be compared with the literary versions which depict the same or a similar 
scene (or even omit it in some cases), especially those offering a version of the story and not 
simply an allusion to it. Indeed, we shall find that some of the oldest surviving literary versions 
of the myth are important when we consider the art, especially when these versions do not 
correlate with the artistic representations. As I shall discuss in Chapter 2 below, the 
clarification of the story in the earliest forms we know has been a matter of debate (Reinhardt 
1948, Stinton 1965, Walcot 1977, Davies 1981, and Suter 1987). 
When analysing the literary works, on the other hand, I will look for the motivations behind 
the telling of, or reference to, the story. Hence, I will explore the context in which we find a 
reference to the Judgement. And then I will again compare this with the pertinent artworks, 
that is, those which share relevant characteristics with the literary versions or diverge from 
them. 
Two questions will then underpin this research. The first is why the Judgement has been 
mentioned or depicted, together with why each version favours some scenes and certain 
features and not others. The second question is how the artistic representations parallel the 
literary versions of the Judgement (and vice versa) and where and why we find divergent 
interpretations. The primary aim of this thesis is to show the importance of these questions as 
well as to try to find appropriate answers to them. 
2. Methodology 
In considering the characteristic attributes of the artistic representations and the literary 
works, I will classify them according to what is more appropriate or relevant in each case. 
Consequently, I will distinguish the artworks according to the moment in the story that they 
focus on. We will observe at least two main groups among the artworks. The first are those 
depicting a scene before the Judgement, and the second those depicting a scene during the 
Judgement. In the case of the literary works, I will distinguish them according to the rôle 
played by the story of the Judgement within them. Among the literary works, we will find four 
possibilities: (1) the Judgement explains something in the plot of the whole work, (2) the 
Judgement is a part of the plot, (3) the Judgement is mentioned because of a coincident poetic 
image, or (4) the text gives an interpretation of the Judgement. This classification of artworks 
and literary works will be useful to my later analysis. 
I will undertake a thematic approach in order to work concurrently with the artistic 
representations and the literary works. The thematic approach will allow us to analyse these 
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objects and texts from different perspectives: from the perspective of the narrative, its genre, 
its context, and the poets’ aim in using allegory, moralising, or humour. The result is that our 
approach will concentrate on the specific evidence, initially giving lower priority to the broader 
cultural background, Greek or Roman. Nevertheless, the differences or special traits of the 
period of each work will usually be mentioned. The same will occur in the case of those 
features related to the cultural origin of each work. These elements, therefore, will be 
addressed at a number of points in the thesis. 
3. Sources for the Judgement of Paris 
I have established a corpus of 461 artistic representations. It is important to say that the 
biggest group of artworks comprises Attic painted pottery. This will be the most important 
body of evidence from the artistic field for this research. Nevertheless, one of the oldest 
artworks considered here is the mid-seventh century Corinthian olpe mentioned above, which 
was found in Veii, probably having been carried there as a second hand artefact. From the 
same period we have the ‘Melian’ amphora found in Paros. Next in date is the ivory comb 
found at the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia in Sparta, of the late 7th century.15 
During the 6th century, we are going to find vases of various shapes painted mostly in the 
black-figure technique, as well as an Etruscan funerary panel in London (i43) dated to 560-550 
BC, the first non-Greek representation of the Judgement. 
From the 5th to 3rd centuries BC, we will be able to observe much red figure and some white 
ground pottery with references to the Judgement, and also four cistae and 54 Etruscan bronze 
mirrors. After this, from the 1st BC to the 5th AD, we have much more varied evidence: wall 
paintings, mosaics, reliefs, gems, a lintel, sarcophagi, and coins, just to mention some of them. 
In the literary field, the texts considered range from the Iliad, in the 8th century BC, through to 
the Chronographia by Malalas, in the 6th century AD. I am thus considering a whole group of 
texts written during antiquity that recount or allude to the Judgement of Paris. This comprises 
a total of 58 literary works. 
4. Structure of the thesis 
In Chapter 2 I shall set out the approaches of a number of scholars to the Judgement of Paris, 
and their interpretations. After having discussed the scholion of Aristarchus on Iliad 24.25-30 
and the reactions that have followed it, I will deal with the most important proposals that have 
                                                          
15 Although this comb has been the subject of some controversial interpretations, the scene depicted on 
it is consistent with what we know as a typical image of the Judgement. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, for 
example, (1930: 241) believes that the male figure seated in front of the goddesses is Zeus rather than 
Paris. 
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arisen in recent times in relation to both the artistic and literary representations of the 
Judgement. This will give us the opportunity to consider the current state of this topic, 
acknowledging the achievements made by earlier scholars and recognizing what is still 
remaining to be done. I will also have the opportunity to discuss the divergences of views on 
some issues, the most longstanding of which is the rejection by Aristarchus of lines 25-30 in 
Iliad 24. 
In Chapter 3 I will analyse the objects thematically, considering the genre of each, its context, 
and its function. The first step will be to outline the narrative, not to analyse at this point, but 
to clearly establish the nature of this evidence. Those narratives giving substantial accounts of 
the Judgement or which have had an important later influence will be stressed and 
distinguished from those which concentrate on offering an allusion rather than recounting the 
myth. We will explore the situations favoured for visual representation. We also will explore 
the elements of the literary narrative, looking at the characters, the elements and the 
episodes. Perhaps one of the most outstanding episodes of this story is that of the goddesses 
going to Mount Ida. In art, as I have noted above, the procession of the goddesses is almost 
omnipresent until the mid 5th century BC and we know that they are heading for Paris. 
Pausanias (5.19.5) describes this on the Chest of Cypselus,16 for example. And Euripides 
remarks on the fact that Hermes and the goddesses went to Mount Ida in Andromache 275, 
Helen 23, and Iphigenia at Aulis 1300. That collection of examples will provide a representative 
picture of how this story was told and understood during antiquity, allowing us to approach it 
through its constants and variations. 
In Chapter 4 I will analyse literary representations of the Judgement by genre and period. We 
will see how the story was conveyed through different literary genres, while acknowledging its 
existence also in oral tradition. In Chapter 5 I shall examine artistic styles and iconography, 
arranged approximately by date. We will therefore encounter diverse techniques across more 
than a thousand years in ancient art and literature for one single story. This step in the study 
will help us to answer the first of my questions, why the Judgement has been such a source of 
inspiration. Here we will note the extraordinarily strong presence of this subject as a motif on 
Greek pottery. This is undoubtedly the richest artistic source surviving for the Judgement of 
Paris in antiquity. Nevertheless, we observe a difference in the Hellenistic period, for we find 
                                                          
16 Welcker (1845: 133) believes that on the Chest of Cypselus Hermes and the goddesses were en route 
to Mount Ida. However, Lemos (2009: 135f) states that Paris is present in the scene because of the verb 
δείκνυσι. And this does not seem to contradict what Pausanias says (ἄγει) before quoting the inscription. 
In both cases, the verb refers to an action performed by Hermes in relation to the goddesses. 
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almost no artistic objects depicting the Judgement of Paris from the 2nd century BC.17 Despite 
this, the subject continues to be popular in art after this date. It is surprising, therefore, to find 
this lack of evidence during the 2nd century BC. 
In Chapter 6 we will move on to the context in which the myth appears. In a more general 
sense, we explore the appearance of the story in a particular region or its recurrence in a 
specific genre or medium. Secondly, I shall discuss the most extensive accounts of the 
Judgement: the story as it appears in the Cypria, in Euripides, in Colluthus, and in Dares. 
Thirdly, I shall identify recurrent themes and connections across literature and art: the 
Judgement as the cause of ills, the way in which the myth was rationalized by philosophers and 
tragic poets, the Judgement as a source of humour, as a source of moral teaching, and as a 
reference point for symbolism. 
The thesis overall, therefore, will assemble, examine, contextualize, analyse, and contrast the 
various representations of the Judgement of Paris in Greek and Roman antiquity. It will thus 
offer for a better understanding of the use made of this myth.
                                                          
17 An Etruscan bronze mirror in Oxford (i378) and a statuette in Athens (i379) could be the only 
exceptions. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter aims to explain clearly and comprehensively past scholarship concerning the 
Judgement of Paris. It will be divided into three sections. The first will discuss the scholion of 
Aristarchus on Iliad 24.25-30 and the various reactions to it, especially in modern scholarship. 
The second section will look at the interpretation given to the artistic representations of the 
Judgement, mainly focusing on what Harrison (1886), Clairmont (1951), and Hedreen (2001) 
have said. The third section will explore the interpretations offered on the literary versions of 
the myth, considering the readings of Reinhardt (1948), Stinton (1965), and Davies (1981), 
among others. 
1. Aristarchus 
Aristarchus,1 a scholar who lived between years c. 216-144 BC (OCD4: 153) , rejects the 
originality of Iliad 24.25-30, where Homer says: 
ἔνθ’ ἄλλοις μὲν πᾶσιν ἑήνδανεν, οὐδέ ποθ’ Ἥρῃ 
οὐδὲ Ποσειδάων’ οὐδὲ γλαυκώπιδι κούρῃ, 
ἀλλ’ ἔχον, ὥς σφιν πρῶτον ἀπήχθετο Ἴλιος ἱρὴ 
καὶ Πρίαμος καὶ λαὸς Ἀλεξάνδρου ἕνεκ’ ἄτης, 
ὃς νείκεσσε θεάς, ὅτε οἱ μέσσαυλον ἵκοντο, 
τὴν δ’ ᾔνησ’ ἥ οἱ πόρε μαχλοσύνην ἀλεγεινήν. 
This was pleasing, then, to all the others, but never 
to Hera nor to Poseidon nor to the maiden with 
gleaming eyes, yet they kept on as earlier [when] 
sacred Ilium became hateful to them as well as 
Priam and his people because of the sin of 
Alexander, who insulted the goddesses when they 
came to his inner court and he approved her who 
offered grievous lust to him.2 
 
Aristarchus rejects these lines because the proposal of rescuing Hector’s corpse was not 
pleasing to all the gods,3 because Homer did not know the Judgement (otherwise he would 
mention it in other places), because νείκεσσε does not mean ‘to judge’, he says, but to rebuke 
or to quarrel, and because μαχλοσύνη means ‘madness for women’ while Paris was offered 
Helen by Aphrodite in the Judgement (Erbse 1969-1980: 5.521f). Some scholars have opposed 
the opinion of Aristarchus, supporting the view that this passage actually refers to the story of 
the Judgement as we know it (Reinhardt 1948, Stinton 1965, Walcot 1977, and Davies 1981). 
                                                          
1 The comments on Homer of Aristarchus are published in Erbse (1969-1980). His comments on the Iliad 
24.25-30 appear in 5.521f. They are attributed to Aristonicus, but some scholars (Rose 1950-1951: 281f, 
Stinton 1965: 1, Walcot 1977: 31, and Davies 1981: 56n2) assume these are the words of Aristarchus 
and Richardson says that “it looks as if this was really Aristarchus’ opinion” (1993: 276). 
2 In this thesis, all translations (except where otherwise indicated) are my own. 
3 Aristarchus notes that the three more important gods after Zeus, that is, Hera, Athena, and Poseidon, 
actually oppose to the proposal that Hermes rescues Hector’s corpse from Achilles. 
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Some other scholars, however, propose an alternative solution by saying that the passage 
refers to a different story (Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 1930: 241f & Rose 1950-1951: 282f). 
The scholia4 add some other arguments5 to support Aristarchus’ belief that the passage is an 
interpolation. They state that stealing is not appropriate to the gods, that Poseidon was not an 
ally of the Achaeans, that νείκεσσε is not a suitable term for a judge, that Paris grew up in the 
city rather than on the mountain, that Zeus would not have asked Hera the cause of her anger 
in Il. 4.31 if Homer had known of the Judgement, that μαχλοσύνη is used for the lust felt by 
young women rather than by men, that the origin of the ills was Alexander or the ships rather 
than the Judgement, and that Athena and Hera had no reason to compete with Aphrodite. 
Scott (1919: 327) considered that an interpolation would not have used language inconsistent 
with Homer, so the vocabulary in the athetized lines should be Homeric. He also says that the 
Judgement of Paris is implied throughout the poem, for it would not be possible to understand 
the endless hatred Hera and Athena felt for Troy, Hector, and Aphrodite without that episode. 
Reinhardt (1948: 27) accepted these lines because the story of the Judgement is coherent with 
the poetic design of the Iliad. Stinton (1965: 4) agrees with this and adds that the didactic tone 
of the story, which made it appear too sophisticated for the Homeric age, should not bother 
us, because, even if we accept that the Judgement is a folktale, we know that “folktale is as old 
as saga”. Stinton, actually, observes that this argument is also made by Reinhardt, who had 
referred to it as ‘fabelartiger’, fable-like, (1948: 28) and questioned doubts about the archaic 
nature of this story (1948: 14). 
Adkins (1969: 20) accepts that there are good reasons to think that these lines are late, but he 
believes that the verb νείκεσσε means that Hera and Athena felt the words of Paris to be 
hostile. In general, Davies (1981: 57) agrees with the conclusion of Reinhardt, but he has some 
criticisms of his interpretation. Reviving the question of Aristarchus on Homer, Davies says that 
Reinhardt does not explain satisfactorily why the Judgement is not mentioned more often in 
the Iliad. On the other hand, Davies also says that “Reinhardt’s treatment of μαχλοσύνην 
ἀλεγεινήν in line 30 [is not] very convincing”, perhaps because Reinhardt simply says that he 
sees no possible interpretation for these words other than a ‘guarantee’ given by Aphrodite or 
that Helen herself was the μαχλοσύνην that was referred to (1948: 26f). 
                                                          
4 An explanation on the extent of these scholia can be found in the introduction to The Iliad: A 
Commentary, edited by G.S. Kirk (1990-1993: 1.41). The compilation of these scholia can be found in 
Dindorf (1877) and in Maass (1877), which are published in a combined edition of six volumes and 
exhibit some differences in the text of the scholia referred to this passage (Dindorf: 4.335-338, Maass: 
2.447ff). 
5 Severyns (1928: 263) attributes all these arguments to Aristarchus. 
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Richardson (1993: 278) offers a very comprehensive account of the issues associated with this 
passage (Il. 24.22-30) and states that “it is probably fair to say that the passage as a whole 
should be regarded as part of the original poem, despite some doubts over [lines] 29-30”. The 
rejection of Aristarchus, therefore, has been widely disregarded by more recent scholarship. 
This does not mean, however, that all the modern scholars accept the story of the Judgement 
as integral to the Homeric narrative, for Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1930) and Rose (1950-
1951) have suggested other explanations for the hostility of Athena and Hera.6 
Although Aristarchus’ rejection of the passage, judging it to be an interpolation, was accepted 
or, at least, not denied for a long time, modern scholarship, from the 19th century onwards, 
has questioned it to the point of offering convincing answers for the arguments of Aristarchus 
and other ancient scholars. There is consensus now, in that scholars disregard Aristarchus’ 
rejection, although this has not meant that the lines athetized by him need no explanation at 
all: whether they refer or not to the Judgement, or their specific meaning for the Iliad have 
been matters of discussion during the last century. 
I conclude therefore that the Judgement of Paris fits into the plot of the Iliad not only because 
the story is coherent with the rest of the poem, as Scott (1919), Reinhardt (1948), Stinton 
(1965), Adkins (1969), Walcot (1977), and Davies (1981) have shown; but also because, in the 
light of the examined evidence (literary and artistic representations), Homer literally names 
what Aphrodite offered to Paris, which is, as the scholia define it, μαχλοσύνη = ‘lust felt by 
young women’, and, as Rose (1950-1951) interprets it, becoming irresistible to women.7 I will 
discuss this idea further in the following chapters. 
2. Artistic Representations 
The artistic representations of the Judgement of Paris have been studied mainly regarding the 
iconography and their links to the literary representations of the myth. Hence questions have 
arisen about the plot in the myth: why was Paris on Mount Ida? How did Paris play the rôles of 
both prince and shepherd during the Judgement? How do the stories of the exposure and 
recognition interconnect with the Judgement? There have been attempts to explain features in 
the representations by linking them to the known literary sources. Features include the 
presence or absence of characters, the attitudes of the characters in the scenes, the presence 
                                                          
6 They both propose that these lines refer to a story of Hera and Athena going to visit Paris and being 
rejected by him. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1930: 242) says that, after this, Aphrodite was received by 
Paris. Rose (1950-1951:282), however, adds that the goddesses wanted to know whether Paris was 
affable or disdainful. He also says that the third woman could have been Aphrodite or a witch, for she 
offered to Paris the ability to achieve anything he wanted from women. 
7 Rose writes “ut ea [mulier] amore incensa nihil ipsi [Paridi] negaret” (1950-1951: 283). 
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of particular objects and animals. Thus, most of the efforts seem to point towards a commonly 
known story that underlies the representations of the Judgement. 
One of the most important objects depicting the Judgement of Paris, because of its antiquity, is 
the ivory comb found at the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia in Sparta (i3), which is shown in pl. 2a: 
it depicts the three goddesses in a row in front of a throned Paris. Dawkins (1929: 222) 
reported it as belonging to the first half of the 7th century BC (cf. Boardman 1963: 4) and 
representing the Judgement of Paris.8 Although disputed,9 this interpretation has been widely 
accepted by subsequent scholarship—Reinhardt (1948), Stinton (1965), Damisch (1992), and 
Powell (2002). The ivory comb became relevant because it was discovered at a time when 
scholars still believed that the Judgement was an unsuitable inclusion in an epic poem. 
Nowadays we have, besides the ivory comb, two painted vases from about the same time and 
even earlier— the ‘Melian’ amphora from Paros, 675-600 BC (i1) and the Corinthian ‘Chigi’ 
olpe, c. 630 BC (i2). 
Before the ivory comb was discovered, Harrison (1886) proposed a classification of the then 
known10 artistic representations of the Judgement into four groups.11 Type A refers to the 
procession form with Paris absent; type B, to the procession form with Paris standing; type C, 
to the procession form with Paris seated; type D, to a form other than a procession. When 
characterising them, she points out that type A “is confined [...] to black-figure Attic vases” and 
that “frequently the goddesses are not characterized at all, where they are it is to Athene only 
that prominence is given” (: 205).12 Harrison observes that representations of type B are 
                                                          
8 Dawkins (1929: 223) also sees the apple of Strife in the comb, but this has been rejected by some 
scholars (Severyns 1977 and Damisch 1992). The presence of the apple at this early stage, although it 
does not appear in literature until the 3rd century BC (in Anticleides and Chrysippus), is not so strange if 
we consider that we will find it again on an Attic red-figure hydria, c. 470 BC (i210); an Attic red-figure 
Nolan amphora, c. 470 BC (i213); an Attic red-figure amphora, c. 450 BC (i235), and an Apulian lekythos, 
365-350 BC (i319), all in London, plus an Etruscan bronze mirror in Paris, 320-280 BC (i364). 
9 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1930: 241) asserts that the male seated figure is Zeus, not Paris. 
10 Harrison (1886: 199) acknowledges, however, that she is not considering all the available 
representations: “I do not intend to attempt the complete enumeration of all known instances”, she 
says. But she asserts that “the essential thing is to accumulate sufficient material for the safe 
establishment of the principal type-forms” (1886: 200). 
11 Harrison considered only vases in her classification. Although she acknowledges the record left by 
Pausanias on the Chest of Cypselus (Paus. 5.19.5) and the Throne of Apollo at Amyclae (Paus. 3.18.12), 
she says (1886: 214) that there were no early instances of the Judgement in artworks other than the 
vases. While these representations would fit in type A or B of Harrison, the ivory comb would fit into 
type C, for here Paris is seated. 
12 Harrison believes that the prominence of Athena is due to the “Attic origin of the work” (1886: 205). 
This is confirmed by Marx (1988: 387), who explains that during the 6th century BC, “as Athens 
developed into a unified, prosperous city-state, the manner in which Athenians thought of themselves 
and their patron goddess changed as well; the armed fighting Athena becoming a powerful symbol for 
the city-state”, which was translated into the depiction of an armed Athena in vase-painting. 
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mostly confined to black-figure vases13 and that they tend to omit one of the goddesses,14 
although they also begin to characterize the goddesses more clearly than in type A.15 
Representations of type C mostly occur on red-figure vases and offer a wide diversity of 
attributes and arrangements, including attributive Erotes around Aphrodite. Sometimes they 
show the goddesses arriving in chariots.16 These three types are certainly the rule for Attic 
black-figure vase painting. Attic black-figure vase painting is defined not only by these types of 
scenes, but also by the limitation on the representation’s smoothness because of the incised 
depiction technique. 
Type D representations, finally, also occur on red-figure vases, and are noteworthy because of 
the total absence of the procession form and the addition of many accessory figures. Harrison 
believes (1886: 210) that in most instances these figures are meaningless. She considers, 
however, that in some cases they are important, especially when they show either Eris or 
Themis, or Zeus or Apollo. According to her, those vases showing Themis would point to an 
alternative origin of the quarrel among the goddesses. Also, those vases including Apollo 
would propose that Zeus appointed him, not Paris, to conduct the Judgement. Schneider 
(1886) proposed that the procession form was inspired in the Cypria, but Harrison responded 
(1886: 212) that this would be only a transitional stage between the two key events—the 
beginning of the strife and the Judgement of Paris. Lückenbach (1880) proposed that the 
processional form comes from the preference for this theme in ancient times, but Harrison 
(1886: 213) believes that this argument is too simple. 
After rejecting the arguments of Schneider and Lückenbach about the depiction of Hermes 
leading the goddesses to Paris, Harrison concludes that the scene originated in type A and was 
actually derived from representations of Hermes leading the Charites, the three Graces. 
Harrison (1886: 214f) notices the similarity between the scene of Hermes leading the 
goddesses and that of Hermes leading nymphs (as depicted in some reliefs) and then recalls 
that Furtwängler attributes the origin of this scene to early scenes of a procession of the 
Charites—this was followed by a procession of the Charites led by Hermes and, later, by the 
same procession led by Hermes into the presence of Pan. Harrison (1886: 215) recalls some 
                                                          
13 Harrison gives one exception: a red-figure stamnos in London (i214) that shows Paris running away 
from Hermes and the goddesses. 
14 It seems that this was more common in those vases that showed Paris waiting for the goddesses. 
According to Harrison (1886: 206), vase painters could have been thinking of the vases of type A as they 
were working and, therefore, kept drawing only four figures instead of five. 
15 Harrison believes (1886: 206) that the presence of Paris emphasizes the situation of a Judgement and 
this makes it necessary to distinguish clearly the goddesses. 
16 Harrison thinks that the chariots were part of an “artificial treatment” (1886: 209) of the myth due to 
its exhaustion. 
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literary sources that link Hermes with the Charites: Ar. Thesm. 300, Plut. Mor. 44E, and Plut. De 
natura deorum 16. She also points to the similarity of Athena looking backwards in some 
instances of type A to the procession of the nymphs, for here the second nymph customarily 
turns en face (1886: 216). The three goddesses seem to resemble the Charites, carriers of gifts, 
when they offer presents to Paris.17 
Clairmont’s survey (1951) of artistic representations of the Judgement is the first attempt to 
analyse all the known ancient examples.18 His work covers the period from the 7th century BC 
to the 4th century AD and lists 314 artworks from Greek, Roman, and Etruscan contexts. Unlike 
Harrison (1886), Clairmont discusses the two lost artworks described by Pausanias—the 
Throne of Apollo at Amyclae (i58) and the Chest of Cypselus at Olympia (i4). In discussing the 
Siphnian Treasury at Delphi, Clairmont (1951: 44-46) proposes that each goddess is being 
judged separately to explain why Athena is departing as Aphrodite comes into the presence of 
Paris. This interpretation of the Siphnian Treasury is further elaborated by Moore (1985).19 In 
Dawson’s opinion (1953: 27), Clairmont’s survey lacks appropriate conclusions based on the 
impressive amount of testimonies described. Indeed, Clairmont gives detailed descriptions of 
each character in the scenes, but he does not reach any conclusion about them or about the 
Judgement of Paris as an artistic theme. 
After Clairmont, Raab (1972) enlarges the catalogue of artworks representing the Judgement 
of Paris, adding 43 instances, although she focuses exclusively on Greek art. She dedicates 
chapters to the artistic representations during the archaic era (1), the artistic representations 
after the archaic period (2), the apple of Discord (3),20 the depiction of Paris (4), and the 
depiction of the goddesses (5).  
Stinton (1965: 53ff) briefly discusses the Attic red-figure cup in Paris (i204) and the Attic red-
figure cup in Tarquinia RC6846 (ARV2 369,4; BADB 203903). According to him, these vases 
represent a stage in the development of the story of Paris in which Paris was exposed and no 
funeral games were held. Stinton follows the interpretation of Hampe (1937) regarding the cup 
in Tarquinia and identifies a complication because of the presence of Artemis as supporter of 
Paris, instead of Aphrodite. Hedreen (2001: 192f), however, says that it could be Aphrodite 
holding Paris’ bow rather than Artemis with a bow but without arrows. 
                                                          
17 The three goddesses, indeed, appeared as a kind of Charites in Od. 20.64 when they, along with 
Artemis, “dowered the daughters of Pandareus” (Harrison 1886: 217). 
18 An early attempt to establish a set of the known instances in Attic black-figure pottery is that of 
Schneider (1886), according to Harrison (1886: 199). Schulze (1921) wrote his doctoral dissertation on 
the topic, but he did not publish it. 
19 I discuss the representation on the west frieze of the Siphnian Treasury in Appendix 3. 
20 Which she calls the apple of Paris. 
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Hedreen (2001: 183-187) points to common features21 in vases from the 6th and 5th centuries 
BC as a sign that the Judgement took place in a rustic location, specifically on Mount Ida, 
although he recognizes the lack of uniformity among the artistic representations of the 
Judgement.22 His discussion of Paris’ reasons for being there, however, and the explanation of 
why the Judgement happened and of the decision taken by Paris, is based mainly on the 
literary sources rather than on artistic representations.23 However, he gives a very interesting 
interpretation of some vases that, according to him, represent the planning of the Judgement 
and the Trojan War, along with some other observations.24 
Lemos (2009) focuses exclusively on the representations of the Judgement in black-figure 
vases painted between 580 and 460 BC. She observes (2009: 135) that the early and mature 
Attic black-figure (520-580 BC) preferred to depict Paris standing and bearded at the moment 
when he received the undifferentiated goddesses led by Hermes. It is also common to see 
Paris running away and/or interacting with Hermes. Some new features introduced by the late 
Attic black-figure painters (520-460 BC) are the appearance of the ‘apple of discord’, the 
depiction of a lyre held by Paris, and the absence of one of the five usual characters, the three 
goddesses, Hermes, and Paris.25 The most important change is the characterization of Paris as 
a shepherd. A new iconographical type with the goddesses seated appears in an Attic black-
figure terracotta hydria in Chicago, 510-500 BC (i151) and an Attic black-figure lekythos, c. 470 
BC (i212). Another scheme, with a goddess in a chariot led by Hermes, is visible on some Attic 
black-figure lekythoi from the first quarter of the 5th century,26 although none of these 
represent the Judgement of Paris. 
                                                          
21 That is, the depiction of a rock and Paris seated on it, Paris holding a lyre, Paris wearing the costume 
of a shepherd, the presence of animals, and the occasional depiction of a tree. 
22 He admits that there is no trace of a rustic setting in most of archaic representations and that some 
vases show Paris just as a prince and not as a shepherd. 
23 This is pointed out and criticized by Hurwit (2002) in his review of Hedreen’s book. 
24 He mentions, following Raab (1972), that Athena used often to carry a spear and Hera a sceptre in 
representations of the Judgement from 6th century BC and this was not the regular practice for them in 
all the artistic representations that included Hera and Athena. He also reflects on the meaning of extra 
figures in the representations of the Judgement, whose participation in the plot may not be clear, but 
whose presence can still be explained. 
25 We have seen the explanation of Harrison above. Lemos (2009: 136) notes that, according to Kossatz-
Deissmann (1994), the absence of any of the characters corresponds to the moment of the story: if Paris 
is absent, Hermes and the goddesses are approaching Ida; if Hermes is absent, he has departed, leaving 
the goddesses with Paris. Lemos proposes, however, two other possible interpretations: that the scene 
is arranged to fit the available space or that it was not necessary to include all the characters in order to 
understand the subject of the scene. This last idea is not incompatible with the explanations of Harrison 
and Kossatz-Deissmann. 
26 Athens CC968 (ABL 226,8), Athens CC985 (ABL 233,34), Boston 98.922 (ABL 230,2), Leiden ROIC14 
(CVA Leiden 2, 69), Bucharest Collection Gheorghe Adock (CVA Bucharest 2, 42), Rodin TC854 (CVA Paris, 
Rodin, pl. 18,8), and Rodin TC855 (CVA Paris, Rodin, pl. 18,9). Lemos attributes the common feature of 
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Lemos also refers to three artworks from the 7th century BC27 and to the Siphnian Treasury in 
regard to their artistic importance. In those artworks from the 7th century BC, Lemos points to 
(2009: 134f) some peculiarities28 and observes that the surviving early representations 
appeared independently in different workshops, since they do not show uniformity in the 
direction of the procession, whether to left or to right, or in whether Paris was seated or 
standing. Lemos (2009: 140) describes the Siphnian Treasury as a unique piece for its 
“extremely original rendering” of the Judgement and adds that “it [likely] reflects the East 
Greek approach to the subject”. In observing the whole period from 580 to 460 BC, Lemos 
(2009: 142) notices that Paris is depicted as a prince first (580-530 BC) and as a shepherd from 
520s. She attributes the inspiration for the change to an oral tradition and the artistic 
innovation to the Antimenes Painter or his circle, working at the transition from black-figure to 
red-figure. 
It is clear that the most informative artefacts depicting the Judgement are black- and red-
figure vases. There are at least two approaches to the analysis of these. The first concerns the 
traits of the scenes depicted. The arrangement could often be a procession; the location may 
be a mountain; Paris could be standing or seated, bearded or beardless, prince or shepherd; 
the characters are not constant, and they may be restricted to the goddesses, Hermes and 
Paris, or include some others whose identity may be obscure. The other approach is that which 
sets the artworks in relation to the literature and the oral tradition. 
3. Literary versions 
This section summarizes the interpretations of the literary works referring to the Judgement of 
Paris. Having explained above the position of Aristarchus and the reactions of modern scholars 
after him, we can concentrate now on more recent opinions. Most scholars have tried either 
to find a place for the Judgement of Paris within the Epic Cycle or to give an interpretation of 
the myth. Many of them read the Judgement as folktale, from Karl Reinhardt (1948) and 
Thomas Stinton (1965) to Hubert Damisch (1992) and Malcolm Davies (1981 & 2003). 
Reinhardt (1948: 25f) supports the view that the Judgement was known by Homer by showing 
how this episode is told in the Iliad, not directly but translated into epic situations, as happens 
when Athena mocks Aphrodite in front of Hera in Il. 5.418ff and when Aphrodite is struck by 
Athena and censured by Hera in Il. 21.423ff. Besides this, he believes (1948: 35) that the 
                                                          
these lekythoi to the Siphnian Treasury and thinks that the scene was adapted to the space available. 
None of these lekythoi represents the Judgement of Paris. 
27 The ‘Melian’ amphora from Paros, 675-600 BC (i1); the Corinthian ‘Chigi’ olpe, c. 630 BC (i2), and the 
Laconian ivory comb, c. 620 BC (i3). 
28 Especially the lion with a snake’s tail and the winged Hermes in the ‘Melian’ amphora from Paros (i1). 
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Judgement was thought to be part of a sequence of events that led to the fall of Troy. 
Reinhardt’s argumentation that Homer knew the Judgement of Paris is convincing and places a 
milestone in the interpretation of this story. Walcot (1977: 38f), however, warns that 
“[l]iterary evaluation is subjective” and that “any critic [on Homer’s knowledge of the 
Judgement] will run the risk of being wrong if the analysis of literature becomes a game 
governed by quite arbitrary rules.” He even ponders that “positive proof that the reference is 
genuinely Homeric may be impossible.” I shall, nevertheless, prove he is wrong in regard to 
this possibility in the conclusions of Chapter 3. 
Stinton (1965) identifies two main aspects in the story of the Judgement, the allegorical choice 
between love, glory, and power, and the beauty contest between the goddesses. Both aspects 
were already visible in the Cypria. He believes that the beauty contest acted as an original 
aspect of the story while the allegorical choice could have been attached to it from the 
beginning as well.29 Stinton interprets the confluence of these two aspects as a way to 
overdetermine the reasons for the decision of Paris. This ‘overdetermination’ is reflected, 
according to Stinton (1965: 10), in the two decisions that Paris has to make: the particular gift 
that he selects from the range the goddesses offer him, and the lifestyle he selects as 
represented by that gift. 
That the beauty contest “is the direct inspiration of the judgement story (...) does not mean, 
however, that the choice of lives must be secondary” (Stinton 1965: 10). Indeed, early Greek 
thought did not separate abstract from concrete terms, so the choice of the most beautiful 
goddess could well be the same as the choice of a lifestyle. The separation pointed out by 
Stinton becomes evident only when we are accustomed to thinking in abstractions. It seems 
irrelevant, then, attempting to elucidate what aspect of the story came first. 
Stinton also points to the rusticity and solitude of Paris when meeting Hermes and the 
goddesses. Paris’ rusticity is especially emphasized in Euripides’ Andromache, where he is 
shown in contrast with the majesty of the goddesses. His rusticity runs in parallel with his 
solitude, singled out by the adjective μονότροπος, solitary or reclusive, at Andr. 281. Having 
grown up in isolation from the city and society, Paris has had no opportunity to acquire 
education or absorb the norms of civilization. Such is his condition shown in Euripides IA 573-
                                                          
29 Harrison (1886: 217f), as Stinton himself reports (1965: 9), had proposed that the allegorical choice 
was the original aspect of the story and that the beauty contest was a later addition. She supported this 
idea with her observation of the similarity of representations of the Judgement (type A) and Hermes 
leading the Charites, as explained above. But Stinton (1965: 10) disregards her arguments saying that 
the absence of Paris in some representations can be explained by literary influence; furthermore, the 
uniformity of the goddesses is not strange if we consider the limitations imposed by Attic black-figure 
technique. 
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585. That is why Paris is defenceless in the face of the offer made by Aphrodite and becomes 
“victim of a love he cannot resist”, in the words of Stinton (1965: 27). This solitary condition is 
not only well supported by Stinton’s arguments, but is clearly shown in the vase-paintings that 
depict Paris facing alone the epiphany of the gods.30 
After this, Stinton moves to Ovid’s Heroides 5, a letter from Oenone to Paris. Oenone was a 
nymph who lived with Paris before the Judgement. It is said that Paris asked her for help when 
dying, as she had the gift of healing, but she refused him and, later repentant, committed 
suicide. In discussing the originality of the story in Ovid and its antecedents, Stinton (1965: 40) 
believes that Euripides did not mention this story probably because “he wished to emphasize 
the solitude of Paris”. The discussion of Stinton on the origins of this story is highly conjectural. 
He acknowledges (1965: 59) that there is no trace of it in the Cypria, but still accepts that it 
could have been mentioned there. 
Davies (1981) has said that Reinhardt was right in saying that the Judgement of Paris was 
presupposed in the Iliad and, therefore, it was not strange that it was mentioned only once in 
the Homeric poem. But he still wonders why the Judgement has to be mentioned at all and, 
even more, that it is mentioned so near to the end of the poem. He therefore draws our 
attention to the fact that the reference to the Judgement in Iliad 24 resembles a passage from 
Book 1. According to Davies (1981: 59f), in Book 24, Achilles is going to leave his wrath against 
Hector behind, as did Zeus and Hera in Book 1. As this harmless quarrel is contrasted with the 
very prejudicial one of Achilles against Agamemnon, so the eventual appeasement of Achilles 
with respect to Hector is contrasted with the endless hatred of the gods, Hera, Athena, and 
Poseidon, by recalling the Judgement of Paris. This ingenious contrast of the quarrel of the 
gods in Book 1 of the Iliad and the meeting of Achilles with Priam in Book 24 satisfactorily 
answers and sheds light on the issue of why the Judgement “has to be mentioned at all, and 
why at this particular stage in the narrative” (Davies 1981: 57). 
However, Davies (1981: 58) remarks on the sensibility of Achilles as something unexpected and 
surprising. He believes the mention of the Judgement lends an even greater force and 
significance to the attitude of Achilles to Priam. And, after this, both Achilles and Priam will 
have to die in order to calm the anger of the gods, recalled in Il. 24.27f, just before the 
mention of the Judgement. This situation is seen by Davies (1981: 60f) as a reminder of the 
tragic nature of human life. 
                                                          
30 See especially episodes four to seven in section 2 of Chapter 3, below. 
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Some years later, Davies (2003) came back to the Judgement with a serious attempt to 
compare the Judgement to folktale. He recalls the pattern of the three brothers or sisters who 
meet a magic helper, the two first treating him rudely and the last one, politely. In the 
Judgement, however, the three brothers appear to be condensed into Paris, just as the magic 
helper has been divided into the three goddesses. And so Paris insults two of them and 
answers the third one politely. As usual, the magic helper who received this kind of response, 
Aphrodite in this case, will give some aid to the hero of the story. However, it is also a common 
feature of folktales that female magic helpers give ambivalent rewards. And, indeed, Paris is 
given “something so ambivalent as μαχλοσύνη” (2003: 36), lust, although Davies actually 
translates this as randiness. 
Another folktale pattern visible around Paris, according to Davies, is that of the good and the 
bad brothers—Paris being the bad brother, with Hector as his counterpart.31 So, when Paris 
confronts the three goddesses on Mount Ida, he “succumbs and makes the wrong choice” 
(2003: 38). On the contrary, Hector overcomes the temptations offered by three different 
women while he is coming back to the battle in Il. 6.32 However, Homer shows us that Hector 
lies dead at the end of his poem whilst Paris is safe and well. This is explained by Davies (2003: 
38) as the outcome of Homer’s “aversion to the simplicities of the folk-tale”. 
Davies compares (2003: 41f) the Judgement of Paris to the Judgement of Solomon (1 Kings 
3.16-28). He tells us how Solomon is put in front of two women to judge which of them puts 
forward the best case. Nevertheless, they do not represent anything special, as do the 
goddesses in front of Paris. The significance of the decision taken by Solomon is revealed in a 
choice he took before his Judgement, for he was told by God to ask for something. Solomon 
asks for (and receives) wisdom. And then we realize that Solomon has done in two different 
moments what Paris does at once—he has made a relevant choice and has expressed it in 
relation to a group of women. The sharp scrutiny of Davies is demonstrated in a masterly 
manner in this article where he is able to find perfectly coherent parallels between the 
Judgement of Paris and folktales. 
In my earlier thesis “El concepto de belleza contenido en el mito del juicio de Paris” (2008), I 
observe that many authors recognize the similarity of the Judgement to folktale. However, 
they differ about their interpretations of the meaning of this myth (2008: 142ff). Reinhardt 
                                                          
31 Griffin (1983: 6) suggests that this opposition is visible in Il. 3 and 6. In Book 6, the contrast is stressed 
by showing the real and fruitful marriage of Hector and Andromache opposed to the false and sterile 
marriage of Paris and Helen. 
32 These temptations are explained by Griffin (1983: 6f) as intended to get a heroic response from a 
man, so that he shows his ability to resist the feminine charms because of his duty. 
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(1938), for example, says that the myth was told to explain the fall of ancient glories. Graves 
(1948/1997) proposes that it refers to the Triple Goddess giving the apple of immortality to 
Dionysus.33 And Damisch (1996) believes that it is inspired by the change from an archaic 
conception of beauty centred on the genitals to another one centred on secondary sexual 
characteristics. 
Among the fifteen literary versions of the myth I studied in that thesis, I identified those of 
Homer, Euripides, and Ovid as more ‘poetical’ (2008: 145). These versions appear to stress 
emotions more than the others, which either focus on a sequence of facts or follow their own 
purposes. So Homer shows hatred, humiliation, and pain (2008: 145f). Euripides touches on 
misfortune, alienation, and strife (2008: 146f). And the Paris of Ovid goes from fear to 
boldness, from disappointment to agreeableness, and from irresolution to determination 
(2008: 147f). This observation will influence my own interpretation of the myth, which draws 
an opposition between excessive esteem or disapproval and a moderate esteem or 
disapproval according to Lévi-Strauss’ structural anthropology. 
 
The scholarship on the literary representations of the Judgement of Paris stresses three 
aspects of the story: 1) how it is connected to other myths, 2) how it resembles the patterns of 
folktale, and 3) its narrative structure. Scholars have been interested in establishing the 
relationships of this story with other myths, connecting causes and consequences of the 
mythical facts. One scholar has compared this myth to the folktale of the three brothers who 
meet a magic helper or to that of the two opposed brothers. Others have shown interest in 
studying the structure of the narration in the literary sources, especially in the most prominent 
ones. Surprisingly, all those who have offered an interpretation regarding the origin of the 
myth are in strong disagreement with each other. The anxiety of finding an ‘original’ meaning 
for the story of the Judgement may have led to an excessive creativity among the authors. 
In the next chapter, we will explore the narrative of the story both in art and literature. It will 
be a classification and organization of the ways to tell the story according to the media 
through which it comes to us.
                                                          
33 In The White Goddess, Graves shows many coincidences among religions and mysteries throughout 
Europe, pointing towards ancient feminine divinities. Because of these coincidences, he tries to explain 
some myths in terms of an ancient goddess, the ‘White Goddess’. In many instances, she makes a triple 
appearance, so that Graves identifies this manifestation of her as the ‘Triple Goddess’ in the Judgement 
of Paris. 
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CHAPTER 3: TELLING THE JUDGEMENT 
At this stage of the thesis, I aim to organize a large number of accounts by type, to identify 
common features in them and to prepare the ground for further analysis of the literary and 
artistic representations. The present chapter, therefore, will organize the narrative models of 
the Judgement of Paris in literary works. This will be followed by the representations of the 
Judgement of Paris in art. This means that I will create a framework of types of narrative into 
which specific narratives, literary and visual, will be organized according to criteria relevant for 
each kind of work. Outstanding details shown by the narrative accounts or depictions will also 
be noted. The aims of classifying the individual narratives according to this schema are to 
understand the co-text1 in which the story of the Judgement is found and to enable a further 
analysis of the literary and visual testimonies. 
Artistic representations have to face a physical limitation. They can only rarely represent more 
than one scene at a time, so they cannot develop more than one episode2 of the story. That is 
why we will classify separately the narrative models in the artworks and in the literary works. 
We will find, then, four ways in which the literary narrations function and twelve episodes in 
the artistic representations. These will be explained in detail below. 
In Chapters 4 and 5, the classification process will be followed by an analysis of literary and 
artistic representations in regard to the genre and the period to which they belong. This 
analysis will finally, in Chapter 6, on the functions of the myth, address the question of 
whether we can associate particular representations with particular genres across literature 
and art and, if so, what are the implications. 
1. Literature 
In trying to organize the literary versions of the Judgement, we will focus our attention on how 
the Judgement relates to the rest of the text, whether it is part of the fabula3 or not, and what 
rôle it is playing in the plot. Not every version is primarily narrating a story. Some of them are 
just alluding to it or discussing it. Nevertheless, we can see narrative details in all of them, for 
when they mention the Judgement they are recalling a myth. 
                                                          
1 I am taking this term from linguistics to signify the ‘textual’ context where we find the story of the 
Judgement. This means that I am not going to look at the historical, geographical, or stylistic 
circumstances (at this stage), but will focus on the unit itself (either literary or artistic). 
2 Understanding the episode as a narrative unit of characters, time, and space (van Dijk 1983: 155). This 
does not prevent the artistic scenes, however, from pointing to other circumstances. 
3 “The Russian formalists distinguish the ‘fable,’ the temporal-causal sequence which, however it may be 
told, is the ‘story’ or story-stuff, from the ‘sujet,’ which we might translate as ‘narrative structure.’ The 
‘fable’ [fabula] is the sum of all the motifs, while the ‘sujet’ is the artistically ordered presentation of the 
motifs (often quite different)” (Wellek & Warren 1949: 226). 
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In exploring the relationship of the Judgement to the rest of the text in which it appears, we 
can identify four possibilities: 1) the Judgement explains something in the plot, 2) the 
Judgement is part of the plot, 3) the Judgement is mentioned because of a coincident poetic 
image, and 4) the text gives an interpretation of the Judgement. These categories are not 
exclusive and can sometimes be found in the same text. Only the second possibility admits the 
Judgement as part of the fabula, whereas it arises from the story in the other cases. Moreover, 
the rôle played by the Judgement will vary in the different versions, although the same rôle 
will be found usually more than once. The relationship of the Judgement to the rest of the text 
is self-explanatory in the case of possibilities 1 and 3, while in the case of possibilities 2 and 4 
we have to delve a little more into the texts. When it is part of the plot, the topic is sometimes 
the Judgement itself. In other cases, the Judgement is inserted in a series of mythical events 
more or less related to each other.4 Others tell it as an event preceding the Trojan War.5 Most 
of the texts that fit in our fourth possibility, as interpretative, offer an allegorization of the 
Judgement, often proposing that each goddess represents a different lifestyle. Some texts 
even deny that the Judgement took place at all and one of them (that of Isocrates) gives an 
alternative explanation for the choice made by Paris. 
(1) The Judgement explains something in the plot 
If we assume that Iliad 24.22-30 (8th century BC) refers to the Judgement, then we will have to 
accept that the mention of the Judgement here is to explain why Hera, Poseidon, and Athena 
did not agree that Hermes should rescue the corpse of Hector. In a similar way, Aeneid 1.25-28 
(c. 19 BC) names the Judgement as one of the reasons for the hostility of Hera towards Aeneas. 
When Euripides (late 5th century BC) recalls the Judgement,6 it is always to point to it as the 
origin of the ills that have befallen Troy and its inhabitants. One exception, however, is in 
Euripides’ Trojan Women 923-937, where we see Helen justifying the choice of Paris. She does 
not stress the bad outcomes of the Judgement, but says that the situation could be worse for 
the Greeks if Paris had preferred Hera or Athena. In either case, the Judgement is referred to 
in order to explain a current situation in the fabula. Lycophron (93), about 273 BC, and Ennius 
(Alexander 17 Jocelyn), in the late 3rd early 2nd century BC, both include the Judgement as 
part of a prophecy given by the sister of Paris, Cassandra. Ovid (Ep. 5.33-40), about 15 BC, will 
take it as the starting point for a prophecy of misfortunes given by Oenone, the nymph whom 
Paris loved before the Judgement. Paris will narrate (Ov. Ep. 16.53-88) the Judgement to Helen 
                                                          
4 Eusebius puts it into a timeline (Chronicorum canonum liber A.Abr. 823). 
5 Colluthus recounts the events only up to the abduction of Helen by Paris. Dares Phrygius (§ 7) narrates 
the Judgement as a dream of Paris, not as a real event. 
6 Andr. 274-292, Hec. 638-649, Hel. 22-30 348-359 & 673-683, and IA 71-77 164-184 573-589 & 1284-
1312. 
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as a reason for his love. Helen will answer him denying that this (the Judgement) could have 
happened (Ov. Ep. 17.115-138) and expressing her fear about the frightening prophecy given 
to Hecuba in a dream before Paris was born (Ov. Ep. 17.237-246). The idiosyncratic account 
given by Ptolemaeus Chennos in c. AD 100 (Phot. Bibl. 190) is that the story of the Judgement 
was derived from another one about how Melos, the son of river Scamander, was appointed 
by Paris to be the priest of Aphrodite (having to decide between her and Athena and Hera). 
Centuries later, in the 5th century AD, Dracontius lists the disastrous consequences of the 
Judgement in his De raptu Helenae (31-60 & 97-99). Agathias Scholasticus (AP 9.154), in the 
6th century AD, tells how the city of Troy claims pity to Athena, alleging that the city is not 
guilty for Paris’ mistake. 
Nicarchus (AP 9.576), in the 1st century AD, presents Aphrodite when she came upon a statue 
of Athena holding an apple,7 which makes Aphrodite recall that it was she who won the 
competition. In one of Evenus’ poems (AP 16.165), Hera and Athena recognized that Paris 
judged correctly after they saw Praxiteles’ statue of Aphrodite in Cnidus. Aphrodite, through 
the anonymous poet of AP 16.168, remembers that she was seen naked by Paris and wonders 
how Praxiteles was able to portray her without having seen her. The anonymous poet of AP 
16.169 and Hermodorus (AP 16.170) say that on seeing the Cnidian Aphrodite, one would 
applaud Paris’ judgement, but would censure Paris after looking at Pheidias’ statue of Athena 
in Athens. 
(2) The Judgement is part of the plot 
When we look at the Cypria, from the 8th-7th century BC, we realize that the episode of the 
Judgement is not there only to explain some part of the plot, but it is an essential part of it. 
Here the Judgement appears as a consequence of the deliberation of Zeus and Thetis, and also 
as a prelude to Paris’ journey to Lacedaemonia. Although the account of the Judgement in the 
Krisis by Sophocles8 (5th century BC) does not survive, we presume from the title that this play 
represented it. Here, then, the Judgement appears as an independent story. Still in the 5th 
century, Cratinus’ comedy Dionysalexandros (preserved in a summary) offers an educational 
parody of the Judgement, in which Dionysus has judged the goddesses and stolen Helen, but 
decides to hide Helen in a basket and to disguise himself as a ram when he learns that the 
Achaeans are after him to recover Helen. Here we find the oldest preserved testimony of the 
gifts offered by the three goddesses. It is certainly likely that they were mentioned in the 
Cypria, but we have no preserved text in which this is mentioned. In Dionysalexandros, Hera 
                                                          
7 Nicarchus might be referring to a Roman marble copy (c. 2nd century AD) of a Greek bronze (?) statue, 
currently held at the State Hermitage Museum in Saint Petersburg. A picture of this statue is available in 
the “Theoi” web site: http://www.theoi.com/Gallery/S8.12.html. 
8 We know just a pair of fragments: 333 & 334 Nauck. 
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offered power, Athena offered success in battle, and Aphrodite offered handsomeness and 
attractiveness. 
This gift offered by Aphrodite recalls Rose’s (1950-1951) interpretation of μαχλοσύνη in Il. 
24.30, that Paris was actually offered the gift of being irresistible to women. This is supported 
by the definition that the scholia give of μαχλοσύνη as ‘lust felt by young women’ in Il. 24.30, 
which I noted above. Read in context, μαχλοσύνη, being attractive to women or causing lust in 
women, is literally what Aphrodite offered Paris, as Homer sees it (Il. 24.29f). This does not 
contradict what we know about the story, but complements it. Furthermore, this detail allows 
us to revive Rose’s generally rejected interpretation and to give it the value it actually 
deserves. I suggest that he was right in proposing an alternative story to explain μαχλοσύνη 
mentioned in the Iliad, for μαχλοσύνη seemed completely foreign to the Judgement story. The 
explanation of Aphrodite’s gift in Dionysalexandros, however, allows us to better understand 
what Homer intended at Il. 24.30. 
Nevertheless, the explanation of μαχλοσύνη as literally being ‘lust felt by young women’ 
demands further explanation. Was this gift offered along with Helen? Or, if it was offered 
alone, did Paris use it in order to seduce and steal Helen from her legitimate husband? I will 
answer this question below, after we have considered the artistic objects that depict the 
Judgement of Paris. 
The myth has again an independent character when it is evoked in the anonymous epigram AP 
9.637, which focuses exclusively on the victory of Aphrodite. Evenus (AP 16.166) compares the 
situation of Paris, who was able to contemplate Aphrodite’s nudity in person, with that of the 
Cnidians, who were able to admire her only through Praxiteles’ statue. A poem of 19 lines 
(hexameters) in six stanzas under the name of Virgil in the Anthologia Latina (863a) puts on 
the lips of the goddesses what each of them represents and what she offers to Paris, before 
Paris delivers his judgement. We observe the independence of the story also in the text of 
Pseudo-Apollodorus (Epit. 3.1f) in the 1st-2nd century AD and in that of Hyginus (Fab. 92) in 
the 2nd century AD. They both, however, narrate the story of the Judgement within a narrative 
of the Trojan War.9 Annius Florus (anth. 163-166), in the late 1st and 2nd century AD, like 
Virgil, uses a poem to tell the story of the Judgement, focusing on how it is connected to the 
offence against Hera and Athena and to the destruction of Troy by the Greeks. 
                                                          
9 This is particularly notorious in Pseudo-Apollodorus, perhaps because the story of the Judgement is 
preserved in an epitome. Hyginus has told the story of the life of Paris just before telling the Judgement 
and will continue with the story of her sister Cassandra. 
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The autonomy of the story is visible, again, in Lucian, from the mid 2nd century AD, who 
dedicates a whole dialogue to it (DDeor. 20). But he also writes another short dialogue (DMar. 
7) in which two Nereids, Panope and Galene, simply comment on the competition of the 
goddesses. Eusebius (Chronicorum canonum liber A.Abr. 826), in the 4th century AD, places the 
Judgement into a timeline made out of Judaic, Greek, and Roman historical events. Sallustius 
(§ IV), in the 4th century AD, recalls the Judgement as an example of a blended myth, 
containing theological, physical, and psychical aspects, and briefly narrates it before giving an 
interpretation of the story. The anonymous Excidium Troiae (2-4), of the 6th century AD, tells 
how the Judgement took place after a quarrel arose among Juno, Minerva, and Venus because 
of a golden apple thrown by Eris into the banquet following the marriage of Thetis and Peleus. 
This text considers a new element, that Paris is appointed arbiter by Zeus because he is 
considered to be judicious.10 In the first half of his epic poem Raptus Helenae, written during 
the 5th century AD, Colluthus narrates the Judgement with many details and affected 
language.11 Dares Phrygius (§ 7), on the other hand, in the 5th or 6th century AD, presents the 
Judgement as part of a dream that Paris has, which gives him confidence to lead an expedition 
to Greece. 
One last source that we might consider in this context is the representation of the myth in the 
form of a play in the Metamorphoses (10.30-34) of Apuleius (c. AD 160). Here Apuleius is not 
actually presenting the Judgement as part of the story written by him, but as a play within the 
story. This play sets up an erotic context for what is coming next in the plot, where the ass, 
Lucius, is to have intercourse with a lustful and criminal woman before she is executed. Lucius 
will escape, fearing that he could be injured by the beast that was going to devour the woman, 
and will meet the goddess Isis, who claims to be worshipped under different names, including 
Juno, Minerva and Venus. 
                                                          
10 The Excidium Troiae gives a complete account to support this assertion, telling how Paris used to put a 
golden crown on the horns of his own bull each time it defeated the bulls of other shepherds. Mars 
decided to take the shape of a bull and defeated Paris’ bull, after which Paris put the golden crown on 
the horns of Mars in his likeness as a bull. Because of this story, he was considered to be ‘judicious’ and 
was appointed by Zeus to judge among the goddesses. 
11 For example, “ὣς ὁ μὲν ὑψιλόφοισιν ἐν οὔρεσιν Αἱμονιήων / νυμφιδίων Πηλῆος ἀειδομένων ὑμεναίων 
/ Ζηνὸς ἐφημοσύνῃσιν ἐῳνοχόει Γανυμήδης” (lines 17-19): “So among the high-peaked hills of the 
Haemonians, the marriage song of Peleus was being sung while, at the bidding of Zeus, Ganymede 
poured the wine” (Mair in Colluthus 1953: 543), or “ἐγγὺς ἀγών, φίλα τέκνα· περιπτύξασθε τιθήνην. / 
σήμερον ἀγλαΐαι με διακρίνουσι προσώπων· / δειμαίνω, τίνι μῆλον ὁ βουκόλος οὗτος ὀπάσσει” (lines 86-
88): “The contest is at hand, dear children! embrace your mother that nursed you. To-day it is beauty of 
face that judges me. I fear to whom this herdsman will award the apple” (Mair in Colluthus 1953: 549). 
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(3) The Judgement is mentioned because of a linked poetic image 
A fragment (469 Nauck) taken from Sophocles’ Poimenes mentions the three goddesses12 
because of an image evoking Mount Ida.13 Callimachus, c. 250 BC, says (Lav.Pall. 13-28) that 
Athena does not need to look in a mirror because “her aspect is always fair”, and she did not 
even need it before the Judgement. Propertius (Elegiae 2.2), c. 28-25 BC, recalls the 
contemplation of the naked goddesses by Paris as he addresses them. Ovid (Ars 1.245-250) 
gives the myth of the Judgement as an example of how one might be misled in judging a 
woman in dim light (the light of a lamp), whereas Paris judged in broad daylight. Longus (3.34), 
2nd century AD, has Daphnis remember the Judgement when he is trying to convince Chloe to 
accept the apple he has just taken from the naked branches of a tree. Annius Florus (anth. 133-
135), in the 2nd century AD, points to the Judgement when talking about the ‘Matian’ apples. 
He stresses the victory of Venus and the ill caused by Strife, linking these to the apples. Lucian 
compares (Symp. 35) the bad behaviour of some learned men in a meeting with the behaviour 
of Eris in the banquet of the gods. Aphrodite complains (Apul. Met. 4.30) that a mortal girl 
does not deserve to share her honours, saying that her victory in the Judgement seems to have 
been forgotten by people. Philostratus the Athenian (Ep. 34), c. AD 200, praises the beauty of a 
woman, saying that her beauty would win the prize in a competition even if Paris were the 
judge. He also recalls (Ep. 62) the Judgement when declaring his love to a woman by giving her 
an apple. Justin, in his mid 4th century AD Epitome of Pompeius Trogus (1st century AD), 
compares (Epit. 12.15.11) the decision of Alexander the Great of leaving his empire to “the 
most deserving man” to throwing the apple of Discord among his friends. While contrasting 
the Iliad and the Aeneid in the 5th century AD, Macrobius says (5.16.10) that Homer does not 
mention the Judgement of Paris.14 
A four-line epigram by Damocharis (AP 9.633) in the 6th century AD recalls the Judgement by 
comparing the wish of the goddesses to have a bath with the interest they had in the golden 
apple, and also by comparing the reflection of their bodies in the water with the 
contemplation of them by Paris. Rufinus tells how he was to judge three women and 
concluded that Paris would have not looked back to the goddesses had he seen these women 
(AP 5.35). In AP 5.36, Rufinus, appreciating the fate of Paris, gave the prize to all three women. 
Agathias Scholasticus (AP 5.222), 6th century AD, considers that Paris would think again about 
his choice if he saw Ariadne, the poet’s beloved. The anonymous poet of AP 6.48 tells us of a 
weaver who decides to abandon Athena’s path in order to dedicate herself to Aphrodite, like 
                                                          
12 Certainly referring to Hera, Athena and Aphrodite. 
13 The text, though almost completely lost, says something about a chariot for three Olympians on 
Mount Ida. This could hardly refer to a myth other than the Judgement. 
14 Virgil recalls it in A. 1.27. 
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Paris, voting against Athena in the favour of the more lucrative path of Aphrodite. Strato, in 
the early 2nd century BC, makes an obscene allusion to the Judgement (AP 12.207), affirming 
that Paris would have considered the goddesses less beautiful than Diocles’ penis. Cosmas, in 
two lines (AP 16.114), has Pyrrhus call Polyxena a ‘shameless girl’ because she looks for 
protection at Athena’s altar despite being Paris’ sister. Alexander of Aetolia (AP 16.172) 
attributes the craft of Athena the perfection of a statue of Aphrodite, saying that Athena had 
forgotten the Judgement of Paris. 
(4) The text gives an interpretation of the Judgement 
In the 4th century BC, Plato (Resp. II, 379e-380a) suggests that it is not true when poets 
attribute, as does the Cypria (1), to Zeus and Themis the origin of the Trojan war. Isocrates 
asserts (10.41-44), in the 4th century BC, that Paris was unable to make a judgement on the 
bodies of the goddesses but, deciding among the gifts, he preferred to become the son-in-law 
of Zeus. Palaephatus (again in the 4th century BC) says (§ 10) that Paris did not judge the 
goddesses, but just wrote a eulogy of them. 
In the Hellenistic period, Anticleides (3rd century BC), apparently trying to give a realistic 
interpretation to the story, says that there were no goddesses, but “three little lustful women 
of the countryside” (scholion to E. Andr. 277).15 During the late 3rd century BC, Chrysippus 
(scholion to E. Andr. 276) considers that Paris is deciding among three modes of life, namely 
war, love, or kingly office. Heraclitus the Allegorist (c. 100 BC) uses a play on the name 
Aphrodite to say that Homer was actually referring to the folly (aphrosyne) involved in the 
passion of love, thus countering the suggestion that Homer had acted improperly in having the 
goddess procure Helen for Paris (§ 28). A moralising poem under the name of Virgil in the 
Anthologia Latina (863a) shows the goddesses as representing attitudes between which every 
man has to choose, the poet giving the opinion that most prefer luxury and disregard honour 
and wisdom. 
In the 1st-2nd century AD, Dio Chrysostom considers (11.11-14) the Judgement to be unlikely 
for a number of reasons16 and proposes (20.19-23) that Paris imagined the Judgement as a way 
of obtaining the most beautiful woman. In the 2nd-3rd century AD, Clement of Alexandria 
(Protr. 2.33.9) recalls the Judgement as an example of immorality of the Greek gods, for the 
three goddesses showed themselves naked in front of Paris just to have an apple and selfish 
                                                          
15 This scholion is found in Jocelyn (1926: 2.802). 
16 Among these, that Athena would not destroy her own city (Troy) or oppose her father (regarding the 
Trojan War), that Hera would not have considered Zeus as incompetent to judge her, and that Aphrodite 
would not have offered something prejudicial either to her own sister (Helen) or to the one who praised 
her as the most beautiful goddess (Paris), among other reasons. 
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satisfaction. In the Clementina17, dated to the 2nd-4th century AD, there is the interpretation 
that Paris chose lust because of his brutish passion and that anyone may feel attracted by 
riches, thus becoming a victim not only of his own passion, but also of the goddesses’ ambition 
(Homiliae 6.15). There is also the idea (Recognitiones 10.40f) that the story of the Judgement 
tells how a wrong understanding (Paris) will prefer lust (Venus) instead of chastity (Juno) or 
courage (Minerva). 
Sallustius explains (§ IV) that the apple represents the universe and that all the gods (not just 
the three goddesses) vie to obtain it as they give presents to the universe. He then says that 
Paris, representing the soul that lives in accordance with the senses, is only able to see beauty 
and that is why he gives the apple to Aphrodite. During the 4th century AD, Servius, 
commenting on A. 1.27, states that Vergil recalls the Judgement in order to give Juno a reason 
to feel anger without having Aeneas, the son of Venus and Anchises, bear the responsibility for 
this. Then he refers to ‘spretaeque iniuria formae’ as pointing to Antigone, the daughter of 
Laomedon, but modern scholars agree that these words, following the first part of line 27, 
refer to the outcome of the Judgement.18 
2. Art: Actions taking place before the Judgement 
As we mentioned before, scope for narrative is limited in art objects because they can usually 
concentrate on just one episode at a time19 and so tend to focus primarily on just one aspect of 
the Judgement story. However, they still can represent more than one single action.20 As we 
know, narration is a text that essentially relates the actions of people (van Dijk 1983: 154). We 
can start, then, by listing the actions shown by the artworks. There are fifteen actions, which 
can be divided into two groups: those taking place before the Judgement and those happening 
during the Judgement. 
                                                          
17 The Clementina is a set of texts falsely attributed to Clement bishop of Rome c. AD 96. 
18 So is the opinion of Maclardy (in Vergil 1901: 16), Williams (in Virgil 1972: 160), and Ganiban (in Vergil 
2009: 21). Quinn does not mention this (1968: 100), but argues that Juno’s hostility to Aeneas is 
explained by legendary and historical reasons related both to his Trojan past and to the future city his 
descendants will found. This would make more acceptable the interpretation given by Servius, as the 
story of Antigone (the Trojan) links Aeneas to an offense against Juno. 
19 There are important exceptions, like Trajan’s column. The Bactrian gilt silver ewer in Guyuan (i469) 
represents three separate episodes—the Judgement of Paris, the abduction of Helen, and the reunion of 
Helen and Menelaus. 
20 For example, on an Attic black-figure amphora in Paris, c. 550 BC (i48), there are three actions clearly 
performed: each goddess addresses Paris with her left hand (either to greet or to stop him), Hermes 
grabs Paris’ left wrist in order to stop him, and Paris tries to depart from the presence of the gods. 
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(1) Eris stirs up a quarrel among the goddesses 
Proclus’ summary of the Cypria attests that Eris stirred up a quarrel about beauty between 
Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite. That moment is hardly found represented in art, but there is a 
pair of objects depicting this core event. 
Etruscan black-figure neck amphora by the Paris Painter, c. 540 BC (i81: pl. 14a) 
On side A, the three goddesses and Eris are reclining on two klinae during the banquet after 
Thetis and Peleus’ wedding. Athena and Hera, reclining on the same kline, stare at each other 
despite being face to face. Eris look at them from the other kline while Aphrodite holds a dove 
in her left hand and looks at it. It seems as though Eris has already arisen the quarrel about 
beauty between Hera and Athena, but Aphrodite is not involved yet, unless we read her 
attitude as nonchalant. 
Roman relief, 3rd-4th century AD (i459) 
Four niches separated by columns represent Discordia, Venus, Minerva, and Mercury with 
Juno and Paris. Discordia, placed in the first niche (at the left edge of the composition), holds 
the apple that will stir up the quarrel among the goddesses. Venus is in the second niche, 
wearing a diadem and covering her underbelly with her left hand. In the third niche is Minerva 
armed with helmet, shield, and spear. In the fourth niche are Juno with Mercury and Paris, 
each name inscribed under the figures. 
(2) Hermes collects the goddesses 
Hermes, following Zeus’ instructions, collected the goddesses and led them to Paris on Mount 
Ida. This episode is represented on a few art objects. 
Attic black-figure amphora by the Painter of London B76, 565-550 BC (i23) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses stand in front of Hermes, who holds a long caduceus and 
looks at them. Marx (1988: 445) sees Paris instead of Hermes, but the staff looks like a 
caduceus with respect to its tip. Beazley (1971: 33) identifies the male figure as Hermes as 
well. The fact that Hermes stands facing the opposite direction to the goddesses indicates that 
he is not yet leading them to Mount Ida, but asking them to follow him towards Paris. 
Attic black-figure lip-cup by the Painter of the Deepdene Cup, 555-550 BC (i47) 
Hermes stands, crouching slightly, at the left, facing three indistinguishable goddesses, who 
stand to the left. Beazley (1978: 184) believes the goddesses are nymphs, possibly because 
Hermes stands facing them, but Hermes is facing the goddesses as well on i23: this is a signal 
that he is not leading them, but asking them to follow him. Díez (1996: 317) thinks it is strange 
that the goddesses share the same mantle, but this is seen on i70 as well. The syrinx in 
Hermes’ left hand seems out of place, but it fits the rustic scene of the Judgement. 
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Etruscan black-figure neck amphora by the Paris Painter, c. 540 BC (i81: pl. 14a) 
On side B (side A was described above), there is a procession to the left of a young herald, a 
centaur, and an old herald. The heralds are each identified by a caduceus and they are the 
same figures that appear on i63. The vine with flowers and fruits behind the old herald 
indicates the place as the garden of the gods: the presence of the centaur, Cheiron, allows us 
to identify the location as Mount Pelion (Schefold & Giuliani 1992: 204), where the wedding of 
Thetis and Peleus took place. The two heralds are going to collect the three goddesses in order 
to lead them to Paris on Mount Ida. The young herald is Hermes, but the old herald has not 
been identified (Schefold & Giuliani: 204), although he has been thought to be Priam (Bothmer 
1956: 130f). Priam plays no rôle in the story of the Judgement and is not depicted on any 
representation of the Judgement. Instead, this figure could be Tecrs (Teucer), who, on an 
Etruscan bronze mirror in Rome (i369), advises Paris while contemplating the goddesses. 
The frieze on the lower part of the amphora depicts five bulls conducted by a young and a 
senior herdsman (Bothmer 1956: 131f), possibly Paris and an older man tending cattle on 
Mount Ida. Paris is shown before a flock of bulls on i76, although he has no company other 
than a dog there. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora in the manner of Exekias, 530-520 BC (i91) 
Hermes, holding a long caduceus, is about to start running to right, accompanied by two veiled 
indistinguishable goddesses. It seems that he is urging them to start their journey to Mount 
Ida. 
Apulian red-figure bell krater by the Rehearsal Painter, c. 360 BC (i315: pl. 47a) 
Here we see Hermes sitting on a rock between Hera and Athena. Aphrodite sits behind Athena. 
Hermes and Athena are in conversation, so Hermes may be asking the goddesses to follow him 
to Paris on Mount Ida. Aphrodite has immediately taken her mirror in preparation for the 
Judgement. Kossatz-Deissmann (1994: 177) lists this representation among those that depict 
Hermes and the goddesses before the Judgement. 
Lucanian red-figure Panathenaic amphora by the Choephoroi Painter, 360-340 BC (i324: pl. 
48b) 
Hera approaches Hermes holding up an aryballos in her right hand, as offering it to Hermes, 
followed by Aphrodite, who holds up a pair of leaves. There is a dog resting on the ground 
below Hermes. Hermes is wearing a petasos, holding his caduceus and is naked but for a cape: 
he is ready to depart and encourages the goddesses to follow him by holding up his right hand. 
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Etruscan bronze mirror, 300-280 BC (i365: pl. 54c) 
Turms (Hermes) stands in front of the goddesses. Turan (Aphrodite) is naked and wears a 
necklace. Uni (Hera) wears a diadem and Mnerva (Athena), a helmet. Clairmont (1951: 73) says 
the goddesses are preparing for the Judgement, but they do not seem to be doing anything 
special. Instead, it is clear that they are paying attention to Turms, who is possibly instructing 
them to follow him towards Mount Ida.  
Byzantine calyx relief, 6th century AD (i470: pl. 66b) 
The relief represents two episodes: one depicts Eris throwing the apple of Discord in the 
banquet of the gods, the other, Hermes collecting the goddesses to lead them towards Paris in 
Mount Ida. In the first scene, Eris stands to right holding an apple in her right hand. Zeus sits at 
a round table with Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite: the apple has come to the centre of their 
table. There is a dog below the table barking at the apple above, perhaps as a warning of the 
forthcoming quarrel. In the other scene, Hermes holds the apple in his right hand in front of 
Aphrodite, naked, Athena, with helmet, spear, and shield, and Hera, who holds a sceptre. A 
birdlike creature which may be a peacock looks up at Hera from her feet. 
(3) Hermes and the goddesses are going to Mount Ida 
In those representations where we see Hermes and the goddesses in a procession, we know 
that they are heading to Paris’ place. 
Attic black-figure pyxis, 575-550 BC (i13) 
Hermes leads the three goddesses, looking back at them and raising his left hand. Athena, in 
the middle, wears a helmet and holds a spear. The two other goddesses carry wreaths. On the 
same pyxis, alongside a reunion of Olympian gods, Paris makes conversation with Apollo. 
Another scene shows a seated Dionysus being crowned with a wreath along with other gods. 
Attic black-figure lekanis by Lydos, 560-540 BC (i45) 
On the lower zone of the lid, the three goddesses are led by Hermes, who looks back at them. 
They are surrounded by sphinxes and lions. In another section, a woman (maybe Eris: cf. i17, 
below) approaches Paris, who runs away. They are surrounded by sphinxes and lions. A third 
section depicts a youth and two women, perhaps Dionysus with two companions (cf. i13, 
above). 
On the upper zone of the lid, there is a deheroized representation of the Judgement: Hermes 
leads the three goddesses before Paris. Neither Paris nor the gods are characterized: Paris and 
Hermes have the appearance of two youths. 
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Chalcidian psykter neck amphora, c. 550 BC (i57) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses follow Hermes to the right. Hermes holds up his left 
forearm, as if in greeting. Marx (1988: 506) believes the man to be Paris rather than Hermes, 
possibly because he holds no caduceus. Raab (1972: 188f) does not agree that this scene 
represents a Judgement of Paris. Although Hermes carries no caduceus, he is clearly leading 
the goddesses, not running away from them, which would make him look like Paris, and 
displays the usual greeting attitude (cf. i10, i14, i22, i27, i28, i29, i32, i34, i39, i40, i41, i44, i49, 
i50, i53 & i55, below). 
Ionian Throne of Apollo at Amyclae by Bathycles of Magnesia, c. 550 BC (i58) 
Pausanias (3.18.12) notes that Hermes leads the goddesses to the side of Paris, although he 
does not specify whether Paris is visible on the throne or not: “Ἑρμῆς δὲ παρ᾽ Ἀλέξανδρον 
κριθησομένας ἄγει τὰς θεάς”. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora, 550-530 BC (i73) 
Athena, with helmet and shield, is placed between Hera and Aphrodite: they follow Hermes, 
who looks back at them. Clairmont (1951: 34) sees Apollo rather than Paris in the male figure 
that stands at the right edge playing a kithara and facing in the same direction as the gods. 
Mayence and Verhoogen (1949: 18), however, believe the male figure to be Paris standing 
with his back to the procession. We know that Apollo plays a rôle in the story of the 
Judgement (Hedreen 2001: 204 & 215) and Paris does not play any instrument in 
representations of the Judgement until the beginning of 4th century BC (i204 & i206). 
Furthermore, Paris plays the lyre, not the kithara, so the male figure on this amphora is Apollo, 
not Paris. 
Fragments of an Attic black-figure pyxis, 550-500 BC (i80) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses follow Hermes, whose head is lost. The first and third 
goddesses carry wreaths; the middle one carries a piece of fruit. 
Attic black-figure lekythos comparable to the Group of Vatican G52, 530-520 BC (i90) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses, the one in the middle carrying a wreath, follow Hermes to 
the right. 
Attic black-figure amphora in the class of Louvre F215bis, 530-510 BC (i92) 
Three goddesses, Athena in the second place holding the helmet with her left hand, follow 
Hermes. He and the other two goddesses greet with left hand raised. 
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Attic black-figure neck-amphora by the Antimenes Painter, 530-510 BC (i99) 
Beazley (1978: 691) asserts that the decoration of this neck-amphora is “Very like no. 78 [in 
page 271]”, that is, like i123 (below). 
Attic black figure neck-amphora by the Antimenes Painter, 530-510 BC (i102) 
“[T]he three goddesses and Hermes, and Priam preceding them, looking round, a wand in his 
hand” (Beazley 1927: 85). The male figure that Beazley calls Priam is most possibly Dionysus. 
Priam is not depicted on any scene of the Judgement and Dionysus is present in some Attic 
black-figure renderings, including a hydria in Berlin by the Antimenes Painter (i137, below). 
Attic black-figure lekythos by the Phanyllis Painter, 530-500 BC (i103) 
Hermes leads the three goddesses, “ready to shake hands with a missing Paris” (Lemos 2009: 
137), although this gesture could be meant for the goddesses so as to show them the way. 
Only Athena, in second place, is characterized as she carries her helmet in her left hand. 
Attic black-figure hydria by the Group of Faina 75, c. 525 BC (i104) 
Hermes leads the goddesses Hera (crowned), Athena (with helmet, aegis, and spear), and 
Aphrodite. Apollo, playing a six-stringed lyre, has joined the procession right behind Hermes. 
Green (1979: 13) believes that it is Paris who has joined the procession, but why would Paris 
join the gods in their journey to where he himself is supposed to be? Lemos (2009: 138) thinks 
Hermes shows surprise in Apollo’s presence. Nevertheless, Apollo’s presence is not surprising 
since he plays a key rôle in Zeus’ plan, for he has built the unconquerable walls of Troy 
(Hedreen 2001: 215). We must remember, also, that Apollo is in conversation with Paris on the 
pyxis of the Piraeus (i13, above) while Hermes and the goddesses are approaching and that 
Apollo is in the divine procession coming towards Paris on i73. 
Attic black-figure kalpis, 525-500 BC (i110) 
Athena, wearing helmet and aegis, and another goddess, who could be Hera as she holds a 
sceptre, follow Hermes. There is a doe at Athena’s feet. 
Fragments of an Attic black-figure kalpis by the Nikoxenos Painter, 525-500 BC (i111) 
Two goddesses, Athena in the second position, wearing a helmet and holding a spear, follow 
Hermes to the right as he looks back at them. There was presumably a third goddess after 
Athena, for she looks back and raises her left hand as if she were interacting with someone, 
but this section of the vase is lost. The first goddess is Hera holding a sceptre. 
Attic black-figure lebes gamikos, 525-500 BC (i112) 
On side B, three goddesses, Athena in second place wearing a helmet and carrying an owl in 
her left hand, follow Hermes as he looks back at them. Athena looks back at the third goddess 
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in the procession. On the foot of the vase, the scene is depicted again as on side B. Domestic 
men and women, some seated, complete the scene on the foot. Here Aphrodite carries a 
flower, Athena wears a helmet, and Hera holds a sceptre. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Painter of Munich 1519, 525-500 BC (i113) 
Three goddesses, Athena in the second position, wearing a helmet and holding a spear, follow 
Hermes to the right as he looks back at them. The first and third goddesses carry sceptres and 
wear diadems. Follmann (1971: 25) identifies the first goddess as Hera and the third as 
Aphrodite, for they customarily take the first and third positions within the procession. All the 
figures are taking long steps. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Group of Compiegne 988, 520-500 BC (i115: pl. 17a) 
Three goddesses, Athena in the first place wearing a helmet, carrying a spear, and holding an 
owl in her left hand, follow Hermes to the right as he looks back at them. Hermes does not 
hold the caduceus, but a staff. Athena is prominently placed in the centre of the scene. Hera 
and Aphrodite are standing by each other’s side at the left edge. Chase and Pease (1942: 86) 
see two women rather than Hera and Aphrodite, but subsequent literature has accepted the 
presence of the goddesses in this scene (Clairmont 1951: 36 & Beazley 1956: 285). 
Attic black-figure neck amphora near the Painter of Villa Giulia M482, 525-500 BC (i116) 
Three goddesses, Athena in the second position, wearing a helmet, follow Hermes to the right 
as he looks back at them. The four gods raise their left hand in greeting. Giglioli (1925: 5) 
asserts that Hera is between Hermes and Athena, while Aphrodite closes the procession, as 
Follmann on i113 (above). 
Attic black-figure neck amphora near the Group of Copenhagen 114, 525-500 BC (i117) 
Three goddesses form a procession to the right. Athena is in the middle, wearing a helmet and 
the aegis and holding a spear. The first goddess holds a long staff. The third holds two long 
vine branches and a long staff. 
Attic black-figure tripod pyxis, 525-500 BC (i118) 
Clairmont (1951: 30) says that Hermes leads the three goddesses to Paris. 
Attic black-figure alabastron, 525-475 BC (i119) 
Two goddesses follow Hermes to the right as he looks back at them. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, 525-475 BC (i120) 
Hermes leads three indistinguishable goddesses, looking back at them. The first goddess looks 
back at the second, who holds up her left hand. 
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Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Antimenes Painter, 520-515 BC (i123) 
Three goddesses, Athena in the middle with helmet and spear, follow Hermes to the right as 
he looks back at them. The first and last goddesses carry flowers in their left hands while 
Athena raises hers in greeting. The first goddess also carries a sceptre, which would identify 
her as Hera. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora in the manner of the Antimenes Painter, 520-510 BC (i127: pl. 
18a) 
The three goddesses follow Hermes, who looks back at them. Athena, in the middle, wears a 
helmet and the aegis and carries a spear. The first goddess, possibly Hera, carries a long staff. 
Athena and Hera wear the same kind of chiton. 
Attic black-figure tripod pyxis, 520-510 BC (i128: pl. 18b) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses, the middle one veiled, the second and third carrying 
wreaths, follow Hermes as he looks back at them. Ghali-Kahil (1988: 548) believes the warrior 
from the next foot of the tripod interacts with Hermes, threatening him with a sword. 
Attic black-figure lekythos near the Antimenes Painter, 520-500 BC (i130) 
Haspels (1936: 30) describes the scene as “Hermes and the three goddesses”, omitting to note 
whether Hermes is leading them to Mount Ida. Raab (A III 7) lists this lekythos among those 
representing the procession of the gods without Paris. This suggests that they are on their way 
to Paris. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Eye-Siren Group, 520-500 BC (i131) 
The three goddesses, Athena in the middle with helmet, aegis, and spear, follow Hermes to 
the right, who looks back at them. The first and third goddesses hold long sceptres topped 
with pomegranates. Walters (1929: 7) identifies the first goddess as Aphrodite because she 
holds a flower in her left hand. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Leagros Group, 515-500 BC (i133: pl. 18c) 
Two goddesses, one of them Athena with helmet, aegis, and spear, are heading to the right 
followed by Hermes and both look back at him. The other goddess holds two long vine 
branches with her right hand, like the third goddess on i117. Walters (1929: 7) identifies her as 
Aphrodite. Raab (1972: 190) rejects this scene as a Judgement of Paris because it differs too 
much from other renderings. But Beazley (1978: 371) sees a Judgement of Paris here. I do not 
see a problem in the transposition of Hermes from the front to the back of the procession, as 
he appears in the middle on i91 (above). Furthermore, the characterization of Athena and the 
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vines carried by Aphrodite are coherent with other representations of the Judgement in Attic 
black-figure vase painting. 
Attic black-figure hydria, c. 510 BC (i139) 
Hermes leads three indistinguishable goddesses to the right. Dionysus has joined Hermes and 
the goddesses, taking the central position on the vase, between the first and second 
goddesses. A goat walks to the left behind Dionysus in the background. Neugebauer (1938: 38) 
and Raab (1972: 191) interpret the scene as a Dionysian procession, but Lemos (2009: 138) has 
observed that it is not uncommon to find Dionysus in the procession of Hermes and the 
goddesses. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Group of Würzburg 199, c. 510 BC (i142: pl. 21a) 
The disposition is similar to i115. From left to right we have two goddesses, one of them 
Athena with helmet, aegis, and spear, a goddess, and Hermes. A dog walks beside him. The 
goddess in front of Athena holds a long sceptre, identifying her as Hera (Hoffmann, Bothmer, 
and Truitt 1973: 33 & Kossatz-Deissmann 1988: 710). 
Attic black-figure neck amphora, name vase of the Group of Copenhagen 114, 510-500 BC 
(i149) 
A procession of the three goddesses. As on i110, a doe walks by Athena’s side. Athena wears 
the aegis and holds a spear and her helmet. She looks back at the third goddess. As on i133, 
the first and third goddesses each hold in their right hand two long vine branches and a long 
sceptre ending in a flower as well as a flower in their left hand. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Nikoxenos Painter, 510-500 BC (i150: pl. 22c) 
Three goddesses, Athena in the second place with helmet and spear, follow Hermes to the 
right. The first goddess holds two apple branches. The third goddess carries a sceptre with a 
pomegranate top. They are Aphrodite and Hera respectively, according to Walters (1929: 7). A 
doe walks beside Athena and a goat walks beside Hermes. 
Attic black figure lekythos by the Gela Painter, 510-485 BC (i153) 
The three goddesses, Athena in the middle with helmet and spear, follow Hermes, who looks 
forward. The first and third goddesses carry staffs and all hold vine branches. They are 
followed by Dionysus, who brings vine branches and a kantharos. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, c. 500 BC (i158: pl. 23a) 
The three goddesses, Athena in the middle with helmet, aegis, and spear, follow Hermes, 
whose head is lost. The wings on his ankles point upwards instead of downwards, as usual. 
Roebuck (1940: 219) points out that the same feature is visible on an Attic black-figure 
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amphora in Copenhagen 113 (ABV 337,1; BADB 301857; CVA, Copenhagen 3, 83f). The third 
goddess carries a wreath. 
Attic black-figure lekythos by the Phanyllis Group, c. 500 BC (i161) 
Three goddesses, Athena in the second place wearing a helmet, follow Hermes to the right as 
he looks back at them. Each goddess holds up her left forearm and carries a long staff. The 
scene is flanked by Doric columns. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, c. 500 BC (i162) 
The three goddesses, Athena in the second place carrying a helmet in her hand, follow Hermes 
to the right. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora, c. 500 BC (i163) 
Athena, wearing a helmet and carrying an owl in her hand, follows Hermes, who looks back 
and holds up his right forearm. Sotheby’s catalogue (1985) identifies the two women behind 
Athena as her attendants, but they could also represent Hera and Aphrodite, as on i115. 
Attic black-figure oinochoe in the Class of Vatican G47, c. 500 BC (i164: pl. 23b) 
The three goddesses, Athena in the middle with helmet and spear, follow Hermes, who looks 
back at them. The first and third goddesses hold long staffs. Athena looks back at the third 
goddess. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, 500-490 BC (i168: pl. 24b) 
The goddesses follow Hermes, who looks back at them and gestures with his hand. 
Attic black-figure lekythos by the Capodimonte Group, 500-490 BC (i169: pl. 25a) 
The three goddesses, Athena in the middle with helmet, aegis, and spear, follow Hermes, who 
looks back at them. Athena holds the aegis on her left arm. There are grape vines in the 
background. 
Attic black-figure lekythos by the Athena Painter, 500-475 BC (i170) 
Three goddesses, Athena in the middle wearing a helmet, follow Hermes to the right as he 
looks back at them. The three goddesses and Hermes carry staffs: Hermes does not hold his 
caduceus here. 
Attic black-figure cup by the Haimon Painter, 500-480 BC (i171) 
The three goddesses, Athena in the middle with helmet and aegis, follow Hermes, who looks 
back at them. As on i169, Athena holds the aegis on her left arm. The first goddess holds a 
palmette. A dog walks by Hermes side. There is a tall mass in front of Hermes, maybe a rock, 
although it looks too well shaped. Clairmont (1951: 44) and Beazley (1978: 565) believe that 
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the same scene is depicted on the other side, which is not quite visible in the photo published 
by Helbing (1910: 7) and Clairmont (1951, pl. 30a). 
Attic black-figure lekythos by the Haimon Group, 500-480 BC (i173) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses carrying vine branches follow Hermes to the right. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, 500-480 BC (i174: pl. 26a) 
The three goddesses move to the right without Hermes. Athena carries a helmet in her left 
hand and looks back at the third goddess in the procession. 
Attic black-figure lekythos by the Athena Painter, 500-475 BC (i176) 
Three goddesses follow Hermes to the right. The first goddess holds a long sceptre. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, 500-475 BC (i177) 
Three goddesses, the middle one Athena with helmet, follow Hermes to the Judgement of 
Paris. The goddesses hold up their left arms. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, 500-475 BC (i178) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses follow Hermes, who looks back at them. The second and 
third goddesses overlap, as on i115 and i163. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, 500-475 BC (i179) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses, raising the left hand, the middle one looking back, follow 
Hermes. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, 500-475 BC (i180) 
The three goddesses, Athena in the middle with helmet and spear, follow Hermes, who looks 
back at them. There are ivy branches in the background. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, 500-475 BC (i181) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses follow Hermes, who looks back at them. There are vine 
branches in the background. 
Attic black-figure lekythos of the class of Athens 581, 500-475 BC (i182) 
Athena and another goddess follow Hermes to the right. Ure (1927: 50) points out that there 
are no branches in the background. 
Attic black-figure oinochoe by the Group of the Athena Painter, 500-475 BC (i183) 
Hermes leads an indistinguishable goddess and Athena, wearing helmet, to the right (pl. 
15.211 in Helbing 1937 is reversed). Vine branches around the scene as typical of the Athena 
Painter (Lemos 2009: 146n70). 
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Attic black-figure oinochoe perhaps by the Athena Painter, 500-475 BC (i184) 
Two goddesses, the last one Athena with helmet, follow Hermes. Hermes carries no caduceus, 
which leads to the suggestion that he could be Paris (Charles Ede Ltd. 1979: 8). The winged 
boots reveal, however, that this is Hermes, not Paris. Furthermore, he is offering a greeting 
with his left hand, a customary attitude of Hermes, as on i70. There are vine branches in the 
background. 
Attic black figure skyphos, 500-475 BC (i186) 
On side A, four goddesses, Athena in the first place wearing a helmet, follow Hermes to the 
right. The fourth goddess could be Eris, for she has stirred up the quarrel. There are vine 
branches in the background. On side B, three goddesses follow Hermes to the right and 
Dionysus appears behind the goddesses, looking at them but walking in the opposite direction 
and gesturing to them with a raised hand. There are vine branches in the background. Below 
the right handle, a dog walks in front of Hermes, but looks up to Dionysus, who is leaving the 
procession on side B of the skyphos. The location and body language of the dog indicate that 
the procession on side A is coming into the presence of Dionysus, which unavoidably recalls 
Cratinus’ comedy Dionysalexandros, where Dionysus is the judge of the goddesses rather than 
Paris. The comedy, however, is datable to 430-429 BC (OCD4: 391), which makes me think that 
there could have been a story of Dionysus taking Paris’ place in the Judgement, but managing 
to escape its consequences (which fits his departure on this skyphos), before Cratinus wrote 
his comedy. This would explain Dionysus’ presence on this and other renderings of the 
Judgement. 
Attic black-figure skyphos near the Painter of Rodin 1000, 500-475 BC (i187) 
On side A, three goddesses, Athena in the second place wearing a helmet, follow Hermes to 
the right. The first goddess’ white skin has been lost. There are vine branches in the 
background. The scene is reproduced again on side B, but Hera’s and Athena’s heads are lost. 
Attic black-figure loutrophoros, 500-450 BC (i189) 
On the neck of the loutrophoros, three female figures (the three goddesses), whose heads are 
lost, follow Hermes. The goddesses carry wreaths. 
Attic black-figure oinochoe in the Class of Brussels R236, 500-450 BC (i191) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses holding long staffs follow Hermes, who looks back at them. 
There are vine branches in the background. 
Attic red-figure pelike by the Brygos Painter, c. 490 BC (i196) 
Hermes leads the three goddesses to left, looking back at them. The goddesses carry 
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attributes: a spear, a branch, and a pomegranate. The first goddess, who holds the spear, must 
be Athena. Hermes carries a ram on his shoulders. The Beazley Archive (BADB 9022289) points 
out that the scene on this pelike could be a modern copy of the famous cup in Berlin F2278 
(ARV2 21,1 & 1620; BADB 200108), where Hermes is also carrying a ram. 
Attic black-figure oinochoe by the Athena Painter, 490-480 BC (i199) 
Hermes and the three goddesses are running to Mount Ida. Hermes leads the goddesses at the 
right edge, wearing a petasos and holding the caduceus. Hera, looking back at Athena, follows 
him with bracelet, diadem, and sceptre. Then comes Athena holding a spear. Last Aphrodite 
runs with a sceptre. 
Attic black-figure oinochoe by the Painter of London B495, 490-480 BC (i200) 
Two goddesses follow Hermes to the right as he looks back at them. The first goddess is 
Athena: she wears a helmet and carries a spear. The second goddess holds a long sceptre. 
Attic red-figure stamnos by the Tyszkiewicz Painter, 480-470 BC (i207) 
Two goddesses follow Hermes, who looks back at them. The goddess to the left is Aphrodite, 
for she holds a dove in her right hand. The goddess in the middle was regarded as Athena by 
Clairmont (1951: 48), Beazley (1942: 186), Siebert (1990: 325), and Villing (1992: 99) because 
of the ‘spear’ she is carrying. Raab (1972: 89f) says it is not possible to establish whether it is 
Hera or Athena, but she thinks it is Hera because of her dress. Madigan (2008: 45) has pointed 
out the “faceted surface” of the staff to conclude that it is a sceptre rather than a spear, which 
clarifies the identity of the goddess as Hera, not Athena. 
Attic black-figure cup by the Haimon Painter, 480-450 BC (i208) 
On sides A and B, three veiled women follow Hermes to the right. Gorbunova (1983: 176) 
thought the female figures were nymphs. However, Dr. Anna Petrakova has pointed out to me 
that the first female figure in the row seems to wear a helmet, which would suggest Athena, 
and the other two figures would be Hera and Aphrodite. We know of Athena taking the first 
place in the goddesses’ procession (i108, i154 & i163) and we also know of other skyphoi 
representing the procession of the gods to Mount Ida on both sides (i186 & i187 above), so 
there should be no problem in accepting that this is a Judgement of Paris. 
Attic red-figure lekythos, 490-480 BC (i218) 
Hermes walks to the right and looks back at a goddess who stands holding a flower and a long 
sceptre. The goddess is half-veiled and wears a diadem, so she is probably Hera. Kossatz-
Deissmann (2009: 410) believes the lekythos could form a pair with another one depicting the 
two remaining goddesses, Athena and Aphrodite. 
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Boeotian black-figure calyx krater, 400-380 BC (i265: pl. 41a) 
On side A, Athena is driven in a quadriga by another figure. On side B, Hera and Aphrodite ride 
a quadriga. Both quadrigae are heading to the left. Bothmer (1962: 10) refers to the goddesses 
as “arriving” for the Judgement of Paris, but we cannot see Paris (or Hermes) in the scene. It is 
safer, then, to assume that the goddesses are still en route to Mount Ida. 
Campanian red-figure hydria, 350-325 BC (i331) 
On side A, Athena and Hera are shown on a chariot drawn by two white horses. Athena has the 
aegis, a helmet, jewels, a spear, and a shield. Hera wears a tiara and earrings. By the side of 
the chariot is Hermes, whose body is missing: he is identified by his boots. Hermes holds a 
wreath and a staff (possibly his caduceus). In the upper zone, a satyr dressed in a nebris holds 
his right hand up, as in unexpected admiration. Behind there comes another chariot, also 
drawn by two horses. In this chariot are Aphrodite and Artemis. Aphrodite, wearing jewels and 
a laurel garland, holds her right hand on the chariot handrail. Artemis holds the reins with her 
right hand and a spear in her left. 
On side B, Hermes sits in front of Paris. Paris wears a Phrygian cap and holds a spear in his left 
hand. He holds his right hand up in admiration. 
Roman coin from Alexandria, AD 141-142 (i442) 
The three goddesses stand at the left in front of Hermes. Eros is placed between them. Above, 
Paris is seated on rocks. The coin represents the journey of the gods to Mount Ida where Paris 
spends his time as a shepherd. 
(4) The goddesses are preparing for the competition 
Sometimes the goddesses are neither going towards Paris nor standing while awaiting his 
choice, but they seem to be doing something else—and it is likely, from what we see, that they 
are preparing for the competition. 
Attic red-figure tripod pyxis near the Wedding Painter, c. 470 BC (i215: pl. 32b) 
Paris, unbearded and with long hair, sits holding a spear in his left hand and looking to right 
towards a seated female figure. This is Aphrodite, sitting to the right on a throne and wearing a 
crown: she holds her arms out to a hovering Eros who offers her a phiale and an oinochoe. A 
sceptre rests on her left shoulder and a swan stands to left at the bottom end of the sceptre. 
To the right of Aphrodite and Eros’ group are Hera and Athena sitting on chairs face to face: 
Hera to right, Athena to left. Hera wears a headband and holds a sceptre. Athena wears a 
helmet and the aegis and holds a spear in her left hand. Hera and Athena offer each other a 
phiale. The three goddesses are engaged in preparing themselves for the competition. 
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Attic white-ground pyxis by the Penthesilea Painter, c. 460 BC (i224: pl. 33a) 
Aphrodite holds a phiale in her right as she is attended by a small Eros. Behind Aphrodite, Hera 
has covered her head with a veil and Athena has replaced her helmet with a diadem. As 
Bothmer (1972: 55) says, “the goddesses prepare themselves for the contest”. The phiale held 
by Aphrodite is usually related to libation rituals (see i368 below), but Richter (1908: 155) says 
that the goddess is using the dish to hold the perfume she will apply before the Judgement. 
Paris, seated on a rock, looks upwards to Hermes, who approaches to him holding his left 
forearm out. A man with a long stick stands behind Paris and looks at Hermes. 
Attic red-figure squat lekythos in the manner of the Meidias Painter, 410-390 BC (i259: pl. 39a) 
Aphrodite is surrounded by two Erotes who assist her in preparing for the Judgement of Paris. 
Hermes sits to the right. He does not hold his caduceus nor does he wear pointed or winged 
boots, although there seems to be a petasos hanging from his neck. A lady to the left 
contemplates the preparation of Aphrodite. A lady to the right holds her right hand to Hermes, 
who looks back at her. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i284: pl. 44a) 
On the right, Alxsntre (Paris) stands to left holding a sword within a scabbard and wearing a 
Phrygian cap. He holds the left arm of one of the three goddesses who stand in front of them. 
Mnerva (Athena), Turan (Aphrodite), and Uni (Hera) are preparing for the Judgement. Turan 
washes her hair while Uni arranges her dress. 
Lucanian red-figure calyx krater by the Dolon Painter, c. 380 BC (i311: pl. 46a) 
Hera is looking in a mirror, Aphrodite is attended by Eros, and Athena is taking water from a 
fountain in her hands, presumably to wash herself. Eros is adjusting Aphrodite’s bracelet, but 
he has also placed a rabbit in her lap, pressumably as part of her adornment. Lissarrague 
(2008: 447) points out that the goddesses depicted here “share out the three essential 
components of constructing beauty (kosmêsis): toilette, mirror, jewellery”. Hermes, embracing 
the trunk of a tree with his left arm, points the lower part of his caduceus towards Paris, who 
sits on a rock. 
Apulian red-figure pelike by the Darius Painter, c. 340 BC (i345) 
Paris and Hermes are placed in the centre of the scene, Paris at the left and Hermes on the 
right. Behind Hermes stands Athena with spear, helmet, and shield, looking towards him. A 
Nike stands behind Athena. Behind Paris stands Aphrodite, looking towards a seated woman 
alongside her. The woman offers a phiale to Aphrodite, whose hair is being arranged by a small 
Eros. The phiale should have the same purpose as on i224: it contains perfume for Aphrodite. 
There is a pyxis below Aphrodite and the woman, who is identified by Delivorrias (1984: 137) 
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as probably Peitho. Above them all, Hera sits on a chair and is in conversation with a female 
winged figure, identified as Iris by Delivorrias (1984: 137) and Kossatz-Deissmann (1988: 711). 
They are surrounded by two young women who look at Hera. Kossatz-Deissmann believes that 
Iris is bringing Zeus’ instructions to Hera with regard to the Judgement. However, Hermes is 
already commanding Paris to judge the goddesses in the central part of the scene. The scheme 
on this vase looks clear: the three goddesses are attended by winged figures in preparation for 
the contest. Hera is attended by Iris, Athena is attended by Nike, and Aphrodite is attended by 
Eros. The woman attending Aphrodite is probably Peitho, as on the bell krater of Vienna 935 
(ARV2 1441), discussed below. The two women that accompany Hera are not identified, but 
they are part of her retinue, at least in this scene: perhaps they are Hebe, who accompanies 
Hera on i248, and Eileithyia, both daughters of Hera. 
Paestan red-figure lebes gamikos by the Painter of Naples 2585, c. 325 BC (i356: pl. 53a) 
The three goddesses are oriented to left. From left to right, first Aphrodite, standing, holds a 
mirror in her right hand and gazes into it; then Athena, fully armed, stands and looks back at 
Hera, who sits and puts her right hand to her lips. There is an Eros in front of Aphrodite, 
standing and gesturing at her. Aphrodite prepares for the Judgement while Athena and Hera 
wait for her. Hera, who has taken a seat, is about to yawn. 
(5) Paris is enjoying his time as a shepherd 
There are a few instances in which we observe Paris playing an instrument as the gods either 
approach him or stand in front of him. In a Roman example, Paris looks after his cattle. 
Attic black-figure lekythos of the Class of Athens 581, c. 490 BC (i195: pl. 27a) 
Paris is seated playing the lyre behind the procession of the three goddesses that follow 
Hermes. The scene shows the gods going to Mount Ida while Paris sits there in isolation. 
Welcker (1864: 392) mistook Paris for a female figure, possibly because he is unbearded. One 
could believe that the gods are leaving after Paris has delivered his Judgement, but there is no 
need for the goddesses to be guided by Hermes after this event and there is no account of 
Hermes leading the goddesses off after the Judgement: indeed, one would expect Aphrodite to 
stay, for she will help Paris to steal Helen. I believe the painter placed Paris behind the gods’ 
procession not in error, as Heenes (1998: 53) thought, but to represent Paris spending his time 
alone on Mount Ida while the gods, who are looking for him, have not yet reached him. 
Attic red-figure cup by the Briseis Painter, c. 480 BC (i204: pl. 28a) 
Paris seems to sing as he plays the lyre, while the gods approach him. Hermes extends his right 
hand in greeting: the three goddesses follow him. Hera goes first carrying a sceptre, then 
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Athena holding a spear, and lastly Aphrodite, of whom only the lower part is visible. Stinton 
(1965: 28) observes that Paris “is playing ecstatically to himself”. 
Attic red-figure Nolan amphora by the Sabouroff Painter, 460-450 BC (i232: pl. 33b) 
Paris keeps playing the lyre despite the fact that Hermes is right in front of him. Walters and 
Forsdyke (1930: 8) thought that this figure could be Apollo, but he has been subsequently 
recognized as Paris (Beazley 1942: 559 and 1956: 842; Clairmont 1951: 53; Hampe 1981: 499; 
Siebert 1990: 326). The scene has been identified as an excerpt of the Judgement of Paris 
(Beazley 1956: 1672). 
Roman mural, 20 BC - AD 79 (i403) 
Paris is sitting on a rock in the middle of the scene, holding a pedum and looking after the 
cattle of sheep, goats, and cows that surround him. He is accompanied by a dog. On a hill to 
the right, at some distance, stands Hermes holding up his right arm. Below, there is a tree and 
a female statue holding a torch in each hand: this statue recalls the story of Hecuba giving 
birth to a torch that would consume Troy in its blaze (Ov. Her. 17.237f & Hyg. Fab. 91). 
(6) Hermes and the goddesses meet Paris 
This is the moment when Paris and the procession of gods are confronting each other (and 
Paris is not trying to depart from the scene). 
‘Melian’ amphora from Paros, 675-600 BC (i1: pl. 1a) 
A winged Hermes leads the three goddesses as they meet Paris, who stands in front of them. 
The goddesses and Paris extend their arms in greeting. A lion with snake-tail walks by Hermes’ 
side. There are four ducks behind Paris. Lemos (2009: 134) points out the influence of 
Anatolian art in the inclusion of the lion and believes that the winged Hermes could be a 
conflation of Hermes with either an anonymous daemon or the Potnia Theron. 
Proto-Corinthian ‘Chigi’ olpe, name vase of the Chigi Painter, c. 630 BC (i2: pl. 1b) 
Paris is standing to the right while the three goddesses (only Athena and Aphrodite’s faces are 
visible) look at him from some distance. Hera is in front of Athena (we can see part of her body 
but not her name) and Hermes is not visible, although two crossing lines suggest the end of his 
caduceus. 
Corinthian chest ‘of Cypselus’, 620-580 BC (i4) 
According to Pausanias (5.19.5), the Chest of Cypselus showed a representation of the 
Judgement about which there was an inscription saying “Ἑρμείας ὅδ᾽ Ἀλεξάνδρῳ δείκνυσι 
διαιτῆν τοῦ εἴδους Ἥραν καὶ Ἀθάναν καὶ Ἀφροδίταν”. There is a winged Artemis in the picture, 
but Pausanias claims that he does not understand the meaning of her wings. 
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Corinthian terracotta relief, 600-560 BC (i6: pl. 2b) 
Two goddesses (to the left) stand right in front of a bearded Paris, who looks at them holding a 
spear in his right. Kossatz-Deissmann (1988: 709) believes that the first goddess, who covers 
her head with her mantle, must be Hera. 
Attic black-figure amphora by the Ptoon Painter, 575-560 BC (i10) 
Paris, standing to the left, receives Hermes and the three goddesses. Hermes, without 
caduceus or winged boots, greets Paris, raising his left forearm. The three goddesses, without 
attributes, follow him. 
Attic black-figure plate by the Ready Painter, 575-550 BC (i11: pl. 3a) 
Paris receives the three goddesses, who are led by Hermes. Neither Paris nor the gods are 
characterized, because of which Beazley (1956: 130) calls this a “Judgement of Paris 
deheroized”. A male figure has joined the procession behind the three goddesses: he could be 
Apollo, Paris’ patron before the Judgement. Paris is smaller than the gods because of an 
evident lack of space on the plate. 
Attic black-figure column krater by the Painter of Louvre F6, 570-550 BC (i18) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses, each carrying a wreath, follow Hermes, who stands face to 
face with Paris. The rendering is almost identical to i39, by Lydos, but less decorated: Lydos 
could have taken his inspiration from this column krater (or from i19, below) to paint an 
‘improved’ version of the scene, with Paris fleeing. There is a man talking to a woman and a 
male figure behind the three goddesses: this must be Zeus, who has planned the Judgement, 
giving instructions to Eris and Apollo, who play important rôles in Zeus’ plan and occassionally 
join the procession of gods towards Paris. 
Attic black-figure lebes gamikos by the Painter of Louvre F6, 570-550 BC (i19) 
As for i18. The central part of side B is very damaged, so most of the goddesses’ depiction is 
lost, as well as Hermes’ head. 
Boeotian black-figure tripod pyxis, 570-550 BC (i21: pl. 4b) 
Hermes and Paris stand in front of each other raising a hand in greeting while three 
indistinguishable goddesses stand in a row behind Hermes. Paris holds a lyre in his left hand. 
Clairmont (1951: 28) and Raab (A II 1) have thought the pyxis to be Attic, but Marx (1988: 506) 
and Kossatz-Deissmann (1994: 179) consider it Boeotian. 
Attic black-figure hydria in the manner of the Painter of London B76, c. 560 BC (i27: pl. 5a) 
Paris and Hermes stand face to face while holding a staff and the caduceus respectively: both 
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wear a petasos. The goddesses stand in a row behind Hermes. The first and the third each 
holds a flower while the second carries a wreath. Paris seems to smile. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by Lydos, c. 560 BC (i33: pl. 6b) 
Hermes and Paris shake hands in greeting. Three indistinguishable goddesses follow Hermes in 
a row. An owl stands en face between Hermes and Paris. A woman stands behind Paris, looking 
away from Hermes and Paris: this is possibly an epiphany of Eris (Hedreen 2001: 217), as that 
on i17. Marx (1988: 506) and Jentoft-Nielsen with Trendall (1994: 9) consider the amphora to 
be Euboean, but it has been recognized as Attic by Raab (A I 3), Shapiro (1989: 25), and 
Hedreen (2001: 193f & 217). I believe Shapiro’s argumentation is the most convincing because 
“[t]he ovoid neck-amphora was an extremely popular form in Attic workshops throughout the 
second quarter of the sixth century” (1989: 15), but mainly because the scene on side B is 
identical (except for the spear and the beards) to that of a neck-amphora (side B) in Paris 
C10634 by Lydos (ABV 110,31; BADB 310177). 
Attic black-figure lekanis by Lydos, 560-540 BC (i45) 
On the upper zone of the lid, there is deheroized representation of the Judgement: Hermes 
leads the three goddesses before Paris. Neither Paris nor the gods are characterized: Paris and 
Hermes have the appearance of two youths. The lower zone of the lid, described above, 
represents Hermes and the goddesses going to Mount Ida. 
Chalcidian jug, 560-510 BC (i46) 
Hermes rests his left hand on Paris’ right shoulder while looking back at the one goddess who 
follows him. Both Paris and the goddess look at Hermes. Raab (1972: 189) believes the goddess 
to be rather a youth, because the figure is not bearded, but the same reason can be given to 
support the contrary: that this is a goddess, not a male figure. 
Attic black-figure hydria, c. 550 BC (i50) 
Hermes, followed by three indistinguishable goddesses, meets Paris, who stands facing him. 
There is a bearded man behind the goddesses (Dionysus?). 
Eretrian black-figure loutrophoros, c. 550 BC (i52: pl. 9b) 
Hermes, followed by the three goddesses, greets Paris, who stands facing him. Athena leads 
the goddesses with spear and wreath. The second and third goddesses carry one wreath each. 
The second and third goddesses are regarded as Hera and Aphrodite respectively (Clairmont 
1951: 31; Kossatz-Deissmann 1988: 710; Marx 1988: 517; Schefold & Giuliani 1992: 205; 
Kossatz-Deissmann 1994: 179), for Aphrodite wears a mantle. Besides, Marx sees a staff in 
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Hera’s right hand. Shapiro (1989: 25), however, sees a long sceptre rather than Athena’s spear, 
so he believes the leading goddess to be Hera. Paris holds a spear. 
Etruscan black-figure neck amphora, name vase of the Paris Painter, 550-540 BC (i63: pl. 12a) 
On side A, the goddesses follow Turms (Hermes) and another male figure (both with caduceus) 
to the left. The goddesses are Hera in the first place veiled, Athena with helmet and spear 
(there seems to be something on her chest, maybe the aegis), and Aphrodite with elegant hair. 
On side B, Alxsntre (Paris) is offering greetings, with a hand to the right. The cattle and a dog 
stand behind him. The identification of the second herald on side A has been a matter of 
discussion. For comparison with i408, Clairmont (1951: 18) believes the old man to be Tecrs 
(Teucer). Beazley (1976: 1) thinks this herald is Priam and this is accepted by Marx (1988: 508). 
Cerchiai, Menichetti, and Mugione (2012: 117n26) assert that this must be ‘Elanos’.21 Schefold 
and Giuliani (1992: 204) cautiously choose not to name this old second herald, but Kossatz-
Deissmann (1994: 180) suggests that the presence of two heralds follows the epic tradition. 
We know that the second herald was present on Mount Pelion when the quarrel of the 
goddesses was stirred up by Eris, as seen on i81, so this cannot be Priam or Helenus. Clairmont 
reports that some believe the old herald is Zeus, but Zeus is not a messenger and he 
commanded Hermes to carry the goddesses towards Paris. I believe this could be a god, but 
there is no clue to his identity. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora, 550-530 BC (i72) 
The three goddesses, Athena in the middle, follow Hermes towards Paris, who has been 
restored. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora, 550-530 BC (i75) 
Hermes is followed by the three goddesses, Athena in the middle wearing the aegis. Hermes 
and Hera, in the first place among the goddesses, hold a spear each. Paris holds a lyre in his 
right hand and looks back at the gods. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, 540-530 BC (i82) 
Hermes and Paris stand to the right looking back at the three goddesses, who extend both 
arms in greeting. There is a chair in front of Paris: he is moving forward to sit on it. The 
goddesses are not characterized. 
Attic black-figure amphora, c. 530 BC (i85: pl. 15a) 
Hermes holds out his hand in greeting while approaching Paris, and the goddesses do the 
same. Paris, sitting on a high rock and holding a lyre, is looking towards them. The goddesses 
                                                          
21 They possibly refer to Helenus, but why would Paris’ brother look so old? 
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are not characterized but for Athena, who walks in the middle with aegis, helmet, and spear. 
The first and the third goddesses wear headbands. 
Attic black-figure amphora, 530-510 BC (i93) 
Hermes greets Paris with his left hand. The goddesses greet Paris with left forearms raised. 
Athena, with helmet, aegis, and spear, walks in the middle. Paris stands in front of Hermes 
holding a long staff. A dog walks by Hermes’ side. 
Fragments of Attic red-figure cup by the Nikomedes Painter, 530-510 BC (i94) 
Hermes, identified by his winged boots, stands in front of a male figure who sits on a rock and 
holds a lyre: this must be Paris. Another figure with clothes to the ankles, surely a goddess, 
stands behind Hermes. Levi (1931: 13) believes the sitting figure is Apollo, but there is 
agreement in subsequent literature (Clairmont 1951: 47; Raab 1972: 172; Hedreen 2001: 183) 
that the figure is Paris. 
Attic black-figure hydria by the Antimenes Painter, 530-510 BC (i95) 
Paris stands to left in front of Hermes and greets the gods raising a forearm. Hermes greets 
Paris holding up his left hand. He is followed by Iris, who holds the caduceus, and by the three 
goddesses: all them raise their left hand in greeting. Athena is placed right behind Iris, bringing 
her helmet, aegis, and spear. The following goddess, Hera, holds a sceptre in her right hand. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora akin to the Group of Würzburg 199, 530-510 BC (i100) 
Hermes stands in front of Paris, who greets him raising his right forearm. Two goddesses, one 
of them Athena with helmet, aegis, and spear, follow Hermes. A dog walks by Hermes’ side. 
Attic black-figure hydria, 525-500 BC (i109) 
Hermes greets Paris raising a forearm and Paris responds in the same manner. The three 
goddesses follow Hermes and carry long sceptres and wear a red headband, like Paris. The first 
and the second raise their left forearms in greeting. Hermes holds a wreath, possibly as a gift 
for Paris, in his left hand. Paris is sitting on a stool and holds a sceptre with his right hand. In 
Snodgrass’ opinion (2006: 395), “this is an essential and permanent attribute of a king’s son”. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora, 525-500 BC (i114) 
On side A, the three goddesses, Athena in the middle with helmet and spear, move in a 
procession. Athena holds up her left hand and looks back at the third goddess, Aphrodite, who 
holds branches in both hands. The first goddess, Hera, wears a headband and holds a sceptre 
in her left hand. On side B, Hermes, who leads the procession of goddesses visible on side A, 
holds up his left hand to greet Paris. There is a dog besides him, raising one leg. In front of 
Hermes is Paris, bearded and holding a sceptre: he puts his right hand to his lips. 
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Attic black-figure hydria by the Leagros Group, c. 515 BC (i121) 
Paris greets Hermes and the goddesses holding up open his right hand. Hermes stands in front 
of Paris, looking at him. The three goddesses follow Hermes to right, all looking ahead. Athena 
is in the middle clearly distinguished by her aegis, Attic helmet, and spear. The two other 
goddesses carry a flower in their left hand. Riccioni (1971: 112) believes that the third goddess 
is Hera, for she carries a long sceptre in her right hand. Aphrodite does carry a long sceptre in 
some renderings, but Hera also carries her own or some other attribute in these cases. It 
would be unusual to have Aphrodite represented holding a sceptre and Hera holding nothing 
but a flower, so this must be Hera. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora comparable to the Heidelberg Painter, c. 520 BC (i122: pl. 17b) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses gather to the left, one of them holding a wreath, all of them 
wearing headbands. Hermes stands in the middle of the scene and salutes Paris, who is facing 
him and salutes Hermes holding up his right hand. 
Attic black-figure jug, 520-500 BC (i129) 
The three goddesses are placed behind Hermes, who stands in front of Paris. Athena heads the 
procession of goddesses, wearing the aegis and a helmet. Hera is in the middle, wearing a 
diadem, followed by Aphrodite. Hermes wears a petasos and carries a lyre and plektron. Paris, 
holding a staff with swan head, is in front of him. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Leagros Group, 515-500 BC (i134) 
The goddesses walk in a procession behind Hermes; only Athena is clearly identified by her 
helmet, spear, and snakes around her peplos. Hermes is meeting Paris. The first goddess wears 
a small tiara, so she could be Hera. Paris, bearded, holds a long flower-topped staff in his right 
hand. 
Attic black-figure amphora akin to the Antimenes Painter, c. 510 BC (i135: pl. 19a) 
Paris, sitting on a rock and holding a lyre in his left hand, greets the gods with this right hand. 
Hermes holds up a wreath in greeting. The goddesses greet using one hand while holding 
something in the other. The first and third goddess seem to hold krotala, although they are not 
clearly distinguished, probably because of the loss of some white clay and an apparent major 
accident in the firing of the pot. Athena, in the middle with helmet and aegis, holds a spear. 
Attic black-figure hydria in the manner of the Antimenes Painter, c. 510 BC (i137: pl. 20a) 
Paris greets the gods, raising his right forearm, while Hermes, looking back, and the goddesses 
approach him, followed by Dionysus. Athena, taking the first place in the procession of 
goddesses, wears a helmet and holds a spear. Dionysus, bearded, holds vine branches. 
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Attic black-figure lekythos by the Edinburgh Painter, c. 510 BC (i141) 
Hermes, holding his caduceus and a lyre, leads Hera and Aphrodite to Paris, who holds a wand. 
According to Lemos (2009: 138), Hermes holds a lyre because of a conflation with Paris’ 
attribute. 
Fragments of Attic black-figure neck amphora, c. 510 BC (i143) 
Paris, standing to the left, receives the gods’ procession led by Hermes. Hermes walks towards 
Paris looking back at the three goddesses. They are Hera, holding a staff, in the first place, 
Athena with a helmet and looking back in the second, and Aphrodite, wearing a headband. 
Attic black-figure lekythos by the Edinburgh Painter, 505-485 BC (i154) 
Paris, seated on a rock and holding a sceptre, receives Hermes and the three goddesses. 
Athena leads the procession of goddesses, of which the middle goddess (Hera) is missing. 
Believed to be identical to i155 by Clairmont (1951: 39). 
Attic black-figure lekythos, 505-485 BC (i155: pl. 22d) 
Athena, Aphrodite, and Hera follow Hermes to the right. Hermes greets Paris, who holds a long 
staff in his left hand and returns Hermes’ greeting with his right hand, offering him a flower. 
Athena, with helmet and spear, leads the procession of goddesses and looks back at 
Aphrodite, whose figure is lost. In the third place comes Hera, with diadem and a long sceptre. 
There are vine branches in the background. Clairmont (1951: 39) does not mention Aphrodite 
and believes that this lekythos could be identical to i154, but we have found points of 
difference between them. 
Euboean black-figure kantharos, 500-480 BC (i172: pl. 25b) 
On side A, Hermes, followed by two goddesses to the left, greets Paris holding up his right 
forearm. Paris, who has a stubble, is sitting on a rock and holding his lyre as he looks at 
Hermes. According to Genière (1980: 54), the two goddesses are Eris, just behind Hermes, and 
Hera, holding a sceptre, behind Eris. On side B, the three goddesses are visible walking to the 
left: first Hera walking with the help of her sceptre, which is assumed from her body language 
but invisible here, Aphrodite veiled in the middle, and Athena staring at Aphrodite. Eris is also 
present on side B: she stands in front of Aphrodite and gives her a wreath signifying the victory 
that Aphrodite will reach in the contest. Genière (1980: 54) and Kossatz-Deissmann (1994: 
179) regard the kantharos as Boeotian, but Sabetai (2008: 137) states that it is Euboean. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure loutrophoros, 500-450 BC (i190: pl. 26b) 
This fragment shows Hermes shaking hands with Paris: their heads are lost. A goddess, her 
head lost and without visible attributes, stands right behind Hermes and seems to hold his 
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chlamys. Behind her comes Athena, her head and most of her body lost, identified by the 
aegis. 
Attic black-figure lekythos connected with the Haimon Group, 490-480 BC (i198) 
Paris, sitting on a large rock and holding a lyre, holds up a forearm to greet Hermes, who 
stands in front of him. After Hermes comes Hera, holding a flower in her left hand and a 
sceptre in the right. Then comes Athena wearing the aegis and holding her helmet in her hand. 
Lastly, Aphrodite holds vine branches. There are some cattle below Paris. 
Attic red-figure cup by Makron, c. 480 BC (i203: pl. 27c) 
Hermes holds up his right arm to greet Paris, who sits on a rock surrounded by goats. Athena, 
Hera, and Aphrodite stand to left behind Hermes. Paris looks calmly at Hermes and the 
goddesses while still playing the lyre. Hermes does not hold the caduceus, but wears winged 
boots. Athena, with helmet, aegis, and spear, stands right behind Hermes. Hera holds a 
sceptre and wears a headband. Aphrodite, lastly, comes veiled and is surrounded by four 
Erotes. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Group of Würzburg 221, 480-470 BC (i205: pl. 28b) 
On side A, Paris is sitting quietly on a small chair in front of two expressive goddesses (one of 
them Athena). Paris holds a stick and wears a headband: he seems to pay no attention to the 
goddesses. Athena, with helmet, aegis, and spear, looks back and holds a conversation with 
the other goddess (maybe Eris), who holds a sceptre. On side B, Hermes and two goddesses, 
Hera and Aphrodite, walk to the right. The two goddesses each hold a sceptre. Hermes does 
not wear his petasos. 
Attic red-figure stamnos by the Syleus Painter, 480-470 BC (i206: pl. 29a) 
Paris, sitting to the right on a large rock, greets Hermes with his right arm lowered. Hermes, 
who stands to the left in front of Paris, responds by holding up his right forearm. Aphrodite, 
with sceptre and a dove, comes behind Hermes. The silhouettes of a snake, a deer, and a 
hedgehog are depicted on the rock where Paris sits. 
Attic red-figure hydria by the Boreas Painter, 470-460 BC (i217) 
Hera stands in front of Paris, who sits on a rock below a tree. Another goddess stands behind 
the tree, possibly holding a sceptre: this is Aphrodite, according to Clairmont (1951: 51). 
Another figure, a companion of Aphrodite (Peitho?), holds a plemochoe. 
Attic red-figure alabastron by the Two-Row Painter, 460-450 BC (i226) 
Paris, sitting with crossed legs on a rock, looks at Hermes, who stands in front of him. A 
petasos hangs from Paris’ neck. He rests his chin on his right hand. Hermes stands in front of 
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Paris, resting his left hand on the caduceus. A goddess behind Hermes, possibly Hera, holds a 
sceptre. Athena, behind Hera, with helmet, aegis, and spear, holds a rounded object in her 
right hand (an apple?). 
Attic red-figure lekythos, 460-450 BC (i230) 
According to Welcker (1864: 394f), Paris holds a lute and a stick as he sits on a rock. Hermes 
talks to Paris. Hera holds a sceptre in one hand and a bird in the other as she looks back at 
Athena. Athena holds an owl in her left hand and an apple in her right hand. Aphrodite, last in 
the procession, holds a branch and is crowned by an Eros hovering around her. 
Attic red-figure neck amphora by the Alkimachos Painter, 460-450 BC (i231) 
On side A, Hermes pursues a boy, Ganymede, who plays with a hoop and stick. Hermes stops 
him by seizing his left shoulder. On side B, Hermes stands in front of a youth who stares at him 
and holds a long sceptre. The youth, who is entirely naked and wears a headband, is shorter 
than the customary Paris (in either black- or red-figure renderings), but could still be identified 
as such, for he is not the boy represented on the other side of the amphora and he belongs to 
the royal lineage, as the sceptre he holds shows. The scene is an excerpt of Hermes and the 
goddesses meeting Paris on Mount Ida. The scenes on the two sides of this amphora are 
intended to show Hermes’ interaction with Trojan princes Ganymede and Paris. 
Attic red-figure lekythos by the Phiale Painter, 450-430 BC (i238: pl. 35a) 
Paris, holding a long stick, sits on a rock and looks at Hermes, who stands in front of him. 
Oakley (1997: 164) wonders whether the man sitting on the rock is Paris or Sisyphos, but the 
iconography corresponds to that of Hermes and the goddesses coming before Paris on Mount 
Ida. 
Attic red-figure cover of pyxis, c. 430 BC (i249: pl. 37a) 
Paris, sitting on a rock and accompanied by a dog, looks at Hermes with interest. Hermes 
stands just in front of Paris and leads the goddesses. He looks back at them as they approach in 
chariots (Hera already dismounting). A small tree grows behind Hermes. Paris holds a club. A 
goat examines his club from behind. There seems to be the silhouette of a snake on the rock 
where Paris sits. Behind the small tree beside Hermes, Hera, with sceptre and diadem, steps 
down from her chariot drawn by three horses. Further away is Athena, with helmet and spear, 
mounting a chariot drawn by two giant snakes. Lastly Aphrodite, wearing a headband, mounts 
a chariot drawn by two Erotes: the Eros of the right hand holds a phiale in each hand; the Eros 
of the left holds an oinochoe in his right hand and a phiale in his left hand. 
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Lucanian red-figure lekythos by the Sydney Painter, 360-340 BC (i323) 
Paris stands to left at the right edge of the scene, holding a spear in his left hand and looking 
ahead to Hermes, who approaches him. Something hangs from Paris’ right hand (a wineskin, as 
on i220?) and Paris’ dog takes an interest in it. Hermes stands to right in front of Paris, wearing 
a petasos and holding the caduceus with both hands as he stares at Paris: an adornment hangs 
from the caduceus. Behind Hermes, the three goddesses walk to right. First comes Hera: she 
holds a long sceptre and wears a veil on her head, holding something (?) in her right hand. 
Behind Hera comes Athena, her right arm akimbo and holding a spear with her left hand. 
Finally comes Aphrodite, her right arm akimbo and holding a dove in her left hand. 
Campanian red-figure hydria, 350-325 BC (i331) 
On side B, Hermes sits in front of Paris. Paris wears a Phrygian cap and holds a spear in his left 
hand. He holds his right hand up in admiration. Side A, described above, represents Hermes 
and the goddesses going to Mount Ida. 
Paestan red-figure volute krater perhaps by Asteas, 350-325 BC (i339) 
According to the laconic description given by Moret (1978: 80n17), the gods come from both 
sides before Paris, who has taken a central position in the scene. 
Roman mural, 20 BC - AD 60 (i389) 
The field has some buildings depicted. On the left lower corner, Paris sits and wears a Phrygian 
cap. He seems surprised by Mercury’s presence. Mercury points to the goddesses. They are 
depicted at some distance on the top of a hill. Venus is accompanied by Cupid, Juno is seated 
and holds a sceptre, Minerva has a helmet, spear, and shield. 
Roman altar, AD 117-138 (i435) 
On the upper frieze of the altar, a Judgement of Paris. Paris sits on a rock on the right of the 
scene. In front of him are Mercury, holding an apple, Venus, Juno, and Minerva. 
(7) Paris tries to depart from Hermes and the goddesses 
Although not popular in literature, the departure of Paris from the gods is a common theme in 
the art, showing different levels of emphasis in his attitude and the reaction of Hermes and the 
goddesses. 
Attic black-figure hydria, 580-570 BC (i9)22 
Hermes moves quickly to the right and is followed by three indistinguishable goddesses. To the 
right of Hermes is Paris, apparently farewelling him and moving away from him towards a rich 
                                                          
22 This vase will be soon published in a forthcoming volume of the CVA on the hydriai of the National 
Museum at Athens prepared by Dr. Olga Tzakhou-Alexandri. 
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building with a big door placed between two columns. This building has been considered as 
Paris’ palace (Hedreen 2001: 128n28 and Alexandridou 2001b: 57). 
Attic black-figure pyxis, 575-550 BC (i14) 
Hermes takes a long step forward to the right in Paris’ direction, raising his left hand in 
greeting. Paris, holding up his two overgrown hands, steps right, moving away from Hermes. A 
dog stands behind Paris, holding up his tail and looking back at Paris. There is a gigantic flower 
growing up behind Hermes, like the small tree on i249. A goddess appears behind the flower, 
Aphrodite, holding a large wreath in her left hand. After her comes Hera, who holds out her 
right hand and holds a ram-headed sceptre in her left. Then comes Athena, holding a spear in 
her right hand and a large helmet in her left. Behind Athena there are two women wrapped in 
the same mantle and looking at each other, standing face to face: they might be Themis and 
Eris. Although a group of Eris and Themis does not occur again until c. 430 BC (i248), Eris does 
appear on the almost contemporary i17. 
The scene on this pyxis has been understood as the recovery of the Golden Hound (Perdrizet 
1898: 585f and Harrison 1903: 300f), but there are good reasons to believe that this is a 
Judgement rather than the Golden Hound. Perdrizet thought of the Golden Hound because of 
the size of the dog. However, the painter has given an oversized dimension to many elements 
in the scene: Paris’ hand, Athena’s helmet, the flower behind Hermes, Aphrodite’s wreath, and 
Hermes’ caduceus. So there is not an exclusive emphasis on the dog’s size, but on every one of 
these items. Secondly, Perdrizet claims that the scene ends and begins around the oversized 
flower growing behind Hermes, but there is no reason to believe that the goddesses are not 
following Hermes: they are oriented in the same direction as he and the goddesses are going 
where he himself is going: towards Paris. On the other hand, Hermes does not look as if he 
were going to kill ‘Pandareos’ (Paris): instead, Hermes is greeting him in a friendly fashion. 
Furthermore, the side story of the goddesses and Pandareos’ daughters is not well depicted 
because there are only three goddesses (Hera, Athena, Aphrodite, and Artemis should be 
present) and they are walking away from Pandareos’ daughters, not toward them. It is much 
safer, then, to think that these are the three goddesses led by Hermes to be judged by Paris 
and that the two ‘penguin’ women are Themis and Eris closely planning the quarrel of the 
three goddesses. 
The contemporary Siana cup i20, below, has also been thought to represent the story of the 
Golden Hound rather than the Judgement. 
Attic black-figure tripod pyxis by the C Painter, 570-560 BC (i16: pl. 3b) 
The goddesses are standing in front of Paris while Hermes looks at them and Paris greets them 
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with his right hand, but he is about to move off, as is apparent from the direction of his feet. 
The goddesses are characterized here. Hera, in the first position, holds a sceptre, followed by 
Aphrodite, who “is veiled like a bride” (Hedreen 2001: 211). Athena, in the last position, holds 
a spear. 
Attic black-figure tripod kothon by the C Painter, 570-560 BC (i17: pl. 4a) 
Paris quietly starts walking away from the gods when Hermes is introducing the three 
goddesses to him. Eris stands just in front of him, holding two wreaths. The three goddesses 
are indistinguishable, but the middle one is veiled. Beazley (1934: 114) had hesitated in 
recognizing a Judgement of Paris here because of the presence of an additional female figure, 
but must have been convinced by Clairmont (1951: 15), who compares this scene to that on 
the Laconian ivory comb (i3), for Beazley (1956: 58) admits the scene as a Judgement later. It is 
Genière (1980: 44f) who convincingly identifies Eris (cf. Beazley 1986: 22), although this 
identification has not been universally accepted. Marx (1988: 445f) sees Iris while Cerchiai, 
Menichetti, and Mugione (2012: 112-115) see Helen. Helen could occasionally appear as a gift 
for Paris, as on i267, but this could happen when the goddesses have already arrived, not while 
they are still making their way to Paris. 
Attic black-figure Siana cup by the Heidelberg Painter, 570-550 BC (i20) 
In the centre of the scene, a winged woman and a male figure, who looks back at two veiled 
women standing to the left, run to the left behind a big dog standing to the left and a man who 
runs to the left. Pottier (1933: 59) has thought that this scene represents an episode of the 
Golden Hound, but Genière (1980: 48-50) has convincingly argued that the scene corresponds 
to the Judgement of Paris. The winged woman is Eris, who pursues Paris to the left along with 
Hermes. They are followed, at a slower pace, by two indistinguishable goddesses. Paris’ big 
dog shows alarm (as on i39 and i66) on his master’s escape and barks. Paris escapes from Eris, 
as on i16. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Painter of London B76, 565-550 BC (i24) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses follow Hermes while Paris escapes from them. 
Attic black-figure amphora by Lydos, c. 560 BC (i25) 
According to Schefold and Giuliani (1992: 205), Paris tries “to run away at the miraculous 
epiphany of the goddesses”. 
Fragments of an Attic black-figure hydria by the Atalante Group, c. 550 BC (i28) 
Paris and Hermes face each other and raise one hand in salutation. The body of a goddess is 
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partially visible behind Hermes. Only the upper part of Hermes and Paris is visible: Paris is 
fleeing. 
Attic black-figure lebes gamikos by Lydos, c. 560 BC (i29: pl. 5b) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses, each carrying a wreath, follow Hermes, whose head is lost. 
Hermes is taking a long step forward while greeting Paris with his left hand. Paris returns the 
greeting by raising his left hand and quickly walks away from him. There are two male figures 
surrounding the Judgement scene: one faces Paris and the other stands behind the goddesses. 
Between them, a procession of a woman, a man, and a woman goes to the left. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by Lydos, c. 560 BC (i32: pl. 6a) 
Hermes greets Paris raising his left forearm while bending his knees. The three goddesses, 
indistinguishable and dressed like ‘penguin’ women, form a line behind Hermes. Paris walks 
away looking back at Hermes and forming a ‘Z’ with his arms. An owl stands en face between 
Hermes’ legs. A man and a woman are in conversation behind the goddesses. This might be a 
reminder of Zeus and Themis planning the Trojan War. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Tyrrhenian Group, c. 560 BC (i34) 
Paris runs to right away from Hermes and the goddesses, looking back at them. Hermes walks 
to the right behind Paris and holds up his left hand in greeting. Three indistinguishable 
goddesses, dressed as ‘penguin’ women, follow Hermes in a row. Behind the goddesses, 
Dionysus walks to the right but looks backwards holding up his left hand in greeting. A kneeling 
Silen looks up to him while masturbating. 
Attic black-figure Siana cup by the Group of Acropolis 1441, c. 560 BC (i35) 
In the middle, three indistinguishable goddesses, each carrying a wreath, follow Hermes, who 
stands in front of Paris, looking at him. Paris moves away from Hermes and the goddesses, 
looking back at them. There are two male figures following the goddesses: they show no 
attributes, but could correspond to Zeus and Apollo, who are implicated in the planning of the 
Trojan War. Besides, Apollo was Paris’ patron before the Judgement. 
Attic black-figure Siana cup, c. 560 BC (i36) 
A draped man runs to the right looking backwards, forming a ‘Z’ with his arms and with his 
legs. There is an inscription identifying the solitary man as Alexandros, so this must be an 
excerpt from the Judgement of Paris. 
Attic black-figure amphora, 560-550 BC (i37) 
According to Marx (1988: 446), Hermes is followed by three indistinguishable goddesses. Paris 
runs away from them. 
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Attic black-figure amphora by Lydos, 560-550 BC (i38) 
Hermes stands in front of Paris and holds his left forearm forward in greeting. He is followed 
by the three goddesses, who raise their arms under their robes. The upper part of the 
goddesses is lost, but they are visibly covered with mantles (as ‘penguin’ women) and probably 
have no attributes. Paris runs away from them, raising his right forearm. 
Attic black-figure column krater by Lydos, 560-550 BC (i39: pl. 7a) 
Paris and Hermes, who is followed by the three goddesses, greet each other with a raised hand 
as Paris starts running away from the scene. The goddesses are not distinguished and each 
holds up a wreath. Paris’ dog shows alarm before his master’s escape, as on i20 and i66, and 
jumps against his right leg. If, as I believe, this scene is inspired by i18, the group behind the 
goddesses should be Zeus giving instructions to Eris and Apollo. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure loutrophoros, 560-550 BC (i40) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses follow Hermes, who greets Paris by raising his left hand. 
Paris returns the greeting by raising his right hand and runs away from him and the goddesses. 
It seems, from Marx’s (1988: 443) description,23 that there is another man running behind the 
goddesses, as Momos does on i173. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Tyrrhenian Group, 575-525 BC (i41) 
Paris, on the right of the scene, runs away from Hermes and the goddesses, not looking back at 
them and forming a ‘Z’ with his arms. Hermes, standing to right behind him, holds both hands 
out as if asking Paris to stop. Hermes is followed by three indistinguishable goddesses in a row 
to right: the first and second goddess hold a wreath each. Behind the third goddess, a child and 
a man stand to left, gesturing with their hands. They seem to interact with the Silens on the 
other side of the vase. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure neck amphora (?), 560-550 BC (i42: pl. 7b) 
Paris’ head and torso are preserved. He walks to right and looks back to the left, as he 
customarily does in representations of the Judgement where he escapes from the gods’ 
presence. There is no doubt about his identity, for his name Αλεξα[ν]δρος is inscribed over his 
right shoulder. His attitude reveals that he is moving away from Hermes and the three 
goddesses, even though none of them is visible here. 
Attic black-figure lekanis in the manner of Lydos, 560-540 BC (i45) 
On the lower zone of the lid, between sphinxes and lions, Eris approaches Paris, who escapes 
                                                          
23 The photo that Dr. Patricia Marx has kindly shared with me does not show that part of the scene. 
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from her. Other scenes on the same vase include Hermes and the goddesses going to Mount 
Ida and, on the upper zone, Hermes and the three goddesses meeting Paris (see above). 
Attic black-figure amphora, c. 550 BC (i48: pl. 8b) 
Hermes is stopping Paris by seizing him at the wrist while the goddesses, with no attributes but 
carrying a wreath in their right hands, extend their left hands in salutation. Paris tries to run 
away, holding up his left hand in farewell and holding a lyre with his right hand. 
Attic black-figure amphora by the Witt Painter, c. 550 BC (i49: pl. 9a) 
Two goddesses and Hermes make a gesture with their left index fingers to Paris as he runs 
away from them. Paris is raising his left hand in farewell as he leaves and looks back at Hermes 
and the goddesses. The goddesses have no attributes, but wear headbands. 
Attic black-figure hydria of the circle of Lydos, c. 550 BC (i51) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses follow Hermes to the right. He stands in front of Paris, 
staring at him while Paris walks away, raising his right hand in farewell. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by either the Castellani Painter or the Tyrrhenian Group, c. 550 
BC (i53: pl. 10a) 
Hermes, leading the goddesses, raises his left forearm in greeting while Paris walks away from 
him raising his left knee and forming a ‘Z’ with his arms. The goddesses have no attributes. 
Paris holds a lyre with his right arm. The goddesses are followed by a male figure wearing a 
hat, like the Momos on i151. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure amphora by the Painter of London B76, c. 550 BC (i55: pl. 11a) 
Hermes raises his left forearm in greeting while Paris walks away raising his right forearm as he 
looks back at Hermes and the goddesses. The three goddesses, with no attributes, follow 
Hermes in a row carrying wreaths in their right hand and holding out their left forearm. 
Attic black-figure plate near Lydos, c. 550 BC (i56: pl. 11b) 
Hermes stands in front of Paris while the three goddesses, with no attributes, hold their arms 
out under their robes in salutation. Paris runs away from them forming a ‘Z’ with his arms as 
he looks back at Hermes and the goddesses. 
Attic black-figure tripod kothon by the Painter of London B76, c. 550 BC (i59) 
Hermes stands in front of Paris looking at him. The three goddesses form a row behind Hermes 
and raise their arms under their robes in salutation. The goddesses are indistinguishable, but 
the middle one holds her right forearm lower than the first and the last. Paris walks away from 
them raising his right forearm in farewell and looking back at Hermes and the goddesses. 
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Fragments of Chalcidian hydria, 550-540 BC (i60) 
Hermes, followed by the three goddesses, approaches Paris from behind. Paris turns his head 
back, but walks, as do the gods, to left. Paris holds two spears, apparently with only one hand. 
The first two goddesses greet Paris with their left hands; the third wears a headband. Hermes 
turns his right hand backwards to the goddesses to introduce them to Paris. 
Attic black-figure skyphos, 550-540 BC (i65) 
Paris runs to the right, looking back at Hermes and the goddesses, holding a lyre in his right 
hand, and holding his left hand up. Hermes runs towards Paris holding up his left hand. Hermes 
is followed by three indistinguishable goddesses, one of whom holds a branch. On the other 
side of the vase, the same representation is depicted, although the head of the third goddess is 
painted over. 
Attic black-figure tripod pyxis, 550-540 BC (i66: pl. 12b) 
Hermes and the first of the three goddesses seem to call Paris back as he runs away from 
them. The goddesses are not characterized, but the middle one seems to wear a crown. A dog 
is looking at Paris as he escapes. Paris holds up his left hand in farewell and looks back at 
Hermes and the goddesses. 
Attic black-figure amphora, 550-530 BC (i69: pl. 13a) 
Hermes, followed by the three goddesses, salutes Paris, holding his left hand out and looking 
at him. The first and last goddesses wear headbands, but the first holds a staff in addition, so 
she could be Hera. The middle goddess, with helmet, spear, and aegis, is Athena: she looks 
back at Aphrodite and holds up her left hand. Paris holds a long flower-topped sceptre and 
walks away from Hermes and the goddesses while looking back at them. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure in the manner of Lydos, 550-530 BC (i71) 
The owl standing en face recalls those of i26 and i32, and gives us a clue to whose are the legs 
between which it is placed: Hermes. As for what is visible on the fragment, Paris walks away 
from Hermes. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora, 550-530 BC (i74) 
Paris greets the gods with his left hand while standing to the right, walking away from them. 
The three goddesses follow Hermes in a row and raise their left arms in salutation. The first 
goddess, Hera, holds a staff in her right hand. The middle goddess, with helmet and spear, is 
Athena: she looks back at Aphrodite. Hermes, with the krobylos hairstyle, stands in front of 
Paris looking at him. Paris holds a staff in his right hand. 
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Attic black-figure oinochoe in the class of Vatican G47, 550-530 BC (i76) 
Hermes and the three goddesses raise their left hands to greet Paris. Hermes leads the 
goddesses while looking towards Paris. A dog by Hermes’ side walks toward Paris: the dog 
looks up to Paris. The first and last goddess hold a sceptre and wear a headband. Athena, in 
the middle, comes with a helmet and spear. Paris, holding a long sceptre, walks away from 
Hermes and the goddesses, looking back at them. 
Attic black-figure hydria, 550-525 BC (i78) 
On the shoulder of this hydria, Hermes approaches Paris, followed by the three goddesses. 
Paris, evidently alarmed, runs away from Hermes and the goddesses: he carries a long staff in 
his right hand. Hermes gestures with his left hand to Paris, as if asking him to stop. The three 
goddesses form a row behind Hermes: only Athena, with helmet, aegis, and spear, placed in 
the middle, is characterized. The first goddess and Athena hold vine branches. The last goddess 
holds a wreath: she and the others imitate Hermes’ gesture to Paris, raising their left hands. 
Attic black-figure amphora, 540-520 BC (i83) 
Hermes holds up the caduceus as Paris turns away from him and greets him raising his right 
forearm. The three goddesses stand together (Athena in the middle with helmet and spear) 
behind Hermes. They are so close to each other that they overlap in the scene. Paris and 
Hermes clasp hands, leaving the thumb lightly raised, as if gesturing to each other. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure amphora (?), c. 530 BC (i88) 
Paris walks away from Hermes and the three goddesses, looking back at them. Athena, the 
first goddess in the row, has an owl. 
Attic black-figure hydria by the Antimenes Group, 530-510 BC (i96) 
The three goddesses follow Hermes towards Paris. The goddesses, in a procession behind 
Hermes, raise their left hands in greeting: the middle one, Athena, holds a wreath in her left 
hand. Athena wears a helmet and carries a spear in her right hand. The first and third goddess 
carry a staff in their right hand and wear a wreath on their head. Hermes, like the goddesses, 
holds his left hand up in greeting as he looks at Paris. He wears pointed boots of different 
colour: the right red, the left black. Paris holds a flower-topped sceptre in his right hand and 
holds up his left hand in farewell as he walks away from Hermes and the goddesses. Like the 
first and third goddesses, Paris wears a wreath on his head. 
Attic black-figure hydria by the Antimenes Painter, 530-510 BC (i97: pl. 16a) 
Hermes and the three goddesses move in a procession towards Paris, raising their left hands in 
greeting. Hermes is right in front of Paris and looks at him. The first and third goddesses 
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behind Hermes carry flower-topped sceptres in their right hand. Athena, in the middle with the 
aegis, carries a helmet in her left hand and a spear in her right. A doe walks beside her. Paris 
walks away from Hermes and the goddesses, putting his hands to his chest. He wears pointed 
boots, like Hermes, and holds a flower-topped sceptre, like Hera and Aphrodite. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Group of Würzburg 179, 530-510 BC (i98) 
The three goddesses, in a procession behind Hermes, are greeting Paris, raising their left 
forearm. The three goddesses wear headbands. Athena, in the middle, holds a spear. Hermes 
stands in front of Paris as he walks away while looking back at him. Paris, like the goddesses, 
wears a headband and carries a long staff: he looks back at Hermes and the goddesses as he 
leaves. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Antimenes Painter, 530-510 BC (i101) 
Hermes greets Paris with his left hand as Paris walks away from him. Behind Hermes stands 
Aphrodite, slightly ahead of the other two goddesses and with well delineated eyes. Athena 
and Hera stand together behind Aphrodite. Athena carries a helmet, aegis, and spear. Both 
Aphrodite and Athena imitate Hermes’ gesture of greeting with the left hand raised. Hera, at 
the left edge of the scene, holds a long flower-topped sceptre. Paris puts his hands to his 
abdomen as he walks away and looks back at Hermes and the goddesses. 
Attic black-figure hydria in the manner of the Antimenes Painter, c. 525 BC (i105) 
The three goddesses with Hermes raise their left arm, as though calling Paris, while he turns 
away from them. Hermes stands in front of Paris looking towards him. Hermes is followed by 
the three goddesses forming a procession: in the middle is Athena with helmet, aegis, and 
spear. Paris is about to start walking away from them as he looks back at Hermes and the 
goddesses. 
Attic black-figure amphora, 525-500 BC (i106) 
Hermes and the three goddesses approach Paris, who walks away from them. Hermes gestures 
to Paris as if talking to him. The third goddess brings a wreath. Paris looks back at Hermes and 
the goddesses as he moves off. 
Attic black-figure amphora, 525-500 BC (i107: pl. 16b) 
The three goddesses, Athena in the middle with helmet and spear, follow Hermes to right. 
Hermes, wearing a pointed cap and pointed boots, stands in front of Paris, looking at him: 
Hermes holds his caduceus, but the end of it is missing because of a lost fragment on the 
amphora. Paris walks away from Hermes and the goddesses and looks back at them while 
leaving; he holds a staff. 
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Attic black-figure hydria by the Chiusi Painter, 520-510 BC (i124) 
On the shoulder of the hydria, Athena, with helmet and spear, looks back at the third goddess 
in the row. The goddesses hold up the left hand in greeting. The first and the third goddess 
each hold a flower-topped sceptre. Hermes holds his arm out, as if asking Paris not to escape. 
Paris, who wears pointed boots like Hermes and carries a flower-topped sceptre like the 
goddesses (just like on i97 above), runs away as he offers a farewell with his left forearm 
raised. 
Attic black-figure hydria, 520-510 BC (i125: pl. 17c) 
Paris walks away from Hermes, farewelling him by raising his left forearm, and looks back at 
him. Hermes signals to Paris, holding his left forearm out. The three goddesses follow Hermes. 
Athena, in the middle with helmet and aegis, looks back at the third goddess while raising her 
left forearm. Hera stands behind Hermes and holds up her left hand. Aphrodite closes the 
procession. All the names of the characters are inscribed above the scene: [Αφρ]οδιτες - 
Αθεναας - Ηερας - Ηερμο - Αλεξσαν[δρος]. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora in the manner of the Antimenes Painter, 520-510 BC (i126) 
Hermes, followed by the three goddesses, greets Paris holding his left arm down. Paris, 
carrying a lyre in his left hand and a sceptre in his right, walks away and looks back. Paris, like 
the first and third goddesses, wears a headband. The first and third goddesses each carries a 
sceptre in her right hand and a flower in her left. Athena, in the middle with helmet and spear, 
looks back at the third goddess and drops her left hand. Athena and the first goddess overlap. 
Attic black-figure hydria by the Antimenes Painter, c. 510 BC (i136: pl. 19b) 
The decoration seems inspired by i97. Paris walks away from Hermes, who signals to him 
raising his left forearm. Paris puts his hands to his abdomen. He holds a staff in his right hand 
and wears a headband; he looks back at Hermes and the goddesses. The three goddesses 
stand in a row behind Hermes. Athena, wearing the aegis, holds a helmet in her left hand and 
spear in her right; a deer walks by her side. The first and third goddesses, like Paris, wear a 
headband and hold a long sceptre in their right hand. Paris does not wear pointed boots on 
this hydria (unlike on i97). 
Attic black-figure hydria by the Leagros Group, c. 510 BC (i138) 
Hermes holds up his left arm, asking Paris to stop running away from him and the goddesses. 
Paris, wearing a headband and holding a staff in his right hand, raises his left arm in farewell 
and starts escaping. The three goddesses, Athena in the middle with helmet, aegis, and spear, 
follow Hermes in a row. The first and third goddesses hold out their right hand. They carry a 
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flower in their left hand and wear a headband, like Paris. Athena looks back at the last goddess 
as she raises her left hand, as in conversation. 
Fragments of Attic red-figure pinax, c. 510 BC (i145: pl. 22a) 
Paris walks away from Hermes holding a lyre in his left hand while Hermes holds his right arm 
out, probably to stop Paris. The scene is very fragmentary. Hermes’ body and part of Paris’ 
body are visible. Hermes is identified by a fragmentary inscription, Ηε[ρμης], and his caduceus. 
Hermes also carries a sword, inside its scabbard. This item is linked to Hermes’ slaying Argus 
rather than to Hermes leading the goddesses to the Judgement of Paris (see Oxford G240 in 
Appendix 3). Paris’ lyre, however, leaves no doubt about the subject of this scene. 
Attic red-figure terracotta oinochoe by the Sosias Painter, c. 510 BC (i146: pl. 22b) 
Paris starts to walk away from Hermes to left, holding a lyre in his left hand and possibly 
looking back at him (Paris’ head is missing). Hermes approaches Paris from behind and seizes 
Paris’ lyre with his right hand to prevent Paris from leaving. After Hermes come Hera, Athena 
(with spear), and Aphrodite. Behind Aphrodite comes Iris, raising her right hand and holding a 
staff in her left hand. In the last place comes another female figure, possibly Eris (Bothmer, in 
Bothmer, Mertens, and Anderson 1980-1981: 13). 
Attic black-figure terracotta hydria by the Leagros Group, 510-500 BC (i151) 
Paris runs away from Hermes, who raises his left forearm. The three goddesses are each sitting 
on a stool behind Hermes, Athena in the middle and looking back while she raises her left 
forearm. A male figure runs in the opposite direction behind the goddesses. He looks like 
Hermes, for he wears a petasos and winged boots and carries a pair of wings in his left arm, 
but he does not hold a caduceus. This is Momos, according to Hedreen (2001: 216). Paris holds 
his left hand to his neck and looks back at Hermes as he leaves. Athena and the third goddess 
hold up their left hand as if in alarm: they are engaged in conversation. The first and third 
goddesses each hold a sceptre. 
Attic black-figure lekythos by the Diosphos Painter, c. 500 BC (i157) 
Paris walks away from Hermes while looking back at him: Paris holds a lyre in his left hand and 
a long staff in his right. Hermes seizes Paris’ right shoulder, staring at his eyes. The three 
goddesses follow Hermes. Hera, in the first place, wears a headband and holds a piece of fruit 
in her raised left hand. Athena, in the middle with helmet, aegis, and spear, holds an owl in her 
raised left hand: a lion walks by her side. Aphrodite, in the last place, brings a dove. There are 
remains of vine branches in the background. 
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Attic black-figure lekythos by the Diosphos Painter, c. 500 BC (i159) 
Paris, holding a lyre in his left hand and a stick in his right hand, runs away from Hermes and 
the goddesses, looking back at them. Hermes walks behind Paris followed by the three 
goddesses. Hera holds an apple, Athena wears helmet and holds an owl, Aphrodite is veiled 
and holds a siren. 
Attic black-figure lekythos by the Diosphos Painter, c. 500 BC (i160) 
As for i157. Hermes seizes Paris by the arm instead of the shoulder and holds the caduceus 
horizontally rather than vertically: the end of the caduceus is hidden behind Paris. There are 
fragments of a Nike hovering to right behind Athena. Hera’s fruit and Aphrodite’s dove are not 
clearly preserved. 
Attic black-figure tripod pyxis, c. 500 BC (i165) 
Paris walks away from Hermes, looking back at him, as he approaches, followed by the three 
goddesses. Athena is in the middle, wearing a helmet and looking back at the third goddess. 
The first goddess seems to run, as well as Hermes. 
Etruscan black-figure stemmed vase, c. 500 BC (i167: pl. 24a) 
Alxsntre (Paris) walks away from Turms (Hermes) looking back at him and holding a lyre in his 
left hand. Turms holds his left forearm out to Alxsntre. Uni (Hera), Mnerva (Athena), and Turan 
(Aphrodite) follow Turms in procession to the right. A dove and two Erotes hover around 
Turan. Uni holds a pomegrante flower, Mnerva wears a helmet and holds a spear. 
Attic black-figure oinochoe, 500-475 BC (i185) 
Paris walks away from Hermes and the goddesses, looking back at them. A dog walks towards 
Paris beside Hermes. The three goddesses follow them, Athena in the middle with a helmet. 
The first and third goddesses each hold a sceptre. 
Attic black-figure lekythos by the Theseus Painter, 490-485 BC (i197: pl. 27b) 
Hermes strikes Paris’ chest with his left shoulder, as if he were ‘tackling’ him. Paris looks back 
at the goddesses and holds his lyre forward in his right hand. Athena, in the middle of the 
procession, looks back at the third goddess. Athena holds a helmet in her raised left hand and 
a spear in the right: she wears a headband, like the first goddess. The first and third goddesses 
hold flower-topped sceptres in their left hand. Three vine branches in the background. 
Fragments of Attic red-figure stamnos by the Tyszkiewicz Painter, 490-480 BC (i201) 
On side A, Paris walks to the right holding a sceptre in his left hand hand holding his right hand 
up in greeting to Hermes, who stands behind him and seizes Paris’ right shoulder. Only the 
upper half of Hermes is preserved. On side B, two goddesses walk to right: the first looks back 
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and holds up her right hand in greeting. She holds a sceptre, so this could be Hera. The second 
goddess holds a helmet in her left hand and the stick in her right is possibly a spear, so she is 
identified as Athena. 
Attic red-figure stamnos, name vase of the Painter of London E445, c. 470 BC (i214: pl. 32a) 
The first of the three goddesses (Hera) greets Paris with her right hand and Hermes tries to 
stop him by seizing his shoulder as Paris walks away from them. Paris wears a headband and 
holds a lyre in his left hand. There is a ram and some rocks indicating Mount Ida in front of 
Paris. Hermes rushes to him from behind: his petasos hangs from his neck possibly as an effect 
of this. Hera comes behind Hermes: she wears a rich diadem and holds a sceptre in her left 
hand. Athena, in the middle of the procession with headband, aegis, and spear, looks back at 
Aphrodite, who holds a flower. 
Attic red-figure neck amphora by the Oionokles Painter, 465-460 BC (i220) 
Hermes stands to the right, holding out his two arms. With his right hand he is seizing Paris by 
his right arm. Paris looks at him and tries to free himself, even stepping on Hermes’ right foot. 
Paris is mostly naked and holds a lyre and a wineskin in his left hand. Raab (1972: 195f) argued 
that this was not an excerpt from the Judgement, because it is not common to see Paris fleeing 
Hermes and the goddesses in Attic red-figure renderings and, when it does occur, Hermes does 
not apply such violence as seen here. It has been recognized as such, however, by Clairmont 
(1951: 49) and Beazley (1942: 439 & 1963: 648). The Attic red-figure representations described 
in this section consistently depict Hermes physically trying to stop Paris from leaving, which is 
not so common in Attic black-figure. I see no problem in recognizing a Judgement of Paris 
here. 
Attic red-figure cup by the Penthesilea Painter, 460-450 BC (i228) 
Beazley (1963: 882) reports that Hermes is here pursuing Paris, which would make it an 
excerpt from the Judgement. 
(8) Hermes commands Paris to judge the goddesses 
When Hermes is pointing to Paris or gesturing to him or looking at him while pointing to the 
goddesses, we can say that he is actually talking to Paris. Although we cannot know for certain 
what he is saying, it is quite likely that he is explaining the situation to Paris and asking him to 
be the judge of the goddesses. 
Attic black-figure amphora by the Painter of London B76, 565-550 BC (i22) 
Hermes holds up his left forearm while standing in front of Paris, who looks at him. The three 
goddesses stand in a row behind Hermes; they are indistinguishable and each holds a wreath 
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in her right hand. Paris listens carefully to Hermes, holding a flower-topped sceptre in his left 
hand. 
Etruscan black-figure terracotta panels, 560-550 BC (i43: pl. 8a) 
Alxsntre (Paris) welcomes Turms (Hermes) and the goddesses, slightly raising his left forearm. 
Turms raises his right forearm to him, holding up his index and middle fingers, asking Paris to 
judge the goddesses. Paris holds wheat ears in his right hand and Hermes rests a horse-topped 
sceptre on his right shoulder. The first goddess, Mnerva (Athena), holds a spear in her right 
hand and a wreath in her left. The other two goddesses, walking to left behind Mnerva, each 
holds up a branch with blossoms. Behind the Judgement scene, a wedding procession to right: 
four women in a row, two veiled, three carrying small vases. 
Attic black-figure hydria, 575-525 BC (i44) 
Hermes is in conversation with Paris, who stands in front of him. Hermes is followed by three 
indistinguishable goddesses, although Chatzidakis (2008: 339) identifies the first in the row as 
Hera, for she is veiled like a married woman. A male figure behind the goddesses walks away 
from the procession of the gods: he is possibly Dionysus leaving the procession after Hermes 
and the goddesses have met Paris. 
Attic black-figure hydria, 550-540 BC (i61) 
Hermes holds up the index finger of his left hand to Paris’ face, asking him to judge the 
goddesses. The three goddesses, indistinguishable and wearing necklaces, hold out their left 
hands in greeting. Paris pays attention to Hermes and holds a stick in his right hand. 
Chalcidian amphora, c. 530 BC (i86) 
Hermes faces Paris, who raises a forearm in salutation, and points back to the goddesses with 
his right index finger. The procession of gods moves to left. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, c. 510 BC (i140: pl. 20b) 
In the middle, Paris sits to right on a rock, holding a sceptre in his left hand and a lyre in his 
right. Hermes and the goddesses surround him: Hermes, standing in front of Paris, holds up his 
right hand, asking him to judge the goddesses. Behind Hermes stands Athena, wearing a 
helmet and holding a spear. Behind Paris stands a second goddess, possibly Hera, holding a 
long sceptre and vine branches. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Antimenes Painter, c. 510 BC (i144: pl. 21b) 
Hermes stands by Paris’ side raising his right forearm while looking toward the goddesses, who 
stand in a file. Paris stands looking towards the goddesses, but his feet are pointing in the 
opposite direction. Paris holds a long sceptre. The goddesses approach Paris in a row: the first 
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holds a flower in her raised left hand, the second is Athena: she wears a helmet and holds a 
spear. The three goddesses look towards Paris. 
Attic black-figure lekythos, c. 510-500 BC (i148) 
As on i140, Paris sits on the middle of the scene holding a sceptre in his right hand and a lyre in 
his left. Hermes stands in front of him, stepping forward and holding up his caduceus, 
apparently asking Paris to judge the goddesses. One veiled goddess stands behind Hermes, 
holding a flower and vine branches. Athena, with helmet and spear, stands to right behind 
Paris, looking back at another veiled goddess who stands to right, holding a flower and vine 
branches. Athena holds her left hand up in greeting. 
Fragments of Attic red-figure kantharos, c. 470 BC (i211: pl. 30b) 
Paris, half nude, sits on a rock below a tree, holding a club in his left hand, his right foot on a 
small rock, his right elbow on his right knee, and his chin resting on his right hand. A petasos 
hangs from Paris’ neck, who also wears a headband. Hermes stands in front of him: his 
gestures indicate that he is asking Paris to judge the goddesses: he looks at Paris while holding 
out his right hand. Behind Hermes, Hera stands to right. She holds a long sceptre and wears a 
diadem and a veil on her head. Another two fragments show a female figure standing to left in 
front of a hovering being (only part of a wing and the end of feet remain): Aphrodite? If so, she 
is standing to left behind the tree under which Paris sits. She wears a leafy garland and extends 
her arms (missing) towards a flying Eros in front of her. 
Attic white-ground pyxis by the Penthesilea Painter, c. 460 BC (i224: pl. 33a) 
Paris, seated on a rock, looks upwards to Hermes, who approaches to him holding his left 
forearm out. A man with a long stick stands behind Paris and looks at Hermes. The 
identification of this male figure has been a matter of discussion. Richter (1908: 154f) argued 
that he could not be a god, but a spectator. Swindler (1915: 415) believed the figure could be 
either Priam or a shepherd. Bothmer (1949: 212), without hesitation, sees Priam. Rodney 
(1952: 60) believes that the man standing behind Paris is Hermes. Stinton (1965: 28n4) 
maintains the belief that the male figure is Priam. Villing (1992: 100) cautiously avoids 
identifying the male figure depicted on the pyxis, as does Kossatz-Deissmann (1994: 180). 
Hedreen (2001: 215), on the other hand, identifies the figure as that of Zeus. I believe Hedreen 
has the strongest case because of Zeus’ implication in the events leading up to the Judgement 
(Hedreen 2001: 200-208). 
The vase is fully described in section 3.2.4 ‘The goddesses are preparing for the competition’ 
above. 
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Attic red-figure skyphos by the Danae Painter, c. 440 BC (i243) 
Paris, seated on a rock, looks at Hermes, who stands in front of him holding his left arm out to 
him, asking him to judge the goddesses. Paris wears a Phrygian cap and holds a spear with his 
left hand. A petasos hangs from Hermes’ neck. The goddesses are not depicted. 
Attic red-figure calyx krater by the Kadmos Painter, c. 430 BC (i248) 
On the lower zone, Paris sits in three quarters to right on a rock, wearing Oriental dress and 
holding a big club. He looks to his right toward Hermes, who stands in three quarters to right 
and looks at him. Hermes wears a headband and a petasos hangs from his neck. Behind him, 
Hera sits to right on a stool: she wears necklace, crown, and bracelets and holds a sceptre in 
her left hand. Behind her, standing to right and leaning on Hera’s right shoulder, is Hebe as 
Hera’s companion. Behind Paris, to the right, Athena stands en face with spear, aegis, and 
shield: her head is lost. On the right of the scene, Aphrodite sits to left on a stool, holding a 
sceptre in her left hand and wearing diadem, necklace, and bracelets. She pays attention to an 
Eros that hovers in front of her. Here Hermes asks Paris to judge the goddesses and they wait 
for his response. 
On the upper zone, separated with an irregular line that suggests a mountainous terrain, there 
is a chariot drawn by four horses on the left side of the scene: it is driven by a female figure 
who holds the reins. In front of the standing horses are Eris and Themis: they are in 
conversation, Themis leaning her right hand on Eris’ left shoulder. From the right comes Iris on 
a chariot pulled, apparently, by a single horse. Zeus stands to left behind her with sceptre and 
a leafy garland. Here we see a meeting of deities who are planning the quarrel of the 
goddesses. 
Boeotian black-figure Kabeiric bowl, c. 420 BC (i254: pl. 38a) 
Paris sits to right on a rock holding a lyre and wearing a Phrygian cap. Hermes stands to left in 
front of him raising his caduceus while he looks at Paris. Hera stands behind Hermes, holding a 
long sceptre. Athena, behind Hera, steps forward to left holding out her left hand in greeting: 
she brings her helmet, shield, and spear. On the right of the scene, Aphrodite sits on a rock, 
holding out her right hand, on which a small Eros stands. 
Attic red-figure kyathos, 420-410 BC (i256) 
Paris sits to right on a rock beside a tree. He holds a lyre in his right hand and a petasos hangs 
from his neck. He looks up to Hermes, who stands to left in front of him. Between them there 
is a dog en face sitting on the ground. Hermes expressively (with open arms) talks to Paris, 
asking him to judge the goddesses. Behind Hermes comes Hera, leaning on a walking stick. 
After Hera comes Athena, who wears a helmet and holds a spear. Behind Athena, an Eros 
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stands to right, wearing a leafy garland and gesturing with his left hand to right, towards 
Aphrodite. She stands to left, as do the other goddesses, wearing a diadem and holding a long 
sceptre in her left hand. 
Attic red-figure hydria by the Nikias Painter, 420-400 BC (i258: pl. 38c) 
Paris sits to left on a rock in the centre of the scene. He wears a rich Oriental dress and a 
Phrygian cap and holds two long sitcks in his left hand. Paris holds up his right hand. In front of 
him is Hermes, resting his left elbow on his left knee and his left foot on a small rock. Hermes, 
almost entirely naked, right hand on hip, addresses Paris, apparently asking him to judge the 
goddesses. Paris’ gesture could be one either of greeting or of reluctance to accept Hermes’ 
message. Behind Hermes stands Athena to right, fully armed with helmet, aegis, spear, and 
shield, looking at Paris. A small tree without leaves grows in the space between Athena and 
Hermes. To its right, below Paris, a dog rests on the ground, looking back at the shepherd. To 
the right of the dog, behind Paris, Hera stands to left, looking back at Aphrodite. Hera wears a 
crown and holds a spear. Behind her, Aphrodite sits to left on a rock on a high level: she wears 
a diadem and holds a flower-topped sceptre in her right hand. Below Aphrodite, a bull rests on 
the ground. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd centruy BC (i272: pl. 42c) 
Turms (Hermes) sits at the left, holding on his right hand, as if giving instructions to Alxsntre 
(Paris). Alxsntre stands in front of him, holding a spear with his right hand. Behind Alxsntre, in 
the background, stands Turan (Aphrodite), paying attention to Hermes. Mnerva (Athena), 
placed at the right edge of the composition, puts her right hand to her mouth and looks at 
Hermes. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i273: pl. 42d) 
Alixentrom (Paris) sits to left on a rock, wearing Phrygian cap and holding a spear in his right 
hand. He looks at Mirqurios (Hermes), who stands in front of him, half naked, holding up his 
right hand while asking Alixentrom to judge the goddesses. Mirqurios wears winged cap and 
winged sandals. A thin tree grows in the background between Alixentrom’s and Mirqurios’ 
figures and a column is visible in the background behind Mirqurios. The goddesses are not 
depicted. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i279: pl. 43e) 
Turms (Hermes) stands to right on the left of the scene, facing Alxsntre (Paris). He rests his left 
foot on a small rock and gestures with his right hand while asking Alxsntre to judge the 
goddesses. Alxsntre, with Phrygian cap, stands to left in front of Hermes, paying attention to 
what he says and holding a spear in his right hand. Behind Alxsntre, two goddesses, Uni (Hera) 
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and Turan (Aphrodite), sit to left. Uni wears a diadem and holds forward her right hand, as in 
warning. Turan wears a Phrygian cap, as Alxsntre, and holds her right hand up to her mouth. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i286: pl. 44b) 
On the left, Alxsntre (Paris) sits to right wearing Phrygian cap and paying attention to Turms 
(Hermes), who stands en face in front of him. On the background behind Turms are Mnerva 
(Athena), with helmet, and Uni (Hera), with diadem. On the right, Turan (Aphrodite) sits to left 
and puts her right hand to her mouth. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i288: pl. 44d) 
On the left, Turms (Hermes) sits to right, looking forward to Alxsntre (Paris). He sits to left on 
the right of the scene, wearing a Phrygian cap and putting his right hand to his mouth. In the 
background, standing en face and looking at Turms, are Uni (Hera) and Turan (Aphrodite). 
There is a building supported by columns in the background behind the goddesses. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i289: pl. 44e) 
Alxsntre (Paris), wearing a Phrygian cap, sits at the left edge of the scene holding his right hand 
out and putting his left hand to his mouth. Turms (Hermes), also wearing a Phrygian cap, 
stands in front of him and is in conversation with Alxsntre. Behind Turms there are two 
goddesses sitting to left, looking at him. The first is Turan (Aphrodite), with an elaborate 
hairstyle: she puts her right hand to her brow. Then comes Mnerva (Athena), with helmet and 
aegis, who puts her right hand to her mouth. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i303: pl. 44g) 
Turms (Hermes) sits at the left of the scene, holding out his right hand. In front of him, 
apparently paying attention to his words, stand two goddesses: Mnerva (Athena), with helmet, 
spear, and aegis, and Turan (Aphrodite). At the right edge of the scene is Alxsntre (Paris), 
wearing a Phrygian cap, also listening to Turms. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i305: pl. 45a) 
On the left, Turms (Hermes) sits to right and asks Alxsntre (Paris) to judge the goddesses. On 
the right side Alxsntre, wearing a Phrygian cap, sits to left, facing across and paying attention 
to Turms. Between them in the scene, but shown standing further back, stand the three 
goddesses looking at Turms. From left to right they are Turan (Aphrodite) naked and wearing a 
necklace, Mnerva (Athena) wearing a helmet, and Uni (Hera). A column in the background of 
the scene suggests a building. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i309: pl. 45e) 
Turms (Hermes), sitting at the left of the scene, talks to an effeminate Alxsntre (Paris), who 
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stands in front of him holding a spear and a shield, and exhibiting an elaborate hairstyle. 
Behind Alxsntre sit Turan (Aphrodite), who wears a Phrygian cap, and Mnerva (Athena), with 
helmet and aegis, who holds a spear with her right hand. 
Apulian red-figure pelike, name vase of the Painter of the Moscow Pelike, c. 390 BC (i310) 
In the centre of the scene, Paris sits to left on a chair. He wears Oriental dress and a Phrygian 
cap and holds two spears in his left hand. Paris looks towards Hermes, who stands in front of 
him. Hermes, standing to right, slightly bows towards Paris and raises his caduceus in his right 
hand, while asking him to judge the goddesses. A deer eats from a shrub below Hermes and 
Paris. The goddesses, surrounding the scene of Hermes and Paris, are not ready for Paris’ 
judgement yet, but expect his answer to Hermes’ request. Hera, from the left upper part, holds 
a long sceptre and looks down to Paris. Athena, sitting on a rock behind Paris, wears a helmet, 
holds a spear and leans her right elbow on a shield, looking back at Paris. Above, Aphrodite 
holds a wreath in her right hand and is about to place it on her own head, but she still pays 
attention to the action between Hermes and Paris. To her left, above Hermes and Paris, an 
Eros with a wreath in his left hand, hovers and looks down on Paris. 
Lucanian red-figure calyx krater by the Dolon Painter, c. 380 BC (i311: pl. 46a) 
Hermes, embracing the trunk of a tree with his left arm, points the lower part of his caduceus 
towards Paris, who sits on a rock. Paris wears a Phrygian cap, holds a spear, and wears hunting 
shoes (Hampe 1981: 499f). There is a large hound below Paris and a deer stands behind the 
dog. The goddesses wait to be judged while Paris reacts to Hermes’ commandment. 
Others aspects of the image are discussed in section 3.2.4 ‘The goddesses are preparing for the 
competition’, above. 
Faliscan red-figure stamnos, 380-360 BC (i312) 
Paris is seated while Aphrodite stands in front of him. Hermes puts his right hand on Paris’ 
right shoulder, causing him to turn back his head to Hermes. Athena stands behind Hermes 
and Hera sits behind Aphrodite. Behind Athena stands Artemis. 
Paestan red-figure hydria by Asteas, 365-330 BC (i314) 
Paris sits to left on a rock and Hermes, bending his left knee to step onto a rock, holds his right 
arm forward to Paris. Paris is richly dressed in Oriental custome, wearing a Phrygian cap, and 
holding a sceptre in his left hand and a knife in a scabbard in his right. Hermes, in front of him, 
wears a leafy garland and seems to ask him to judge the goddesses. Hera, wearing diadem and 
holding a long sceptre, stands to right behind Paris. Paris’ dog, half hidden by the rock on 
which Paris sits, stands to right and holds up its head as though looking at or scenting Hera. 
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Etruscan bronze mirror, 360-340 BC (i321) 
On the left side of the scene, Alxsntre (Paris) sits to right on a rock and holds up his right hand 
to receive the apple that Turms (Hermes) is handing to him. Turms stands to left before 
Alxsntre, looks down on him, and gives him the apple so that he can pass judgement on the 
goddesses. There are two winged female figures behind Turms, each resting a hand on one of 
Hermes’ shoulders. The one to the left looks at Paris. The one to the right looks at Turan 
(Aphrodite). Turan, on the right side of the scene, sits on a rock, holding a mirror in her left 
hand, and looks up to the winged female figure that stares at her. There is a dove below Turan. 
Apulian red-figure bell krater, name vase of the Judgement Painter, c. 350 BC (i325: pl. 49a) 
Paris sits on a rock in the centre of the scene, holding two spears in his right hand. Hermes 
stands in front of him. Hera and Aphrodite are on each side. Hera, at the left, stands to the 
right, wearing a diadem, and holds a long flower-topped sceptre. Aphrodite, at the right, sits 
on a rock, wearing a diadem, and holds a cup in her left hand, looking towards Hermes and 
Paris. There is a sheep below Paris and a dog between Hermes and Aphrodite. 
Apulian red-figure hydria by the Chamay Painter, c. 340 BC (i343: pl. 51a) 
Paris sits in the middle of the scene looking at Hermes. Hermes stands in front of him and 
holds his left arm out to Paris, as if asking him to judge the goddesses. The goddesses are 
depicted around them, waiting for Paris’ response. Aphrodite stands behind Paris and a little 
Eros crowns her with a garland. Athena sits to left above Paris. 
Apulian red-figure pelike by the Darius Painter, c. 340 BC (i345) 
Paris sits on a rock in the middle of the scene: he wears a Phrygian cap and holds a spear in his 
left hand. Hermes stands in front of him, gesturing to Paris with his right hand and holding his 
petasos in his left. There is a trunk between them two, plus a dog below Paris and a hydria 
below Hermes. They are surrounded by the goddesses and their companions. Hermes is 
possibly explaining to Paris the circumstances of the contest while the goddesses prepare for 
the competition. 
Etruscan bronze cista “Barberini”, c. 330 BC (i349: pl. 51b) 
Alxsntre (Paris) sits on a chair. Turms (Hermes) slightly bows his head to Alxsntre. Iris stands by 
Paris’ side. Behind Turms stand Uni (Hera) with a duck, Mnerva (Athena) with an owl, and 
Turan (Aphrodite) with a dove and Eros. 
Paestan black-figure terracotta lekythos of the Pagenstecher Class, c. 340 BC (i353: pl. 52c) 
Paris is seated to right on a short column with volutes and Hermes stands in front of him, 
leaning his left arm on a tree and raising his right forearm to Paris while looking back at 
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Athena. Paris holds a long club and wears Oriental dress and a Phrygian cap. Hermes is the 
only figure entirely naked in the scene: he is placed at the centre of the representation. Behind 
him, Athena sits to left on a chair: she has a helmet, the aegis, and a spear, and looks towards 
Hermes. Above Athena, Hera is sitting to left and looking at Aphrodite, in front of her. 
Aphrodite, placed above Paris, sits to right and holds her arms out to a little Eros who hovers in 
front of her, holding his arms out to her. 
Attic red-figure pelike near Kerch, c. 320 BC (i363: pl. 54a) 
Paris, wearing Oriental dress and a Phrygian cap, sits to left on a rock but looks back at 
Hermes, who is instructing him to judge the goddesses. Hera stands behind Hermes. Above 
Paris is Nike, like Paris, sitting to left but looking back at Hermes. Aphrodite, half naked, 
replicates the same position and attitude. On the left of the scene, a satyr stands to right 
looking toward Hermes. 
Roman cameo, 1st century AD (i382: pl. 56d) 
The three goddesses sit side by side in front of Paris, who, seated on a rock, examines them. 
Minerva, on the right, wears a helmet and holds a spear. Juno is in the middle and covers her 
head with a veil. Venus, on the left, talks to Juno and takes one of Cupid’s toes as he tries to fly 
away from her. Mercury, standing beside Paris, introduces the goddesses to him and appears 
to ask him to judge their beauty. 
Roman mural, 20 BC - AD 60 (i386: pl. 57a) 
On the right of the scene, Paris sits and talks to Mercury, who, apparently, asks him to judge 
the goddesses. Juno, Minerva, and Venus stand in a row in front of Paris and Mercury. Minerva 
is in the middle, holding a spear. In the background, there is a column on a tall base, a building, 
and a statue on a pedestal. 
Roman cameo, 2st-3rd century AD (i425: pl. 61c) 
On the right, Paris sits on rocks below a tree: he wears a Phrygian cap and is holding the apple 
that Mercury has handed to him as the award. Mercury stands in front of Paris, between him 
and the goddesses. Minerva stands to right behind Mercury, with helmet, spear, and shield. 
Behind her, Juno holds a sceptre. Venus stands to right naked. 
Roman white glass paste gem, 2nd-3rd century AD (i434: pl. 61e) 
On the right, Paris sits to left on rocks below a tree, wearing a Phrygian cap. An ithyphallic 
Mercury stands to right in front of him, holding his right hand up to ask Paris to judge the 
goddesses. Behind Mercury, the three goddesses, hardly distinguishable, stand to right. 
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Roman bronze coin [Antoninus Pius, Tarsus], AD 141-143 (i443: pl. 62b) 
On the left, Paris and Mercury stand side by side. Mercury raises his hand to show Paris the 
three goddesses, who are on rocks at a higher level, so that he may judge their beauty. 
Minerva is on the left, holding a shield, Juno sits in the middle, and Venus stands on the right. 
Panel of a Roman lead sarcophagus, AD 160-170 (i447: pl. 63a) 
On the right, Paris sits to left accompanied by a dog. He wears a Phrygian cap and holds a 
pedum. He rests his head on his right hand, as if he were sleeping. A goat rests on the ground 
behind him. In front of Paris stands Mercury; he faces Paris and appears to introduce the 
goddesses gesturing behind with his right arm. In the first place, Venus stands half-naked, 
wearing a diadem, and holding a sceptre. Then we see Minerva standing, with helmet and 
spear. Finally, Hera sits to right, holding a sceptre. 
Roman glass bowl, 3rd-4th century AD (i457: pl. 64c) 
On the left, Paris sits to right wearing Oriental dress and holding a pedum. Mercury (called 
Hermes in an inscription on the bowl) stands beside Paris and is nimbed. Mercury points to the 
three goddesses, who are on the right of the scene. They are separated by water. Venus, half 
naked, is accompanied by Pothos, who hovers over her. Then we see Juno, sitting and holding 
a sceptre, with a diadem on her head. Minerva is also sitting here, holding a helmet, spear, and 
shield. 
3. Art: Actions taking place during the Judgement 
(1) Hera gives the apple to Paris, asking him to judge 
Some artworks show us something that is not attested in literature until a later date, an apple. 
We read nothing about an apple in the Judgement of Paris until the 3rd century BC, when it is 
mentioned in some literary sources.24 The function of the apple could be obscure in artworks. 
Literature testifies that it was used as a victory symbol in the competition, but this is not 
entirely clear in art representations during antiquity, as we shall see. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Swing Painter, c. 550 BC (i54: pl. 10b) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses stand to right, all wearing headbands, in front of Paris. Paris, 
walking to right, holding a lyre in his right hand, raises his left hand in greeting while walking 
away from the goddesses. The first goddess, presumably Hera, holds an apple in her left hand 
and holds it out to Paris. 
Attic red-figure hydria by the Painter of the Yale Oinochoe, c. 470 BC (i210: pl. 30a) 
Hera stands in the middle of the scene, between the other two goddesses to her left and Paris 
                                                          
24 Anticleides (scholion to E. Andr. 277) and Chrysippus (scholion to E. Andr. 276). 
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to her right. Hera holds an apple in her left hand, a sceptre in her right, and looks at Paris. 
Athena, with aegis and spear, looks back at a veiled Aphrodite while raising her left forearm. 
Paris sits on a rock holding a lyre and strumming it with his left hand. 
Attic red-figure Nolan amphora by the Charmides Painter, c. 470 BC (i213: pl. 31b) 
Hera is holding an apple in front of Paris, who sits to right on a rock and looks downwards. 
Hera holds a long sceptre in her right hand and looks towards Paris. Behind Hera, Athena, with 
aegis and spear, holds her helmet and looks back at Eros and Aphrodite. Behind Athena, 
Aphrodite walks to left; she is veiled and holds a small Eros in her right hand: he is arranging 
Aphrodite’s veil. 
Attic red-figure amphora by the Niobid Painter, c. 450 BC (i235: pl. 34a) 
Paris, on the left side of the scene, sits to right holding a club in his left hand and looks at Hera, 
who stands in front of him. Hera, standing to left in front of Paris, offers him the apple that will 
indicate the decision in the beauty contest: she wears a diadem and holds a sceptre. Behind 
her Athena, with helmet, aegis, spear, and shield, stands facing right towards Aphrodite. 
Aphrodite faces left, wearing a headband and holding a branch. 
Attic red-figure skyphos, 450-400 BC (i240) 
Paris, wearing a petasos, sits on a rock and holds a pedum. In front of him stand Athena, 
armed; Aphrodite, veiled and holding a sceptre, and Hera, holding an apple. 
Apulian red-figure lekythos by the Group of Vienna 4013, 360-350 BC (i319: pl. 47b) 
Hera is seated to left on a rich throne as she holds an apple in her right hand. She wears a 
crown and holds a dove-topped sceptre. Paris sits to right in front of her, at a lower level, and 
they are surrounded by Athena, Aphrodite, and Hermes. Paris wears Oriental dress and 
Phrygian cap: he holds two spears in his left hand. A dog sits behind Paris, looking up to him. 
Above the dog stands Athena, with helmet, spear, and shield, looking down on Paris. In front 
of her is Nike, hovering between Paris and Hera with a sceptre in her right hand: Nike holds her 
left hand up, greeting Hera. Hermes stands to left behind Hera’s throne: he holds his right 
hand out, as if introducing the goddess. On a higher level, behind Hermes, Aphrodite sits and 
arranges her peplos with her right hand holding a mirror in her left hand: she looks towards 
Hera. 
Roman mural, 20 BC - AD 79 (i396: pl. 58b) 
At the front, right side of the scene, Paris sits to left, resting his head on his left hand: his facial 
expression is lost. Behind Paris stands Mercury, almost entirely naked, looking at Paris and 
pointing to the right, where the goddesses have stopped. They are forming a line, the three of 
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them looking toward Mercury and Paris. On the left stands Venus, half naked, wearing a 
diadem, and holding a long sceptre. In the middle, Juno sits on a chair: she wears a crown, 
holds a sceptre in her left hand and holds an apple in her right. On the right, Minerva, with 
helmet, aegis, spear, and shield, stands straight, taller than the other two goddesses, seeming 
rather like a statue. Here, Paris has received the apple from Hera, having agreed to judge the 
goddesses. 
(2) The goddesses compete among themselves 
In some representations we see the goddesses watching each other, as if they were comparing 
themselves or their attributes in view of the competition. 
Etruscan black-figure amphora, c. 470 BC (i209: pl. 29b) 
There are three indistinguishable goddesses standing to right behind Hermes, who stands to 
right but looks back at them. A small Paris walks away from Hermes and the goddesses, 
looking back at them. The third and second goddesses stare at each other and gesture with 
their arms as if having an argument over the contest: the middle goddess holds a small bird (a 
dove?) in her right hand. The first goddess calls Hermes’ attention to the argument of the 
other two goddesses. Hermes, who brings a sheep upon his shoulders, as on i196, is wearing 
winged shoes, and holds the caduceus in his left hand and a lace in his right hand. Paris, who 
holds a long staff, is half as tall as Hermes and the goddesses: I believe this is due to lack of 
space on the amphora, but it could still carry a meaning in regard to the might of gods over 
men. 
Attic white-ground pyxis by the Penthesilea Painter, c. 460 BC (i224: pl. 33a) 
Hera and Athena look at each other while standing face to face, as though comparing 
themselves before the Judgement. I do not believe, as Bothmer (1972: 155) has said, that 
“Athena and Hera are in friendly conversation”. Kossatz-Deissmann (1988: 710) says that Hera 
is depicted in a statuary manner: Hera holds a long sceptre, wears a diadem, and covers her 
head with a veil. Athena has taken off her helmet and wears a diadem instead, but she still 
holds the helmet in her left hand and the spear in the right hand. 
The pyxis is fully described in section 3.2.4 ‘The goddesses are preparing for the competition’, 
above. 
Boeotian black-figure Kabeiric shyphos, c. 420 BC (i255: pl. 38b) 
On side A, two female figures which I assume to be goddesses, seated on rocks in front of each 
other, are playing morra, a hand game. Paris sits on a rock to the right of them, holding a lyre 
in his hands. This represents a competition between the two goddesses. On side B, there is 
Hera (sitting), Hermes, and a female figure between them, sitting: this female figure holds up a 
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wreath and converses with Hermes. This female figure should be Eris, as on i17. The two 
goddesses on side A, therefore, are Athena and Aphrodite. They are openly ignoring Paris, who 
resorts to playing the lyre after the goddesses decided to resolve their competition by playing 
morra rather than by asking Paris to decide. 
Alexandrian oinochoe, 1st century BC (i380) 
Hera is about to slap Athena’s face. The latter raises a hand in defence, while Aphrodite steps 
back and holds a flower in front of her face. Hermes and Paris are said to be “in the usual 
attitude, but treated in the comic style” (Minns 1913: 355). 
Hellenistic relief kalathos, 50-1 BC (i383) 
Hermes stands in front of Paris, who sits in an attitude of reflection. On the left, Hera and 
Athena have an argument while Aphrodite makes her way to Paris. 
Roman garnet, 2nd-3rd century BC (i426: pl. 61d) 
The three half naked goddesses compare themselves before the Judgement. Venus, in the 
middle, turns her back on the spectator and looks to the left while a small Cupid hovers to 
crown her with a garland. The other two goddesses, en face, are on each side of Venus, staring 
at her. The goddess on the left (Juno?) holds up her right arm, as if warning Venus. The 
goddess on the right arranges her garment and pays attention to Venus’ reaction: she is 
ignoring the other goddess. 
(3) The goddesses show themselves before Paris 
This is the first action we think of as essential to the Judgement, for this act occurred either 
before or during the Judgement. 
Attic black-figure skyphos in the manner of the Krokotos Group, c. 500 BC (i166) 
On the right of the scene, Paris sits to left on a chair, holding a staff. A goddess stands to right 
in front of him, her right arm akimbo: she is Aphrodite, according to Pipili (1993: 45). Behind 
her, Hermes stands to right and looks back at another goddess: Hermes holds his right hand up 
to make her wait. The goddess stands to right and looks toward Hermes, greeting him with her 
left hand raised: she wears a headband. There are vine branches in the background. In this 
scene, Paris examines individually the goddesses: one is examined while the other waits her 
turn. 
Melian terracotta relief, 460-450 BC (i233) 
On the left, Paris sits to right crossing his right leg over his left, leaning his left elbow on his leg 
and resting his chin on his left hand. Beside him stands Hermes to right, introducing the 
goddesses: two remain on the relief. Hera stands to left in front of Hermes, “making the bridal 
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gesture” (Benton 1938-1939: 42). Behind her is Athena with aegis and shield. Paris 
contemplates the goddesses introduced to him by Hermes. 
Attic red-figure bell krater by the Eupolis Painter, c. 450 BC (i236) 
Paris sits on a rock and looks towards Athena, who stands alone between him and Hermes. He 
places his right hand under his chin, reflecting on his judgement. 
Attic red-figure hydria by the Chicago Painter, c. 450 BC (i237: pl. 34b) 
Paris, seated on a rock and holding a lyre in his right hand, looks at a single goddess who 
stands between him and Hermes. Paris rests his chin on his left hand while contemplating the 
goddess, who holds a long sceptre. 
Attic red-figure bell krater, 450-400 BC (i239: pl. 35b) 
In the centre, a naked female sits to left on rocks, holding a staff (spear?) and looking back to 
right. This should be Athena. A doe stands to right below her. Behind her, a half naked female 
figure sits to right on the same set of rocks: she wears a diadem and holds a staff (sceptre?) in 
her left hand. She could be Hera. In front of Athena stands a youth (Paris) to right, most of his 
body lost, holding a sceptre in his right hand. He holds up his left hand, greeting Athena, and 
wears some kind of cap. Behind him a third female figure (Aphrodite) sits to left, almost 
entirely naked, looking back at Paris. Identification of the characters is not secure, but this 
looks like a scene showing Paris contemplating the goddesses, who sit around him. 
Attic red-figure aryballos, 430-400 BC (i251) 
Paris, naked and sitting to right on a rock, examines Hera, who stands in front of him. Behind 
Paris stand Athena, armed with spear, shield, and aegis, and Aphrodite, both looking towards 
Paris and Hera. Behind Aphrodite a tall Eros stands to right, looking back at Aphrodite: he 
holds an alabastron in his right hand. In front of him, two female figures standing to right look 
towards Hera: the first holds a pyxis and the second leans her raised left hand on a cut tree. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i271: pl. 42b) 
On the left, Alxsntre (Paris) sits to right wearing a Phrygian cap and holding a spear in his left 
hand. In front of him, two goddesses stand facing each other and a third sits to left on a rock 
behind them. The standing goddesses are Uni (Hera), who holds a small branch, and Mnerva 
(Athena), who wears a Phrygian cap. Turan (Aphrodite), seated, also wears a Phrygian cap. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i274: pl. 42e) 
Alxsntre (Paris), naked and wearing a Phrygian cap, stands in the middle of the scene, looking 
left as he contemplates Turan (Aphrodite). She stands to right, also naked and with a Phrygian 
cap and wearing a necklace, looking in Alxsntre’s eyes and holding her left hand below her 
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chin. On the right, Uni (Hera) stands to left looking at Paris: she wears a diadem and a 
necklace. Mnerva (Athena), almost completely hidden by Alxsntre, stands behind him and 
looks toward Turan. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i275: pl. 43a) 
On the right Alxsntre (Paris) sits to left on a rock as he contemplates the three goddesses 
facing him. All three raise their left hand towards their face. The middle one, nude, is Turan 
(Aphrodite).The goddess standing closest to Alxsntre has a diadem or headband and possibly a 
necklace, and could be Uni (Hera), while the one nearest to the rim of the mirror appears to be 
seated, the stance presumably adapted to the curvature of the rim. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i276: pl. 43b) 
Turan (Aphrodite) stands en face on the left of the scene wearing a diadem and looking to the 
right. Beside her stands Mnerva (Athena), en face, wearing a crown and holding a shield on her 
left arm and a wreath or possibly a diadem or helmet in her right hand. Next is Alxsntre (Paris), 
again en face, wearing a Phrygian cap, boots and a cloak draped below his waist. To the right, 
at the rim is the third goddess, Uni (Hera), to left, also wearing a crown. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i277: pl. 43c) 
At the left of the scene is Alxsntre (Paris) seated right, naked but for wearing a Phrygian cap 
and boots. Next to him stands probably Uni (Hera), robed and en face, and then Mnerva 
(Athena) and Turan (Aphrodite), both apparently seated, left, and both also robed and wearing 
Phrygian caps. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i278: pl. 43d) 
At the left a draped goddess stands to right, right hand on hip, her left hand raised towards her 
chin. She looks at Alxsntre (Paris) who stands en face next to her, and with right hand on hip, 
and wearing a tunic, Phrygian cap, and boots, he looks back at her. A second goddess stands 
on his lefthand side, wearing a diadem and looking at him, while a third, wearing a Phrygian 
cap does likewise. Her left elbow partially conceals a capital of the colonnade and entablature 
of a building in the background. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i280: pl. 43f) 
On the left Turan (Aphrodite) sits to right, robed and wearing a diadem. Turms (Hermes), en 
face, stands beside her wearing a winged cap and boots and holding a caduceus. On the right, 
facing Turan, Alxsntre (Paris) sits to left, wearing a Phrygian cap and boots and with his right 
hand raised to his chin. 
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Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i281: pl. 43g) 
On the left, Alxsntre (Paris) sits to right wearing laced boots and Phrygian cap. In front of him, 
two goddesses stand and a third sits to left, facing him. The two standing goddesses are Uni 
(Hera) and Mnerva (Athena), who wears a Phrygian cap. On the right side, Turan (Aphrodite) 
sits to left watching Uni and Mnerva. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i285) 
Alxsntre (Paris), naked, contemplates the naked Turan (Aphrodite) while Uni (Hera) and 
Mnerva (Athena) stand behind them, watching. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i292: pl. 44f) 
On the left, a naked Turan (Aphrodite) sits to right, looking downwards. She wears a diadem 
and holds long grain ears. In front of her is Alxsntre (Paris), naked and wearing helmet. He 
contemplates her and rests his left hand on a standing shield. Behind Alxsntre, Uni (Hera), with 
a diadem, and Mnerva (Athena) stand to left looking at Alxsntre and Turan. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i304: pl. 44h) 
On the left, Uni (Hera) and Mnerva (Athena) stand to right looking at Alxsnte (Paris), who 
stands en face beside them and looks at Turan (Aphrodite), examining her. Turan stands to left 
on the right of the scene and puts her right hand to her lips. The goddesses wear diadems and 
Paris wears a Phrygian cap. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i307: pl. 45c) 
On the left, Turan (Aphrodite) stands naked en face, wearing a diadem. Behind her is Mnerva 
(Athena), who looks at Alxsntre (Paris). This stands to left and contemplates the naked Turan: 
he wears a Phrygian cap. By Alxsntre’s side, Uni (Hera) stands to left, looking at Turan: she also 
wears a diadem. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i308: pl. 45d) 
Turan (Aphrodite), on the left, is standing naked in front of Alxsntre (Paris) while the other two 
goddesses, behind Alxsntre, stare at them. He holds a spear in his right hand and, like Turan, is 
naked. Mnerva (Athena) wears a Phrygian cap. 
Thracian gold rhyton, c. 330 BC (i355: pl. 52e) 
Paris and the three goddesses sit next to each other. On the left, Athena holds a helmet in her 
raised right hand and rests her left on the shield while she looks at Paris. Paris holds up his 
right hand and holds a staff with his left while looking at Hera: it seems that he is talking to 
her. Hera sits on a throne and appears to pay attention to what Paris says: her sceptre is 
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behind her throne. On the right sits Aphrodite, who is veiled and arranges her peplos taking a 
fold in her right hand. 
Attic red-figure pelike by the Painter of the Wedding Procession, c. 325 BC (i361: pl. 53d) 
Paris sits en face in the middle of the scene. He wears Oriental dress and a Phrygian cap. Paris 
is surrounded by Athena, to the right, and Hera, to the left. They are standing around Paris in 
order to be contemplated by the shepherd. Behind Athena stands Aphrodite and, behind Hera, 
Hermes. A little standing Eros holds his arms out to Aphrodite from the ground. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, c. 300 BC (i368: pl. 55a) 
Elaksntre (Paris), who wears laced boots and a Phrygian cap, is seated and looking downwards 
while the goddesses stand in front of him. Turan (Aphrodite) and Uni (Hera) wear nothing but 
lace boots while Mnerva (Athena) is armed. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, c. 300 BC (i369: pl. 55b) 
Turan (Aphrodite) is naked and surrounded by a female attendant and Mnerva (Athena), the 
three of them stand in front of a seated Alxsntre (Paris), who is surrounded by Tecrs (Teucer) 
and Uni (Hera). Alxsntre sits to right and contemplates the half-nude Turan, who holds a 
palmette in her right hand: Turan’s attendant holds a fan in hers. Mnerva, holding a spear, 
stands to left in front of Alxsntre and looks towards him. Uni, who stands beside Alxsntre, pays 
attention to Turan. Behind Alxsntre, Tecrs leans his right hand on Alxsntre’s right shoulder. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 3rd century BC (i374: pl. 55d) 
Uni (Hera), Turan (Aphrodite), and Menrva25 (Athena) stand in a row in front of Elksuntre 
(Paris) looking at him. Elksuntre, wearing a Phrygian cap, looks back at them. Turan, between 
the other two goddesses, is naked apart from a long veil that covers her head. Menrva holds a 
spear. 
Hellenistic relief cup by Menemachos, 3rd century BC (i376) 
Paris sits to left on a rock on the right of the scene. He wears Oriental dress, holds a staff, and 
is accompanied by a dog. Hera and Athena stand in front of him. Aphrodite sits and is attended 
by an Eros. Behind her stands Hermes. Hera is examined by Paris while Athena waits her turn 
and Aphrodite makes ready with the aid of Eros. 
Sicilian polychrome lekanis, 275-225 BC (i377: pl. 56a) 
On the right of the scene, Paris sits to left. Hermes stands beside him looking to left. Aphrodite 
stands to right in front of them; an Eros accompanies her. Behind Aphrodite comes Athena 
                                                          
25 As it is inscribed behind her on the mirror. 
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with aegis, shield, and spear. Behind Athena, Hera sits to left. There are ivy branches in the 
background. 
Roman mural, AD 60-79 (i409: pl. 60a) 
Paris, wearing a Phrygian cap and holding a pedum, sits on a rock and looks downwards: there 
is a syrinx lying on the ground below Paris. The three goddesses stand in a row in front of him. 
Venus, in the middle, uncovers herself and shows her body almost entirely naked. Mercury 
stands beside the goddesses but does not look at them or Paris. Minerva wears a helmet and 
holds a spear and a shield. Juno wears a diadem and holds a sceptre. 
Roman mural, AD 60-79 (i411: pl. 60b) 
Paris is seated on a rock looking ahead. Minerva stands beside Juno seated on a high rock. 
Venus stands beside this rock almost entirely naked. 
Roman floor mosaic from Antioch, AD 130-150 (i439: pl. 62a) 
On the left, Paris sits on a rock below a tree. On the right, Minerva, Venus, and Juno are 
showing themselves to Paris, who is seated beside Mercury. Juno and Venus hold sceptres; 
Minerva holds a spear. There are two columns on the ground: one on the centre and one on 
the right. The first has a golden amphora; the second has Cupid standing. On the left of the 
scene a winged Psyche with a lighted torch stands high on a rock behind Hermes. 
Roman bronze coin of Maximinus Thrax, AD 235-238 (i462: pl. 65a) 
On the right, Paris sits to left, wearing a Phrygian cap, and holds the apple in his right hand. 
Venus stands to right in front of him, uncovering her body. Behind her, Juno sits to right and 
Minerva stands to right with helmet, spear, and shield. 
Roman mosaic, AD 426-500 (i467: pl. 65b) 
The goddesses stand in a row in front of Paris as he and Mercury are looking at them. Venus, 
who stands to the right of Juno, is uncovering herself and shows her naked body. Paris holds 
the golden apple in his right hand and a pedum in his left hand: he is colourfully dressed and 
wears a Phrygian cap. Venus wears a necklace. Behind her, Juno stands to right, and points 
with her right hand towards Venus, as does Minerva who wears her helmet and aegis and 
holds a spear. Juno holds a sceptre. Mercury and the three goddesses are nimbed. 
Coptic textile, 6th century AD (i471: pl. 66c) 
On the upper side of the scene, Zeus sits on a throne in the middle looking to right, from 
where Hermes approaches. Hera sits by Zeus’ side and looks at Hermes. On the lower side, 
Athena and Aphrodite stand close to Paris, which means that the contest is under way: Paris is 
assessing the goddesses’ qualities and the goddesses are showing their attributes. 
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(4) The goddesses offer gifts to Paris 
We can see the goddesses offering gifts to Paris in some artistic representations. 
Attic black-figure lekythos in the manner of the Sappho Painter, c. 470 BC (i212: pl. 31a) 
A satyr drags Paris from a cave, seizing him by the hand, to judge the goddesses, who wait 
seated on stools. The goddesses form a row to left and each holds an animal as an attribute. 
The first, Hera, holds a small lion. The second, Aphrodite, holds a rabbit. The third, Athena, 
holds a deer. 
Attic red-figure pyxis by the Amphitrite Painter, c. 460 BC (i223) 
Paris stands to the left holding a lyre in his left hand. From the left Hermes approaches, 
followed by Aphrodite offering two apples, one in each hand. Hera stands to the left behind 
Aphrodite with an apple in her right hand. Nike throws a second apple to Hera. Athena 
approaches Paris from the right offering a helmet with her right hand. 
Attic red-figure cup, name vase of the Painter of Berlin 2536, c. 440 BC (i242: pl. 36a) 
Paris, on the right, is seated within a palace, signified by the floor and two columns spanned by 
an arch. Nude but for a cloak draped across his legs, he holds a sceptre and looks left to 
Hermes who approaches but is looking back at the goddesses he is leading to Paris. Closest to 
him is Aphrodite who is carrying a little Eros and looks back at Athena, who holds a helmet, 
and Hera, who holds a small lion as gifts as they approach Paris. Athena carries a spear and 
Hera holds a sceptre. Besides, Aphrodite wears a veil and Hera, a diadem. 
Fragments of Attic red-figure bell krater, 440-420 BC (i245) 
A small Eros offers Paris what seems to be a cut pomegranate. Paris, seated, looks at him and 
holds his hands out to him. 
Attic red-figure lekythos, 400-380 BC (i267: pl. 42a) 
Paris sits on a rock wearing Oriental dress, holding a club in his right hand. He looks at a small 
Eros who stands beside him and seems to be talking to him. On the right, Athena stands to left 
with helmet, aegis, and spear. A large snake rises beside her. On the left, there is a woman 
running to right toward Paris: this is Helen, presented as a gift for Paris by Aphrodite. In front 
of Helen there is a palladion, which represents Athena’s gift. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i283: pl. 43h) 
On the middle of the scene, Mnerva (Athena), with helmet, aegis, and spear stands to right. 
She rests her left hand on Alxsntre’s (Paris) right shoulder: he sits to left on a rock and looks 
toward to Mnerva, holding up his right hand: he wears Oriental dress and a Phrygian cap. 
There is a small Nike hovering over him and placing a leafy garland over his head. This is the 
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moment when Mnerva offers Alxsntre her gift in return for a favourable judgement. There is a 
girl standing to right behind Mnerva: it is her companion, as she holds the goddess’ shield. An 
owl stands on a branch over her. 
Paestan red-figure squat lekythos by the Boston Orestes Painter, c. 330 BC (i352: pl. 52b) 
Aphrodite and Athena stand while Hera sits, the three of them with some of their attributes, in 
front of a seated and reflective Paris. Aphrodite advances to Paris holding a dove in each hand. 
Athena waits her turn behind her and Hera sits behind Athena, still preparing herself with a 
phiale in her hand. Paris rests his right hand on a his dog’s head. 
Apulian red-figure volute krater by the Baltimore Painter, 330-310 BC (i354: pl. 52d) 
A seated Paris looks back at Hermes while a big Eros approaches Paris from the left, offering 
him a phiale and an aryballos. Aphrodite sits to right behind Eros: she holds a mirror and a 
wreath and has a pyxis on her lap. Below Eros and Paris, a Trojan youth offers a libation to 
Athena, but she ignores him. Another Trojan youth, behind Athena, offers a pyxis to Hera and 
is ignored by the goddess as well. This reminds us of the refusal of Athena to listen the prayer 
of the Trojan women in Il. 6.311. 
Coptic textile, 5th century AD (i468: pl. 65c) 
On the right, Paris sits to left. Each goddess holds a gift for Paris. At the bottom Athena 
reclines, wearing a helmet and high boots. Looking across to Hermes is Hera, standing possibly 
veiled and wearing a crown. At the top is a squatting figure, who must be Aphrodite, her cloak 
thrown back to reveal her nudity and both arms raised to tend her hair. 
(5) Paris reflects about the Judgement 
In some representations Paris is depicted seated and even with a hand on his chin: he seems to 
be reflecting about the choice he is going to make. 
Attic red-figure hydria by the Kadmos Painter, 430-420 BC (i250: pl. 37b) 
Paris, seated on a rock, looks ahead to a small Eros who stands on a rock and advises him as he 
makes his judgement. Below them is Hermes, looking up to them. A small male figure rides a 
dolphin to left in front of Hermes. Sitting in front of Paris is Aphrodite, who talks with a small 
Eros who stands in front of her. A third Eros sits on a rock behind Aphrodite and appears to 
observe her conversation. Below this Eros stands Athena with helmet, aegis, spear, and shield, 
looking to left towards a doe that walks to left. On a higher level, Hera sits to left: she wears a 
crown and holds a long sceptre. Below her there is a feline standing to left. 
Attic red-figure hydria by the Modica Painter, 425-400 BC (i252) 
Paris sits on a rock on the right side of the scene. A little Eros stands on Paris’ right leg.  
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Attic red-figure hydria, name vase of the Painter of the Carlsruhe Paris, c. 400 BC (i262: pl. 39b) 
Paris sits in the middle of the scene, surrounded by Hermes, the three goddesses, and other 
divine figures that include Zeus and Eris. Paris looks back at a little Eros who rests his right 
hand on his left shoulder. Below them is a dog resting on the ground, looking to right, where 
Hermes stands to left, watching the interaction of Paris and Eros. Behind Hermes, Aphrodite 
sits to left on a rock: she holds a flower-topped sceptre and rests her left hand on the back of a 
small Eros who climbs over her. Above Aphrodite is Eutykhia sitting to left: another female 
figure leans on her left shoulder: they are making leafy garlands. Behind them, Helios drives his 
chariot. Athena, with helmet, aegis, spear, and shield, stands to right in front of Paris. Behind 
her, on a lower level, Hera stands to right: she wears diadem and holds a sceptre. Behind Hera, 
Klymene sits to right. Above them, Zeus sits to left on a rock, but looks back towards Paris. 
Above Paris, hidden by the rocky landscape, we see Eris, watching not Paris, but Zeus. 
Fragment of Attic red-figure pyxis or lekanis, c. 400 BC (i263: pl. 40a) 
Paris sits to right on a rock, wearing Oriental dress and a Phrygian cap. A little Eros leans on 
Paris’ right shoulder from behind and Paris seems to look ahead instead of looking towards the 
little Eros. A female figure stands to left behind Paris and Eros. As on other vases, Eros appears 
to influence Paris’ decision during the Judgement. 
Attic red-figure bell krater perhaps by the Painter of the Athens Wedding, 400-380 BC (i264: pl. 
40b) 
Paris sits to right on a rock below a tree wearing Oriental dress. A small Eros stands on his left 
leg, resting his right elbow on Paris’ left shoulder. Behind the tree, Hera stands to right: most 
of her body is lost. In front of Paris, Athena, with helmet, aegis, and spear, stands to left, 
resting her right foot on a rock. Behind Athena, Aphrodite sits to left, holding a sceptre: a small 
Eros hovers in front of her head, arranging her diadem. Behind Aphrodite, Hermes sits to right, 
but looks back at her. The whole scene is framed by Helios on the right and Selene on the left. 
Attic red-figure pelike by the Marsyas Painter, 350-340 BC (i326: pl. 49b) 
Paris sits on a rock in the middle of the scene, wearing Oriental dress. A small Eros leans on his 
bowed back and talks to him from behind: Paris turns his face towards him. Hermes stands to 
left by Paris’ side, looking at him. Behind Hermes, Athena sits to right and looks back at Paris: 
she wears helmet, leans her right elbow on a shield, and holds an invisible spear. Nike hovers 
over Athena. On the left, the silhouette of Aphrodite standing en face is visible and, behind 
her, we see Hera and Iris. 
Attic red-figure calyx krater by the Eratostasia Painter, c. 320 BC (i350: pl. 52a) 
Paris sits to right on a rock, wearing Oriental dress and a Phrygian cap. He holds his left arm up 
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towards Nike, who hovers over him to arrange Athena’s helmet. Athena is moving to right, but 
looks back at the approaching Nike. It seems that Paris is evaluating Athena’s gift in this scene. 
Hera is placed behind Athena to the right. Behind Paris are Hermes, naked, and Aphrodite 
sitting to right: there is an Eros hovering around her. 
Attic red-figure hydria, c. 325 BC (i360: pl. 53c) 
In the middle of the scene, Paris sits en face looking up to Aphrodite and Athena, who sit on a 
higher level. An Eros hovers beside Aphrodite and Athena wears a helmet. Behind Aphrodite 
Hermes stands to right, apparently paying attention to Paris. Above Hermes, a female figure 
reclines on the ground and hands a leaf (part of a wreath?) to Aphrodite. Behind Athena 
stands Hera, with diadem: there is a small satyr to the right of her head. A female figure sits 
behind Hera, covering her face. 
Roman mural, 20 BC - AD 79 (i393: pl. 57b) 
Paris is shown en face: only his head and torso are visible. He wears a blue Phrygian cap and a 
green mantle. A Cupid hovers around his left shoulder, grabbing Paris’ left ear with his hand. 
This scene represents the influence (and gift) of Aphrodite over Paris during the Judgement. 
Roman statue, 1st-2nd century AD (i408: pl. 59c) 
Paris, wearing a Phrygian cap, sits on a rock holding up the apple while reflecting on his 
judgement. 
Fragment of Roman sarcophagus, AD 117-138 (i438: pl. 61f) 
Paris sits to left below a tree, wearing a Phrygian cap. A little Cupid leans on Paris’ left shoulder 
and Paris looks back at him. Oenone, holding Pan pipes, stands to right in front of Paris, looking 
at him. Behind Oenone stands Venus and, then, Mercury, Minerva, and Juno. 
Roman sarcophagus lid, AD 175-200 (i448: pl. 63b) 
On the right, an overgrown Cupid (who still looks like a child) stands to right behind Paris and 
looks back at him. Paris sits to left wearing a Phrygian cap, holding a pedum, and accompanied 
by his dog. A small Cupid leans against his right leg. Mercury stands to right in front of Paris 
and looks at him. Then we see Venus, standing to right but talking to Juno, who sits behind 
her. Minerva stands to right behind Juno. 
Roman sarcophagus lid, AD 200-235 (i452: pl. 64a) 
On the right side, Paris sits to left wearing a Phrygian cap and holding a branch in his left hand: 
he listens to a small Cupid who rests his right elbow on Paris’ right knee. There is a felid sitting 
to right below Paris. Cupid seems to influence Paris’ decision over the goddesses. Mercury 
stands to right in front of Paris, putting his right hand to his ear, as if to listen something. 
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Behind Mercury stands Venus, half naked, looking down at Cupid. Behind Venus, Juno sits to 
right, holding a torch: a peafowl stands to right below Juno. Behind Juno, Minerva stands to 
right armed with helmet, aegis, and shield. 
(6) Paris rewards Aphrodite (and she receives her ‘prize’) 
There are some images showing the moment when Paris decides in favour of Aphrodite, giving 
her a token. 
Laconian ivory comb, c. 620 BC (i3: pl. 2a) 
Paris, seated with the goddesses standing in front of him, extends one of his arms while 
Aphrodite does the same with her two hands. Despite the fact that Aphrodite is last in the row 
of goddesses, behind Hera and Athena, there seems to be an interaction between her and 
Paris, leaving the other two goddesses in the background of the scene. Hera points to Paris 
with her finger. 
Boeotian black-figure skyphos, 360-340 BC (i322: pl. 48a) 
Paris, reclining on a kline, is giving a wreath of leaves to Aphrodite while Athena and Hera talk 
to each other. The goddesses are represented as old women. 
Hellenistic amethyst, 350-300 BC (i341: pl. 50b) 
On the right, Paris sits to left on a rock, holding a pedum and wearing a Phrygian cap. He hands 
an apple to Aphrodite, who stands to right and holds her right hand out to receive it. In the 
background, Hera stands en face, looking at Paris and holding up her left finger, and Athena, 
wearing her helmet, turns her back on the spectator. The three goddesses are naked. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 320-280 BC (i364: pl. 54b) 
On the left, Uni (Hera) sits to right on a chair, paying attention to Alxsntre (Paris), who stands 
in the middle of the scene, between Mnerva (Athena) and Turms (Hermes). Mnerva, with 
helmet and aegis, stands behind Uni and Alxsntre, looking towards him. Alxsntre is naked, but 
wears boots and a winged Phrygian cap: he is handing an apple to Turan (Aphrodite), who, 
sitting to left on a chair on the right side of the scene, takes it. Between them stands Turms, 
looking at Alxsntre. 
Hellenistic statuette, 150-50 BC (i379: pl. 56b) 
The statuette shows Aphrodite draped in a thin himation that uncovers her left breast. The 
head and right arm are lost, but it is supposed that she was holding an apple in her right hand, 
as in i381. 
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Roman statue, 1st century BC (i381: pl. 56c) 
This magnificent statue shows Venus standing half-naked, showing her torso. She holds an 
apple in her slightly raised right hand. 
Roman intaglio, 1st-2nd century AD (i407: pl. 59b) 
Paris is sitting to right on a rock under a tree and holds up an apple in his left hand. The 
goddesses stand in front of him: first Venus, who is naked, receives the apple, then Juno, 
holding up her right index finger, and lastly Minerva, who wears a helmet and holds shield and 
spear. 
Roman clay lamp, 2nd century AD (i417: pl. 61b) 
On the right, Paris sits to left on rocks, naked but wearing a Phrygian cap. He rests his chin on 
his left hand and hands an apple to Venus with the right. Venus, also naked, stands to right in 
front of Paris. Behind her is Juno, who stands to right but looks back at Minerva. In the last 
place, Minerva wearing helmet talks to Juno. 
Roman sarcophagus, AD 180-200 (i449: pl. 63c) 
There are many figures engraved and the conservation of the sarcophagus is not very good. To 
the left of the male figure in the centre of the scene, Venus (without head) stands three 
quarters to left. Beside her stands Hermes (without head), holding his caduceus and bowing 
toward Paris. Paris sits to right on a large rock and holds his right hand out. There is a little 
Cupid leaning on his knee. Venus’ right arm is lost, but I suggest that Paris holds his hand out 
to give her an apple, so she would be extending her right arm to receive it. Minerva is visible 
above Venus, with helmet: Juno stands beside her, both looking at Paris. 
Bactrian gilt silver ewer, 5th-6th century AD (i469: pl. 66a) 
Paris and Aphrodite stand face to face, Paris to left and Aphrodite to right, while Paris rewards 
Aphrodite with two apples.26 
(7) Hera and Athena congratulate Aphrodite 
A unique Etruscan representation lifts a symbolic contradiction from the story of the 
Judgement of Paris. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i287: pl. 44c) 
Uni (Hera), standing to right and wearing a diadem, extends her right arm to Turan 
(Aphrodite), who looks back at her. Turan wears a diadem and responds to Uni by holding up 
her right hand from inside her garment. Mnerva (Athena), standing behind Turan and wearing 
                                                          
26 On i246, Aphrodite offers two apples to Paris; Hera has one and receives another from Nike. On i357, 
Hermes also holds two apples. 
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a diadem, distinguished by her spear, puts her right hand to her mouth. On the right, Alxsntre 
(Paris) sits to left, holding a piece of fruit in his right hand and raising his left hand to Turan in 
order to call her attention. The centre of the composition, and the focus of the characters, is 
Turan, who has been favoured by Alxsntre. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, c. 300 BC (i367: pl. 54d) 
Turan (Aphrodite) is seated to right in the centre of the scene. Uni (Hera) stands in front of her, 
placing her left hand on Turan’s chin and putting a diadem on Turan’s head. Menrva27 
(Athena), with helmet and spear, stands behind Uni and holds a floral bud in her right hand. 
Puma (1987: 20) has thought that Turan was preparing for the competition with the aid of Uni 
and Mnerva. But this is not plausible because the goddesses must have prepared themselves 
before coming into Elcsntre’s (Paris’) presence. Elcsntre is indeed present and approaches 
Turan behind Menrva. Simon (2009: 52) points out that Juno and Menrva approach Turan like 
friends visiting a bride, so they are coming to congratulate Turan after her victory in the 
competition. This is obviously a contradiction of the canonical story, but Simon argues that the 
composition intends to build an anti-theme by depicting Althaia standing behind Turan. Althaia 
symbolizes quarrel within a family. Her presence in the scene creates a contrast, according to 
Simon, with the peace shown within the family of the gods: this kind of contrast is seen as well 
in the Iliad (Davies 1981). The contrast is stressed by the attitude of Juno and Menrva, who 
have come to congratulate their rival Turan.28 
4. Conclusions: Diversity in unity 
Most of the versions in both literature and art agree, or at least do not contradict the following 
sequence: that Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite were led by Hermes to meet Paris, on Mount Ida. 
They offered gifts to Paris and he honoured Aphrodite, offending the other two goddesses. 
These are the basic events. But these events are filled out by further details. Here we 
encounter a certain number of variations and even some contradictions. 
We also learn that Zeus and Themis planned the Trojan War29 and that Zeus himself appointed 
Paris as judge of the three goddesses.30 Eris had thrown an apple into the banquet of the 
                                                          
27 Her name is engraved on the mirror above her figure. 
28 For undefined episodes in art, see Appendix 2. For objects not classified, see Appendix 3. 
29 Cypria 1. Lycophron mentions Themis in Alexandra 137, but he does it in order to say that Paris 
violated justice, symbolized by Themis, when he stole Helen. Apollodorus (Epit. 3.1f) attributes to Zeus 
the design of causing the war solely in order either to make his daughter (Helen) famous or to ensure 
glory for those involved in the war. Antipater of Thessalonica, who wrote in the late 1st century BC and 
the early 1st century AD, proposes the alternative version that it was Hera, jealous because of 
Ganymede, who thought of a punishment for Troy: “Troy gave birth to a male flame for Zeus; therefore I 
will send a flame to fall on Troy, Paris the bringer of woe” (AP 9.77; Paton in Capps & Rouse 1917: 3.41) 
she says. 
30 Cypria 1, Ov. Ep. 16., Apollod. Epit. 3.1f, Hyg. Fab. 92. 
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gods,31 stirring up the quarrel between Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite. The goddesses boarded 
either a single chariot or one for each of them in order to go to Paris.32 Alternatively, they 
walked33 or even flew34 there. But, before arriving at the place where Paris was, they stopped 
to take a bath.35 They are also sometimes seen preparing themselves36 for the competition. 
Paris, who was living with a nymph named Oenone at that time,37 was playing an instrument38 
when the gods arrived. When he saw the gods, he felt frightened39 and he even tried to escape 
from them, but was physically restrained by Hermes.40 After this, Hermes ordered Paris to 
judge the goddesses41 and then departed.42 An alternative account shows Hera giving an apple 
to Paris,43 as if she were asking him to judge instead of Hermes (who is not usually visible in 
this kind of scene). There is even another in which the three goddesses simultaneously ask 
Paris to judge them.44 It is also said that Paris preferred Aphrodite from the beginning.45 One 
scene shows that the goddesses actually fought with each other before Paris delivered his 
judgement.46 Besides the known gifts (namely power, victory, and Helen), we are told that 
Hera offered wealth and Athena offered Paris knowledge,47 or that Hera offered to double 
Paris’ herd offspring.48 They also say that Aphrodite offered μαχλοσύνη or handsomeness and 
attractiveness.49 Some propose that Paris was choosing a lifestyle when delivering his 
judgement.50 Thus Hera could represent chastity, dignity, kingship, wealth, honour, or a 
practical and active life; Athena could represent courage, manliness, war, law, wisdom, or a 
meditative and contemplative life, and Aphrodite could represent lust, pleasure, love, passion, 
luxury, or a sensual and voluptuous life. Some say that the goddesses were naked during the 
                                                          
31 Apollod. Epit. 3.1f, Lucian Symp. 35, Hyg. Fab. 92. 
32 S. Poimenes (469 Nauck), E. Andr. 277f, E. Tr. 924, i249, and i265. 
33 Most items in section 3.2.3, “Hermes and the goddesses are going to meet Paris” and E. Andr. 287. 
34 Suggested in Ov. Ep. 16.59 and in Lucian DDeor. 20.5. 
35 E. Andr. 285f, E. Hel. 676-678, E. IA 182 & 1294f, i348, Damocharis AP 9.633 & 9.637, and i373. 
36 See items in section 3.2.4, “The goddesses are preparing for the competition”. 
37 Ov. Ep. 5, i438, and Lucian DDeor. 20.3f. 
38 See items in section 3.2.5, “Paris is enjoying his time as a shepherd” and E. IA 576-8. 
39 Ov. Ep. 16.67, Lucian DDeor. 20.6, and Coluth. 124-127. 
40 See items in section 3.2.7, “Paris tries to depart from Hermes and the goddesses”. Cf. Colluthus 125f. 
41 Hyg. Fab. 92, Paus. 5.19.5, Lucian DDeor. 20.7-9, and Coluth. 128-133. 
42 Ov. Ep. 16.71f and Apul. Met. 10.30. 
43 See items in section 3.3.1, “Hera gives the apple to Paris, asking him to judge”. 
44 anth. 863a. 
45 Ov. Ep. 16.77. 
46 i380. 
47 Hyg. Fab. 92. 
48 Excidium Troiae § 4. 
49 Il. 24.30 (μαχλοσύνη meaning ‘lust felt by young women’ according to the scholia) and Cratinus’ 
Dionysalexandros (POxy 663.12-23). See above, Chapter 2. 
50 Sallust. 4, Chrysipp. scholion to E. Andr. 276, the Virgil in anth. 863a, and Clementina: Homiliae 6.15 & 
Recognitiones 10.40f. 
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Judgement.51 This is congruent with the scenes in which we see the goddesses displaying 
themselves in front of Paris (whether or not naked)52 and competing with each other.53 
Sometimes Paris is reflecting on his choice.54 Paris gave the apple to Aphrodite55 and, because 
of this, it is said that he insulted the goddesses (Hera and Athena).56 There is also a 
representation of Paris giving two apples to Aphrodite instead of just one.57 
It is also possible to find versions according to which the Judgement did not take place at all.58 
Some of them propose that the event derived from a real one that was later either 
misunderstood or misinterpreted.59 One version says that Paris imagined the Judgement as a 
way of explaining how he was able to gain the most beautiful woman.60 Others take the story 
as an allegory, also rejecting its veracity.61 
In the process of transmission of the story, we may distinguish three kinds of representations: 
those that reflect prior works in regard to both style and narrative, which I call imitations; 
those that differ from prior works in regard to style but not in respect of the narrative, which I 
call assimilations, and those that differ from prior works in regard to narrative, even if they 
have the same style, which I call appropriations. I do not imply that the authors of newer 
works actually knew the prior ones or that the process of transmission followed the order 
imitation-assimilation-appropriation: a quick survey of the evidence reveals that any of these 
                                                          
51 S. Krisis fr. 333 Nauck (?), Ov. Ep. 5.35f & 17.116, Lucian DDeor. 20.9ff, Clem.Al. Protr. 2.33.9, Prop. 
2.2, Philostr. Ep. 34, and Damoch. AP 9.633 & 9.637. Only Uni (Hera) and Turan (Aphrodite) on i368. 
Only Venus/Turan in Apul. Met. 10.31, i293, i308, i369, i374, i411, and i467. 
52 To those mentioned in note 51, we can add S. Krisis fr. 334 Nauck, the Virgil in anth. 863a, Ov. Ep. 
16.53ff & Ars 1.247, Hyg. Fab. 92, Coluth. 132-136, Aristaenet. 1.1.51f, i251, i352, i382, i439, and i452. 
53 E. Andr. 287-289, Call. Lav.Pall. 21-26, Hyg. Fab. 92, Clementina: Homiliae 6.15, Philostr. Ep. 62, 
Sallust. 4, Coluth. 86-98 139-145 148-153 160-166 & 172-189, and the items in section 3.3.2, “The 
goddesses compete among themselves”. 
54 Cypria 1, Isoc. 10.42-44, Chrysipp. scholion to E. Androm. 276, Virgil anth. 863a, Ov. Ep. 16.82, D.Chr. 
20.19-22, Lucian DDeor. 20.11-15, Clementina: Homiliae 6.15 & Recognitiones 10.40f, Sallust. 4, 
Excidium Troiae 4, Coluth. 132-136, Aristaenet. 1.1.52f, Dares 7, Malalas 5.2, and the items in section 
3.3.5, “Paris reflects about the Judgement”. 
55 Chrysipp. scholion to E. Andr. 276, Virgil anth. 863a, Longus 3.34, Florus anth. 133 & 166, Apul. Met. 
32, Lucian DDeor. 20.15, Clementina: Homiliae 6.15 & Recognitiones 10.40f, Philostr. Ep. 62, Sallust. 4, 
Excidium Troiae 4, Coluth. 167, Aristaenet. 1.1.53f, Damoch. AP 637, Malalas 5.2, Photius Bibl. 190, and 
the items in section 3.3.6, “Paris rewards Aphrodite (and she receives her ‘prize’)”, excepting i3 and 
i322. 
56 Il. 24.29, Verg. A. 1.27, Ov. Ep. 17.243f, Florus anth. 163 & 166, Hyg. Fab. 92, Don. Int.Verg. 1.15-25, 
Exc.Tr. 4, Dracont. Rapt.Hel. 35f. 
57 i469. On i223, Aphrodite offers two apples to Paris while Hera carries one and receives another from 
Nike. Turms (Hermes) is carrying two apples on i357. 
58 Palaephatus § 10, Anticleides scholion to E. Andr. 277, Her.Hom. 28, D.Chr. 11.11-14 & 20.19-23, Ov. 
Ep. 17.119f, Dares 7, Malalas 5.2, and Photius Bibl. 190. 
59 Palaephatus § 10, Anticleides scholion to E. Andr. 277, Dares 7, Malalas 5.2, and Photius 190. 
60 D.Chr. 20.19-22. 
61 Chrysipp. scholion to E. Andr. 276, Her.Hom. 28, Virgil anth. 863a, Clementina: Homiliae 6.15 & 
Recognitiones 10.40f, Sallust. 4, Fulgent. Myth. 2.1 & 3.7, Procl. in R. 108.3-109.7 & 263.21-264.1. 
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may occur at any time. Nevertheless, it is entirely possible that the writers and artists were 
aware of the prior works: this is not a problem for literature or art objects publicly displayed 
(like i4 and i58), but it is problematic in regard to vase-paintings, since vases were very often 
buried in tombs. The only way to have found inspiration in vase-paintings is through having 
seen the vases before they were buried. The transmission of the scenes depicted on them, 
therefore, could not be long-standing. 
Reading the story of the Judgement from an anthropological perspective according to Lévi-
Strauss, I found (Mancilla 2008) an opposition between excessive esteem or disapproval and a 
moderate esteem or disapproval, as mythemes of the story.62 This is comparable to the 
opposition of hybris (as the excessive) and sophrosyne (as the moderate), although in a more 
general sense. So, we are shown excessive esteem when Paris is appointed to judge the 
goddesses and moderate esteem when the gods try to rescue the corpse of Hector (in the 
opening lines of Il. 24, just before the mention of the Judgement). On the other hand, we 
observe excessive disapproval when Hera and Athena pursue the total destruction of Troy and 
moderate disapproval when Paris is enjoying his isolation rather than the company of people. I 
considered excessive esteem or disapproval as rejectable behaviours and moderate esteem or 
disapproval as admirable ones, when one considers the unlimited hatred of Hera and Athena, 
and the unforeseen sensibility of Achilles stressed by Davies (Mancilla 2008: 148f). 
Given this, I argued that the sensibility of Achilles is not possible without his long and deadly 
wrath. Similarly, the gods would not have thought about rescuing the corpse of Hector had 
Achilles not treated the corpse with such savagery. And even the happy isolation of Paris on 
Mount Ida points back to the exposure practised by his parents.63 All this led me to conclude 
that the Judgement of Paris, in coordination with other myths, is telling us how admirable 
behaviours can be the result of rejectable behaviours (2008: 151). 
As for the question stated above on whether μαχλοσύνη, mentioned by Homer in Il. 24.30 and 
supported by Cratinus in his Dionysalexandros, was offered by Aphrodite along with Helen or 
as a unique gift (that Paris would use for seducing and stealing Helen later), we can now 
                                                          
62 In considering the versions of the Judgement I studied, I identified 21 mythic events (2008: 139f) from 
which I deduced these four mythemes: 1) excessive and censurable disapproval, 2) excessive and 
censurable esteem, 3) moderate and admirable disapproval, and 4) moderate and admirable esteem. 
63 The isolation of Paris appears as a source of happiness in IA 573-8: “You came, Paris, to where you 
yourself were reared as a cowherd among white Idaian heifers, piping foreign melodies, blowing 
imitations of Phrygian tunes of Olympus on your reeds”. This is the opinion of Stinton (1965: 28): “The 
simple herdsman whose only concern is his beasts recalls the Alexander who, rather than lose his 
favourite bull, followed it to Troy to win it back. His happy isolated life is symbolized by the shepherd’s 
traditional pastime, making music. This may go back to the Cypria, and is regularly depicted on vases, 
where he is shown interrupted in his playing by the goddesses’ arrival”. 
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include the evidence of artistic objects in the discussion. It is clear that Aphrodite adorned 
Paris in order that Helen might fall in love with him when they met, as shown on the hydria of 
Istanbul (BADB 44431; LIMC Aphrodite 1454 & Helene 97) and a number of other artistic 
representations.64 This confirms that Aphrodite offered and actually gave μαχλοσύνη to Paris. 
The offering of μαχλοσύνη is suggested by an Eros hovering around Paris while he reflects on 
his decision.65 This offering is clearer on the cup in Berlin (i242), where Aphrodite carries a 
small Eros as a gift for Paris. 
That Aphrodite offered Helen as a gift to Paris is suggested on the Lycian silver double-head 
kantharos in London (i342), the heads of which represent those of Paris and Helen. There seem 
to be no surviving artworks that show Helen being offered by Aphrodite during the Judgement. 
This does not mean that craftsmen did not know that Paris would gain Helen after his 
judgement, for there are many renderings of him meeting her. It is possible that, in the 
narrative associated with the artistic objects, Paris was not offered Helen by Aphrodite, but 
only μαχλοσύνη. This would mean that he decided to use this μαχλοσύνη on Helen to take her 
with him. Nevertheless, a lekythos in Athens (i267) might offer a rendering of both Athena’s 
and Aphrodite’s gifts, just like Sophocles’ Krisis (Nauck 334). 
The lekythos of Athens, 400-380 BC, clearly depicts Paris sitting in the middle of the scene. Eros 
stands beside him, leaning on Paris’ chair and talking to him while pointing to a woman to the 
left. To the right is Athena, standing and fully armed: a big snake rises up beside her. 
Additionally, a Palladion is placed on the floor to the left of Eros. To the left of the Palladion is 
the female figure towards which Eros points: as for the remaining inscription, this indicates 
either Hera or Helen. Raab suggests (1972: 197) that this cannot be a goddess because the 
attitude of the woman makes no sense for either Hera or Aphrodite, for she is running to the 
right. According to Clairmont (1951: 56), the woman is Helen and is running to Paris. According 
to Harrison (1903: 307), the woman is Helen and she implores the Palladion to be gracious. I 
propose that the Palladion and Eros symbolize Athena’s and Aphrodite’s offerings to Paris: 
victory in battle and μαχλοσύνη. As the woman running from the left cannot be Aphrodite or 
Hera, she must be Helen. Her presence here does not account for the first encounter between 
her and Paris, but for the gifts offered by Aphrodite to him. The absence of Hera’s gift parallels 
the situation in Sophocles’ satyr play Krisis, where only Athena and Aphrodite are mentioned 
(Nauck 334). We should note that this lekythos is dated a little later than Sophocles’ period, 
                                                          
64 See especially those in LIMC Helene 139 to 154. 
65 i250, i252, i262, i264, i269, i320, i326, i393, i400, i416, i432, i438 & i452. 
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468-406 BC. It is possible, then, that this lekythos renders the gifts offered to Paris as attested 
in Sophocles: victory in battle from Athena, μαχλοσύνη and Helen from Aphrodite. 
In the literary accounts, Lucian (DDeor. 20) clearly states that Aphrodite offered both Helen 
and attractiveness, the latter as a precondition that would ensure Helen’s love. In this account, 
Aphrodite explained that Eros would make Helen fall in love while Himeros would make Paris 
look irresistible to her. Colluthus does not mention attractiveness as a gift offered by 
Aphrodite (160-166), but suggests that she would use her power to oppose the sovereignity of 
Hera and the battle victory of Athena (89-98). The same suggestion is made in Sophocles’ Krisis 
(Nauck 334), Euripides’ IA 1302f, Apuleius’ Met. 10.31, and anth. 863a. Hyginus narrates (Fab. 
92) that Aphrodite offered only Helen as a gift to Paris, but relates that both Hera and Athena 
offered two gifts: Hera offered Paris to reign over all the lands and to be the richest man, 
Athena offered Paris to be the bravest man and skilful in every craft. This could be a way of 
reconciling Hera’s and Athena’s offerings with that of Aphrodite, doubling them as a way of 
creating symmetry. The same aim could have inspired the double offer of Hera in the Excidium 
Troiae (§ 4). 
The summing-up of the evidence from artistic and literary representations leads me to 
conclude that Aphrodite actually offered μαχλοσύνη to Paris, as recounted in Il. 24.29f, along 
with Helen. I shall next ask why Aristarchus and the scholia ignored this fact and stated that 
Aphrodite offered only Helen to Paris. It is true that Aristarchus is separated by at least three 
centuries from Cratinus, but this did not prevent Lucian from mentioning the two gifts of 
Aphrodite. Indeed, how would the Head of the Alexandrian Library not know of the gifts 
offered by Aphrodite to Paris? It is hard to believe that Aristarchus had encountered no 
reference to the story of μαχλοσύνη offered by Aphrodite. The answer is to be found in the 
method that Aristarchus used to claim interpolations within the Homeric poems. 
If we think of the method Aristarchus used in analysing the Homeric poems, that is, ‘to 
understand Homer through Homer’ (OCD4: 153), it becomes almost unavoidable that he sould 
reject Il. 24.30. Homer says that Helen was stolen by Paris (Il. 3.442-446; cf. Od. 4.141-146) and 
clearly implies that Aphrodite made this possible (Il. 3.418-420). Nevertheless, Homer does not 
say that Aphrodite gave him μαχλοσύνη (elsewhere other than at Il. 24.30) or made him look 
especially attractive when stealing Helen. Consequently, if we deliberately ignore all the 
evidence outside the Homeric poems, it is reasonable to be suspicious of Il. 24.30. 
Nevertheless, Homer suggests that Aphrodite attributed μαχλοσύνη to Paris when she herself 
says that “no one would think he is coming back from fighting, but rather that he is going to a 
dance or to sit down after having danced” (Il. 3.392-394). This episode at the end of Iliad Book 
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3, an epic version of the theft of Helen, provides grounds for asserting that Aphrodite actually 
offered both Helen and μαχλοσύνη to Paris, as is narrated in Il. 24.30. 
The story of the Judgement, then, has supplied material for a variety of works in the fields of 
art and literature. Most of the depictions in art appear to pursue a decorative purpose, apart 
from references to the omnipresent narrative intention; we also find a few examples that 
correspond to parody.66 In literature, as we have seen, the reasons for mentioning the 
Judgement are varied; it can be used to satisfy diverse aims. It is normal that the story may 
take a different form each time it is represented. So the various accounts seem to accord with 
their own goals. The topic of the functions of the myth will be discussed further in Chapter 6 
below.
                                                          
66 i31, i256, i322, i349, i376 & i392. 
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS BY LITERARY GENRE 
The present chapter analyses the literary representations of the Judgement of Paris in relation 
to their genre. The core questions are whether we can associate particular representations 
with particular genres; and, if that is the case, what are the implications. We find literary 
versions of the Judgement in a variety of texts: in epic poems, tragedies, satyr plays, treatises, 
epigrams, elegies and hymns, letters, mythic narrations, dialogues, novels, commentaries, and 
chronographies. 
1. Epic poems 
Our oldest testimonies are found in epic poetry. The Iliad and the Cypria both refer to the 
Judgement, although approaching it differently, as we saw above. We can also say, on the 
basis of the epitome left by Proclus, that the passage in the Cypria was much longer than the 
mention in the Iliad (24.25-30) or that in the Aeneid (1.25-28) four centuries later. 
But none of these is as long as the account by Colluthus in his Raptus Helenae (5th century 
AD), who spends 201 lines on the Judgement of Paris. While the Iliad and the Aeneid point to 
the Judgement as an event that causes the divine hostility, the Cypria connects it to Zeus’ plan 
to reduce the world’s population and his conferring with Themis about the Trojan War. In the 
Cypria, Eris then appears and causes a dispute between three goddesses about beauty. In 
Colluthus, however, it is Eris who planned to create the disturbance at the banquet of the gods 
when they were celebrating the wedding of Thetis and Peleus. Moreover, Colluthus does not 
imply that Eris had foreseen the development of events that followed her intervention with 
the golden apple. 
These four versions, then, provide different but not inconsistent treatments of the Judgement. 
There is no trace of Zeus and Themis deliberating about the Trojan War in any text other than 
the Cypria. In Colluthus, the story seems to be told from its very beginning and the intentions 
of Eris are motivated by jealousy rather than by a grander plot; but, in the brief account 
surviving in the Cypria, her intentions when she started the quarrel over the apple are not 
explained and we have no reason to suppose that they were different from those in Colluthus. 
Hence we can assert that these four versions are coherent in narrative terms, although they do 
not coincide in the treatment given to the story. 
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2. Drama 
In drama, Euripides has made a considerable contribution to the literary sources for this myth, 
providing references in five of the surviving tragedies,1 all of them focusing on the ultimate 
consequences of fighting, leading to further lamentation. This is supported by Stinton (1965: 
63), who draws an important conclusion that in Euripides the Judgement shows that “man is 
helpless against the designs of gods, and that the glittering prizes they offer, which he cannot 
refuse, may exalt him for a time to their level, but in the end destroy him”.2 We see something 
similar in Lycophron’s Alexandra3 and Ennius’ Alexander, although they predict through 
Alexandra (also known as Cassandra) the misfortunes yet to come instead of lamenting past 
events. Cratinus’ comedy Dionysalexandros, a parody of the Judgement, narrates that it was 
Dionysus who delivered the judgement of Aphrodite as the most beautiful goddess and then 
stole Helen, causing the Achaeans to pursue him and to invade Troy. The exception to this 
tendency is Sophocles, who refers to the Judgement in his now fragmentary satyr plays. One 
fragment from Poimenes seems to mention the journey of the goddesses to Paris in a chariot, 
two others, in his Krisis, refer to the goddesses, either to say how one of them is dressed4 or to 
describe the rôles of Aphrodite and Athena in the play. 
In terms of narrative details, Euripides, like Sophocles, mentions the chariot5 and introduces 
the fountains where the goddesses took a bath before the Judgement, a rare detail in any 
genre.6 In summary, the versions surviving in ancient drama do not develop the Judgement of 
Paris in any extended or uniform way. 
                                                          
1 Andr. 274-292, Hec. 638-649, Hel. 22-30 348-359 & 673-683, IA 71-77 164-184 573-589 & 1284-1312, 
and Tr. 924-931 & 971-981. 
2 A similar attitude is found in Aeschylus’ Agamemnon, where, according to Schaps (1993), each mention 
of Paris is related to an image of destruction: “he brings doom to his house swollen with pride (374-78); 
his bringing of Helen to Troy is like raising a lion cub in the house (716-36), and sins destroy such houses 
(750-70)” (: 510). 
3 This text is not an actual dramatic piece, but a long poem, a “monodrama”, of c. 196 BC. I decided to 
classify it with the dramatic texts because it coincides in meter (iambic trimeter) and tone with Greek 
tragedy. 
4 Or naked, according to the interpretation of Ehrhart (1987: 4). 
5 Andr. 277f & Tr. 924. 
6 Callimachus remarked, in his hymn On the bath of Pallas (lines 18-20), that Athena had not even 
looked in a bronze mirror or a reflection in the river before the Judgement. But Athena is dipping her 
hands in water from a fountain on a Lucanian red-figure calyx krater (i311) and an Etruscan bronze 
mirror (i373) seems to show her taking a bath. Damocharis of Cos says the three goddesses took a bath 
before the Judgement (AP 9.633) and the anonymous author of the epigram in AP 9.637 asserts that 
only Aphrodite did so. 
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3. Treatises (rhetorical, philosophical, theological, encyclopedic) 
There is a group of texts classified here as ‘treatises’7 because of their expository as distinct 
from narrative character. They may be rhetorical, philosophical, theological, or encyclopedic. 
To varying degrees these writers reject the literal truthfulness of the stories, including the 
Judgement. 
Plato, in Republic Book 2 (379e-380a), in discussing the education of children, would allow 
them to hear stories which are fictitious but contain some truth, but not those that told of the 
immorality of the gods. Thus he rejected the version attested in the Cypria that Zeus and 
Themis caused strife among the gods. Also in the 4th century BC, the orator Isocrates justified 
Paris’ choice of Aphrodite not on the basis of the Judgement story, but on the grounds that 
marriage to Helen would make him son-in-law of Zeus, and in turn link his children to the god 
(Orationes 10.41-44). 
Some writers denied the literal truthfulness of the Judgement, but without rejecting the myth 
itself. Dio Chrysostom, in the mid 1st century AD, in his discourse “That Troy was not captured” 
(11.11-14), argues logically that Athena would not destroy her own city of Troy and would not 
have opposed her father, Zeus. Hera would not have rejected her husband Zeus as judge or 
have entered a competition against Aphrodite when she, Hera, was the eldest child of 
Chronus; nor, indeed, would Hera have been angry with the umpire in a dispute. Aphrodite 
(daughter of Zeus and Dione) would not have offered a gift prejudicial to her sister Helen 
(daughter of Zeus and Leda). In his discourse “On Retirement” (20.19-23) Dio has Paris 
inventing the situation of the Judgement to justify how he had been able to obtain the most 
beautiful woman to be his wife, taking her from Sparta. Dio’s discourses are masterpieces of 
rhetoric and analytical composition. They are not intended to actually contend a true version 
of the events they refer to, but to illustrate how these events can be made up out of narration 
(cf. Kim 2010: 85-139). 
The theologian Clement of Alexandria (c. AD 150-210), in Protrepticus 2.33.9, does not attempt 
to account for the myth, but asks his audience to disregard the goddesses because they 
showed themselves naked in front of Paris, an act which Clement considers disgraceful. He 
expects in this way to convince his readers of the immorality of the Olympian religion and 
compares it with Christianity.  
Since the Hellenistic period, the Judgement could be given an allegorical interpretation, as in 
the cases of Sallustius in the 4th century AD and the author of the Clementina. These works, 
                                                          
7 Not all of these texts are precisely ‘treatises’, for I include a pair of sermons and symposia, and also 
three speeches. 
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however, offer different interpretations of the Judgement. Sallustius (§ 4), a Neoplatonist 
philosopher in the time of the emperor Julian (AD 361-363),8 proposes that Paris represents a 
soul living in accordance with the senses, that the banquet represents the divine powers of the 
gods, that the golden apple represents the universe, that Eris throwing the apple in the middle 
of the banquet represents the opposites out of which the universe is made, and that the gods 
give various gifts to the universe in vying to possess it. This then explains why Eris threw the 
apple into the middle of the banquet, why the gods quarrelled for it, and why Paris, seeing 
only beauty and not the other powers in the universe, gave it to Aphrodite and not to either of 
the other goddesses. But this interpretation makes the action of Eris appear unprovoked and 
makes it seem as though all the gods, and not just the three goddesses, had been quarrelling 
over the apple. 
One of the allegorical interpretations given by an author of the Christian Clementina, probably 
also in the 4th century AD, is that the banquet represents the world, the Olympians represent 
the zodiacal constellations, the dishes of the banquet the order of the world, and discord 
represents lust of the flesh. Then Peleus and Thetis represent the union of a dry and a moist 
element, Mercury speech, Juno chastity, Minerva courage, Venus lust, Paris understanding, 
and the apple is a prize. On the basis of these meanings, the text explains that the dishes in the 
banquet are free to be taken by anyone interested, although discord is a distraction. Thus Paris 
rejects chastity and courage in favour of lust because he has an inappropriate understanding 
and is ignorant of right judgement (Recognitiones 10.40f). 
Another interpretation in the Clementina, this time in Homiliae 6.15, is that Hera represents 
dignity, Athena manliness, Aphrodite pleasure, Hermes language, Paris brutish passion, Eris 
spite, and the golden apple represents riches. The author explains that brutish passion will 
always prefer pleasure to manliness or temperance, and this choice will bring destruction to 
the individual and those around. 
These treatises, then, use the story of the Judgement to support an argument: because it is 
thought to contain a hidden meaning (Sallustius and the Clementina), or that the story can 
highlight the immorality of the Olympian gods (Clement of Alexandria), or itself give rise to the 
argument that the Judgement did not happen at all (Isocrates and Dio Chrysostom). These 
writers do not recount the myth in narrative, but assume that the reader is already familiar 
with it. 
                                                          
8 In Lamberton’s (1989: 139) opinion, Sallustius escapes the Neoplatonic tendency of allegorically 
interpreting Greek myths with theoretical rather than practical goals. His essay “was indeed an attempt 
to communicate the basic truths of pagan Neoplatonism to a wide audience”. 
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4. Mythographies 
The greatest of ancient collections of myths, the Bibliotheca or Library, was ascribed to 
Apollodorus of Athens (2nd century BC) but in fact is a work of the 1st or 2nd century AD. The 
latter part of it, containing the Trojan cycle, survives only in epitome form (Epit.). In 
Apollodorus’ account (Epit. 3.1f) Eris threw the apple of beauty among Hera, Athena, and 
Aphrodite for one of two reasons, either to make Helen famous for causing the war between 
Europe and Asia or to exalt the race of demigods. He says that Hera offered sovereignty over 
all men, that Athena offered victory in war, and that Aphrodite offered marriage with Helen. 
Hyginus (c. 2nd century AD) mentions (Fab. 92) that it was Jupiter who decided not to invite 
Eris. He also adds that the apple had a message on it, saying that the most beautiful female 
should take it. The wish to have the apple caused the quarrel amongst the three goddesses. 
Juno therefore offered not only kingship over all the lands, but also riches, Minerva offered 
Paris the opportunity to become the bravest man and skilled in every art, and Venus offered 
marriage with Helen. Paris chose Venus, and Juno and Minerva became enemies of the 
Trojans. 
Fulgentius (late 5th century AD) interprets rather than narrates the Judgement (Myth. 2.1), 
explaining the way of life represented by each goddess. He makes an interesting assertion 
when he says that Paris was not handsome of face. In this, he contradicts what other sources 
say.9 He also gives an interesting explanation for Jupiter’s refusal to judge between the 
goddesses, namely because “in condemning two lives he would have committed the world to 
only one kind” (Whitbread 1971: 65). In a second reference to the Judgement (Myth. 3.7), 
Fulgentius says that the three goddesses were involved in conflict during the creation of man, 
and that the apple represents greed, for it can be owned but not enjoyed. Dracontius (also late 
5th century AD) narrates briefly (RHel 34-38) the episode of the Judgement, and then focuses 
on the many ills brought as a consequence of it, considering both the destruction of Troy and 
the damage for the Greeks. He has Paris recall in his own words his rôle in the Judgement 
(RHel 95-99) in the context of relating how he was recognized by his relatives. 
The Excidium Troiae (6th century AD) gives a very detailed account of the events (§ 2-4), telling 
how the goddesses attempted to take the golden apple even before they knew what was 
inscribed on it.10 It also contains accounts of Hecuba’s dream, of Paris being exposed as a baby, 
and of Paris’ judgement of the bulls.11 It explains that Juno did not offer sovereignty to Paris, 
but rather she offered to duplicate the offspring of his cattle. Even though Mercury is 
                                                          
9 Ov. Ep. 16.51, Lucian DDeor. 20.1 20.3 20.7 & 20.13, and Coluth. 72. 
10 “pulcriori donum” (sic) according to Bate’s edition (1986: 25). 
11 See above, page 43n10. 
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mentioned as attending the banquet of the gods, the Excidium does not say that he led the 
goddesses to Paris, as we see in other versions. Dares (5th or 6th century AD) gives a different 
account (§ 7) saying that Paris dreamt the Judgement, and that this dream gave the Trojans 
the confidence to prepare an expedition to Greece. Dares’ account mentions only the gift 
offered by Venus, not those offered by Juno and Minerva. 
The mythographers, then, provide a variety of details in addition to the basic plot of the 
Judgement. So we learn that Zeus played an important rôle in the story by deciding to cause 
the war and by deliberately not inviting Eris to the banquet of the gods. Juno did not offer just 
empire, but also riches or, alternatively, to duplicate the offspring of Paris’ cattle. Minerva 
offered skills for every art along with victory in the battle. We are even told that Paris may not 
have been as handsome as sometimes implied, and that Jupiter had a philosophical reason for 
not intervening in the quarrel of the goddesses, viewing them as virtues personified and so not 
to be alienated. In one case it seems that Mercury may not have escorted the goddesses to 
Paris, but that they went alone. The Judgement is even said to have been part of a dream 
instead of a ‘real’ event. Thus, the narrations of the mythographers explore the narrative 
possibilities of the Judgement without diverging from the basic structure of its plot. 
5. Epigrams 
Epigrams referring to the Judgement occur in the Greek and Latin anthologies, AP and anth., 
which were compiled from earlier collections, like that of Meleager, dated to c. 100 BC, which 
itself contained epigrams from the preceding two centuries. 
In the 3rd century BC, Alexander of Aetolia, whose career took him to Alexandria and then 
Macedonia, playfully suggests in an epigram that Athena herself produced a statue of 
Aphrodite that was perfect, having forgotten the Judgement (AP 16.172). The anonymous poet 
of AP 16.168 has Aphrodite recalling that Paris had seen her naked, but wondering how 
Praxiletes had managed to portray her unrobed. The anonymous poet of AP 16.169 and 
Hermodorus (3rd century BC) in a similar poem (AP 16.170) portray the reactions of those 
contemplating first Aphrodite’s statue (i.e. that by Praxiteles of Cnidos) and later that of 
Athena in Athens (i.e. the Athena Promachos by Pheidias on the Acropolis). On seeing that of 
Aphrodite they upheld Paris’ decision, but when they saw the statue of Athena they changed 
their minds. 
Evenus, in the 1st century BC or AD, has Athena and Hera accept Paris’ choice of Aphrodite as 
warranted when they saw the beauty of the Cnidian statue of her by Praxiteles (AP 16.165). 
Then in AP 16.166 he noted that Paris had given Praxiteles’ statue his vote of approval. The 
anonymous poet of AP 6.48, perhaps Antipater of Thessalonica of approximately the same 
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period, has a woman make an offering of her shuttle to Athena as she had decided to follow 
the trade of Aphrodite instead of that of Athena, thus reflecting the choice made by Paris. 
Under the name of Virgil there is a group of six epigrams (anth. 863a) focusing on aspects of 
the Judgement of Paris and concluding in the final epigram that all men are given the same 
choices as Paris, with most preferring luxury (Venus) over honour (Juno) or wisdom (Minerva). 
In the time of Nero, Rufinus explains in a pair of epigrams that he has to judge three women 
whom Paris would himself have preferred to the three goddesses. However, recalling Paris’ 
fate, Rufinus immediately crowned all three contestants (AP 5.35 & 5.36). Nicarchus, probably 
also in the 1st century AD, imagines a situation in which Aphrodite complained to a statue of 
Athena holding an apple, pointing out that it was to herself, Aphrodite, and not to Athena that 
Paris had awarded the apple (AP 9.576). Strato, author of pederastic poems in the time of 
Hadrian (AD 117-138), describes the stimulation experienced by Diocles while having a bath. 
He compares the “lizard” of Diocles with Aphrodite rising from the sea,12 adding that Paris, had 
he shown it, would have rejected the three goddesses (AP 12.207). Annius Florus, also writing 
under Hadrian, in the course of seven epigrams refers to the Matian apples 13 of the 
Hesperides, the intervention of Eris in the banquet of the gods, the Judgement of Paris, and 
the Trojan War. His references are ‘obscure’ because he says that the Matian apples were 
given to Venus by Paris, because these apples mysteriously become golden with no reason or 
explanation (anth. 133), because he seems to link the apples and the snake that ate the eggs 
before the Greek expedition departed towards Troy (anth. 134), because he says that Briseis 
‘abandoned’ her city (anth. 135), and because he refers to Minerva and Juno as “the noble 
symbol of the Thunderer’s crown and bed” (anth. 164). 
Symphosius, a Latin poet of probably the 5th or 6th century AD (PLRE 2.1047), expounded a 
riddle for which the answer is “malum” (bad: anth. 286.84). The clues are: the word for sheep 
in Greek (μῆλον), the quarrel of the goddesses (over an apple: “malum”), the wrong-doing 
(“malum”) of a Phrygian youth (Paris’ judgement), and the concern of many sisters (the 
Hesperides’ concern for the apple tree?). The poem concludes: “I wish, in short, that the key 
word not be applied to me” (the poem, or perhaps the poet?). Cosmas, possibly of the 6th 
century AD, has Pyrrhus, about to slay Polyxena, mock her for seeking refuge at the altar of 
Athena, the goddess whom her brother Paris had offended (AP 16.114). 
                                                          
12 Referring to Apelles’ famous picture according to Paton (in Capps & Rouse 1918a: 4.387). 
13 A variety of apples mentioned by Col. 5.10.19 & 12.47.5, Suet. Dom. 21, and Cloat. gram. 7. Columella 
puts them in a list when categorising apples. He comes back to them when explaining that these apples 
may contain some kind of liquor. Suetonius mentions them when telling that Domitian used to eat just a 
Matian apple and drink some wine for dinner. Cloatius, finally, like Columella, puts the Matian apples 
among others in a list. 
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The historian and poet Agathias Scholasticus (AD 532-580) proposes that Paris would 
reconsider his choice of the goddesses were he to know the poet’s beloved Ariadne (AP 5.222). 
In AP 9.154, he has the city of Troy itself, despoiled and feeling abandoned, begging Athena for 
mercy and blaming Paris alone for its fate. Damocharis of Cos, who belonged to the same circle 
of poets as Agathias, tells how the goddesses had bathed, eager to win the golden apple, and 
the reflection in the water might have been the judge rather than Paris (AP 9.633). In an 
anonymous epigram (AP 9.637), possibly also of the 6th century AD and on the same subject, 
the poet says that Aphrodite, after taking a bath immediately showed herself to Paris and 
carried off the prized apple. 
6. Elegiac poetry 
Callimachus, 3rd century BC, relates in a hymn, On the bath of Pallas (Lav.Pall. 13-28), that 
Athena did not look at her reflected image before the Judgement, but she displayed her 
athletic skills, which makes us recall the comment of Athenaeus (15.687) on the satyr play 
Krisis by Sophocles, that Athena “is Thoughtfulness and Reason and Excellence besides”. 
Propertius (second half of 1st century BC), in a short poem (2.2) dismisses the three goddesses 
as rivals in beauty to his beloved.14 
Although the Heroides of Ovid (43 BC - AD 17) are letters, they are written in elegiac couplets. 
We will, then, analyse the references to the Judgement in the Heroides (5.33-40 16.53-88 
17.115-138 & 17.237-246) as elegiac poetry. The first (Ep. 5.33-40) narrates the reaction of 
Oenone to the event of the Judgement after Paris told her about it: she feels the end of her 
love approaching from that day. The second (Ep. 16.53-88) narrates what happened this day 
from Paris’ perspective in his attempt to seduce Helen with a long letter. The third and fourth 
are part of Helen’s response to Paris’ letter. The fourth (Ep. 17.237-246) expresses the fear of 
Helen because of the story about the torch that Hecuba dreamt of while pregnant with Paris 
and because of the likely hostility of the goddesses who lost the competition for beauty. 
In Ars Amatoria 1.245-250, Ovid gives the choice of Paris as an example of good judgement, for 
he examined the goddesses under daylight and not with just a lamp. 
All the references to the Judgement in elegiac poetry are given in a sentimental context—the 
fright of Oenone, the love of Paris, the satisfaction and fear of Helen, the careful avidness for 
love (in Ars Amatoria), the admiration for Athena, and the admiration for the beloved one. 
                                                          
14 Two lines are lost from the text after a pair of couplets referring to Juno and Minerva. Given that the 
final lines begin “cedite iam, diuae”, it is reasonable to presume that the lost couplet referred to Venus. 
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They explore the feelings awakened by the Judgement and its implications and consequences. 
Thus they express the wish to become closer to or further from a situation. 
7. Literary letters 
Apart from Ovid’s Heroides, discussed with elegiac poetry above, only two authors fall into the 
‘letters’15 category here: Aristaenetus (5th century AD) and Philostratus (c. AD 200). 
Aristaenetus (1.1) has Philocalos tell of his beloved Laïs. He spends several lines in describing 
her admirable attributes and then wonders why Aphrodite has favoured him with such a Helen 
as Laïs is. He reflects that he has not judged her, nor decided that she is more beautiful than 
Hera and Athena, nor has he given her an apple as a prize. 
Philostratus (34) has a lover address a woman whose beauty he esteems so much that she 
would be a worthy contender for the Judgement of Paris. In another letter (62), a lover says 
that Paris would have given the apple to Helen had she been present during his Judgement. He 
is himself holding an apple and offers it to his beloved one, the woman to whom the letter is 
addressed, explaining that this is an apple of Love (Eros), not of Discord (Eris), and putting a 
message on it: “Evippê, I love you”. The apple of Discord, he says, was silent.16 He then 
suggests to Evippê that she write “And I, you” on the same apple. 
It is clear, then, that these references occur in an erotic context. They are, indeed, very similar 
to each other: a man writing a letter to his beloved and taking the situation of the Judgement 
as a suitable event to recall. It is interesting, nevertheless, that Philostratus transforms the 
reference, giving it a new twist. 
8. Commentaries 
Among the commentaries elucidating the Judgement, there is Servius’ (4th century AD) on 
Virgil’s Aeneid 1.27: “iudicium Paridis spretaeque iniuria formae” (the Judgement of Paris with 
the hurt of beauty spurned). The Judgement is mentioned as one of the reasons for Juno’s 
hostility to Aeneas. He suggests that Virgil tried to attribute to Paris the reason for her wrath, 
thus avoiding attributing to the son of Venus any responsibility in this. In regard to the second 
part, “spretaeque iniuria formae”, he says that it refers to a different story, that of Antigone, 
daughter of Laomedon, who was transformed into a stork because she dared to contend in 
beauty with Juno. He argues that -que has no special function here, because it could be used 
only for linking two distinct elements. This interpretation for “spretae formae” is supported by 
further reasons mentioned in the next line (28), “et genus inuisum et rapti Ganymedes 
                                                          
15 These letters are purely literary compositions. 
16 He either knows not or deliberately ignores the accounts that tell the apple of Discord to have the 
message ‘for the most beautiful’ on it. 
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honores” (and a hated race [the Trojans] and the honours paid to [Trojan] Ganymede [by 
Jupiter]). We could say, however, that line 27 refers to only one situation (the Judgement of 
Paris), while line 28 points to two other events. Accepting this, line 27 would contain two 
references to the same event: the first being a ‘substantive’ one, for it is the most abstract 
manner in which to mention it, the second, a metonymy, for it recalls a consequence in order 
to bring the whole event into the memory. Moreover, we have seen that modern scholarship 
agrees that this entire line refers to the Judgement of Paris (Maclardy in Virgil 1901: 16, 
Williams in Virgil 1972: 160, and Ganiban in Virgil 2009: 21). 
Indeed, Tiberius Claudius Donatus (late 4th early 5th century AD) had already rejected Servius’ 
interpretation. In his commentary on Aeneid 1.23-28, he says that Juno was offended for two 
reasons, because she was not recognized as the most beautiful goddess and because Venus 
was considered more beautiful than she. Donatus considers that Virgil added “spretaeque 
iniuria formae” as a separate reason for Juno’s wrath stemming from the same event. He 
agrees with Servius, however, that the offences against Juno were not the responsibility of 
Aeneas. On the other hand, he rejects any reference to Antigone’s story in these lines, such as 
Servius had proposed. 
From the 5th century AD there is the commentary of the Neoplatonist Proclus (AD 410-485) on 
Plato’s Republic.17 Proclus, in his Lecture 6, a defence of Homer against Plato in § 7 (ed. Kroll, 
vol. 1, p. 108 line 3 to p. 109 line 7; trans. Festugière, vol 1, p. 126), proposes that Paris had to 
choose among three lifestyles: the royal represented by Hera, the philosophical represented 
by Zeus, and the erotic represented by Aphrodite. In saying this, Proclus also claims that the 
Judgement did not actually happen. But he also says that Paris was trapped by apparent 
beauty, instead of seeing beyond it to ‘intelligible’ beauty, and that is why he praised 
Aphrodite. Proclus will repeat the same in his Lecture 16 on Plato’s Myth of Er (Rep. X: ed. 
Kroll, vol. 2, p. 263 line 21 to p. 264 line 1; trans. Festugière, vol. 3, p. 222, lines 23-34), where 
he explains the kinds of souls according to Plato. Proclus proposes here, however, that the 
types of existences given to be chosen by the souls are royal, loving, and warlike, which differs 
slightly from what he had shown before. And then he recalls the story of Paris as an example 
of a soul that is to choose one type of life or existence. 
The commentaries, thus, cover an area that ranges from clarification, through digressions and 
corrections, to reporting the explanations of previous scholars. Servius and Donatus analyse 
                                                          
17 Here Proclus starts by saying that Plato’s Phaedrus puts Zeus as the god who represents the 
philosophic life. But Festugière (in Proclus 1970: 126n1) warns that, in the relevant section of that work 
(253b 2ff), there is mention of Zeus, Hera, and Apollo, but not of Aphrodite, who is mentioned in regard 
to the four types of μανία (265b 4f). 
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Virgil’s reference to the Judgement of A. 1.27f. Proclus recalls the Judgement in order to 
explain the Platonic view of myths, giving the Judgement an allegorical interpretation. 
9. Fiction 
Two entertaining dialogues by Lucian (2nd century AD), refer to the Judgement. In the 
Judgement of the Goddesses (DDeor. 20), Lucian builds a detailed and humorous account of 
what happened after Zeus ordered Hermes to lead the goddesses before Paris up to the point 
at which he gives the apple to Aphrodite. He includes some amusing situations, such as when 
Athena and Aphrodite blame each other for talking in private to Hermes on their way to 
Mount Ida. This is when Aphrodite asks Hermes whether Paris is single or not, and when 
Athena wonders whether he is interested in war and glory or whether he is just a shepherd. 
Hera will contribute by saying that Aphrodite should lead the party for she should know that 
place well after meeting Anchises there. Hermes seems to slyly mock Hera when recalling that 
he also used to go to Mount Ida before Zeus stole Ganymede. Later Paris will examine the 
goddesses, after initially showing his fear of doing this,18 and will ask them to disrobe. An 
interesting detail is that Paris rejects the presents offered by Hera and Athena.19 Lucian inserts 
a curious and important detail in making Zeus and Hermes say that the goddesses will not be 
angry after learning the decision of Paris.20 Paris wants to be sure that Aphrodite will keep her 
word: he asks Aphrodite, then, to swear that she will give him what she has just offered in 
exchange for the apple. 
The other dialogue is between Panope and Galene (DMar. 7) in Lucian’s Dialogues of the Sea-
Gods. This is a short conversation between two Nereids who comment on the quarrel of the 
goddesses that took place during the banquet of the gods for the wedding of Peleus and 
Thetis. Panope explains to Galene what happened, as she was not present at the banquet: how 
Eris threw the apple in the middle of the banquet, how the three goddesses quarrelled over it, 
and how Zeus decided to send them to Paris instead of himself judging the matter. Galene was 
sure that Aphrodite would win the contest, “unless the umpire had very poor eyesight”. 
In his tale entitled Symposium (or The Carousel, or The Lapiths), Lucian compares (§ 35) a 
provocative letter placed by Hetoemocles in the middle of a group dining to the apple thrown 
by Eris (Strife) into the banquet of the gods. In response to the letter, instead of conversation, 
                                                          
18 We usually see such a scene depicted in the Attic black-figure pottery. See section 3.2.7, “Paris tries to 
depart from Hermes and the goddesses” above. 
19 This differs from the versions in which he expresses no particular opinion on these gifts, but especially 
from that of the Excidium Troiae, according to which Paris accepted all the presents. 
20 This makes me think of the story of Helen’s suitors, who were bound by an oath not to steal Helen 
from the one who married her, but even to defend him in the case where someone attempted to do 
this. 
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“the learned men, on the contrary, were playing the rake and abusing each other and gorging 
themselves and bawling and coming to blows” (Lucian 1913: 1.447). 
These three works explore some minor details of the story, creating novel scenes. So we have 
the conversation of Aphrodite with Hermes while they are going to Mount Ida, Athena’s 
concern about a shepherd as judge, Paris’ determination not to be influenced by the gifts 
offered and his fear of the gods, a nymph’s account of the wedding banquet, and the strife 
disrupting a banquet of learned men. Lucian gives us light-hearted treatments of the 
Judgement, stressing the mundane and far from divine features of the story. 
There are two novels which refer to the Judgement: The Golden Ass by Apuleius (2nd century 
AD) and Daphnis and Chloe by Longus (2nd or early 3rd century AD). The longest account is 
given by Apuleius (Met. 10.29-34), who presents the myth in the form of a pantomime within 
his narrative, the actors using only gestures. The goddesses bring attendants with them. Venus 
is surrounded by Cupids, as often represented in art, Juno is escorted by Castor and Pollux, and 
Minerva by Terror and Fear. But none of the goddesses bring companions in other literary 
versions. Other details are added by Apuleius. Venus is accompanied by Lydian melodies 
played on flutes and Minerva by a martial Dorian tune. Juno and Minerva departed expressing 
their wrath,21 an element seen elsewhere.22 After viewing this performance, the narrator, 
Lucius, the ass, warns the legal profession, whom he addresses as ‘vultures in togas’, not to be 
surprised that modern judges are corrupt, given the precedent set by Paris back in the 
mythical times. The Judgement was also mentioned in the same work (Met. 4.30f), when 
Venus complained that people had displaced her, paying homage to a beautiful young girl, 
Psyche. She wonders, in fact, whether the Judgement meant nothing. Then she asserts that 
this girl will regret having taken her place. 
The episode of the apple in Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe (3.34), on the other hand, is linked to 
the Judgement for, as Daphnis says, “This is what Aphrodite got as a beauty prize and what I 
now give to you as a victory prize” (Longus 2009: 147 & 149). He then compares himself to 
Paris, saying that they both are herdsmen. 
The longer version given by Apuleius (Met. 10.29-34) retells the story of the Judgement in an 
innovative way, while two other passages (Met. 4.30f & Longus 3.34) mention it briefly. The 
                                                          
21 At this point in the novel, we find a brief change in the mood of Lucius, the protagonist. He is feeling 
uncomfortable and embarrassed, but is surrounded by enthusiastic people who enjoy a festival. The 
play of the Judgement visibly interests and excites Lucius, giving him a nice though short distraction 
from the humiliating fate he was anticipating. 
22 Florus: “cum Iunone dolens uicta Minerua redit” (anth. 166). “Vanquished Minerva aggrieved goes 
back with Juno”. 
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three versions resemble each other very little. While the first re-creates the story in the form 
of theatre, the two others mention the myth briefly as if it were perfectly well known to the 
reader. The performance, however, also required a previous knowledge by the internal 
audience, as the myth was conveyed as pantomime, through gestures, not words. But 
Apuleius’ text, however, does not require this previous knowledge, since Lucius explains the 
action which each actor is portraying. It is not possible, however, to understand the whole 
point of the pantomime and its message without knowing the context in which the character 
Lucius found himself. The three versions in the novels share this feature then, that they all 
require some previous knowledge in their audiences. This is not new, nevertheless, for even 
the short reference in Il. 24.25-30 demands previous knowledge of the story. 
10. Chronicles 
Pompeius Trogus’ Historiae Philippicae, written possibly under Augustus, survives only in the 
Epitome of M. Iunius Iustinus (Justin), dated between the 2nd and 4th centuries AD. Justin 
says, in his Epitoma Historiarum Philippicarum Pompeii Trogi (12.15.8-11), that Alexander the 
Great was asked, when dying, who should succeed him on the throne, and he replied that the 
most deserving man should. He compares this to the action of throwing the apple of Discord 
among his friends. Photius, in the 9th century, summarized in his Bibliotheca (190) six books of 
the New History by Ptolemaeus Hephaestion Chennos (1st half 2nd century AD), in which 
Hephaestion gives an alternative explanation that he had heard for the Judgement (ed. and 
trans. Henry, vol 3, p. 15-20). This was that Melos, the handsome son of the river-god 
Scamander, was to be appointed priest for either Hera, Athena, or Aphrodite. Alexander (Paris) 
decided that Aphrodite should be favoured and this would have been the origin of the story of 
the apple. 
Eusebius the Church historian (c. AD 260-340) includes the theft of Helen by Paris in the 
timeline of his Chronicorum libri duo, placing it 826 years after the birth of Abraham. This is 
related to the year established by Eusebius for the destruction of Troy, 835 years after the 
birth of Abraham. This would place the destruction of Troy in year 1183 BC,23 and the 
Judgement in year 1192 BC. These three versions of the myth seem fairly dissimilar. Pompeius 
Trogus, in the first place, apparently mentioned the Judgement only because it is a parallel to a 
situation created by Alexander. Hephaestion supplies an apparently unique version of the 
myth that he heard. Eusebius puts the event in the middle of a massive timeline going from 
                                                          
23 Eusebius places the birth of Adam 5,579 years before the 14th year of Valens as emperor (AD 378). 
Abraham’s birth is placed 2,395 years before AD 378. 
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the Biblical creation to his own time. These histories reflect an unquestioning acceptance of 
the historicity of the Trojan War and assume a knowledge of the story of the Judgement. 
In his chronicle from the Creation to the time of Justinian, John Malalas (mid 6th cent., in 
Antioch and later Constantinople) explains in Book 5 (§ 2-3) the cause of the destruction of 
Troy and its Phrygian empire. Priam, having learned from an oracle that his young son Paris, 
when he reached his 30th year, would destroy the Trojan empire, left him on the estate where 
the young man built the walled city of Parion. There he was educated and wrote an encomium 
of Aphrodite, saying that Desire, that is, Aphrodite, brings everything into being and nothing is 
greater than it. He also wrote a hymn to Aphrodite known as The Girdle. This is why it is said, 
then, that Paris preferred Aphrodite to Hera and Athena. Once Paris had turned 32, Priam 
brought Paris back to Troy and sent him to Sparta with diplomatic gifts to Menelaus, who 
welcomed him. While Menelaus was absent in Crete, Paris fell in love with and seduced Helen, 
eventually taking her and her wealth to Troy. When the Trojans refused to return her, 
Agamemnon and Menelaus mounted an expedition against Troy. Malalas presents a 
rationalized version of the story (5.29f). In the same vein, after the Greek capture of Troy, 
Odysseus said that Ilion had paid the penalty for the wrongs which Alexander Paris did to 
Menelaus (5.112). 
11. Summary 
There are some similarities among the literary genres in their treatment of the Judgement. 
Epic poetry adheres to the fundamental narrative, although it diverges in some details. The 
Iliad and the Aeneid point to a past that is important to the present (something out of the 
fabula), the Cypria and the Raptus Helenae offer beautiful retellings of something worthy of 
being told (as part of the fabula). Drama offers different developments. Thus tragedy stresses 
the grief brought by the Judgement, while comedy and satyr plays naturally give a less solemn 
treatment of the story. Various treatises, on the other hand, focus on argumentation, stating a 
thesis and referring to the Judgement as an exemplum in order to convince us. Epigrams often 
provide a twist to the basic narrative. Elegiac poetry, on the other hand, focuses on the 
romantic element. Some literary letters also consider the Judgement in an erotic perspective. 
Mythographies explore some variations in the narrative. Fiction can mock the story, showing it 
as a risible event. New details can be invented in the novels. Commentaries can clarify the 
meanings of references to the myth and explain their presence in the works on which they 
comment. Some chronicles, finally, relate the story to historical events. The Judgement is, 
then, an entertaining story. But that is not all. It also evokes various responses, whether 
sadness or mockery joy, love, fright, satisfaction, fear, amusement, admiration, or 
disappointment. It appeals to our senses through the charm of its telling. It can arouse our 
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curiosity and challenge the intellect. The literary tradition of antiquity gave the Judgement, 
therefore, the means to link itself with an audience at several levels. When considered in the 
context of the whole literary legacy of antiquity, this is a story that speaks to all mankind. 
As for the tendencies observed in the relationship of narrative and genre, it is clear that the 
Judgement is usually part of the fabula (although not necessarily of the plot) in epic poems, 
drama, mythographies, fiction, and chronicles. This is naturally explained by the narrative 
condition that dominates these genres. On the other hand, the Judgement is mentioned more 
frequently as a reference to something else within the text in epigrams, elegiac poetry, and 
literary letters. This tendency might be related to the recurrent use of rhetorical figures in lyric 
poetry. In regard to ‘treatises’ and commentaries, the Judgement is tool for reflection, 
interpretation, and learned discussion, as can be expected from these scholarly texts. 
The relation between genre and representation may be of either ‘determination’ or 
‘constellation’.24 Some genres devote all their production to only one kind of representation; 
representations, on the other hand, are usually adopted by more than one genre. Dialogues, 
for example, always mock the story of the Judgement, but this kind of representation can also 
be found in a scholion (to E. Andr. 277) that quotes the words of Anticleides. The implication of 
this is that representations cannot be exclusively associated with genres, but genres can be 
exclusively associated with a particular representation. Thus the genre is providing additional, 
although structurally unnecessary, information to the story. It is certainly impossible to have 
literary and artistic works without both elements, genre and representation, but 
representation (narrative) is essential to any work that displays the Judgement of Paris. 
The most common relation between genre and representation is that of constellation. Both 
elements meet unconditionally, giving place to a number of combinations. That Paris was 
playing an instrument before the gods came to him, for example, is attested by epic poetry 
(Colluthus 122f). Here we can change both elements and find real examples of what we 
propose.25 It is not possible to do the same in a relation of determination, for there we can 
only exchange the variable (determining) element. If we say that Paris is playing an instrument 
in Greek drama (E. IA 576-578), we will find that this is true. The same will happen if, instead of 
                                                          
24 Let us borrow some terms from Hjelmslev’s glossematics here. In regard to dependence, Siertsema 
(1955: 74) gives us some short and clear explanations—determination describes the relationship in 
which “one term presupposes the other but not vice versa: one term is constant, the other is variable”; 
constellation, on the other hand, describes the relationship in which “neither term presupposes the 
other, but the two terms are compatible: both terms are variable”. As can be seen from these 
explanations, dependence implies only two elements. 
25 Paris playing an instrument is attested in genres like tragedy (E. IA 576-578) and Attic red-figure (i195, 
i204 & i232). The gods’ arrival without Paris playing any instrument in epic poetry can be exemplified by 
Il. 24.28-30. 
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changing the genre, we say that, in some epic instances (Il. 24.22-30 & A. 1.25-27), Paris does 
not play (or hold) any musical instrument. The implication of this is that most of the genres and 
representations are versatile enough as to adapt themselves to different combinations. 
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CHAPTER 5: ARTISTIC STYLES AND ICONOGRAPHY 
The artistic representations of the Judgement of Paris are to be seen on a range of objects in 
various media, with the painted Greek vases providing the largest collection of examples. The 
objects studied are classified broadly chronologically by styles and regions, namely Cyclades 
(Parian or ‘Melian’), Corinthian, Attic black-figure, Laconian, Ionian including Euboean and 
‘Chalcidian’, Etruscan black-figure, Boeotian, Attic red-figure and white-ground and Faliscan, 
South Italian, 4th and 3rd century ivory and metalware, and finally the Roman period, which is 
divided into two sections on a chronological basis. The objects range across a number of media 
especially from the Hellenistic and Roman periods, and include works of marble, bronze, 
fresco, mosaic, ivory, silver, glass, semi-precious gems, and textile. 
1. Cyclades: ‘Melian’ or Parian, 7th century BC 
The so-called ‘Melian’ style acquired the name from vases of the 7th century BC said to have 
been found on Melos. More vases in this style produced in the Cyclades have been found 
across the Mediterranean. Zaphiropoulou (1994: 135-139) suggests that the original workshop 
may have been on Paros, where a large number of fragments have been found as well as two 
large vessels, one representing the Judgement of Paris. 
The Protogeometric amphora found on Paros of c. 675-600 BC (i1) has across the belly a 
procession of three goddesses led by a winged Hermes holding a caduceus and accompanied 
by a lion with a serpent tail.1 They approach Paris, who stands facing them holding a spear. As 
in Attic black-figure versions of the Judgement, the procession on both vases is proceeding to 
the right. Stylistically, the scene on the Parian vase would predate any surviving vase painting 
of the Judgement, including that on the Proto-Corinthian Chigi olpe (i2) of c. 630 BC. 
2. Corinthian, 7th & 6th century BC 
Corinthian art provides some of the earliest representations of the Judgement of Paris: the 
Chigi vase (i2), an olpe dated c. 630 BC, Cypselus’ Chest (i4) dated to 620-580 BC, and a 
terracotta relief in Corfu (i6) dated to c. 600-560 BC. 
The Chest of Cypselus, known from the description by Pausanias (5.19.5) was an heirloom of 
the Corinthians dedicated at Olympia. It showed the procession of the gods moving towards 
Paris, who was also present in the scene. The Proto-Corinthian Chigi olpe, name vase of the 
Chigi Painter (i2), shows the gods Hermes, Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite moving to the left 
towards Paris, who is standing. Perhaps this is reason for thinking that Paris was present on 
the Chest of Cypselus, an interpretation given by Lemos (2009: 135f) despite the ambiguity in 
                                                          
1 Hera carries a small lion on i212 and on i242. 
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Pausanias’ description. As with the Chigi olpe, the now badly fragmented relief in Corfu (i6) 
shows two goddesses, probably Hera and Athena, also facing left towards Paris, who holds a 
spear and a wreath. The Corinthian works therefore offer a small number of very early 
examples of what was to become a very common way of representing the Judgement of Paris. 
3. Attic black-figure, 6th and early 5th centuries BC 
The black-figure technique focuses largely on mythological subjects. Most of the 
representations of the Judgement in this technique give us the procession of the gods moving 
to the right, with Hermes leading the goddesses2 and Paris. Some representations add more 
figures, e.g., Dionysus3 or another figure,4 others show only two goddesses.5 The goddesses 
were initially indistinguishable, but Athena starts to be clearly characterized by some artists6 
by the mid-6th century BC. The configuration of the space begins to be delineated, apart from 
the flat ground, with the depiction of a rock on which Paris sits.7 Paris holds a lyre sometimes,8 
but not as often as Hermes holds his caduceus. Sometimes, Paris is holding a sceptre or staff,9 
or a spear (i12). In some examples, the goddesses carry wreaths,10 but we see one with a 
wreath while another carries a spear and the third carries a staff (i16; surely as a way to 
distinguish the goddesses as Aphrodite, Athena, and Hera respectively). On a tripod (i17), a 
fourth female figure (Eris) is carrying two wreaths, one in each hand. In some instances, 
Athena carries her spear while the other goddesses do not carry anything.11 There is a solitary 
dog in some representations.12 Paris may be bearded.13 Hermes is always bearded, but on a 
few vases he does not wear a petasos (i16, i23, i56 & i82). 
We count 178 black-figure items, the most recurrent shapes of which are the neck amphora 
(38), the lekythos (34), and the hydria (24). The scenes allude to past and future events and 
while they focus mainly on the procession of the gods, they recognize that a quarrel started 
between the goddesses and that this quarrel will lead to the destruction of Troy. The 
procession of the gods and the gods meeting Paris (who sometimes tries to escape) are the key 
                                                          
2 See sections 3.2.3, “Hermes and the goddesses are going to meet Paris”, 3.2.5, “Paris is enjoying his 
time as a shepherd”, 3.2.6, “Hermes and the goddesses meet Paris”, and 3.2.7, “Paris tries to depart 
from Hermes and the goddesses” above. 
3 i11 (?), i35, i44, i50, i137, i108, i139, i186 & i153. 
4 Eris in i17 & i20. Zeus with Eris in i32. Apollo in i35, i64, i73 & i104. Momos in i151. Iris in i96. 
5 i49, i100, i119, i133, i156 & i205. 
6 We see this on i5, i13, i14, i16, and i31 and more regularly in the second half of the 6th century BC. 
7 i85, i135, i140, i148, i198 & i205. 
8 i21, i48, i53, i54, i65, i75, i85, i126, i135, i140, i148, i157, i160, i195, i197 & i198. 
9 i18, i22, i27, i61, i69, i74, i76, i78, i93, i97, i100, i109, i114, i124, i126, i129, i134, i136, i140, i144, i154, 
i157, i160 & i166. 
10 i18, i22, i35, i39, i48, i49, i55 & i189. 
11 i31, i67, i85, i98, i100, i107, i116, i134 & i163. 
12 i14, i20, i39, i66, i76, i93, i100, i114, i142, i171 & i185. 
13 We find only two examples of Paris unbearded in this technique: i66 & i205. 
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scenes depicted on these Attic black-figure vases. Although they may contain more or fewer 
details, these episodes remain the most frequently depicted in this technique. These episodes 
evoke the communication between gods and men. They show how gods are able to come 
down from Olympus whenever they wish and how fear arises in man as a first reaction when 
facing them. The quarrel of the goddesses is implicit as the reason for them to come down 
with Hermes from Olympus to Ida. The war and destruction of Troy is implied as a 
consequence of this visit to Paris, whose fear anticipates the misfortunes that will come. These 
vases show us, therefore, a world dominated by divine forces against which men can do 
nothing. 
4. Laconian, 7th & 6th centuries BC 
The Laconian ivory comb of Sparta depicts a procession of the goddesses, without Hermes, to 
Paris, who is seated on a throne.14 Paris extends his left hand apparently holding an apple or 
perhaps, as has also been suggested, the breast of the leading goddess! The goddesses can be 
identified as Aphrodite, who extends her arms to Paris and is accompanied by a dove, Athena 
who wears a helmet, and Hera, accompanied by a peacock (Dawkins 1929: 223). 
The black-figure kylix, partially reconstructed from many fragments and added plaster, has 
been variously interpreted. It is Hampe (1937: 145n10) who explained the scene as the 
Judgement, with Hera approaching a seated Paris with the apple in the form here of a 
pomegranate as on some later Attic red-figure vases.15 
Few generalizations can be made on the basis of a couple of examples, but the ivory comb is 
one of the oldest items depicting this story in a manner anticipating what was to come, while 
the kylix may have put the apple/pomegranate in Hera’s hand before this was depicted in Attic 
red-figure. 
5. Ionian, including Euboean and ‘Chalcidian’, 6th century BC 
The Throne of Apollo at Amyclae in Laconia, of the late 6th century BC (i58), described by 
Pausanias but no longer surviving, was made there by an Ionian sculptor, Bathykles of 
Magnesia. It gives us a procession of the gods, but is not clear whether Paris is present on the 
Throne, as Pausanias (3.8.12) says only that Hermes leads the goddesses to be judged by 
Alexander, without being more specific. 
A fragment of a black-figure North Ionian, possibly Clazomenian, hydria of c. 530 BC, probably 
of the Urla Group (i89), shows one goddess mounting a chariot. If the cape over her shoulder is 
                                                          
14 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1930: 241f) gave a different interpretation, believing the seated male 
figure to be Zeus rather than Paris. 
15 See section 3.3.1, “Hera gives the apple to Paris, asking him to judge”, above. 
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a poorly drawn aegis, this may be Athena and the image, a detail from the story of the 
Judgement. 
There is a magnificent Eretrian black-figure neck loutrophoros (sometimes referred to as an 
amphora) of the mid-6th century BC (i52) which has the Judgement represented on the neck 
and a wedding procession on the belly of the vase. Both scenes are progressing to the right. On 
the neck the whole group of the gods is represented as they meet Paris. They are all standing 
and the goddesses seem indistinguishable. 
Also of the mid-6th century is a Euboean black-figure neck amphora of 570-560 BC (i33), which 
shows a procession of Hermes and the goddesses moving to the right to Paris who, again, is 
standing. Hermes and Paris greet each other with their right arms extended in what appears to 
be a handshake; there is an owl between them. 
Black-figure vases of the 6th century BC in the so-called Chalcidian style have not in fact been 
found at Chalcis in Euboea, but have inscriptions in the Euboean script and may be the product 
of a Euboean colony in Southern Italy or Sicily. They exhibit small variations from Attic black-
figure in shape, glaze, and distribution, sufficient to distinguish them. 
There are four examples of ‘Chalcidian’ vases illustrating the Judgement and the procession of 
the gods appears on all four vases. The psykter neck amphora (i57) provides the procession of 
Hermes and the goddesses, but without Paris. The Trieste jug (i46) shows the encounter of 
Paris with Hermes, but with only one goddess. The hydria in Bonn (i60) shows Hermes 
followed by two goddesses proceeding to the left to meet Paris.16 Although there is room for a 
third goddess, this section of the vase painting is lost. On the amphora in Taranto (i86) 
Hermes, while looking at Paris, points to the three goddesses who are following him. 
6. Etruscan black-figure, 6th century BC 
Etruscan indigenous art was considerably influenced by contemporary Greek culture. It is 
noteworthy that of the 62 items that represent the Judgement 56 are bronze mirrors, readily 
associated with a myth concerned with the judgement of beauty. These and the bronze cistae 
are discussed later with other metalware of the 4th and 3rd centuries BC. However, in addition 
to these there are three Etruscan vases and a terracotta panel of the 6th century BC decorated 
with the scene. 
The black-figure Etruscan amphora of c. 550 BC, name vase of the Paris Painter (i63), shows 
Turms with the goddesses on their way to Paris and adds a fourth figure to the procession, an 
                                                          
16 Note that on i60 Paris’ feet are in the same direction as the gods’, as on i16. 
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old herald, who precedes Turms and the three goddesses. Turms turns his head to look back 
and gestures towards Uni, Mnerva, and Turan. Uni, unlike a Greek Hera, is modestly dressed 
with a blanket-like garment reaching from the top of her head to her feet. The black-figure 
Etruscan amphora of c. 540 BC by the Paris Painter (i81) shows the beginning of the quarrel 
between the goddesses and, on the other side, Turms along with the old herald and Cheiron 
on their way to collect the goddesses. 
Two of the set of black-figure terracotta panels from Cerveteri of c. 560-550 BC (i43) certainly 
represent the Judgement. Between them they show a procession (to the left) of the gods 
towards a welcoming Alxsntre, who holds a reed plant in his right hand. Turms carries a white 
staff with the figure of a horse on its top, possibly related to his function as a messenger god in 
Greek mythology. Mnerva carries spear and a wreath, as often on Attic vases. Uni, wearing a 
wreath, brings a branch of pomegranate blossoms.17 Turan brings a branch of flowers and 
wears just a short chiton while carrying her chlamys on her left arm.18 
The black-figure stemmed vase in Berlin of c. 500 BC (i167) depicts Alxsntre departing from the 
scene with a lyre in his left arm while Turms tries to stop him by grabbing his right. The 
goddesses each greets Alxsntre each with her left hand, and are identifiable by their attributes. 
Uni, who leads the procession, holds a pomegranate flower in her left hand and trails a vine 
stem from her right hand. Mnerva wears helmet and carries a spear in her right hand and 
Turan is accompanied by two Erotes and a dove. While Etruscan pottery reflects the influence 
of Greek vessels in regard to style and narrative, it also shows independence in the addition of 
some vernacular details. 
7. Boeotian, 6th to 4th centuries BC 
Boeotian images of the Judgement are all on black-figure vases with the exceptions of a calyx 
krater (i327) and a skyphos (i338). They are characterized by their uncluttered narrative style, 
as in the case of the calyx krater of the early 4th century BC (i265). The latter is unusual in 
having an almost identical scene on each side of the vase of a goddess proceeding to the 
Judgement. It is a simple but lively scene of a quadriga with a charioteer and a goddess, who is 
illustrated with shield and helmet and is clearly identifiable as Athena (side A). The oldest 
Boeotian representation (i21) is a rather traditional rendering of the Judgement on a tripod 
                                                          
17 While associated more generally with pomegranates, Hera is not represented with pomegranates in 
Attic vase-painting, unless we think of the pomegranate instead of an apple on i213, i210, and i235. 
18 We can see Hermes naked but carrying his chlamys on the left arm in the ‘cista Barberini’ (i349) as 
well. 
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pyxis from 570-550 BC. This tripod was thought to be Attic by Clairmont (K 42) and Raab (A I 4), 
but Marx (409) and Kossatz-Deissmann (P.i.29) identify it as Boeotian. 
Narrative simplicity occurs also in friezes as on a Kabeiric bowl of c. 420 BC (i254) which has 
quite small but lively figures with the goddesses moving from right to left. Burlesque is 
intended in a frieze on a Kabeiric skyphos of the same period (i255) and also as the scene on a 
skyphos of the mid-4th century BC (i322). 
These particular features of uncluttered simplicity, charm, and humour make these scenes of 
the Judgement novel depictions of the story. 
8. Attic red-figure and white-ground, late 6th, 5th & 4th centuries BC, 
Melian, and Faliscan 
In the red-figure technique there survive 67 representations of the Judgement of Paris. Cups 
(9) and hydriai (9) are the most common shapes. This technique was being practised in Athens 
by 530 BC (Cook 1960) and allowed a more detailed depiction of the human body and focussed 
on scenes taken from mythology and daily life. Kjellberg and Säflund (1968: 90) have noted 
that these two techniques of Attic style, black- and red-figure, along with the previous Proto-
Corinthian style, gave Graeco-Roman art its main characteristics of naturalism and stylization. 
The representations of the procession that preceds the Judgement survive in red-figure, but 
we see more often the goddesses (and other figures in some examples) standing around Paris. 
The procession goes to the left more often than in the black-figure technique,19 with eight20 
out of fourteen scenes21 now moving to the left, rather than to the right. There are at least 
four examples in this technique of the gods standing around Paris (i262, i267, i360 & i361). The 
goddesses exhibit the exquisite decoration of their dresses in most of these representations.22 
Aphrodite is surrounded by one or more Erotes23 and appears veiled,24 Hera wears a diadem or 
crown25 as she holds a long sceptre,26 and Athena appears with either a helmet, a spear, or a 
shield.27 As in black-figure, Hermes is mostly wearing a petasos,28 although sometimes he 
                                                          
19 The known instances of processions to the left in Attic black-figure are i8, i20, i30, and i47. 
20 i145, i146, i196, i203, i206, i213, i214 & i235. 
21 Including i94, i204, i207, i210, i218, and i242. 
22 Possible exceptions to this tendency are i360 & i361. 
23 i194, i203, i211, i213, i215, i216, i224, i248, i250, i251, i252, i256, i257, i262, i264, i350, i360 & i361. 
24 i146, i196, i203, i210, i213, i224 & i242. 
25 i202, i211, i214, i215, i218, i222, i223, i224, i235, i242, i248, i249, i250, i252, i258, i262 & i350. 
26 i202, i203, i204, i210, i211, i213, i214, i215, i217, i222, i223, i224, i235, i242, i248, i249, i250, i252, 
i256, i257, i258 & i262. 
27 She is wearing helmet, spear and shield on i235, i250, i252, i257, i258, i262, i360, and i361. She carries 
only helmet and spear on i201, i203, i213, i215, i222, i223, i224, i236, i242, i248, i249, i256, i264, i267, 
i268, and i350. But she has only her shield and spear on i251. Furthermore, she carries just the spear on 
i210 and i214. 
28 Exceptions are i227 and i232. 
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carries it without wearing it.29 In many cases he is not bearded.30 In black-figure 
representations, the figures are always dressed, but in red-figure Paris sometimes exhibits a 
naked chest (i210, i223 & i232) or appears entirely naked,31 as does Hermes at times.32 On a 
hydria there is a female figure (a nymph?) with a naked breast and a satyr entirely naked 
(i360), as well as an Eros and a woman with covered face staring at Hera. The presence of 
supplementary figures seems to be more common in the red-figure technique: the Erotes 
often surrounding Aphrodite; a hydria (i262) with six additional characters (Eris, Zeus, 
Klymene, Eutykhia, and Helios) and an Eros; and a pyxis (i224) with Zeus. Most often Paris is 
seated on a rock33 or on a throne (i242), but there are a couple of instances (i214, i223 & i231) 
where he is standing. Paris holds a lyre34, a sceptre,35 a club,36 a stick (i230, i236 & i360), or a 
pair of spears (i243, i256 & i257) and is surrounded by some cattle (i203, i210 & i213) or 
accompanied by a dog.37 He may dress as either a shepherd or a prince, when he is not naked, 
and he occasionally wears a hat (i224 & i256), that can be a Phrygian cap.38 In some 
representations, there is an apple in the hand of Hera.39 
There is a Melian terracotta relief in Ithaca (i233), 460-450 BC, that shows Paris seated looking 
up to two goddesses who stand in front of him. Hermes stands by Paris’ side looking at the 
goddesses, who face him. The goddesses are Hera and Athena according to Kossatz-Deissmann 
(P.i.25). This kind of depiction with Hermes standing by Paris while he contemplates the 
goddesses seems more similar to what will appear on Etruscan and Roman renderings of the 
Judgement rather than to Attic representations. 
Faliscan red-figure was introduced possibly by emigré Athenian potters to Falerii, a town in 
Etruria (Cività Castellana, to the north of Rome). The stamnos in Geneva of c. 380-360 BC 
(i312) shows the gods standing and Paris seated. There are two additional figures, an Eros 
attending Aphrodite and a female figure in Oriental dress with two spears identified as Artemis 
by Wullschleger (2000: 29f). She notes (32f) that the virgin goddesses stand to the left of Paris 
and Hermes, while Hera and Aphrodite, goddesses of love and marriage, stand to the right of 
                                                          
29 i214, i223, i224, i232, i236, i243, i248, i250, i252, i258, i262 & i268. 
30 i242, i248, i249, i250, i252, i258, i262, i268, i326, i350, i360 & i361. 
31 i211, i220, i227, i231, i237, i242 & i256. 
32 i196, i250, i252, i258, i262, i350 & i361. 
33 i203, i204, i206, i210, i211, i213, i215, i217, i224, i230, i232, i235, i236, i237, i238, i243, i248, i249, 
i251, i256, i258, i262, i326, i360 & i361. 
34 i145, i146, i203, i204, i210, i214, i220, i223, i227, i230, i232, i237 & i242. 
35 i206, i223, i230, i231, i258 & i262. 
36 i211, i217, i224, i235, i245, i252, i267 & i361. 
37 i245, i249, i256, i258, i262 & i269. 
38 i243, i245, i249, i252, i262, i268, i269, i326, i360, i361 & i363. 
39 See section 3.3.1, “Hera gives the apple to Paris, asking him to judge”, above. 
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the scene, which suggests that the vase was appropriate for the celebration of a wedding 
(Torelli 1986: 174). 
It is possible to observe in the Attic red-figure technique a greater diversity in the way of 
understanding the rôle of the gods within the Judgement of Paris. This is visible in the different 
dispositions given to them by the painters. They are not only going in a procession to the right, 
but also to the left. They are sometimes not even in a procession, but standing around Paris. 
Other important features are the appearance of more details in dress (sometimes very rich), 
the additional figures, and the clear distinguishing of the goddesses. There is a zeal for 
precision in details, as in the accurate representation of Paris as either a shepherd or a prince, 
although this is also related to the importance given to his rôle in the story. The company of 
livestock or a dog could be explained by the same argument, as well as the details regarding 
nudity, a cap, or a beard. However, we meet a new narrative element when Hera carries an 
apple and gives it to Paris. We know the function of the apple from later literature,40 so we can 
understand its presence here. Thus, we observe reinterpretation, precision, and a more 
complex story on red-figure vases. 
Moodie’s opinion (2013: 77-79) that Attic red-figure vase painters were using the Judgement 
of Paris as a way to warn and censor the dangers of individualism, in opposition to a traditional 
sense of community-building, seems exaggerated. The Judgement of Paris was certainly 
popular during the 5th century BC, but not as much as during 6th century BC, so there is no 
“rise in popularity of this scene” by the end of 5th century. Consequently, the potential parallel 
of Paris and Alcibiades as selfish characters does not explain the popularity of the Judgement 
of Paris in art toward the end of 5th century. The depiction of Paris as a luxurious barbarian is 
certainly more popular during the time of the Peloponnesian War rather than during the 
Persian Wars or right after them, which indicates a special interest in showing Paris as a 
foreign character. This luxurious attire of Paris might have been used as a reminder to younger 
generations that Paris was an Eastern barbarian, just like the Persians who invaded Greece 
during the first quarter of the 5th century, rather than to compare him with Alcibiades, as 
Moodie suggests. Furthermore, there are some vases depicting Paris as a luxurious prince 
much earlier than Alcibiades’ political actions took place (i242 & i248). 
9. South Italian red-figure, 4th century BC 
With the exception of the black-figure lekythos, of the Pagenstecher Class, probably Paestan, c. 
350-330 BC (i353), South Italian vases depicting the Judgement are in red-figure technique and 
                                                          
40 The apple will be mentioned from the 3rd century BC on in literature as the reason for which the 
goddesses quarrelled and asked Paris to judge: scholia to E. Andr. 276 (by Chrysippus) & 277 (by 
Anticleides). 
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sometimes difficult to distinguish from Attic ware. An example is the calyx krater i311, which 
could be taken as Attic. Dated to c. 380 BC, a relatively early date for South Italian red-figure, it 
is still strongly influenced by Attic vases. However, distinct regional styles, Lucanian, Apulian, 
Campanian, Paestan, and Sicilian, evolved in the course of the next fifty years until the demise 
of the red-figure technique by the end of the century. 
There are some ambiguities and unusual iconographical elements on some of these vases. For 
example, were it not for the caduceus in his left hand, Hermes could be misinterpreted as Paris 
on the Lucanian Panathenaic amphora of 360-320 BC by the Choephoroi Painter (i324). Here it 
is Hermes who is seated on a rock, accompanied by a dog, while Hera and Aphrodite approach 
him from the right. On a Lucanian calyx krater of c. 380 BC (i311), Paris converses with Hermes. 
To the left of Hermes is Hera, unusually for her, looking at herself in a mirror, and to the right 
of Paris is Aphrodite attended by Eros. At a lower level, unusually for a Judgement scene, 
Athena is shown washing her hands at a fountain-house, with her spear propped against it and 
shield and helmet on a rock behind her. Below Paris is a dog, and below Aphrodite a fawn. All 
three goddesses are thus represented preparing for the Judgement. 
On the Paestan hydria by Asteas of the mid-4th century BC (i314), a naked Hermes, unusually 
crowned with either laurel or myrtle, has his chlamys over his left arm41 while gesturing with 
his right hand towards Paris. Paris is seated on a rock in the middle of the scene holding a staff 
in his left hand, but unusually with a short sword in his right hand. On the Paestan squat 
lekythos of. c. 330 BC by the Boston Orestes Painter (i352), Paris is seated at the right edge of 
the scene, resting his right hand on the dog that accompanies him. Facing him are the 
goddesses led by Aphrodite carrying a white dove in each hand, one of them standing on a 
phiale. She is followed by Athena, who stands in an impossible pose crossing her right leg in 
front of the left, while the third goddess, Hera, is seated and holding a phiale. 
The Apulian bell krater (c. 350 BC) by the Judgement Painter (i325) shows the gods 
surrounding Paris. He is seated on a rock holding two spears in his right hand while Hermes 
stands in front of him; both wear just a chlamys. Hera stands behind Paris holding a long 
sceptre crowned with a palmette. Aphrodite sits on a rock behind Hermes and holds a hand 
mirror. There are two dogs in the scene, one resting below Paris and one standing below 
Aphrodite, both looking up at Hermes. An Apulian bell krater (c. 360 BC) by the Rehearsal 
Painter (i315) provides a similar scene, with Paris seated among the goddesses. 
                                                          
41 A naked Hermes occurs on i315, i324, i325, i329, i353 & i354, discussed above. A naked Hermes would 
suit his rôle as a runner/messenger. 
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On the Apulian squat lekythos (c. 360-350 BC) by the Group of Vienna 4013 (i319), we see not 
only Paris and the gods, but also a floating winged female figure (Iris or Nike). Hera, who holds 
the golden apple, is seated enthroned in the middle of the scene. The throne rests on an 
ornate base and a panther, seated on its hind legs, supports the right arm of the throne. Paris, 
richly dressed, sits on a rock in front of the throne holding two spears in his left hand. Behind 
Hera are Hermes and Aphrodite seated and holding a mirror. The Apulian hydria by the 
Chamay Painter of 340-330 BC (i343) has Paris seated among the goddesses. Above and below 
are figures unrelated to the Judgement scene. 
The Apulian volute krater by the Baltimore Painter of 330-310 BC (i354) depicts, at the left, 
Aphrodite holding a mirror, a pyxis, and a garland. In front of her Eros, holding a lekythos in his 
right hand, with his left hand proffers a phiale to Paris, who is seated in front of him holding a 
spear. Paris, however, is looking back over his shoulder to Hermes and, beyond him, to Hera 
seated at the far right holding a sceptre. Below, from left to right, are Pan, a Trojan holding a 
situla in his left hand and with his right proffering a lekythos to a seated Athena. She holds a 
phiale in her right hand and rests her left on her shield. However, she looks back over her 
shoulder to another Trojan, seated at the right edge of the scene and holding a casket. 
As indicated already, i353 (pl. 52c) is unusual. The painting is clearly black-figure on a red 
ground but with much use of added red and white, with washes employed in a painterly 
manner. Paris, wearing a patterned long-sleeved tunic and leggings and holding a staff, is 
seated on a white Ionic column capital with a nude, entirely black-figure Hermes in front of 
him. Hermes looks back over his shoulder to a seated Athena while pointing to Paris with his 
right hand. Above these figures are Aphrodite and Eros to the left and Hera with a sceptre to 
the right. 
Certainly the South Italian vases employ the Attic red-figure technique but, while aware of 
stylistic changes in 4th century Attic ware, increasingly they exhibit distinctive regional styles 
and some innovations in presenting fundamentally the same story of the Judgement of Paris. 
10. Fourth and third centuries BC, ivory and metalwork 
(1) Ivory coffin veneer 
There are fragments of an ivory coffin veneer now in Saint Petersburg (i266) of Greek origin, 
dated to the beginning of the 4th century, but its place of manufacture has not been 
established. It was found in a tomb of a Scythian king in Kerch (near the mouth of the Dnieper 
and the Bug on the Black Sea). Aphrodite is shown wearing a transparent garment while Eros is 
beside her. The quality of the drawing is notable. 
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(2) Lycian silver double head kantharos 
The Lycian partial-gilt silver double-head kantharos in the British Museum (i342) of c. 350-300 
BC was found in Tell el-Maskhuta in Egypt. The representation of the Judgement is around the 
neck section of the kantharos, above the better preserved female and male heads, the male 
wearing a Phrygian cap. On the neck, in repoussé, Aphrodite and Athena are seated facing 
each other and the figures are named in Lycian script in gilded panels as Perdreta (Aphrodite), 
Mal[eia] (Athena), and Alekss[k] (Paris). This inscription indicates that Paris was standing 
beside them. There is a wing from Hermes’ cap on the other side of the vessel and Hera is 
missing because of the vase’s fragmentary state. 
(3) Thracian gold rhyton 
There is a Thracian gold stag’s head rhyton of c. 300 BC in Plovdiv (i355) from the rich treasure 
found at Panagurishte, Bulgaria (Strong 1966: 102). The upper part is decorated in repoussé 
with substantial figures of Paris and the three goddesses with their attributes and names 
inscribed. Classified as Roman by Clairmont (K 290*), this was rectified by Raab (1972: 39). 
(4) Etruscan bronzes 
Clairmont (1951: 65ff) classified the Etruscan mirrors according to the figures depicted on 
them. These have their names engraved on them in Etruscan, as noted above: Uni (Hera), 
Turan (Aphrodite), Mnerva (Athena), Turms (Hermes), Alxsntre (Paris), and Tecrs (Teucer). 
Tecrs should correspond to Teucer, an ancestor of the Trojans, whose daughter married 
Dardanus. He is not the Teucer, son of Telamon and Hesione, who famously fought in the 
Trojan War. 
All the major figures except Turms are depicted on a mirror in the Villa Giulia Museum (i369). 
Here an elderly Tecrs and Uni stand behind a seated Alxsntre. In front of him is Mnerva with a 
spear, and then a half-clad Turan followed by her maid holding a fan. Mnerva and Uni wear 
earrings, a necklace, and himation. Uni adds a headdress and a palmette sceptre. At the top of 
the mirror, Aurora is riding a four-horse chariot and Heracles (commiting suicide) is on the 
tang. 
Another mirror (i364) shows the more familiar group of Alxsntre, Turms, Mnerva, Uni, and 
Turan. Alxsntre stands in the middle of the scene handling the apple to Turan, who sits on a 
chair to the right. Turms stands between them looking at Alxsntre and pointing to Turan with 
his right index finger. Uni and Mnerva look at them from the left. 
A mirror in Tarquinia (i308) shows Alxsntre and the goddesses. Alxsntre and Turan are naked, 
and Uni and Mnerva, who is wearing a Phrygian cap, are dressed in peploi. Turan stands at the 
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left edge looking to the right while the three other figures stand looking left towards Turan and 
hold their right hands in front of their mouths. 
The mirror in Oberlin (i368) gives us the same group, with Alxsntre (called Elaxsntre in the 
inscription) seated to the left while the goddesses stand in front of him. Uni and Turan are 
naked, while Mnerva is armed with aegis, helmet, spear, and shield. Alxsntre, Uni, and Turan 
wear high-laced boots. Alxsntre also wears his Phrygian cap, Turan a bracelet and a diadem, 
Uni bracelets and torque and a fringed girdle, and Mnerva a chiton and a bracelet. 
Etruscan mirrors do not follow strictly the traditions established by Athenian painted vases, 
but adapt the story to their own culture. These adaptations are not only in style but also in 
significance. The figures do not play exactly the same rôles as in Greek or Roman narratives. 
Thus we see Tecrs, an old man, giving advice to Paris on the Villa Giulia mirror, and Mnerva 
wearing a Phrygian cap on the mirror in Tarquinia. The earrings and necklaces look exotic on 
the goddesses if we think of them as Greek deities, as do their high-laced boots on the Oberlin 
mirror. It becomes clear, therefore, that Etruscan art has appropriated the Greek myth, and 
whatever the small differences mentioned above may mean, the mirrors indicate an 
appreciation of a story of Greek origin now in an Etruscan context. 
A bronze cista of 325-300 BC (i357) represents a parody of the Judgement. On it are Eris, 
Prometheus, Turms, Uni, Eros, Mnerva, Turan, Alxsntre, and some other characters. 
Prometheus, who is not usually found in representations of the Judgement, appears as a short 
old man. Turms is to his right, holding two apples, one in each hand. Alxsntre is depicted with 
satyr’s ears, which are also visible on his two companions, perhaps emphasizing his rustic 
condition. Another male figure could be Tinia (Zeus), according to Walters (1899: 133). The 
innovations on this cista are surprising. The two apples in Hermes’ hands and the satyr’s ears 
of Alxsntre appear as exaggerations of some aspects in the story. The two apples could be 
variously explained. They have appeared before on an Attic red-figure pyxis of c. 460 BC (i223) 
and crop up again many centuries later on the Bactrian silver-gilt ewer of the 5th to 6th 
century AD (i469; see below). This may hint at a far less well known version of the story rather 
than being a total anomaly. The satyr’s ears and a cast that includes Prometheus of 
unflattering appearance, and perhaps Zeus, point in this direction. 
The decoration of the ‘Barberini’ cista of c. 330 BC (i349) corresponds to that of the Etruscan 
mirrors. Here there is not only Alxsntre and the gods, but also an Eros as Turan’s companion 
and some significant animals, a duck for Uni, an owl for Mnerva, and a pair of doves for Turan. 
In a Greek context, an owl is usual for Athena as are the doves for Aphrodite, but a duck seems 
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out of place for Hera, who is more often associated with the peacock or the cuckoo. The bowl 
in Eros’ hands also seems unusual. 
A number of unusual details therefore are found in Etruscan representations of the 
Judgement. Their exact meaning seems sometimes obscure, but it is still significant to observe 
that Etruscan craftsmen were not slavishly imitating Greek art, but were actually translating 
the Judgement of Paris into an Etruscan cultural code. 
11. Roman period 
Art of the Roman period provides examples of the Judgement of Paris in a number of genres 
including the major arts of sculpture and painting. Reliefs form the largest group studied here, 
amounting to some 37 objects in ceramic, bronze, marble, basalt, terracotta, and semi-
precious stones. The objects are arranged into two periods, from the 1st century BC to the 2nd 
AD and from the 3rd to the 6th AD, in each case dealing first with the sculpture and painting, 
and then the so-called decoratives arts. 
(1) Early Roman period, 1st century BC to 2nd century AD 
There is a marble statue in the Vatican Museum (i408) related to the Judgement that portrays 
Paris seated with an apple in his right hand. It may well have been derived from an earlier 
Greek statue, whether of marble or bronze. Paris appears youthful and wears a Phrygian cap. 
A lintel of the 2nd century AD with a frieze carved in relief was found in As-Suwayda, in Syria,42 
in an area once part of the Nabataean Kingdom (i453). It has figures identified by an inscription 
as Paris, Hermes, Aphrodite, Eros, Athena, Hera, and Zeus, all seated oriented to the left. A 
mirror is still recognizable in Aphrodite’s right hand, part of a spear in Athena’s, ears of grain in 
Hera’s, and an orb in that of Zeus. Hermes could have held his caduceus, but the lower part of 
the image and his right arm are lost. Clairmont notes that this image of Hera holding ears of 
corn is not attested in any other Judgement scene (1951: 80). It could possibly be linked to a 
local Nabataean tradition. 
A damaged sarcophagus of AD 180-200 (i449) includes a scene of the Judgement with Paris 
sitting and extending his right arm. Mercury and Venus, accompanied by Cupid, stand right in 
front of Paris. Behind them, higher up, are Juno and Minerva. 
Frescoes of the Judgement are now mostly either in situ in Pompeii or in the Naples 
Archeological Museum. One in the Museum (i293) shows Paris seated on a rock while the 
goddesses stand before him, Venus naked, but covering her back and right leg with a cloak, 
                                                          
42 Also known as Sweida, Soueida, Seia, Si’a, or Dionysias. 
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and Mercury standing behind Paris, looking to one side. Paris wears a Phrygian cap and holds a 
shepherd’s staff. 
A floor mosaic of AD 130-150 from the triclinium of the Atrium House at Antioch (i439) has a 
not uncommon arrangement of Paris and Mercury at one side, while the goddesses form a 
separate group to the other. Here the goddesses are on a rock-strewn ground, Juno sitting 
between Minerva standing (left) and Venus half-seated (right), leaning on the rocky ledge. 
Behind this group and higher up is, to the left, on a rocky outcrop, a figure identified usually as 
Psyche. On top of a column towards the centre is an urn which Baratte (1978: 88) identifies as 
a golden amphora, while on the column to the right, above Venus, is Cupid. 
An oinochoe of the 1st century BC (i380) is of a type produced in Alexandria. It was found at 
Olbia on the Black Sea. It is of red clay covered with a metallic green glaze with relief 
decoration including a caricature of the Judgement of Paris. This is described by Minns (1913: 
355): 
Hermes and Paris are in the usual attitude, but treated in the comic style, and the 
three goddesses are represented by sketches of three low-class Alexandrians who 
are not distinguished by any particular attributes. Hera is giving Athena a slap in 
the face, and preparing the insulting gesture ἀνάσυρμα [some form of obscenity]; 
Athena has started back from her and is making the usual sign to ward off the 
effect of bad language. Aphrodite is also giving way before Hera’s fury, and holds 
what seems to be a flower before her face. The whole is good instance of the 
boldness with which the Greeks caricatured their gods. 
Apart from this oinochoe, Clairmont reports of Alexandrian manufacture also a cup (i376) and 
an altar relief (i370) both depicting the Judgement. 
A cameo imitating sard of the 1st to 2nd century AD (i406) shows Venus seated with a Cupid 
standing on her knee and Minerva leaning on her shield in front of her, both looking to the 
right. Another cameo, this one of glass imitating amethyst and of the 1st to 3rd century AD 
(i425), shows Paris seated on a rock beneath a tree while the gods are approaching in 
procession to the right. 
A clay lamp of the 2nd century AD (i417) shows Paris awarding Venus the golden apple. Both of 
them are naked, contrasting with the disappointed Juno and Minerva who stand dressed 
behind Venus. 
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(2) Later Roman period, 3rd to 6th centuries AD 
The lid of a sarcophagus in the Louvre of AD 200-235 (i452) depicts a large Cupid immediately 
behind Paris, who sits looking to the left. Mercury stands in front of him and the three 
goddesses are grouped behind Hermes. Venus is seated in the middle while the other two 
goddesses stand to either side of her, Minerva to the left and Juno to the right. 
A mosaic from Late Antiquity in Seville43 of c. AD 426-500 (i467) depicts Paris holding an apple 
and being advised by Mercury. The goddesses stand in front of them, Venus holding out her 
cloak to show her nudity. The image not only resembles those of early Christian art stylistically, 
but also puts aurae around the gods’ heads. 
A coin of Maximinus Thrax (AD 235-238) from the Ephesus mint (i462) shows the Judgement. 
Paris is seated on a pile of rocks, wearing a Phrygian cap and handing the apple to a nude 
Venus while Juno sits on a chair and Minerva stands behind her. 
A damaged painted glass bowl in the Corning Museum (i457), now dated to the 3rd or 4th 
century AD, shows Mercury, as often, standing beside Paris to one side of the scene while the 
goddesses are towards the right side. There is a special detail here in that a fountain, attested 
as early as in Euripides,44 is between the two groups. 
A Bactrian 5th or 6th century silver-gilt ewer in the Guyuan Musem (i469), in Ningxia Hui, 
China, is Sasanian in form but decorated with scenes associated with the Trojan War. Central 
Asian details like a camel head as a handle terminal and a man’s head instead of a knob on the 
top of the handle have suggested that it was most probably made in Tokharistan (Bactria) 
where silversmiths at this date emulated Sasanian and Greek and Roman motifs. Paris is shown 
giving Aphrodite her prize, in this case two apples (Marshak 2004: 257). The depiction of two 
apples in the hands of Paris is an anomaly. The other scenes are the abduction of Helen by 
Paris and the reunion of Helen and Menelaus. Here Menelaus holding his spear in his left hand 
and shield in the right is another anomaly. The artist may have been more concerned with a 
beautiful Greek or Roman composition than with reproducing the story with precision and 
accuracy. 
A Judgement scene is suggested in a Coptic tapestry roundel of the 6th century AD (i471). 
There are six figures on this roundel, probably cut from a garment. It has some stains and 
                                                          
43 It has been reported by the electronic newspaper “El Periódico de los Pueblos” 
(http://www.elperiodicodelospueblos.es/noticiasprincipales?id=1964) that this mosaic will be moved 
from Seville to Casariche, where it was originally found, and will be displayed at the museographic 
collection of the Roman mosaic “José Herrera Rodas”. 
44 Andr. 285f, Hel. 676-678, and IA 182 & 1294f; also Apul. Met. 10.30. 
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holes. At the top a large seated male figure only partially covered by a cloak spread across his 
knees and flying behind him. This is Zeus sitting on a throne. He looks to his left towards a near 
naked figure with winged feet moving towards him with a long stride, perhaps flying: Hermes. 
On the central figure’s right is a figure wearing a tunic and cloak and a cap: this is Hera. In the 
middle at the bottom is a near nude figure with a cloak hanging down his back, holding a short 
staff with a white object at the top, perhaps a bird. He looks towards the seated woman facing 
him on his right who holds her hand to her mouth. These figures are Paris and Aphrodite. On 
the central figure’s left is a seated female apparently wearing a peplos and holding something 
in her raised left hand: Athena. 
On a similar tapestry square of the same period (i468), a male figure (Paris) sits at the right 
edge looking to the left at the three female figures that offer him gifts. The goddess at the 
bottom (Athena) holds a piece of fruit, the goddess at the top (Aphrodite) tends her hair with 
both hands behind her head while revealing her nudity. Hera, standing to the left of the 
others, holds a flower in her left hand. These gifts could represent what the goddesses offered 
Paris in the Judgement. 
The depiction of the myth across a considerable range of media greatly enriched the visual 
traditions of representing the Judgement of Paris. Until archaeological excavations revealed 
Greek vases and archaeological sites especially in Italy and in Greece, images from the Roman 
decorative arts were the best visual evidence from antiquity for artists in later centuries. 
12. Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have classified according to their style the artistic representations of the 
Judgement of Paris that survive to us. 
The artworks discussed here have been found in locations ranging from Casariche (i467) in 
Spain (Seville) to Guyuan (i469) in China (autonomous region of Ningxia), and from 
Sarmizegetusa (i431) in Romania (Hunedoara county) to Abou Sweir45 (i342), El Qantarah46 
(i89), Etay El Baroud,47 and Alexandria (i360) in Egypt (governorates of Ismailia, Beheira, and 
Alexandria). It is not surprising that all these items were produced in areas of either Greek or 
Roman influence, but it is still of great interest that one of them (i469) ended up in the tomb of 
a Chinese general. 
Most of the known representations have been found in Athens. Athens is also where most of 
the known representations were made. The impressive Attic production of representations of 
                                                          
45 In the archaeological site of Tell el-Maskhuta (Pithon or Heroöpolis). 
46 In the archaeological site of Tell Dafana (Tahpanhes or Daphnae). 
47 In the archeological site of Kom Gi’eif (Piemro or Naucratis). i42 & i260. 
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the Judgement is due (in part) to the high cultural development of Athens during the 6th and 
5th centuries BC, but it also indicates that Athenians saw this story as important. Because we 
find no single interpretation of the myth, we must conclude that the story is so prevalent in 
the iconography not because it is of particular significance but because it is generally relevant. 
Although many of the Attic vases were intended for the tomb, these pots would initially have 
had a wider audience. They were undoubtedly seen while on display in the potters’ workshops 
or in local (Attic) or foreign markets, and in use in ceremonies such as weddings and symposia. 
The vases we can now identify must have been a small sample of all those produced that 
feature this scene. 
The greatest proportion of surviving evidence was produced during the 6th century BC (about 
200 objects). From the following century about a hundred items survive to us. In the 4th 
century BC, there are less than a hundred and thereafter we have no more than 40 items in 
each century. It is interesting to note that there are only two surviving representations of the 
Judgement from the 2nd century BC: i378 and i379. The situation is not so different in 
literature, as we find only two short references to the Judgement during this period, one in 
Latin (Ennius, Alexander 17 Jocelyn) and one in Greek (Strato, AP 12.207) literature. Other 
periods with a very low production rate (less than ten objects) are 1st century BC and 4th, 5th, 
and 6th centuries AD. We might conclude that the motifs associated with the Judgement of 
Paris were not relevant, or of interest, to audiences in the Greek and Roman worlds at these 
times. 
Most of the representations of the Judgement are on pottery vases, but we know of early (late 
7th early 6th century BC) works on ivory (i3), wood (i4), terracotta (i6), and other media (i58). 
We find scenes of the Judgement on marble during the 6th century BC (i58). Etruscan bronze 
mirrors range from the 5th to the 3rd centuries BC. Gold and silver first appear in our 
catalogue around 350-300 BC (i342 & i355). Roman murals contribute paintings to the 
representations of the Judgement by the late 1st century BC early 1st AD. Imitations of 
precious stones appear during the 1st and 2nd century AD. Then there are reliefs (on walls, 
sarcophagi, and utensils), coins, mosaics, and textiles (2nd to 6th centuries AD). The period 
from 2nd to 6th centuries AD, numbering only 58 items, includes a wider variety of media than 
any other before in representing the Judgement of Paris. 
The most popular themes in artistic representations of the Judgement are Hermes and the 
goddesses meeting Paris, Hermes and the goddesses travelling to Mount Ida, Paris trying to 
flee Hermes and the goddesses, and the goddesses showing themselves before Paris. These 
four episodes are shown in 266 objects. Although the “canonical” Attic black-figure 
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representation of these three episodes shows the gods’ procession moving to the right, in Attic 
black-figure (i8, i20, i30 & i47) there are a few instances of the procession moving to the left. 
Movement to the left becomes more common in Attic red-figure48 and is occasionally visible in 
other styles. As Harrison (1886) notes, Attic red-figure vases gradually abandon the procession 
format. Representations in other styles from the 5th century BC and onwards may appear to 
recall the procession format, but for the most part they do not display it overtly. We might 
conclude that the choice of the procession format in Attic black-figure vases was not an 
automatic response to the narrative or medium, but it rather was a conscious and deliberate 
decision of the Athenian painters. 
There are several developments over time in the Judgement of Paris: the most important of 
these is the appearance of the apple. It is clear that the rôle of the apple in the iconography of 
the Judgement is unstable until 1st century BC Rome. In the mid 5th century BC, there is a set 
of four Attic red-figure vases49 showing the apple: most of them depict Hera giving an apple to 
Paris, but a pyxis in Berlin (i223) shows Aphrodite offering two apples to Paris. Isolated 
instances of Etruscan (i349), Apulian (i319), and Hellenistic (i379) fabric followed in the 4th BC. 
The Etruscan bronze cista ‘Barberini’ depicts Hermes carrying two apples, the Apulian lekythos 
in London shows Hera holding an apple, the Hellenistic statuette in Athens is supposed to have 
represented Aphrodite holding an apple. Then comes a set of eight Roman representations of 
the Judgement,50 from the 1st century BC to the 5th century AD, that include an apple: in all of 
them Paris is giving or has given an apple to Venus, excepting one (i408) in which he reflects on 
the decision he will take. The last representation of the Judgement that depicts an apple is the 
Byzantine calyx relief from the 6th century in Baltimore (MD): i470. 
We also see the goddesses wearing high-laced boots and the presence of additional 
characters. It may be that there is a particular narrative linked to the representation (the 
apple). It may be that the story or the image has been adapted to local customs (the 
goddesses’ high-laced boots have been adapted to Etruscan custom as have the names of all 
the participants). 
In general, it is possible to state that the journey of the gods to Mount Ida and Paris’ reflection 
on his judgement are the central episodes of the Judgement story in Greek art, while Paris’ 
contemplation of the goddesses and his selection of Venus/Turan appear as the core episodes 
                                                          
48 i145, i203, i206, i213, i214 & i235. 
49 i213, i210, i223 & i235. 
50 i381, i407, i408, i417, i425, i449, i462 & i467. 
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in Roman and Etruscan art. Nevertheless, Etruscan black-figure vase painting from the 6th 
century BC shares Greek art’s interest in the procession and arrival of the gods. 
As for the relation established between style and narrative, it is noteworthy how Attic and 
Etruscan black-figure renderings of the Judgement are exclusively focussed on those episodes 
that precede the decision of Paris. Here we see a relation of determination, in which the set of 
episodes preceding the Judgement is determined by the Attic and Etruscan black-figure styles, 
for these styles interact only with this set of episodes, although the set of episodes preceding 
the Judgement appears in other artistic styles as well.51 On the other hand, Roman and South 
Italian renderings of the Judgement always depict an episode taking place after the gods have 
arrived, that is, when Paris contemplates the goddesses or rewards Aphrodite. This is also the 
case for Etruscan mirrors. This reveals a relation of determination between Roman and South 
Italian styles or Etruscan mirrors and episodes happening after the arrival of the gods. Attic 
red-figure covers all kind of episodes: those happening either before and after the arrival of 
the gods or before and after Paris’ decision, thus establishing a relation of constellation 
between them. The prevalence of determination in the relations of style and narrative, placing 
narrative as the determined member of the relationship, supports the conclusion that the 
narrative precedes representation. 
On the basis of the similarity between a Sumerian greenstone seal, 2112-2095 BC (London 
WA89126), and the Laconian ivory comb of Athens, c. 620 BC (i3), Powell (2002: 208), 
however, claims that: 
Someone has seen an Eastern picture, failed to understand its meaning—no 
Greek could read cuneiform writing—and generated a story, a muthos, to explain 
the picture. Presumably, the picture has come first and inspired the myth. If true, 
the myth of the Judgement of Paris does not precede the early classical period 
(800-600 BC), when such Eastern images began to flood into Greece. 
It is true that Greeks drew inspiration from Eastern art and this is also visible on the ‘Melian’ 
amphora of Paros (i1), but I suggest that Powell is missing something in his analysis. A 
comparison of a Sumerian seal of 22nd century BC with a Laconian comb of 7th century BC is 
possible only because of the unaltered style of Eastern art, which completely differs from 
innovative archaic Greek art. Powell argues (2002: 204f) that, as in Mesopotamian and 
Egyptian art, “delightful scenes of everyday life survive from Bronze Age Greece, [but] not a 
single scene can be confidently associated with a surviving myth”, but here Powell seems to be 
forcing himself to believe that Bronze Age Greece was the same as archaic and early classical 
Greece, which is definitely not true. Powell’s proposal (2002: 204) that “in some cases mythical 
                                                          
51 For discussion of the terms determination and constellation, see Chapter 4 above. 
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story seems to have been invented or adjusted to fit a preexisting image” does not apply to 
the story of the Judgement. 
The evidence Powell presents to support his proposition are the surviving literary accounts of 
the myths represented on art objects, such as the Odyssey for the Trojan Horse and S. Tr. or E. 
HF & Alc. for Heracles. So he is not only assuming that there were no literary texts that could 
have narrated these stories before they were depicted on artworks, but he is also, surprisingly, 
assuming that there was no oral tradition behind the literary narration and artistic depiction of 
these stories. He proposes, rather, that the stories were created in order to explain or justify 
what had already been depicted on art objects. We do not know when oral tales of the Troy-
story began to circulate, but the date of the Homeric poems, which narrate many of the 
mythical episodes represented on art objects, is very likely in the 8th century BC. I suggest that 
the oral tradition may explain the presence of otherwise unattested stories in Greek art, but 
this is not even necessary in the case of the Judgement of Paris, for this myth is actually 
mentioned in Il. 24.29f. 
In regard to the style of depiction of the Judgement of Paris, Attic black-figure representations 
are sober and uniform, Etruscan styles are folkloric, Boeotian styles are humorous, Attic red-
figure and South Italian styles are lively, other Greek styles tend to be rigid, Hellenistic styles 
are rich, while the Roman styles are varied in both medium and technique, showing both 
complexity and an admiration for and emulation of Greek art. These points of view support the 
importance of the Judgement of Paris as a story that spoke to the Greek and Roman worlds 
about the relationships between gods and men. I will explore the topic of style and intention in 
both literary and artistic representations of the Judgement more extensively in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONTEXTS 
In this final chapter, I will discuss the contexts in which the Judgement of Paris has been 
represented during antiquity. This will consider the survival of evidence for the Judgement of 
Paris, the most extensive literary accounts, and recurrent themes in literature and art. The 
exposition of these three phenomena should help us to reach a more comprehensive 
understanding of the representation of the Judgement of Paris in antiquity. 
1. The evidence for the Judgement of Paris 
I have listed in Chapter 3 above most of the ancient world examples known to me of the 
Judgement of Paris. Most of the surviving artistic representations were produced in Athens, 
but some were produced in the Roman Hispania (i467), Greek and Roman (and Byzantine) 
Egypt,1 and Greek Bactria (i469). Literary evidence, on the other hand, is confined to Greek 
cities, the Roman Empire, and the Byzantine Empire, with Athens2 and Rome3 concentrating 
most of them. The uneven survival of evidence for the Judgement of Paris and the fact that 
only a tiny fraction of the original volume of ancient production has survived make statistical 
analysis very problematic and harden an attempt at generalization. 
Many of the artistic objects identified in Chapter 3 above come from excavated tombs. Burial 
practices across the Greek and Roman worlds varied at different periods. There are also 
differences between practices in the Greek and Roman worlds and the Christian world. Laying 
out a corpse in a tomb was not always the norm. In classical Athens, the most common 
practice was cremation. From c. 550 BC onwards there was a change in favour of inhumation 
in pit-graves, tile-covered graves, or sarcophagi (OCD4: 415), which became the site for grave 
goods, whether simple or extravagant. Some sets of pots were produced specifically to be 
placed in a tomb; some were drawn from household possessions that could have been used in 
the home for up to a whole generation. In the Roman world cremation was the norm until the 
Christian era. Christian graves, however, do not usually provide any goods. Etruscan graves, on 
the other hand, were richly decorated and furnished, as if the deceased continued ‘life’ in 
them.  
                                                          
1 i370, i376, i380, i468, and i471. 
2 Sophocles (Krisis and Poimenes), Cratinus (Dionysalexandros), Euripides (Andr. 274-292, Hec. 638-649, 
Tr. 923-937, Hel. 22-30 348-359 & 673-683, and IA 71-77 164-184 573-589 & 1284-1312), Plato (Rep. 
379e-380a), Isocrates (§ 10.41-44), Anticleides (scholion to E. Andr. 277), Chrysippus (scholion to E. 
Andr. 276), Heraclitus the Allegorist (§ 28), Apollodorus (Epit. § 3.1f), Lucian (Symp. 35, DDeor. 20, and 
DMar. 7), and Proclus (6.1.7[108.3-109.7] and 16[263.21-264.1]). 
3 Ennius (Alexander), Propertius (2.2), Virgil (A. 1.25-28), Ovid (Her. 5.33-40 16.53-88 17.115-138 & 
17.237-246), Florus (anth. 133-135 & 163-166), Hyginus (Fab. 92), Apuleius (Met. § 4.30 & § 10.30-34), 
Justin (Epitoma § 12.15.8-11), Servius (scholion to Vir. A. 1.27), and Donatus (scholion to Vir. A. 1.25-28). 
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Bonfante and Swaddling (2006: 8) explain that most of the surviving Attic vases were 
excavated from Etruscan tombs owing to the extensive imports of wealthy Etruscan 
aristocrats, who used these vases in family banquets and took them later to their graves. 
Bonfante and Swaddling identify Vulci, Tarquinia, and Orvieto as the most fruitful findspots. 
These locations in central Italy, as well as locations in southern Italy and Athens have been 
extensively excavated, providing many of the vases discussed in this thesis. In comparison with 
terracotta vessels, metal vessels could be melted down and the bronze, especially, reused for 
all manner of objects, including coins and weapons. Silver and gold objects could make new 
vessels or be used to mint coins. 
As far as literary evidence is concerned, I shall take Greek tragedy as my example, indicating 
the small sample of literary texts available to us today. It is notable that a small number of 
plays has survived, considering that so many were performed at the Dionysia and other 
festivals between the sixth and second centuries BC. The competition at the Dionysia featured 
three tetralogies of three tragedies and a satyr play each. Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides 
are said to have composed more than 70 tragedies each, but only seven of Aeschylus’ and 
seven of Sophocles’ plus 18 by Euripides have survived complete, all of them transmitted 
through medieval manuscripts. Apart from the City Dionysia, there was a Rural Dionysia and a 
tragedians’ competition in the Lenaea in Attica. Other Greek regions also held competitions for 
tragedy in festivals devoted to Dionysus. These festivals produced a large number of plays, 
most of which are now lost. There is a similarly poor survival rate for comedy. 
2. Discussion of the most extensive accounts 
In this section I will briefly discuss the most extensive literary accounts of the Judgement of 
Paris. 
1) The Cypria 
One of the oldest literary texts surviving to us in fragmentary form is the Cypria, in which the 
Judgement of Paris was narrated as part of the preamble for the Trojan War. In the summary 
written by Proclus, the Judgement seems to be part of the plan devised by Zeus and Themis. 
The presence of the Judgement in this ancient epic supports the thesis that this story was 
known from an early period, the second half of the 6th century BC, and was a part of the 
Trojan cycle. Proclus does not explain clearly how the plan of Zeus and Themis is connected to 
the quarrel of the goddesses caused by Eris. But the connection seems more evident when we 
observe that Eris is introduced in the narrative of the Cypria immediately after Zeus has 
deliberated with Themis about the Trojan War, for she is a key element in starting the war that 
is planned by them. This connection is suggested by the interaction of Themis and Eris on the 
calyx krater 420-410 BC by the Kadmos Painter (i248) and again by the presence of Zeus and 
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Eris on the hydria c. 400 BC by the Painter of the Carlsruhe Paris (i262). Zeus’ implication in the 
origin of the Judgement is confirmed by the testimony of Apollodorus (Epit. 3.1f), who wrote in 
Athens in the 1st-2nd century AD. That Zeus and Themis deliberated about the Trojan War is 
supported, though not explicitly confirmed, by Plato’s censorship of poets in Book 2 of his 
Republic (379e-380a), where he denies that the quarrel of the goddesses was caused by Zeus 
and Themis. So we find no explicit mention of Zeus and Themis planning the Trojan War other 
than that testified by Proclus in the Cypria. 
2) Euripides 
Euripides usually points to the Judgement of Paris as the origin of many ills. In Andromache, 
the Chorus of women laments because of Andromache, who seeks refuge in Thetis’ altar in 
order to avoid death at Hermione’s hands. Hermione feels jealous because, unlike 
Andromache, she has not been able to give a son to Achilles’ son Neoptolemos and blames 
Andromache, accusing her of witchery. The Chorus identifies the Judgement of Paris as the 
origin of this quarrel and of all that both Trojans and Greeks have suffered since the Trojan 
War. 
“Great were the woes—I see it now—that the son of Maia and Zeus set in motion 
when he came to Ida’s glen with the goddesses three, a lovely team beneath a 
lovely yoke, helmeted for the spite-filled contest of beauty, to the shepherd 
lodge, the solitary young shepherd, and his lonely hearth and home”4 (Andr. 274-
283: Kovacs 1995: 301). 
In Hecuba, the Chorus of women laments Hecuba’s misfortunes as she is dressing before 
performing the funeral of Polyxena, who has been sacrificed in Achilles’ tomb by Neoptolemos. 
The Chorus points to Paris’ Judgement as the origin of the ills that have come without pause 
one after other. 
“Circling in their round came troubles and a fate more harsh than these. Upon the 
land of the Simois came a shared disaster from one man’s folly, bringing ruin and 
involving others in calamity. The quarrel that the shepherd upon Ida judged for 
                                                          
4 Ἦ μεγάλων ἀχέων ἄρ’ ὑπῆρξεν, ὅτ’ Ἰδαίαν 
ἐς νάπαν ἦλθ’ ὁ Μαί- 
ας τε καὶ Διὸς τόκος, 
τρίπωλον ἅρμα δαιμόνων 
ἄγων τὸ καλλιζυγές, 
ἔριδι στυγερᾷ κεκορυθμένον εὐμορφίας 
σταθμοὺς ἐπὶ βούτα, 
βοτῆρά τ’ ἀμφὶ μονότροπον νεανίαν 
ἔρημόν θ’ 
ἑστιοῦχον αὐλάν. 
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the three daughters of the blessed gods was decided”5 (Hec. 639-649: Kovacs 
1995: 455). 
While explaining the plot of the tragedy, Helen relates the Judgement of Paris as a way of 
introducing herself. She lets us know how she came to be in Egypt, saying that she was 
abducted from Sparta by Hermes and left to the care of Proteas, king of Egypt. However, 
Proteas died and now his son Theoclymenos reigns over Egypt. Theoclymenos wants to marry 
Helen against her will, so she has looked for refuge in Proteas’ tomb. 
“I will tell you the troubles I have suffered. Three goddesses, Hera, Cypris, and 
Zeus’s maiden daughter, came to a remote vale of Ida to Alexandros, and 
loveliness was the cause: they wanted to be judged in a beauty contest. Cypris 
offered marriage to my beautiful self—if what is unfortunate can be called 
beautiful—to Alexandros and won the contest”6 (Hel. 22-29: Kovacs 2002b: 15). 
Later in the same tragedy (Hel. 229-251), Helen will explain that she was picking flowers to 
offer on Athena’s altar when Hermes, following Hera’s instructions, abducted her before Paris 
and Aphrodite arrived in Sparta in order to take her to Troy. This is a ‘translation’ of the 
Judgement of Paris into a literary situation that brings together the same characters that 
attended the Judgement on Mount Ida along with Helen, who will now experience the 
consequences of this event. 
Later on, when Helen and Menelaus have finally met and he has recognized her, Helen 
explains to Menelaus how she came to be in Egypt instead of Troy. In doing so, she mentions 
the Judgement of Paris, blaming Hera for having ordered Hermes to take her to Egypt. 
                                                          
5 πόνοι γὰρ καὶ πόνων 
ἀνάγκαι κρείσσονες κυκλοῦνται 
κοινὸν δ’ ἐξ ἰδίας ἀνοίας 
κακὸν τᾷ Σιμουντίδι γᾷ 
ὀλέθριον ἔμολε συμφορά τ’ ἀπ’ ἄλλων. 
ἐκρίθη δ’ ἔρις, ἃν ἐν Ἴ- 
δᾳ κρίνει τρισσὰς μακάρων 
παῖδας ἀνὴρ βούτας, 
ἐπὶ δορὶ καὶ φόνῳ καὶ ἐμῶν μελάθρων λώβᾳ. 
6 ἃ δὲ πεπόνθαμεν κακὰ 
λέγοιμ’ ἄν. ἦλθον τρεῖς θεαὶ κάλλους πέρι 
Ἰδαῖον ἐς κευθμῶν’ Ἀλέξανδρον πάρα, 
Ἣρα Κύπρις τε διογενής τε παρθένος, 
μορφῆς θέλουσαι διαπεράνασθαι κρίσιν. 
τοὐμὸν δὲ κάλλος, εἰ καλὸν τὸ δυστυχές, 
Κύπρις προτείνασ’ ὡς Ἀλέξανδρος γαμεῖ, 
νικᾷ. 
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“Woe to my terrible experiences, to the washings, and to the fountains, where the 
goddesses made bright their beauty, thence came the judgement”7 (Hel. 676-
678). 
When Helen and Menelaus are about to put in motion their plan to escape from Egypt, Helen 
prays to Aphrodite (Hel. 1097) and recalls how she received the prize for beauty by using Helen 
as a bribe. After this, the Chorus prays to the gods that they send beneficial winds that wash 
away Helen’s guilt, which came from the Judgement of Paris (Hel. 1508f). 
In Euripides’ Iphigenia at Aulis, the Judgement of Paris is linked to the sacrifice of Iphigenia, 
which she interprets as a sacrifice for the city of Troy demanded by Artemis (IA 1311). The first 
mention of the Judgement in this tragedy, however, is made by Agamemnon (IA 71f) when he 
explains why the Greek army has gathered at Aulis. Then again the Chorus of women from 
Chalcis that have come to admire the Greek army recalls the reason why the Greek army 
gathered there: 
“I have arrived at the sandy shore of Aulis by the sea, coming to land across the 
narrow currents of Euripus. I have left my city of Chalcis, nurse of the waters of 
glorious Arethusa that runs near the sea, to look upon the army of the Achaeans 
and the Achaean seagoing ships of the demi-gods whom, our husbands tell us, 
Menelaus of the golden hair and Agamemnon the nobly born are putting forth on 
a thousand barks in quest of Helen, whom Paris the cowherd took from the banks 
of the reedy Eurotas, a gift from Aphrodite when near the dewy spring Cypris 
joined in strife, in strife over beauty with Hera and Pallas”8 (IA 164-184: Kovacs 
2002a: 183). 
                                                          
7 ὤμοι ἐμῶν δεινῶν, λουτρῶν καὶ κρηνῶν, 
ἵνα θεαὶ μορφὰν 
ἐφαίδρυναν, ἔνθεν ἔμολεν κρίσις. 
8 ἔμολον ἀμφὶ παρακτίαν 
ψάμαθον Αὐλίδος ἐναλίας, 
Εὐρίπου διὰ χευμάτων 
κέλσασα στενοπόρθμων, 
Χαλκίδα πόλιν ἐμὰν προλιποῦσ’, 
ἀγχιάλων ὑδάτων τροφὸν 
τᾶς κλεινᾶς Ἀρεθούσας, 
Ἀχαιῶν στρατιὰν ὡς ἐσιδοίμαν 
Ἀχαιῶν τε πλάτας ναυσιπόρους ἡ- 
μιθέων, οὓς ἐπὶ Τροίαν 
ἐλάταις χιλιόναυσιν 
τὸν ξανθὸν Μενέλαόν θ’ 
ἁμέτεροι πόσεις 
ἐνέπουσ’ Ἀγαμέμνονά τ’ εὐπατρίδαι· 
στέλλειν ἐπὶ τὰν Ἑλέναν, ἀπ’ 
Εὐρώτα δονακοτρόφου 
Πάρις ὁ βουκόλος ἃν ἔλαβε 
δῶρον τᾶς Ἀφροδίτας, 
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After Agamemnon and Menelaus leave with the intention of sacrificing Iphigenia (before 
Clytemnestra realizes that she brought her daughter to be sacrificed), the Chorus of Chalcidian 
women praises the benefits of a moderate love, the gift of Aphrodite, and reject the extreme 
passion spread by Eros. The Chorus then recalls the Judgement as an example of the madness 
caused by Eros in contrast to the calm love of Aphrodite: 
“I have been told, Paris, how you were raised as cowherd among the white Idaean 
calves, playing Asian melodies upon the syrinx, imitating upon your reed pipe the 
Phrygian aulos of Olympus while cows with full udders were grazing. There the 
judgement of the goddesses awaited you, a judgement that sent you to Hellas”9 
(IA 573-581: Kovacs 2002a: 223). 
After Clytemnestra and Iphigenia have failed to convince Agamemnon not to kill his daughter, 
Iphigenia laments by recalling the Judgement of Paris, regarding it as the origin of her dread 
destiny. 
“To that place there once came Pallas and Cypris with guile in her heart and Hera, 
and <with them> Hermes, Zeus’s messenger, the one, Cypris, pluming herself on 
love, Pallas on the spear of war, and Hera on sharing the royal bed of King Zeus. 
They came for a quarrelsome contest about beauty, but to me it spelled death”10 
(IA 1298-1309: Kovacs 2002a: 303). 
Euripides also uses the story of the Judgement to construct the interesting argument that 
Greece was favoured by Paris’ choice when Helen says: “Now hear how the story goes after 
that. Cypris defeated the other goddesses, and my relations with Paris benefitted Greece to 
this extent: you are not ruled by barbarians, either because of a battle or by usurpation” (Tr. 
                                                          
ὅτ’ ἐπὶ κρηναίαισι δρόσοις 
Ἣρᾳ Παλλάδι τ’ ἔριν ἔριν 
μορφᾶς ἁ Κύπρις ἔσχεν. 
9 ἔμολες, ὦ Πάρις, ᾇτε σύ γε 
Ἰδαίαις παρὰ μόσχοις, 
βάρβαρα συρίζων, Φρυγίων 
αὐλῶν Οὐλύμπου καλάμοις 
μιμήματ' ἀναπύων, 
εὔθηλοι δὲ τρέφοντο βόες· 
ὅθι κρίσις σ’ ἔμηνε θεᾶν, 
ἅ σ’ ἐς Ἑλλάδα πέμπει· 
10 ἔνθα ποτὲ 
Παλλὰς ἔμολε καὶ δολιόφρων Κύπρις 
Ἣρα θ’ Ἑρμᾶς θ’, ὁ Διὸς ἄγγελος, 
ἃ μὲν ἐπὶ πόθῳ τρυφῶσα 
Κύπρις, ἃ δὲ δορὶ Παλλάς, 
Ἣρα τε Διὸς ἄνακτος 
εὐναῖσι βασιλίσιν, 
κρίσιν ἐπὶ στυγνὰν ἔριν τε 
καλλονᾶς, ἐμοὶ δὲ θάνατον. 
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931-934: Kovacs 1999: 105).11 In another instance, Helen contemplates committing suicide as a 
sacrifice to Paris and the goddesses if she is able to confirm that Menelaus is dead, as Teucer 
has suggested to her: “I shall fasten a deadly noose about my neck or thrust the sword of 
bloody death with self-slaughtering force into my flesh, a sacrifice to the three goddesses and 
to Priam’s son who once sat in the hollow caves of Ida with his cattle” (Hel. 353-359: Kovacs 
2002b: 49 & 51).12 
The story of the Judgement is on one occasion narrated in Euripides with no reference to the 
forthcoming ills, although the poet hints at trouble in his phrase about ‘barbarian luxury’ in 
Agamemnon’s discourse: “This man who judged the goddesses, as the myth of the Argives tells 
it, coming from the Phrygian lands to Lacedaemon, splendid and radiant with the golden 
equipment of his garments, with his barbarian luxury, departed towards the ox-stalls of Ida 
loving the loving woman, snatching Helen away, taking her away from Menelaus” (IA 71-77).13 
This passage is noteworthy because it stresses the solitary condition of Paris and his Eastern, 
barbarian, character, which will be reflected in Attic red-figure vases (i242, i248, i262 & i361).14 
According to Stinton, the myth is foretold as a future event in the lost Euripidean tragedy 
Alexandros (1965: 68f). 
Paris the shepherd and Paris the prince appear as two different characters in Euripides, 
according to Stinton (1965: 55f). In reality, we can perceive the same contrast if we contrast 
the splendid prince who goes to Sparta and the rustic shepherd who meets the goddesses on 
Mount Ida. Thus the question about how the shepherd became a prince arises. It is not clear if 
                                                          
11 τὸν ἔνθεν δ’ ὡς ἔχει σκέψαι λόγον· 
νικᾷ Κύπρις θεάς, καὶ τοσόνδ’ οὑμοὶ γάμοι 
ὤνησαν Ἑλλάδ’· οὐ κρατεῖσθ’ ἐκ βαρβάρων, 
οὔτ’ ἐς δόρυ σταθέντες, οὐ τυραννίδι. 
12 φόνιον αἰώρημα 
διὰ δέρης ὄρέξομαι, 
ἢ ξιφοκτόνον δίωγμα 
λαιμορρύτου σφαγᾶς 
αὐτοσίδαρον ἔσω πελάσω διὰ σακρὸς ἅμιλλαν, 
θῦμα τριζύγοις θεαῖσι 
τῷ τε σήραγγας Ἰδαί- 
ας ἐνίζοντι Πριαμί- 
δᾳ ποτ’ ἀμφὶ βουστάθμους 
13 ἐλθὼν δ’ ἐκ Φρυγῶν ὁ τὰς θεὰς. 
κρίνων ὅδ’, ὡς ὁ μῦθος Ἀργείων ἔχει, 
Λακεδαίμον’, ἀνθηρὸς μὲν εἱμάτων στολῇ 
χρυσῷ δὲ λαμπρός, βαρβάρῳ χλιδήματι, 
ἐρῶν ἐρῶσαν ᾤχετ’ ἐξαναρπάσας 
Ἑλένην πρὸς Ἴδης βούσταθμ’, ἔκδημον λαβὼν 
Μενέλαον. 
14 Iphigenia at Aulis is dated between 408 and 406 BC (OCD4: 551). Although there are art objects 
depicting Paris as a luxurious prince at least from 440 BC, it is not certain that Attic vase painters 
inspired Euripides. 
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Euripides knew the story of the exposure of Paris on Mount Ida and, if he did, how he tied it to 
the stories of the Judgement and the recognition of Paris. Stinton believes that Euripides 
actually knew the story of the exposure, although he did not follow it according to tradition. 
Instead, he would have moulded it to accommodate it to his poetic requirements, because he 
appears to follow the sequence exposure–judgement–recognition in Iphigeneia at Aulis, but 
the sequence exposure–recognition–judgement in the ‘Trojan trilogy’ of Alexandros, 
Palamedes, and the Trojan Women. Stinton concludes that Euripides’ constant reference to 
this story shows that he considered it to be more than the cause of the Trojan War. Stinton 
(1965: 63) argues that Euripides’ interpretation of the Judgement is that “man is helpless 
against the designs of gods, and that the glittering prizes they offer, which he cannot refuse, 
may exalt him for a time to their level, but in the end destroy him”. 
3) Lucian’s Judgment of Goddesses 
Lucian’s account of the Judgement of Paris (DDeor. 20) focuses on the apple as a narrative axis, 
for the story begins with Zeus handing the apple to Hermes and ends with Paris handing the 
apple to Aphrodite. Between these two key events, Lucian narrates the journey of the gods to 
Mount Ida and tells how Hermes answered the interested enquiries of Aphrodite and Athena, 
how he commanded Paris to judge the goddesses, how Paris asked the goddesses to disrobe 
and examined them separately, how the goddesses offered gifts to Paris while he 
contemplated each of them, and how he gave the golden apple to Aphrodite after having 
rejected the gifts offered by Hera and Athena. 
This dialogue by Lucian is noteworthy because it gives an extensive and detailed account of the 
Judgement. It includes humorous details like Athena’s complaint about Hermes talking to 
Aphrodite alone while they are on their way to Mount Ida and Hermes’ mention of Ganymede, 
which is embarrassing for Hera, who had avoided the mockery of the other goddesses or 
Hermes during the journey. Other noteworthy aspects of this text are the following. 
1) Zeus explains why he chose Paris. Something very rare in literary accounts of the Judgement 
is that Zeus discloses a reason to explain why has chosen Paris as umpire. Fulgentius (Myth. 
2.1) gives another example of this when he explains that Zeus refused to judge because, if he 
had done so, he would have favoured only one kind of life. In Lucian’s text, Zeus declares that 
Paris is handsome and learned in love affairs. The assertion that Paris is handsome is openly 
rejected by Fulgentius (Myth. 2.1): “for he is not straight with the arrow, or sure in throwing 
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the dart, or handsome of face, or acutely smart”.15 The interposition of a reason why Paris was 
chosen will be more common in the Middle Ages (see the Excidium Troiae, below). 
2) The goddesses promise not to take revenge. In Lucian’s DDeor. 20, Paris says “Do me this 
favour, Hermes: persuade them not to be angry with me, the two that are defeated, but to 
think that only my sight is at fault” (Harmon in Lucian 1961: 3.397).16 This relates to a 
fundamental element in the story: that Hera and Athena take revenge against Paris and the 
Trojans by destroying Troy. It is so important an element that Homer focuses on this detail 
when he recalls the Judgement at Il. 24.22-30. Lucian’s proposal, put into Zeus’ and Hermes’ 
mouths, according to which the goddesses would not take revenge against Paris should he not 
favour them is narratively attractive and light-heartedly contradicts the further development 
of the story: that the Achaeans would raise war against Troy and destroy it. 
3) Paris contemplates the goddesses separately. This situation seems to be suggested on some 
vases (i166, i215 & i268), of which Lucian could not have been aware, but show that there 
could have existed a tradition around that. Nevertheless, it is Lucian who introduced this 
situation in literature. Additionally, Lucian will have Paris ask the goddesses to disrobe before 
him, which will be strongly condemned by Saint Clement of Alexandria (c. AD 150-210) in his 
Protrepticus (§ 2.33.9). Although this detail had already been introduced in both Etruscan and 
Roman art, especially for Aphrodite’s representation in the Judgement of Paris, it had not been 
explicitly related in literature. Nevertheless, Apuleius had suggested that Venus had posed 
naked before Paris in the mimic representation that he offers in The Golden Ass (§ 10.30-34). 
4) Dares Phrygius and the De excidio Troiae historia 
Dares Phrygius, the fictitious author of De excidio Troiae historia written by the 1st-2nd 
century AD, attempts to narrate the facts of the Trojan War from an ‘objectivist’ perspective. 
This means that he tries to tell only those “things which could have actually been seen first 
hand” (Ehrhart 1987: 31). Dares, therefore, tells a novel version of the Judgement, according 
to which Paris dreamt that he was appointed judge of the goddesses and was to decide which 
of them was the most beautiful.17 He will use this dream as a positive signal that he should 
lead an expedition to Greece, which will end up with the theft of Helen and the subsequent 
Trojan War. Dares’ account is remarkable because it delivers a rational version of the myth in a 
                                                          
15 quia non sagitta certus et iaculo bonus et uultu decorus et ingenio sagacissimus. 
16 Ἓν τοῦτο, ὦ Ἑρμῆ, πεῖσον αὐτάς, μὴ χαλεπῶς ἔχειν μοι τὰς δύο τὰς νενικημένας, ἀλλὰ μόνων τῶν 
ὀφθαλμῶν ἡγεῖσθαι τὴν διαμαρτίαν. 
17 An antecedent for this dreaming episode is in Dio Chrysostom’s 20th discourse. 
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work of literature,18 something that no other work of literature had done before in connection 
with the Judgement of Paris. 
5) Colluthus’ Raptus Helenae 
Colluthus’ long account of the Judgement can be divided into eleven episodes: (1) Colluthus 
invokes the nymphs to tell him the story of the Judgement, (2) the gods enjoy the banquet 
following Peleus and Thetis’ wedding, (3) Eris feels envy because she was not invited and looks 
for the apples of the Hesperides, (4) Eris interrupts the banquet of the gods by throwing a 
golden apple that stirs a quarrel between Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite, (5) Zeus orders Hermes 
to lead the goddesses to Paris, (6) Aphrodite prepares for the Judgement invoking the Erotes, 
(7) Paris enjoys his time as a shepherd playing the Pan flute, (8) Paris tries to depart and is 
(verbally) stopped by Hermes, (9) Paris contemplates the goddesses, (10) the goddesses offer 
gifts to Paris and he suddenly decides in favour of Aphrodite, and (11) Aphrodite mocks Hera 
and Athena on account of their defeat. Episodes (6) to (10) evoke some of those listed in 
Chapter 3 above, suggesting that these episodes, usually found in art objects, survived 
somehow up to Colluthus’ time (5th cent. AD). But these episodes have actually survived in 
literature, from which Colluthus may have taken them. 
Episode (6), that Aphrodite prepares for the Judgement invoking the Erotes, can be built up 
from Euripides’ reference to the fountains (Hel. 676 & IA 183) where the goddesses bathed 
before the Judgement or as a parallel of the bath of Pallas by Callimachus (Lav.Pall.). Episode 
(7), that Paris enjoys his time as a shepherd playing the Pan pipes, can be taken from Euripides 
IA (576-578), where Paris is described as playing Pan pipes. Episode (8), that Paris tries to 
depart and is (verbally) stopped by Hermes, can be drawn from Ovid (Ep. 16.51) and Lucian 
(DDeor. 20.1 20.3 20.7 & 20.13). Episode (9), that Paris contemplates the goddesses, is similar 
to that of Lucian (DDeor. 20). Episode (10), that the goddesses offer gifts to Paris and he 
suddenly decides in favour of Aphrodite, is also very similar to that in Lucian’s account of the 
Judgement. It becomes evident, then, that, despite similarities to artworks, Colluthus must 
have constructed his account on the basis of literary testimonies. 
Colluthus’ comprehensive account makes me think that he was trying to establish the ultimate 
and definitive literary version of the Judgement of Paris, which would include all the known 
details and thoroughly explain its causes and consequences. His attempt is admirable, but the 
outcome may not have been as succesful as other accounts of the Judgement. 
                                                          
18 I classified it among the mythographies in Chapter 3 above. 
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6) The Excidium Troiae 
The Excidium Troiae (2-4), the lexicon of which suggests that it was written during the 6th 
century AD in the Western Romania,19 tells of the events from the wedding of Thetis and 
Peleus to the victory of Venus. In doing so, it introduces the story of Paris giving awards to the 
fighting bulls: 
“A bull of admirable size was born to Paris in his herd. This bull used to fight with 
other shepherds’ bulls and to defeat each of them. So Paris used to put a crown 
between the horns each time he saw the bull was victorious. Mars, who saw this, 
transformed himself into the likeness of a bull and offered to fight Paris’ bull. 
When Mars in the appearance of a bull fought Paris’ bull, Mars emerged 
victorious. Then Paris, seeing that Mars in disguise had overcome his bull, put the 
crown he used to put on his bull on Mars. And because he followed fair principles 
and did not hold back, he was called a fair judge” (§ 3).20 
This narrative also causes Paris to delay the judgement: “He, having certainly taken the apple, 
put them off and adjourned the judgement. The judgement was delayed a while for this 
reason, as the crowd put it: ‘what do you offer so that you win?’ Each of them walked towards 
Paris separately so that no-one was aware of the other” (§ 4).21 Another curious detail here is 
the offer made by Juno: “Now she promised him that she would double his herd’s offspring so 
that they give birth to twins”.22 
The Judgement episode explains why Juno and Minerva determined that Troy should be 
destroyed, allowing the development of the following events. The addition of novel and 
numerous details is visible not only in the narration of the Judgement of Paris within the 
Excidium Troiae, but in the other events as well. They include (1) the marriage of Peleus and 
Thetis, in which the quarrel for the apple starts and Zeus feels afraid of offending the 
goddesses, (2) Hecuba’s dream and the exposure of Paris, (3) Paris’ life as a herdsman, (4) the 
                                                          
19 Atwood & Whitaker (1944: xv) point to the use of the superlative instead of the comparative as a 
French or Spanish idiom, and to the use of in with the meaning of ‘in the likeness of’ instead of ‘as’ in 
Old and Middle French and Provençal. Bate (1986: 6) notices the use of zaba for spata and casa meaning 
‘a royal box in the circus’ as datable to the 6th century AD. 
20 cui Paridi in armento suo taurus mire magnitudinis natus est. qui taurus cum tauris aliorum pastorum 
dimicabat et singulos uincebat. quem dum Paris semper uictorem uideret, ei coronam auream inter 
cornua imponebat. hoc uidens, Mars se in similitudinem tauri aptauit et cum tauro Paridis se ad 
dimicandum ostendit. qui dum Mars in similitudinem tauri cum tauro Paridis dimicaret, Mars uictor 
extitit. tunc Paris uidens Martem in similitudinem tauri taurum suum superasse, coronam quam tauro 
suo imponebat Marti imposuit. et propter quod iustitiam secutus est et sibi non cohibuit, iudex iustus 
appellatus est. 
21 ille uero accepto malo eas distulit et iudicium comperendinauit. quia dum iudicium dilatum fuisset, uti 
habet uulgus: ‘quid das ut uincas?’ secretim utreque ut nemo de se sentiret ad Paridem ingrediuntur. 
22 ipsa iam ei promisit duplicari fetus armentorum suorum ut geminos parerent. 
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Judgement of Paris, (5) Paris’ victory in his own funeral games, (6) expedition to Greece and 
theft of Helen, (7) the youth of Achilles, in which his mother Thetis makes him invulnerable by 
dipping his entire body but his heel in the Styx, (8) the search of Achilles by Ulysses and 
Diomedes, when Achilles had been hidden in Lycomedes’ court, and (9) the death of Achilles, 
who is invited to the temple of Apollo to be killed by Paris after Polyxena had found his weak 
point. 
3. Recurrent themes 
In this last section I will discuss those themes in both art and literature which deal with the 
Judgement of Paris. There is a wider variety of themes in literature, clearly because of the 
written format, but this does not prevent art from exploring a variety of themes, as I will show 
below. 
1) Cause of ills 
The Judgement of Paris often appears as the cause of certain ills that affect the characters of a 
specific literary work. We see this in the Iliad (24.22-30), the Cypria, the tragedies of Euripides 
(Andr. 274-292, Hec. 638-649, Hel. 22-30 348-359 & 673-683, and IA 71-77 164-184 573-589 & 
1284-1312), the Alexandra (93) of Lycophron, the Alexander (Jocelyn 17) of Ennius, the Aeneid 
(1.25-28), the Heroides (Ep. 5.33-40), a poem (anth. 163-166) by Annius Florus, the De Raptu 
Helenae (31-60 & 97-99) by Dracontius, and an epigram (AP 9.154) by Agathias. The abuse of 
Hector’s corpse, the sacrifices of maidens, the destruction of Troy, the disappointment of 
Oenone: all these have been represented as part of the Judgement’s consequences. 
The specific cause usually varies. It may be Eris, as in Hyginus (Fab. 92) or Lucian (DMar. 7) or 
Colluthus (41-63) or the Excidium Troiae (§ 2). It may be the apple, as in Lucian (DDeor. 20 & 
Symp. 35) or Justin (Epit. 12.15.11). It may be Paris himself (IA 467f, RHel 31-60 & AP 9.154). It 
may be the Judgement of Paris, as in the Aeneid (1.25-28). It may be the fountains where the 
goddesses bathed (Hel. 676-678 & IA 178-184). It may be Helen, as in Ennius’ Alexander 
(Jocelyn 17). Each text chooses an object or a single character and this might reflect an 
aesthetic or rational preference. Euripides points to the fountains that were also mentioned in 
the Cypria (Ath. 15.682) as a manner of contrasting their charm with the pitiful events that 
they will allow to happen. Hyginus, Colluthus, and the Excidium point to Eris because her envy 
seems to have originated spontaneously because of the wedding of Thetis and Peleus. The 
ultimate cause of the Trojan War, however, would be the pity Zeus felt for Gaia when he saw 
her oppressed by the weight of so many men (schol. Il. 1.5). 
As Paris and the Judgement are almost omnipresent in the artworks analysed, it becomes hard 
to know whether these representations stress the ills generated by the Judgement. Greek 
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vases representing a battle alongside the Judgement are thought to make a reference to the 
Trojan War. On the other hand, the presence of Eris (i17, i248 & i262) or the apple appear as a 
sign that the story is understood in a context of quarrel. 
2) Rationalizations 
Authors who rationalize the story of the Judgement propose important changes in its narrative 
because of the rational principles applied by them. As the story does not fit into the 
boundaries of these principles, the writers propose to modify it in order to make it fit. 
Isocrates (Orationes 10.41-44) considers it impossible for Paris to choose between the 
goddesses, as the three of them are equally beautiful, so Isocrates makes Paris decide 
between the gifts offered to him. That is why, according to Isocrates, Paris chose Aphrodite, so 
that he would become the son-in-law of Zeus. Isocrates’ assumption that Paris could not 
decide which goddess was the most beautiful seems artificial and extraneous to the story of 
the Judgement: this assumption is the result of a logical reflection on the tale, not something 
that was part of the tradition. 
Dio Chrysostom goes further than Isocrates and denies that the Judgement had ever happened 
(11.11-14), but then he proposes that Paris imagined the Judgement as a justification for 
stealing Helen (20.19-23). He proposes this because a strict principle of non-contradiction 
applied to different aspects of the story. As explained above (Chapter 4), Dio rejects the notion 
that Athena would destroy her own city, that Hera would have refused to allow her husband to 
judge her beauty, or that Aphrodite would have done something prejudicial to her sister 
Helen. 
There is also a rationalization of the story in Euripides’ Helen, for here the plot shows that 
Helen did not go to Troy with Paris, but she was rather hidden by the gods in Egypt. The Helen 
that accompanied Paris and was recovered by Menelaus was in reality a phantom made by 
Hera. This argument allows Helen to say that she never dishonoured Menelaus, although it 
also provides a source of lament for the Achaean warriors, who fought and died to recover a 
ghost. Another example of rationalization in Euripides is Tr. 931-934, where Helen defends 
Paris’ decision by saying that Greece was not ruled or invaded by Asians because Paris chose 
the gift of Aphrodite instead of Hera’s or Athena’s. This argument aims to make appear Paris’ 
judgement less prejudicial than it seems at first sight. 
3) Humour 
Humorous accounts of the Judgement are usually brief or preserved in fragmentary status. 
Cratinus’ comedy Dionysalexandros takes the strategy of diverting the story into a parody of its 
original. In this comedy, Dionysus has judged the goddesses and is escaping from the 
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Achaeans, who have come to recover her and punish him. As we see in this example, diversion 
from the canonical story is a feature that becomes the basis for a humorous account of the 
Judgement, just as in the case of rationalized accounts. The account offered by Lucian (DDeor. 
20) does not seem to exploit this feature extensively, but it does so in regard to an important 
detail: that both Zeus and Hermes ensured that the goddesses were not going to be angry if 
they lost the competition. 
It is unclear whether Sophocles’ satyr plays Eris and Krisis diverted from the canonical story. 
Lucian’s account let us think that this is not an essential feature of a humorous rendering. We 
know, from a surviving fragment (Nauck 334), that the Krisis stressed the symbolic value of 
Athena as reason and of Aphrodite as pleasure. Athena’s rôle within the Judgement is usually 
related to war, not to reason, so this is surely a diversion from the canonical story. There is 
also the possibility that Hera has been excluded from the story in this satyr play, which would 
be an even greater diversion, although the omission of one goddess was not infrequent in art 
renderings. This omission of Hera is also visible in AP 6.48 (perhaps by Antipater of 
Thessalonica), where a woman renounces the trade of Athena in order to follow that of 
Aphrodite. 
Some epigrams humorously recall the Judgement. Aphrodite, having seen the statue of her 
made by Praxiteles, tells us to remember that Paris, Anchises, and Adonis had seen her naked, 
and wonders how Praxiteles was able to represent her (AP 16.168). In this example, the poet 
does not alter the canonical story, but he has it in mind, as he constructs the humorous 
account. The situation is similar in AP 12.207 by Strato. Here the poet proposes that Paris 
would have preferred Diocles’ “lizard” to the three goddesses, for it resembled Aphrodite 
rising from the waves (Diocles was having a bath). 
The lekythos in Berlin (i197) may represent a conflation of the Judgement and the struggle of 
Thetis and Peleus (Lemos 2009: 138), but it may also be an humorous rendering of Hermes 
stopping Paris from departing. The Alexandrian oinochoe from Crimea (i381) is explicitly 
humorous as it depicts the goddesses as three common women involved in what looks like a 
street brawl. The characters are comically portrayed in some renderings (i31, i254 & i322) 
where the narrative seems unaltered, although the goddesses purposely ignore Paris on i255. 
Some aspects of the narrative were clearly suppressed in order to make a new version 
laughable, for how could Dionysus take Paris’ place in the Judgement? Other aspects suitable 
for mockery are the goddesses quarreling over a simple apple, as in the Alexandrian oinochoe 
and AP 9.576 (by Nicharcus), and Paris, not just a mere mortal but a shepherd, judging the 
most powerful goddesses of Olympus, as in Lucian’s DDeor. 20. 
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4) Moralizing 
The moralizing views of the Judgement of Paris attempt to argue why this story should not be 
told. In the 2nd Book of the Republic (379e-380a), Plato states that is not acceptable to tell a 
story in which the immorality of the gods is exposed, like that of Zeus and Themis causing strife 
among the gods. Giving a similar opinion, Saint Clement of Alexandria claims that the 
Judgement of Paris is immoral because the goddesses posed naked in front of Paris. The sexual 
behaviour of the goddesses with Paris could encourage the sins of fornication, that is, having 
intercourse before marriage, and of adultery. It is interesting that these moralizing views, 
within Platonism and Christianity, do not regard the story as plainly false, but rather condemn 
it because of its immoral “truth”. For these views, whether the story is true or false is not as 
important as its functionality for the kind of society they aim to build. This will be demostrated 
in both cases through the interpretation of the Judgement as an allegorical story by Sallustius 
and Proclus in the case of Platonism and by the Clementina in the case of Christianity. 
5) Attributes of the gods involved and the symbolism 
The most widely spread attribute in artistic representations of the Judgement of Paris is 
Hermes’ caduceus, a symbol of the messenger. It is visible from the 7th century BC Melian 
amphora in Paros (i1) to the 5th century AD Roman mosaic in Seville (i467). Hermes carries the 
caduceus in most of the renderings where he is depicted, but there are some exceptions. It is 
noteworthy that he is not the only one carrying the caduceus in representations of the 
Judgement. The 550-540 BC Etruscan black-figure neck amphora by the Paris Painter in Munich 
(i63) shows an old male figure,23 leading the procession of the gods with the caduceus in his 
left hand. The c. 540 BC Etruscan black-figure neck amphora by the same painter, this one in 
New York (i81), shows Hermes along with Cheiron and the same old herald carrying his own 
caduceus, arriving to collect the three goddesses, as they have already begun the quarrel on 
the other side of the vase. 
Hermes is also characterized by either pointed or winged boots, indicating that he usually 
travels long distances and symbolizing his rôle as divine messenger, although little wings seem 
to grow right out of his heels on the 6th century AD Coptic textile in Boston (i471). This 
feature, again, is not exclusive of Hermes: Momos wears pointed boots in the 510-500 BC 
hydria by the Leagros Group in Chicago (i151). Hermes does not wear special boots on the 
Melian amphora in Paros (i1), but he himself is winged, which of course points to the same 
attribute as the winged boots. Another characterization signifying Hermes’ walking habit is the 
petasos, also worn by Paris in some depictions of the Judgement (and by Momos on i151). The 
                                                          
23 Clairmont (1951: 18f) believes this could be Tecrs=Teucer, an ancestor of Paris, as depicted on an 
Etruscan bronze mirror in Rome (i342) advising Paris while he contemplates the goddesses. 
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earliest depiction of Hermes wearing winged boots in the context of the Judgement is on the 
590-570 BC fragment of Attic black-figure loutrophoros in New Jersey (i8). The earliest example 
of Hermes wearing pointed boots seems to be a 580-570 BC Attic black-figure hydria in Athens 
(i9). Dr. Olga Tzakhou-Alexandri, who has been so kind as to describe the vase for me, indicates 
that Hermes has “high boots”.24 
Athena’s spear, helmet, shield, and aegis are intended to show how powerful a goddess she is, 
a statement to which Athenian painters were especially committed. This is why Athenian 
painters (from 535-530 BC) regularly represent her with attributes in the Judgement 
renderings rather than Hera or Aphrodite (Marx 1988: 366). Athena was represented with 
attributes, however, as early as 600-580 BC on the fragmentary Attic black-figure loutrophoros 
in Athens (i5), that depicts Athena’s shield. The aegis is the strongest symbol of Athena’s 
power, for she borrows it from her father Zeus, according to Homer (Il. 5.733-742), and the 
very act of shaking it frightens men. Ocasionally, some cultic symbols of Athena like the owl 
and the snake are present in representations of the Judgement. 
Hera’s sceptre and diadem recall her proximity to Zeus, the most powerful of the gods. 
Aphrodite’s sceptre, on the other hand, points only to her divine condition: her particular 
attributes are the Erotes, Peithos, and other companions. 
The apple works as a symbol of the competition followed by the three goddesses in the 
Judgement of Paris. Littlewood (1968: 149-151) considers it an erotic symbol because he has 
considered only the literary testimonies of it. Both symbolisms operate simultaneously in the 
story of the Judgement, as it is at the same time the story of a beauty contest and the story of 
the decision made by Paris when offered three gifts. A golden apple, like that described by 
Lucian (DMar. 7) appears in the story of Atalanta, who lost a foot-race that would define her 
marriage to Hippomenes (or Melanion or Hippomedon: Hes. frs. 72-76 M-W, Apollod. 3.9.2, 
and Hyg. Fab. 185.2). Golden apples are related to the Hesperides as well, as they guarded the 
tree of golden apples that Earth gave to Hera as a marriage present, and Colluthus (59-61) 
makes Eris take one of their apples to stir up the quarrel of the three goddesses. Heracles had 
to travel to the edge of the world in order to find this tree and steal the golden apples of the 
Hesperides as part of his famous Labours. 
In art, the apple symbolizes both the task entrusted to Paris and a token received by Aphrodite 
after his judgement. The apple symbolizing the task of Paris corresponds to the Attic 
renderings of the Judgement, where the journey of the gods and their encounter with Paris are 
                                                          
24 Dr. Olga Tzakhou-Alexandri, personal communication. 
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stressed. The apple symbolizing the token received by Aphrodite corresponds mainly to 
Etruscan and Roman art, in which the contemplation of the goddesses and Venus’/Turan’s 
victory over Hera/Uni and Minerva/Mnerva are stressed. 
6) Choice of manner of life 
The gifts offered by the goddesses are first documented (they probably figured in the Cypria as 
well) in the summary preserved of Cratinus’ Dionysalexandros, where Hera offers sovereignity, 
Athena courage in war, and Aphrodite the gift of being the most beautiful and most beloved 
man. Aphrodite’s offer reminds Lemos (2009: 142) of the reference to the Judgement in the 
Iliad (24.29-30), which has been interpreted in this sense before (Rose 1950-1951: 284). These 
gifts are understood as allegorical by Platonists and Christians in the 4th century AD, although 
the rendering on the c. 440 BC Attic red-figure cup, name vase of the Painter of Berlin 2536 
(i242), is suggestive, as the goddesses carry a little Eros (Aphrodite), a helmet (Athena), and a 
small lion (Hera). 
Sallustius (§ 4) and the Clementina (Recognitiones 10.40f & Homiliae 6.15) assume that the 
story of the Judgement contains an allegorical message within it, each proposing an 
explanation of how the characters and narration symbolize this hidden message. According to 
Sallustius (§ 4), as explained above in Chapter 4, the hidden message is that Paris sees only 
beauty among the powers (gods) of the universe, which compete to posses the universe (the 
apple), and that is why Paris gave the apple to Aphrodite (beauty) instead of to Hera or 
Athena. According to the Clementina, Paris has an inappropriate understanding and is ignorant 
(Recognitiones 10.40f) or he represents brutish passion (Homiliae 6.15): this is why, then, he 
chooses lust and pleasure (Aphrodite/Venus) instead of chastity and temperance (Hera/Juno) 
or courage and manliness (Athena/Minerva). The assumption that the story of the Judgement 
carries an allegorical meaning is popular around this time, for, not much later, both Proclus 
(Kroll 1.108f & 2.263f) and Fulgentius (Myth. 2.1 & 3.7) state that this myth signifies how every 
man has to choose a lifestyle: either royal/contemplative, philosophical/warlike/active, or 
erotic/voluptuary. As noted above, these allegorical interpretations aim to offer a fixed 
exegesis of the story in order to make it suitable for the kind of society they intend to 
establish. 
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Conclusions 
After an extensive examination of artistic and literary representations of the Judgement of 
Paris, the conclusions to be reached at this point are of three kinds. The first concerns the 
connection between representations of the Judgement in regard to genre and narrative. The 
second concerns the questions raised in Chapter 1 (page 23) about why the Judgement has 
been mentioned and how artistic representations parallel the literary versions. The third 
concerns the interpretation offered in this survey about the story of the Judgement of Paris in 
antiquity. 
I demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 5 that the relation between genre (style) and narrative 
(representation) is one of either determination, where one of the two elements determines 
and depends on the other, or constellation, where neither element determines or depends on 
the other. I backed this assertion by showing that, for example, the Attic black-figure 
technique is confined to episodes that precede Aphrodite’s victory. These preceding episodes, 
however, are to be found in styles other than the Attic black-figure.1 This implies that, even 
though both genre and narrative are unstable, narrative tends to prevail over genre. Similarly, 
in Chapter 3, I concluded that there are four stages in the process of transmission of the 
Judgement’s representations. First comes creation, a type of testimony with no known 
precedent that is, therefore, innovative in regard to both genre and narrative. Second comes 
imitation, a type of testimony that follows a precedent in regard to genre and narrative. Third 
comes assimilation, a type of testimony that follows an inspirational work in regard to 
narrative, but departs from it in regard to genre. Finally, there is appropriation, a type of 
representation that innovates in regard to narrative—appropriation may be partial if the 
testimony follows the genre of its precedent, or total if the testimony departs from both genre 
and narrative of its precedent. 
Most of the representations of the Judgement fall into the categories of imitation and 
assimilation. But there are examples of appropriation in many contexts: for example, in Attic 
(Paris judged three rustic lustful women instead of the goddesses: schol. to E. Andr. 277), 
Etruscan (there were two messengers leading the goddesses to Paris: i63 & i81), Roman (the 
apple over which the goddesses quarrelled was a ‘Matian’ apple: anth. 133-136), South Italian 
(Trojan youths offer adornment to Athena and Hera: i354), Boeotian (the goddesses ignore 
                                                          
1 The determination here is [genre → narrative], that is, the genre determines (and depends on) the 
narrative. This narrative, the episodes preceding Aphrodite’s victory, is independent of the genre, Attic 
black-figure, because those episodes are actually represented in genres other than the Attic black-figure 
technique (genre). But Attic black-figure renderings of the Judgement, according to the evidence, only 
depict scenes previous to Aphrodite’s victory. 
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Paris: i255), and the Bactrian (Paris gave two apples to Aphrodite: i469). Despite the fact that 
imitation and assimilation are much more common than appropriation, some of these contexts 
have produced works that fall mainly in the appropriation category. This implies that the story 
of the Judgment was not only popular, but it was widely meaningful for people in the Graeco-
Roman sphere of influence. It is possible to support this assertion by recalling the fact that the 
Judgement is connected to many human experiences in its representations. This study, 
therefore, has analysed the variety of ways in which the story of the Judgement has been used, 
not only genre by genre, but also across that span of time that we identify as antiquity. 
In Chapters 2 and 3, I provided evidence that Aphrodite actually offered two gifts to Paris, 
namely Helen and μαχλοσύνη, thus confirming what Homer says in Il. 24.30. I am not simply 
confirming the coherence of the story of the Judgement and μαχλοσύνη within the plot of the 
poem, but I argue that Homer means what he says here, for Aphrodite did offer Paris the 
ability to make women feel μαχλοσύνη when seeing him. This is supported by both literary 
(Cratinus’ Dionysalexandros [POxy. 663.12-23] & Lucian DDeor. 20) and artistic evidence (LIMC 
Helen 139 to 154 & i297), and it is even suggested by Homer in Il. 3.392-394. 
Now to the questions. In the first place, why has the Judgement of Paris been mentioned or 
depicted? And why does each version favour some scenes and certain features but not others? 
As we have seen, the earliest reasons to recall the Judgement in literature are that it caused 
the anger of the goddesses, Hera and Athena, and that it was the origin of the Trojan War. In 
art, it is common to see the Judgement depicted on vases that include battle scenes. This may 
serve as a reminder that the Judgement of the goddesses brought war to men. The Judgement 
may have been represented because it was suitable for a particular context—like a painted 
vase for a wedding or a love poem. It may have been represented to allow allegorical 
interpretations and humorous scenes. But it is most often represented because it explains the 
origin of the Trojan War, one of the most important stories in the Graeco-Roman narrative of 
their past. 
On the other hand, how do artistic representations parallel the literary versions of the 
Judgement (and vice versa)? Where and why we find divergent interpretations? We have seen 
that artworks and literary works coincide with regard to many details of the story of the 
Judgement—that the goddesses travelled to Ida in either a single chariot or several chariots, 
that Hermes and the goddesses walked to Mount Ida, that the goddesses took a bath before 
meeting Paris, that Paris was playing an instrument upon the arrival of the gods, that Paris was 
afraid in the presence of the gods, that the goddesses were naked during the Judgement, that 
Paris took a time to reflect on his choice, and that he gave an apple to Aphrodite. These 
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coincidences are not universal—not all literary and artistic representations are consistent and 
some may even contradict them. For example, in many artworks depicting the Judgement of 
Paris, the goddesses are clearly dressed. 
There are, however, limitations to the translation of ideas between literary and artistic media. 
They can certainly refer to the same story, but they are unable to reflect exactly what the 
other displays. This may explain why we do not see Zeus asking Hermes to lead the goddesses 
to Mount Ida, Paris rejecting Hera’s and Athena’s gift, Paris showing preference for Aphrodite 
before he delivered his judgement, or the alternative (non canonical) gifts of the goddesses. It 
is hard to judge whether the gods flew to Mount Ida in any artistic representation, as it is 
sometimes suggested in literature.2 On the other hand, literature does not mention that Paris 
tried to run away and Hermes stopped him, that there was a dog with Paris on Mount Ida, that 
Paris was playing the lyre, that Hera handed the apple to Paris, or that Paris gave two apples to 
Aphrodite instead of only one. Coincidences show that both kinds of media are pointing to the 
same story. And divergences make clear that these media are not only unable to reproduce 
each other exactly, but they seem to follow different traditions in regard to some aspects of 
the myth. These aspects could have been reproduced in the parallel medium, but they were 
not. All these details may have been excerpted from the oral tradition into a particular 
medium, where they remain recorded. But it is possible that single details taken by only one 
medium did not jump into the other, with the result that material was not interchanged.3 This 
would explain why some narratives, even when they are recurrent, are represented in only 
one kind of medium, either literary or artistic. 
As we have seen, representations of the Judgement are meaningful not only because they are 
linked to the prominent Trojan cycle, but because they fit into emotional contexts and can be 
adapted as well to philosophical reflection, for example, to moralizing, or to comical situations. 
The narrative of the story is more stable than the genre in which it occurs, although this 
narrative is often restricted to one medium of representation—either literary or artistic. So the 
story of the Judgement passed from the oral tradition of the Trojan cycle into literary and the 
artistic media, each of which took from it aspects which they shared and aspects which were 
particular to itself. Thereafter they remained separate, with each mode allowing its own set of 
variations—as I have shown.
                                                          
2 Ov. Ep. 16.59 and Lucian DDeor. 20.5. 
3 I must agree, in this sense, with Junker (2012; rev. by Moormann, 2012) with regard to the separation 
of literary and artistic representation of myths. The idea that each medium has its own manner to 
illustrate a story is supported by the evidence I have collected in this survey. 
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Appendix 1. List of artworks representing the Judgement of Paris in antiquity 
 
No Clairmont Raab BADB Bibliography Museum Shape / Style Date Pl.  
i1       LIMC P.i.add.3 / Zaphiropoulou 1994: 138f / Lemos 2009: 134 & 143n8 / Alexandridou 2011b: 56 Paros 2652 Amphora / Melian 675-600 BC 1a  
i2 K 1 A I 1 9004217 
CVA Roma, Villa Giulia 1, III.C.e.1 / LIMC Alexandros 5; Aphrodite 1423; Athena 405; Hera 423; 
P.i.26 / Amyx 1988: 2.557 / Marx 421 / Rasmussen 1991: 57-62 / Carpenter 2001: 197 / Hedreen 
2001: 182 / Powell 2002: 206 / Alexandridou 2011b: 56 / Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 111, 
117 & 120f Rome, Villa Giulia 22679 Olpe / Proto-Corinthian c. 630 BC 1b  
i3 K 3 A IV a 4   
Dawkins 1929: 223 / Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 1930: 241f / Stinton 1965: 7n1 / LIMC Alexandros 6; 
Aphrodite 1417; Athena 409; Hera 424; P.i.22 / Marx 415 / Carpenter 2001: 197 (no. 291) / Powell 
2002: 206 / Alexandridou 2011b: 56 / Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 112 Athens 15368 Ivory Comb / Laconian c. 620 BC 2a  
i4 K 2     Paus. 5.19.5 / Marx 420 / Lemos 2009: 135f Chest of Cypselus [lost] Chest / Corinthian 620-580 BC    
i5 K 126 bis p. 192   Marx 153 Athens, Acropolis 604 Loutrophoros (fragment) / Attic black-figure 600-580 BC    
i6 K 256 bis A I 21   Kallipolitis 1968 RevArch 1: 25-34 / LIMC Hera 425; P.i.23 / Marx 414 Corfu 260 Terracotta relief / Corinthian 600-560 BC 2b  
i7 p. 13n3 p. 188   Marx 417 Athens, Perachora 2481a-d Skyphos (fragments) / Corinthian black-figure 600-575 BC    
i8   A 16 350067 
Para 14,2quater; Add2 7 / Marx 156 / LIMC Hermes 457 / Lemos 2009: 135 / Alexandridou 2011a 
BaBesch 86: 16f & 23n19 / Alexandridou 2011b: 57 (no. 867) New Jersey, Private Loutrophoros (fragment) / Attic black-figure 590-570 BC    
i9   A II 7   Hedreen 2001: 188n28 / Alexandridou 2011a BaBesch 86: 16 / Alexandridou 2011b: 56f (no. 872) Athens 19185 Hydria / Attic black-figure 580-570 BC    
i10 K 16 A I 2 300777 ABV 84,3; Para 31; Add2 23 / Marx 150 Vatican 39515 Amphora / Attic black-figure 575-560 BC    
i11 K 35 A I 9   Dugas 1928: 185 (no. 633) / ABV 130 & 686; Add2 35 Delos 6096.93 633 Plate / Attic black-figure 575-550 BC 3a  
i12 K 35 bis* A I 10 301006 ABV 130, 686; Add2 35 Athens, Acropolis 1.2420 Plate (fragment) / Attic black-figure 575-550 BC    
i13   A III 18   Theokhari 1952 ΠΑΕ 1951: 126 Athens, Piraeus Pyxis / Attic black-figure 575-550 BC    
i14 K 39 A II 27   
Perdrizet 1898 BCH 22: 585f / Harrison 1903: 300f / Boardman 1952 BSA 47: 33n211 / Boardman 
1954 JHS 74: 232 Mykonos KZ1489 Pyxis / Attic black-figure 575-550 BC    
i15 K 36       Athens, Acropolis 471 Fragments / Attic black-figure 575-550 BC    
i16     306515 
ABV 681; Add2 16 / Genière 1980 MonPiot 63: 37 44 & 52 / Marx 157 / LIMC P.i.5 / Hedreen 2001: 
211 / Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 115 Lille 763 Tripod pyxis / Attic black-figure 570-560 BC 3b  
i17 K 40 A II 3 300499 
Beazley 1934 MMS 5(1): 114 (no. 85) / ABV 58,122; Para 23; Add2 16 / Genière 1980 MonPiot 63: 
44f / LIMC Hermes 453; P.i.6 / Beazley 1986: 22 / Marx 141 / Lemos 2009: 144n23 / Cerchiai, 
Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 112-115 Paris CA616 Tripod kothon / Attic black-figure 570-560 BC 4a  
i18     
4263 / 
20095 Giouri 1975 ΑΔ 26(1971)B2, pl. 392 / Aupert 1976 BCH 100: 676 / Shapiro 1989: 25n73 Polygyros 235 Column krater / Attic black-figure 570-550 BC    
i19     300928 ABV 125,32; Para 51; Add2 34 / Shapiro 1989: 25n73 Houston 34.129 Lebes Gamikos / Attic black-figure 570-550 BC    
i20     300597 
CVA Paris, Louvre 8, III.H.e.59 / ABV 66,54; Para 26; Add2 18 / Genière 1980 MonPiot 63: 48-50 / 
Hedreen 2001: 186 & 216f Paris A478 Siana cup / Attic black-figure 570-550 BC    
i21 K 42 A I 4   Marx 409 / LIMC P.i.29 Athens 12685 Tripod pyxis / Boeotian black-figure 570-550 BC 4b  
i22 K 14 A I 7 300805 ABV 87,16 / Marx 145 / LIMC Hermes 454b Lyon Amphora / Attic black-figure 565-550 BC    
i23   A 17 350212 Para 33,16 bis; Add2 24 / Marx 140 Paris CP10586 Amphora / Attic black-figure 565-550 BC    
i24   A II 5 300801 ABV 86,12 / Marx 133 Cerveteri, Ruspoli coll. Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 565-550 BC    
i25 K 59 A II 41   Schefold & Giuliani 1992: 205 Florence Amphora / Attic black-figure c. 560 BC    
i26       Marx 159 bis Taranto, Via Messapia (neg. 2169-3) Amphora / Attic black-figure c. 560 BC    
i27     82 Marx 129 / LIMC Hermes 454c; P.i.31 / Hedreen 2001: 185 
Basel market, Münzen und Medaillen 
51.1975.118 Hydria / Attic black-figure c. 560 BC 5a  
i28 K 27 A II 14 300849 ABV 91,4 / Marx 162 / LIMC Hermes 455d Athens, Acropolis 1.738a 725 Hydria (fragments) / Attic black-figure c. 560 BC    
i29     24446 Alexandri & Lebenti 2001: 101-104 / LIMC P.i.add.2 Athens, Ephorate A8935 Lebes Gamikos / Attic black-figure c. 560 BC 5b  
i30 K 38 pp. 189f 300498 Beazley 1934 MMS 5(1): 114 (no. 84) / ABV 58,121 / Marx 127 Athens, Acropolis 2116 Lekanis / Attic black-figure c. 560 BC    
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i31 K 21 Parodie 1   Bothmer 1953 AJA 57(2): 139 / LIMC Athena 375 / Marx 155 Berlin F1703 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure c. 560 BC    
i32 K 20 A II 11 310178 
Harrison 1886 JHS 7: 196-199 / ABV 110,32; Para 44; Add2 30 / Beazley 1986: 41 / Marx 137 / 
Shapiro 1989: 15-17 & 29 / LIMC P.i.12 Florence 70995 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure c. 560 BC 6a  
i33   A I 3 
12950 / 
15038 Marx 411 / Shapiro 1989: 24f / CVA Malibu 5, 9-10 / LIMC P.i.32 / Hedreen 2001: 193f & 217 Malibu 86.AE.52 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure c. 560 BC 6b  
i34     9144 Schauenburg 1973 AK 44: 15f / Schauenburg 1977: 255 Switzerland, private Neck amphora / Attic black-figure c. 560 BC    
i35   A II 2 300617 
Monnais et Médailles 1953: 32f (no. 319) / ABV 68,1; Para 28; Add2 18 / CVA Basel, 
Antikenmuseum 1, 80 / Marx 128 / Schefold & Giuliani 1992: 205 Basel BS1953.8 Siana cup / Attic black-figure c. 560 BC    
i36   A II 15 915 Beazley 1933 JHS 53(2): 310 / CVA Paris, Louvre 8, III.HE.60-61 Paris F66 Siana cup / Attic black-figure c. 560 BC    
i37       Marx 147 
New York market, Emerich Nov-Dic-
1981 Amphora / Attic black-figure 560-550 BC    
i38   A II 9 310279 CVA Paris, Louvre 11, III.H.e.108 / ABV 119,1; Para 48 / Marx 142 / LIMC Hermes 455c Paris CP10633 Amphora / Attic black-figure 560-550 BC    
i39 K 29 A II 10 310154 
ABV 108,8; Para 44; Add2 29 / Beazley 1986: 40f / Marx 139 / Shapiro 1989: 29 / LIMC Hermes 
455b; P.i.11 / Hedreen 2001: 186 & 189 London 1948,1015.1 Column krater / Attic black-figure 560-550 BC 7a  
i40       Marx 126 Athens, Acropolis 1957-Aa-141 Loutrophoros (fragment) / Attic black-figure 560-550 BC    
i41     8763 Schauenburg 1973 AK 44: 25 Starnberg, Purrmann collection Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 560-550 BC    
i42 K 23 A II 17 15141 Marx 166 London B599.1 
Neck amphora? (fragment) / Attic black-
figure 560-550 BC 7b  
i43 K 128     LIMC P.i.41 / Marx 418 / Bonfante & Swaddling 2006: 12f London 5a-e 1889,0410.1-5 Terracotta panels / Etruscan black-figure 560-550 BC 8a  
i44     9021956 Chatzidakis 2008 Mykonos 1787 Hydria / Attic black-figure 560-540 BC    
i45 K 37 A I 8 310233 ABV 114,2 / Marx 148 / Shapiro 1989: 18 Palermo 1844 1497 Lekanis / Attic black-figure 560-540 BC    
i46 K 6 p. 189   Rumpf 1927: 33 Trieste Jug / Chalcidian 560-510 BC    
i47 K 32 p. 189 302438 
Beazley 1932 JHS 52(2): 178 / ABV 184; Para 76; Add2 51 / Stinton 1965: 47n1 / Díez 1996: 316f / 
Heesen 2011: 51f (no. 86) Dorking, Hope collection Lip-cup / Attic black-figure 555-550 BC    
i48 K 18 
A II 19 / A 
II 20 10703 CVA Paris, Louvre 3, III.H.e.10 / Marx 143 / Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 117 Paris F13 MNB168 Amphora / Attic black-figure c. 550 BC 8b  
i49 K 19 A II 18 301613 Paris, Louvre 3, III.H.e.10-13 / ABV 313,1; Para 136; Add2 84 / Marx 152 Paris F31 Amphora / Attic black-figure c. 550 BC 9a  
i50 K 48 bis* A I 5   Boardman 1952 BSA 47: 33n211 / Boardman 1954: 232 / Marx 146 Mykonos KZ1125 Hydria / Attic black-figure c. 550 BC    
i51   A II 6 3807 Michaud 1970 BCH 94(2): 1129 / Marx 151 / LIMC Hermes 455a Thera 1736 Hydria / Attic black-figure c. 550 BC    
i52 K 48 A I 19   
LIMC Athena 406; Hera 426; P.i.27 / Marx 416 / Shapiro 1989: 25 / Schefold & Giuliani 1992: 204f / 
Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 112 Athens 1004 Loutrophoros / Eretrian black-figure c. 550 BC 9b  
i53   A II 4 350217 Para 39 / Marx 138 / LIMC P.i.9 / Hedreen 2001: 184n9 Havana, Lagunillas collection Neck amphora / Attic black-figure c. 550 BC 10a  
i54 K 49 A II 22 301545 
ABV 308,65; Add2 82 / CVA New York, Metropolitan 4, 20 / LIMC P.i.13 / Osborne 2008: 400 / 
Lemos 2009: 136 New York GR549 98.8.11 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure c. 550 BC 10b  
i55 K 24 A II 8 300802 
ABV 86,13; Para 32 / CVA Copenhagen, National Museum 8, 248 / Marx 135 / LIMC P.i.7 / Mitchell 
2009: 96 (no. 366) Copenhagen 13440 Neck amphora (fragment) / Attic black-figure c. 550 BC 11a  
i56 K 34 A II 13 310278 Harrison 1886 JHS 7: 198f / ABV 118; Add2 33 / LIMC Athena 10; P.i.10 / Marx 136 Florence 9674 Plate / Attic black-figure c. 550 BC 11b  
i57 K 5 pp. 188f   Marx 413 Rome, Villa Giulia 50410 M419 Psykter neck amphora / Chalcidian c. 550 BC    
i58 K 4     Paus. 3.18.12 / Marx 422 / Lemos 2009: 136 Throne of Apollo at Amyclae [lost] Throne / Ionian c. 550 BC    
i59 K 41 A II 16 300810 
CVA Brussels, Musées Royaux 3, III.H.e.14 / ABV 87,21 / LIMC Hermes 454a; P.i.8 / Marx 131 / 
Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 115 Brussels A3 Tripod kothon / Attic black-figure c. 550 BC    
i60 K 7 A II 51   Rumpf 1927: 29 / Marx 410 / LIMC P.i.18 Bonn 464A Hydria / Chalcidian 550-540 BC    
i61 K 26 A I 6 13753 CVA Roma, Musei Capitolini 1, III.H.11 / Marx 149 Rome, Capitolini 59 Hydria / Attic black-figure 550-540 BC    
i62   A II 21 350346 Para 45 / Travlos 1971, pl. 363 (no. 466) / Marx 125 / Immerwahr 1990: 31 (no. 120) Athens, Acropolis NA-57-Aa14 Loutrophoros / Attic black-figure 550-540 BC    
i63 K 9     
Beazley 1976: 1 / LIMC Alexandros 14; P.i.42 / Marx 419 / Schefold & Giuliani 1992: 204 / Hedreen 
2001: 185 & 187f / Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 117n26 Munich 837 Neck amphora / Etruscan black-figure 550-540 BC 12a  
i64     25883 Roncalli 1999: 33 (no. 21) Deruta Siana cup (fragments) / Attic black-figure 550-540 BC    
i65 K 33 
A II 23 / A 
II 24 350971 Furtwängler 1885: 1.309f (no. 1804) / Para 91,5; Add2 54 / Marx 130 Berlin F1804 Skyphos / Attic black-figure 550-540 BC    
i66 K 45 A II 25   Marx 144 Paris MNB508 Tripod pyxis / Attic black-figure 550-540 BC 12b  
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i67   A II 47   Harrison 1886 JHS 7: 201 / Schulze 1921: 22 (no. 18) / Wüst a.18 
Athens, Rhousopoulus collection 
(formerly) Amphora / Attic black-figure 550-530 BC    
i68       Schneider 1886: 96f (object 'q') Athens, private Amphora (fragment) / Attic black-figure 550-530 BC    
i69 K 58 A II 39   Orsi & Cavallari 1889 MonAnt 1: 906 Syracuse Amphora / Attic black-figure 550-530 BC 13a  
i70   A 12   Bothmer 1953 AJA 57(2): 139 Market Amphora / Attic black-figure 550-530 BC    
i71 K 31 A II 12 310234 ABV 115,1; Add2 32 / Marx 161 Athens, Acropolis 1.637 Column krater (fragment) / Attic black-figure 550-530 BC    
i72 K 67 A 6   Welcker 1864: 384 (no. 8) / Wüst a.6 Boulogne Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 550-530 BC    
i73 K 69 A III 12 10982 CVA Brussels, Musées Royaux 3, III.H.e.18 Brussels A3089 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 550-530 BC    
i74 K 70 A II 38 13473 CVA Cambridge (MA), Fogg & Gallatin, 26-27 Cambridge (MA), Harvard 58.1908 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 550-530 BC    
i75 K 71 A II 31     New York market Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 550-530 BC    
i76 K 79 A II 37 303296 
CVA Copenhagen, National Museum 3, 99-100 / ABV 429,4 / Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 
119 Copenhagen 1220 Oinochoe / Attic black-figure 550-530 BC    
i77       Callipolitis-Feytmans 1974, pl.30.34 / Marx 132 Cambridge GR.3.1929 Plate (fragments) / Attic black-figure 550-530 BC 13b  
i78     13725 Christie, Manson & Woods Ltd. 1964: 25 (no. 64) London market, Christie's Hydria / Attic black-figure 550-525 BC    
i79   A 1 10176 Umhang-Ernst 1967 AK 10(1): 60-64 Berne Amphora (fragments) / Attic black-figure 550-500 BC    
i80     21498 Rizza 1963 BdA 48(4): 342 / Panvini & Sole 2009: 326 (no. VI/364) Lentini 4640 Pyxis (fragments) / Attic black-figure 550-500 BC    
i81       
Bothmer 1956 MetBull 14(5): 127-132 / Stinton 1965: 7n2 / Genière 1980 MonPiot 63: 45f / Schefold 
& Giuliani 1992: 204 / Hedreen 2001: 215f New York 55.7 Neck amphora / Etruscan black-figure c. 540 BC 14a  
i82 K 53 A II a 1 10770 CVA Copenhagen, National Museum 3, 88 / ABL 34 / Marx 134 Copenhagen 1937 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 540-530 BC    
i83     24060   Luzern market, Ars Antiqua Amphora / Attic black-figure 540-520 BC    
i84 K 52 p. 190 591 CVA Boston, Fine Arts 1, 44 Boston 03.849 Amphora? (fragment) / Attic black-figure c. 535 BC 14b  
i85 K 54 A IV 1 5725 CVA London, British 3, III.H.e.6 / Marx 158 / Hedreen 2001: 183 London B171 1836.2-24.122 Amphora / Attic black-figure c. 530 BC 15a  
i86 K 8 A I 20   Wüst a.3 / Marx 412 / LIMC P.i.28 Taranto 65 Amphora / Chalcidian c. 530 BC    
i87 K 50 A II 26   Marx 154 Athens, Acropolis 2237 Amphora? (fragment) / Attic black-figure c. 530 BC    
i88 K 80 A 9   Marx 159 Munich Amphora? (fragment) / Attic black-figure c. 530 BC    
i89         London B127 Hydria / Clazomenian black-figure c. 530 BC 15b  
i90   A 19 340610 Para 203 Athens, The British School Lekythos / Attic black-figure 530-520 BC    
i91     9019204 CVA Bochum, Kunstsammlungen 1, 37-38 Bochum S1089 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 530-520 BC    
i92 K 56 AEx 3 351030 CVA Brussels, Musées Royaux 1, III.H.e.4 / Para 138 Brussels R306 Amphora / Attic black-figure 530-510 BC    
i93 K 57 A I 15 23032 Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 119 Copenhagen, Thorvaldsen 49 Amphora / Attic black-figure 530-510 BC    
i94 K 131 A IV 9 9010473 CVA Firenze, Archeologico 1, III.i.13 / Hedreen 2001: 183 Florence 11B6 Cup (fragments) / Attic red-figure 530-510 BC    
i95 K 72 A I 11 320041 
Beazley 1927 JHS 47(1): 88 (no. 55) / ABV 268,31; Add2 70 / Genière 1980 MonPiot 63: 54 / 
Beazley 1986: 22 / Lemos 2009: 138 (no. 4) / Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 117 Berlin F1895 Hydria / Attic black-figure 530-510 BC    
i96   A II 30 10461 Rocha 1967 BaBesch 42: 79f (no. 2) / Sotheby's 1984, no. 91 London market, Sotheby's Hydria / Attic black-figure 530-510 BC    
i97 K 76 A II 33 320043 Beazley 1927 JHS 47(1): 90 (no. 9) / ABV 269,33; Add2 70 / Carpenter 2001: 197f (no. 290) Munich 1722 J136 Hydria / Attic black-figure 530-510 BC 16a  
i98 K 64 A II 29 320340 CVA London, British 4, III.H.e.7 / ABV 290,2; Para 126; Add2 75 London B236 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 530-510 BC    
i99   A 11   ABV 691,78 bis London market, Spink (formerly) Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 530-510 BC    
i100 K 81 A I 14 320337 ABV 290,2; Add2 75 / CVA Oxford, Ashmolean 3, 5 Oxford 510, G.272 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 530-510 BC    
i101   A 18 340478 Para 120,65 ter; Add2 70 Richmond 60.27 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 530-510 BC    
i102 K 62 A 15 320087 Beazley 1927 JHS 47(1): 85 (no. 34) / ABV 271,76 Tarquinia 630 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 530-510 BC    
i103 K 100 A 10 2263 ABL 200,19 / Kunisch 1974 AM 89, no. 25 (pl. 43.1) / Giudice 1983: 57 (no. 34) / Lemos 2009: 137 Syracuse 2345 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 530-500 BC    
i104 K 73 A III 6 301743 ABV 327,5; Para 144; Add2 88 / CVA New Zealand, New Zealand 1, 12-13 / Lemos 2009: 138 (no. 3) Auckland 12964 Hydria / Attic black-figure c. 525 BC    
i105 K 74 A II 32 320175 Beazley 1929: 7 / ABV 277,13; Add2 72 / CVA Northampton, Castle Ashby, 13 New York, McCabe Hydria / Attic black-figure c. 525 BC    
i106 K 91 bis A IV 6     Adria? Amphora / Attic black-figure 525-500 BC    
i107   A II 44   Bothmer 1953 AJA 57(2): 139 / http://www.penn.museum/collections/object/107362 Philadelphia MS4840 Amphora / Attic black-figure 525-500 BC 16b  
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i108 K 91 A 2 12913   Adria K91 Amphora? (fragments) / Attic black-figure 525-500 BC    
i109 K 94 A IV a 1 17079 Snodgrass 2006: 395 Bristol H801 Hydria / Attic black-figure 525-500 BC    
i110 K 95 A III 25 9029764 Collignon & Couve 1902: 239 (no. 762) Athens 566 Hydria / Attic black-figure 525-500 BC    
i111 K 96 A III 8 302933 ABV 393,17 Athens, Acropolis 1.739 Kalpis (fragments) / Attic black-figure 525-500 BC    
i112 K 101 
A III 2 / A 
III 3 10876 CVA Paris, Petit Palais, 10-11 Paris, Petit Palais 309 Lebes Gamikos / Attic black-figure 525-500 BC    
i113 K 90 A III 17 2042 CVA Hannover, Kestner 1, 25 Hanover 754 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 525-500 BC    
i114 K 88 A I 17 9026848 Jahn 1854: 350 (no. 1250) Munich 1544 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 525-500 BC    
i115 K 84 A III 7 320282 CVA Cambridge (MA), Fogg & Gallatin, 86 / ABV 285,5 / Christie's 05.12.2012: 2605.16 New York market, Christie's Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 520-500 BC 17a  
i116 K 82 A III 13 331268 CVA Roma, Villa Giulia 3, III.H.e.13 / ABV 590 Rome, Villa Giulia 7846 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 525-500 BC    
i117 K 86 AEx 6 302961 ABV 395,7 Vatican 399 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 525-500 BC    
i118 K 46 A 7     Palermo (lost?) Tripod pyxis / Attic black-figure 525-500 BC    
i119     22990   Paris market Alabastron / Attic black-figure 525-475 BC    
i120     24872 Papastaurou 1986 EA: 54 Aegina MA3486 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 525-475 BC    
i121     920 Riccioni 1971 ArchClass 23: 111f (no. 3) Vulci, Antiquarium Hydria / Attic black-figure c. 520 BC    
i122     6442 Myers 1974, no. 101 New York market, Myers Neck amphora / Attic black-figure c. 520 BC 17b  
i123 K 61 A III 9 320089 
Beazley 1927 JHS 47(1): 85 (no.39) / ABV 271,78; Para 118; Add2 71 / LIMC Helene 295; Hermes 
461a Richmond 57.9 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 520-515 BC    
i124 K 78 A II 28 6493 CVA London, British 6, III.H.e.5 / LIMC Athena 407 London B312 Hydria / Attic black-figure 520-510 BC    
i125 K 77 A II 36 7600 CVA Paris, Louvre 6, III.HE.48-III.HE.49 / Lemos 2009: 138 Paris F287 Hydria / Attic black-figure 520-510 BC 17c  
i126 K 63 A II 34 320192 
Beazley 1927 JHS 47(1): 90 (no. 3) / ABV 278,30; Add2 73 / LIMC Hermes 456c / CVA Firenze 6, 
22-23 Florence 3856 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 520-510 BC    
i127 K 68 A III 1 320193 ABV 278,31; Add2 73 / CVA Munich, Kleinkunst 8, 80-81 / LIMC P.i.1 Munich 8538 J107 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 520-510 BC 18a  
i128 K 44 A III 5 41221 LIMC Helene 319 Paris F151 Tripod pyxis / Attic black-figure 520-510 BC 18b  
i129 K 98 A I 13   Technau 1938 RM 53: 133f (no. 9) Orvieto 185, Faina collection Jug / Attic black-figure 520-500 BC    
i130   A III 28   ABL 30 Taranto Lekythos / Attic black-figure 520-500 BC    
i131 K 65 A III 10 320290 CVA London, British 4, III.H.e.7 / ABV 286,3; Add2 74 London B237 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 520-500 BC    
i132 K 94 bis* p. 191 302058 CVA Braunschweig, Ulrich, 17 / ABV 365,63; 355 Braunschweig 678 Hydria (fragment) / Attic black-figure 515-500 BC    
i133 K 89 p. 190 302142 CVA London, British 4, III.H.e.7 / ABV 371,147; Add2 99 / LIMC Hermes 463 London B239 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 515-500 BC 18c  
i134 K 83 A I 12 1574 CVA Munich, Kleinkunst 8, 85-86 / LIMC Alexandros 7 Munich 1545 J101 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 515-500 BC    
i135 K 55 A IV 2 320236 
CVA Munich, Kleinkunst 1, 20-21 / ABV 281,16; Add2 73 / LIMC Alexandros 9; Helene 328; Hermes 
471a; P.i.34 / Hedreen 2001: 183 / Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 112 Munich 1392 J1269 Amphora / Attic black-figure c. 510 BC 19a  
i136   A 5 320042 
ABV 268,32; Para 118; Add2 70 / CVA Basel, Atikenmuseum 1, 100-101 / LIMC Athena 194; Hermes 
456a; P.i.14 / Schefold & Giuliani 1992: 206 / Hedreen 2001: 186 Basel BS434 Hydria / Attic black-figure c. 510 BC 19b  
i137 K 75 A I 16 320176 
ABV 277,14; Para 122; Add2 72 / LIMC Aphrodite 1424; Hermes 461b; P.i.33 / CVA Berlin, 
Antikenmuseum 7, 27-28 / Lemos 2009: 145n41 / Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 117 Berlin F1894 Hydria / Attic black-figure c. 510 BC 20a  
i138     3497 Sotheby 1973: 56 (no. 170) London market, Sotheby Hydria / Attic black-figure c. 510 BC    
i139 K 92 p. 191 351203 Neugebauer 1938: 38 (no. 159) / Para 165,46bis Munich, Dr F. Haniel Hydria / Attic black-figure c. 510 BC    
i140     46031 LIMC P.i.34b / Lemos 2009: 138 / Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 112 Basel market Lekythos / Attic black-figure c. 510 BC 20b  
i141   A 21 380863 Para 218 / Lemos 2009: 138 / Hatzivassiliou 2010: 134 (no. 373) Basel, Erlenmeyer collection Lekythos / Attic black-figure c. 510 BC    
i142 K 66 AEx 2 340520 Para 126,12bis; Add2 75 / CVA Boston, Fine Arts 1, 33-34 / LIMC Hera 427; P.i.2 Boston 1960.790 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure c. 510 BC 21a  
i143     30547 CVA Malibu, Getty 1, 37-38 Malibu 85.AE.492.10, 19-20, 22-26 
Neck amphora (fragments) / Attic black-
figure c. 510 BC    
i144 K 60 A II 34 320088 
Beazley 1927 JHS 47(1): 84 (no. 22) / ABV 271,77 / LIMC P.i.15 / Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 
2012: 117 Würzburg L186 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure c. 510 BC 21b  
i145 K 129 A II 49 46836 
Boardman 1956 JHS 76: 22f / Moore, Pease & Bothmer 1986 Agora 23: 238f (no. 27) / LIMC Hermes 
904b; P.i.19 / Hedreen 2001: 217n126 / Lemos 2009: 139 Athens, Acropolis 2.1042 J9a-c Pinax (fragments) / Attic red-figure c. 510 BC 22a  
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i146     9988 
Bothmer, Mertens & Anderson 1980-1981 NAMMA: 13f / Add2 405 / Cohen 1991 MMJ 26: 63 / LIMC 
P.i.20 / Hedreen 2001: 217n122 New York 1981.11.9 Terracotta oinochoe / Attic red-figure c. 510 BC 22b  
i147 K 43 p. 190 360903 Para 219; Add2 121 / Moore, Pease & Bothmer 1986 Agora 23: 173 (no. 564) Athens, Agora P3777 & P9977 Tripod (fragments) / Attic black-figure c. 510 BC    
i148     3051 CVA Palermo, Mormino 1, III.H.6-7 / Lemos 2009: 138 / Hatzivassiliou 2010: 134 (no. 375) Palermo 97 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 510-500 BC    
i149 K 87 AEx 7 302955 CVA Copenhagen, National Museum 3, 85 / ABV 394,1 Copenhagen 114, CHR.VIII321 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 510-500 BC    
i150 K 85 AEx 1 302925 
CVA London, British 4, III.H.e.7 / ARV1 149,34; ABV 392,9; Para 172; Add2 103 / LIMC Hermes 462 
/ Schefold & Giuliani 1992: 206 London B238 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 510-500 BC 22c  
i151 K 93 A II 40 306463 ABV 673; Para 164; Add2 96 & 148 / LIMC P.i.16 / Hedreen 2001: 216 / Lemos 2009: 137 & 146n101 Chicago 1889.15 Terracotta hydria / Attic black-figure 510-500 BC    
i152     303267 ABV 427,23 Copenhagen, Thorvaldsen 48 Oinochoe / Attic black-figure 510-490 BC    
i153 K 113 A III 15 31760 Jahn 1854: 239f (no. 773) / ABL 50 Munich 1893 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 510-485 BC    
i154 K 103 p. 191 25016 ABL 89 & 217,32 Taranto 4422 32 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 505-485 BC    
i155 K 103 bis A IV a 3   Sorrentino 1911 BdA 5(11): 425f Taranto Lekythos / Attic black-figure 505-485 BC 22d  
i156     44766 CVA Adria, Archeologico 2, 48 Adria 22900 22674 22684 Cup (fragments) / Attic black-figure c. 500 BC    
i157 K 104 A II 45 15716 
ABL 30; 36,4; 97; 100; 110 & 233,18 / LIMC Aphrodite 1425; Hermes 458 / CVA Agrigento, 
Archeologico 1, 30 / Lemos 2009: 138 (no. 5) / Hatzivassiliou 2010: 134 (no. 376) / Cerchiai, 
Menichetti & Mugione 2012: 117 Agrigento C846 Lekythos / Attic black-figure c. 500 BC    
i158 K 99 A 3 9017646 Roebuck 1940 Hesperia 9(2): 144 & 218-220 (no. 194) Athens, Acropolis AP1665 Lekythos / Attic black-figure c. 500 BC 23a  
i159     9022748 
Kunze-Götte, Tancke & Vierneisel 2000: 81 (no. 278.5) / Lemos 2009: 144n35 & 145n59 / 
Hatzivassiliou 2010: 135 (no. 378) Athens, Ceramicus 1488 Lekythos / Attic black-figure c. 500 BC    
i160   A II 46 306771 
ABV 703,15 bis; Para 249 / CVA Laon, Musée, 14-15 / Lemos 2009: 138 / Hatzivassiliou 2010: 134 
(no. 377) Laon 37.894 Lekythos / Attic black-figure c. 500 BC    
i161   A III 26 340621 Para 204; Add2 116 / CVA Leiden, Oudheden 2, 45 Leiden ROII40 Lekythos / Attic black-figure c. 500 BC    
i162         Philadelphia 63-26-13 Lekythos / Attic black-figure c. 500 BC    
i163     14906 Sotheby's 1985, no. 262 London market, Sotheby's Neck amphora / Attic black-figure c. 500 BC    
i164     24893 Christie's 12.06.2002: 1091.16 New York market, Christie's Oinochoe / Attic black-figure c. 500 BC 23b  
i165 K 47 A II 43 9022660   
Athens, Ceramicus 1590 21223 21224 
21226 21290 Tripod pyxis / Attic black-figure c. 500 BC    
i166 K 117 A IVa 2 15278 Nicole 1911: 181 (no. 922) / CVA Athens, National 4, 44-45 / Lemos 2009: 137 Athens 12626 Skyphos / Attic black-figure c. 500 BC    
i167 K 9 bis     Duhn 1882 AZ 40: 212 / Duhn 1883 AZ 41: 307-312 Berlin Stemmed vase / Etruscan black-figure c. 500 BC 24a  
i168   A III 29   Buren 1963 AJA 67(4): 408 / Fuchs & Tusa 1964 AA 79(4): 737f Caltanisetta Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-490 BC 24b  
i169   A 20 340800 Para 214,10 Cambridge GR.5.1963 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-490 BC 25a  
i170 K 108 A III 14 330731 ABL 254,3 / ABV 522; Add2 130 / CVA Leiden, Oudheden 2, 50 / LIMC Hermes 464c Leiden Vst.26, xv82 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-490 BC    
i171 K 122 A III 19 331694 Helbing 1910: 6 (no. 84) / ABV 565 Munich market Cup / Attic black-figure 500-480 BC    
i172 K 10 A IV 22   Genière 1980 MonPiot 63: 54 / LIMC P.i.30 / Sabetai 2008: 137 Würzburg L466 Kantharos / Euboean black-figure 500-480 BC 25b  
i173     9022716 Kunze-Götte, Tancke & Vierneisel 2000: 75 (no. 265.6) Athens, Ceramicus Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-480 BC    
i174     9023163 Christie's 10.06.2010: 2323.83 New York market, Christie's Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-480 BC 26a  
i175 K 112 A IV 4 32455   Athens, Acropolis 1.2297 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i176 K 110 AEx 4 330730 ABL 254,2 / ABV 522 / LIMC Hermes 464b Geneva market, Hirsch Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i177   A 14   Charvet 1883: 161 (no. 1733) New York, Charvet collection (formerly) Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i178 K 107 A III 30     Palermo Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i179   A 8   Heydemann 1887: 81 / Wüst a.30 Paris, Arts décoratifs Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i180 K 114 A III 16     Paris, Rollin collection? Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i181 K 109 A III 27   Stepahni 1869: 1.115 (no. 246) Saint Petersburg B144, ST.246 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i182 K 111 A III 24 305372 Ure 1927: 50 (no. 133.57) / ABV 500,45 Thebes R133.57 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i183   A 22 330845 Helbing 1937: 26 (no. 211) / ABV 529,56; Para 264 Frankfurt market Oinochoe / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i184     6304 Charles Ede 1979: 8 (no. 17) London market, Ede Oinochoe / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
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i185   A 13   Witte 1879: 8f (no. 18) Paris, Paravey 18 (formerly) Oinochoe / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i186 K 119 
A III 22 / A 
III 23 11350 
CVA Paris, Bibliothèque 2, 51 / Hatzivassiliou 2010: 134 (no. 372) / Cerchiai, Menichetti & Mugione 
2012: 119 Paris BN338 I4791 Skyphos / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i187 K 118 
A III 20 / A 
III 21 330726 CVA Roma, Villa Giulia 3, III.H.e.24-25 / ABL 253,9 / ABV 521,4 Rome, Villa Giulia 3551 Skyphos / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i188 K 126 A II 48     Athens, Acropolis 1230 Stemmed vase / Attic black-figure 500-475 BC    
i189 K 125 A 4 32085   Athens, Acropolis 1.1151 Loutrophoros / Attic black-figure 500-450 BC    
i190 K 124 A I 18 32147 Shapiro 1989: 27 / Hedreen 2001: 194n48 Athens, Acropolis 1.1174 Loutrophoros (fragment) / Attic black-figure 500-450 BC 26b  
i191 K 121 A III 11 303240 CVA Brussels, Royaux 1, III.H.e.2 / ABV 424 Brussels R281 Oinochoe / Attic black-figure 500-450 BC    
i192 K 123 A IV 3 32278   Athens, Acropolis 1.2432 Plate / Attic black-figure 500-450 BC    
i193     204688 ARV2 459,7 / Kunisch 1997: 190 (no. 293) / Nachbaur 2003 ÖJh 72: 177-185 Innsbruck 2.12.34 Cup (fragment) / Attic red-figure 495-475 BC    
i194 K 133 A IV 13 204686 ARV1 302,5; ARV2 459,5 / Kunisch 1997: 71 & 174 (no. 137) Athens, Acropolis 310a-d Cup (fragments) / Attic red-figure 495-475 BC    
i195   A III 31 29820 Welcker 1864: 392 (no. 43) / Heenes 1998: 53 (no. 8) Erbach 8 Lekythos / Attic black-figure c. 490 BC 27a  
i196     9022289 LIMC Hermes add.2 Lisbon, Manuel de Lancastre Pelike / Attic red-figure c. 490 BC    
i197 K 105 A II 42 46027 ABL 142f; 146 & 252,67 / LIMC P.i.17 / Lemos 2009: 138 / Hatzivassiliou 2010: 134 (no. 374) Berlin F2005 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 490-485 BC 27b  
i198 K 116 A IV 5 330982 ABV 572,5 Athens 17755 Lekythos / Attic black-figure 490-480 BC    
i199 K 120 AEx 5 330787 
ABL 111; 160 & 259,111 / CVA Cambridge, Fitzwilliam 2, 54 / ABV 526,1; Add2 131 / LIMC Hermes 
464a / Lemos 2009: 138 Cambridge GR.8.1937 Oinochoe / Attic black-figure 490-480 BC    
i200 K 97 A III 4 19451 CVA Munich, Antikensammlungen 12, 28 Munich 1781 J716 Oinochoe / Attic black-figure 490-480 BC    
i201     230 Blatter 1975 AA: 13-19 / Blatter 1980 AA: 523-525 Bolligen, Rolf Blatter Stamnos (fragments) / Attic red-figure 490-480 BC    
i202     204110 ARV2 384,209; Para 366; Add2 228 Hartford 1963.40 Lekythos / Attic red-figure 490-470 BC    
i203 K 132 A IV 12 204685 
ARV1 301,4; ARV2 459,4; Para 377; Add2 244 / Levi 1947: 1.17n8 & 18 / CVA Berlin, Antiquarium 2, 
33-34; Berlin, Antiquarium 3, 19-20 / LIMC Alexandros 10; Aphrodite 1426; Athena 408; Helene 167; 
Hera 428; Hermes 472; P.i.36 / Hedreen 2001: 185 201 & 217 Berlin F2291 Cup / Attic red-figure c. 480 BC 27c  
i204 K 134 A IV 10 204407 
Beazley 1922 JHS 42(1): 97 / ARV1 268,22; ARV2 406,8; Para 371; Add2 232 / Stinton 1965: 28 & 
53 / LIMC Alexandros 17; Hermes 473; P.i.35 / Hedreen 2001: 186 187 191f & 201 Paris G151 Cup / Attic red-figure c. 480 BC 28a  
i205 K 102 
A IV 7 / A 
IV 8 303024 CVA Paris, Louvre 4, III.H.e.28 / ABV 401,1 / Genière 1980 MonPiot 63: 54 / LIMC Hermes 471b Paris F251 Neck amphora / Attic black-figure 480-470 BC 28b  
i206 K 136 A IV 11 202509 ARV1 166,27; ARV2 251,32 / Stinton 1965: 28n2 / LIMC P.i.104 Berlin F2182 Stamnos / Attic red-figure 480-470 BC 29a  
i207 K 135 A III 32 203002 
ARV1 186,22; ARV2 291,28; 1642 / LIMC Hermes 465 / Villing 1992: 99 (no. 51) / Madigan 2008: 45f 
(no. 61) Detroit 24.13 Stamnos / Attic red-figure 480-470 BC    
i208     8366 Gorbunova 1983: 176 (no. 150) Saint Petersburg B.2771 Cup / Attic black-figure 480-450 BC    
i209       Borrelli & Targia 2004: 98f Berlin Amphora / Etruscan black-figure c. 470 BC 29b  
i210 K 142 A IV 16 205649 
CVA London, British 5, III.I.c.14 / ARV1 329,17; ARV2 503,20; Add2 251 / Villing 1992: 99 (no. 52) / 
LIMC P.i.38 London E178 Hydria / Attic red-figure c. 470 BC 30a  
i211 K 144 B 7 5970 Stinton 1965: 28fn4 / LIMC Hera 429 / Lynch 1997: 213 Athens, Agora P4952 Kantharos (fragments) / Attic red-figure c. 470 BC 30b  
i212 K 115 pp. 191f 6150 ABL 117 & 229 / CVA Tübingen, Antikensammlung 3, 59 / LIMC P.i.108 / Lemos 2009: 142 Tübingen 33D68, 1294 Lekythos / Attic black-figure c. 470 BC 31a  
i213 K 139 A IV 14 207616 
CVA London, British 5, III.I.c.4 / ARV1 440,6; ARV2 653,6; 1571 / Villing 1992: 99 (no. 53*) / LIMC 
P.i.37 London E289 Nolan amphora / Attic red-figure c. 470 BC 31b  
i214 K 141 A II 50 202324 
CVA London, British 3, III.I.c.9 / ARV1 145,λ; ARV2 217,1 / Stinton 1965: 28fn4 / LIMC Hermes 459; 
P.i.21 London E445 Stamnos / Attic red-figure c. 470 BC 32a  
i215 K 147 B 6 211251 
CVA Athens, National Museum 1, III.I.c.5 / ARV2 924; Para 431; Add2 305 / LIMC Aphrodite 1427; 
Athena 183; Hera 431; P.i.45 / Villing 1992: 45 & 114f (no. 163) Athens 14908 Tripod pyxis / Attic red-figure c. 470 BC 32b  
i216 K 137 p. 195 209975 ARV1 961; ARV2 806,1 / LIMC Aphrodite 1447 / Shapiro 1993: 190f (no. 124) New York 07.286.51 Fragment / Attic red-figure 470-460 BC    
i217 K 145 B 8 206113 ARV1 339,38; ARV2 539,43 Athens, Vlasto collection Hydria / Attic red-figure 470-460 BC    
i218     20328 Sotheby's 1994, no. 85 / LIMC P.i.add.1 New York market, Sotheby's Lekythos / Attic red-figure 470-460 BC    
i219     44699 Rotroff & Oakley 1992 Hesperia 25: 65f (no. 16) Athens, Agora P30129 P30132 P30025 Skyphos (fragments) / Attic red-figure 470-460 BC    
i220 K 138 pp. 195f 207545 ARV1 439,29; ARV2 648,33 Paris, Cabinet 373 Neck amphora / Attic red-figure 465-460 BC    
i221     206129 ARV2 541,2 Paris CP10751 Column krater / Attic red-figure 465-455 BC    
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i222 K 146 A 23 206802 CVA Oxford, Ashmolean 2, 125 / ARV1 399,83; ARV2 587,71 / Villing 1992: 100 (no. 58) Oxford 1929.13 Fragment / Attic red-figure c. 460 BC    
i223 K 150 B 4 212137 
ARV1 552,32; ARV2 833,47 & 1702; Add2 295 / CVA Berlin, Antiquarium 3, 22 / LIMC Hera 430 / 
Villing 1992: 100 (no. 55) / Hedreen 2001: 188n28 Berlin F4043 Pyxis / Attic red-figure c. 460 BC    
i224 K 149 B 2 211736 
Richter 1908 MetBull 18(1): 154f / Swindler 1915 AJA 19(4): 414f (no. 16) / ARV1 588,112; ARV2 
890,173 & 1673; Para 428; Add2 302 / Bothmer 1949 MetBull 7(8): 212 / Rodney 1952 MetBull 11(2): 
57-60 / Stinton 1965: 28n2 & 28n4 / Bothmer 1972 MetBull 31(1): 55 (no. 23) / LIMC Hera 433; 
Hermes 474; P.i.46 / Villing 1992: 100 (no. 56) / Hedreen 2001: 184 213 215 219 & 220 New York 1907.286.36 Pyxis / Attic white-ground c. 460 BC 33a  
i225   B 30 46986 Annibaldi 1949 FA 4: 242 (no. 2357) / Bothmer 1953 AJA 57(2): 139 / Paribeni 1982: 28 Ancona 20514 Volute krater / Attic white-ground c. 460 BC    
i226 K 151 B 5 208936 Furtwängler 1885: 531f (no. 2259) / ARV1 491,17; ARV2 727,20; Add2 282 Berlin F2259 Alabastron / Attic red-figure 460-450 BC    
i227 K 149 bis* p. 196 211709 ARV1 587,95; ARV2 888,146; Add2 302 Paris, Cabinet 820 Cup / Attic red-figure 460-450 BC    
i228       ARV2 882,34; Add2 301 Vitet (formerly) Cup / Attic red-figure 460-450 BC    
i229 K 148 A IV 17 211891 ARV1 591,46; ARV2 898,136; Add2 303 Athens, Acropolis 2.589 (F46) Lekanis (fragment) / Attic red-figure 460-450 BC    
i230 K 140 A IV 15   Welcker 1864: 394f (no. 48) / Levi 1947: 1.17n8 Canino collection (formerly) Lekythos / Attic red-figure 460-450 BC    
i231 K 138 bis* p. 196 206002 ARV1 358,1; ARV2 530,26; Para 513; Add2 254 Saint Petersburg G11 Neck amphora / Attic red-figure 460-450 BC    
i232 K 156 B 11 212277 
CVA London, British 5, III.I.c.8 / ARV1 559,69; ARV2 842,129 & 1672; Para 423; Add2 296 / LIMC 
Alexandros 11; Hermes 469 London E330 Nolan amphora / Attic red-figure 460-450 BC 33b  
i233 K 144 bis A IV 26   Benton 1938-1939 BSA 39: 42 (no. 61) / LIMC P.i.25 Ithaca Terracota relief / Melian 460-450 BC    
i234 K 143   19212   Athens, Acropolis 2.972 Fragment / Attic red-figure 460-450 BC    
i235 K 153 B 1 206989 
CVA London, British 3, III.I.c.5 / ARV1 421,41; ARV2 604,50; Add2 267 / Stinton 1965: 28n2 / LIMC 
Hera 432 / Villing 1992: 55n138 & 107 (no. 112) London E257 Amphora / Attic red-figure c. 450 BC 34a  
i236 K 155 B 13 214433 ARV1 669,2; ARV2 1072,2 / LIMC Hermes 468; P.i.106 / Villing 1992: 106 (no. 104) Palermo 2118 Bell krater / Attic red-figure c. 450 BC    
i237 K 152 B 3 207313 
ARV1 409,25; ARV2 630,30 & 1663; Para 399 / Villing 1992: 106 (no. 103) / LIMC P.i.105 / Hedreen 
2001: 186n21 Naples H3161 81525 M1336 Hydria / Attic red-figure c. 450 BC 34b  
i238     91 / 44053 ARV2 73,25 / LIMC Hermes 470 / Oakley 1997: 164 (no. L 18) Athens, Cycladic 62 Lekythos / Attic red-figure 450-430 BC 35a  
i239     1860 Catling 1977-1978 ArchRep 24: 11 / Villing 1992: 102 (no. 80) Athens, Piraeus Bell krater / Attic red-figure 450-400 BC 35b  
i240   A IV 25   Welcker 1864: 430 Blaydes collection (formerly) Skyphos / Attic red-figure 450-400 BC    
i241   B 53   American Art Galleries 1899: 74 (no. 422) / Bothmer 1953 AJA 57(2): 139 New York, Thomas B. Clarke (formerly) Volute krater / Apulian red-figure 450-350 BC    
i242 K 161 A IV 19 217284 
ARV1 772; ARV2 1287,1 & 1689; Para 473; Add2 358 / CVA Berlin, Antiquarium 3, 17 / LIMC 
Alexandros 46; Aphrodite 1428; Athena 410; Helene 85; Hera 435; Hermes 475; P.i.39 / Villing 1992: 
29 & 101 (no. 62*) / Hedreen 2001: 188 189f 200 201 & 212 Berlin F2536 Cup / Attic red-figure c. 440 BC 36a  
i243 K 154 B 10; B 12 214473 ARV1 666,11; ARV2 1076,16 / LIMC P.i.103 Syracuse 2406 Skyphos / Attic red-figure c. 440 BC    
i244   B 9 217040 CVA Barcelona, Archeologique 1, 32 / ARV2 1255,102; Add2 355 Barcelona 534 Cup (fragment) / Attic red-figure 440-415 BC    
i245     9288 CVA Sarajevo, National Museum, 49-50 Sarajevo 33 Bell krater (fragments) / Attic red-figure 440-420 BC    
i246 K 183 bis p. 197 43665 
Collignon & Couve 1902: 512f (no. 1600bis) / Boardman 1992: 229 (no. 9) / Mitchell 2009: 96 (no. 
367) Athens 2830 (2510) Cover of pyxis / Attic red-figure 440-420 BC 36b  
i247 K 168 bis* B 31   McPhee 1986: 157 Athens NM15266 Calyx krater (fragment) / Laconian red-figure 440-400 BC    
i248 K 168 B 16 215695 
WV A, pl. 11.1 / ARV1 804,5; ARV2 1185,7; Para 460; Add2 341 / LIMC Hera 411; P.i.48 / Villing 
1992: 97 (no. 41) / Shapiro 1993: 223f (no. 15) / Hedreen 2001: 213 & 219f Saint Petersburg St1807 Calyx krater / Attic red-figure c. 430 BC    
i249 K 160 A IV 21 7928 
CVA Copenhagen, National 4, 125-126 / LIMC Aphrodite 1191; Athena 411; Hera 434; P.i.40 / Villing 
1992: 27, 67 & 100 (no. 61) / Hedreen 2001: 187n23 Copenhagen 731 Cover of pyxis / Attic red-figure c. 430 BC 37a  
i250 K 169 B 15 215722 
ARV1 805,21; ARV2 1187,32; Add2 341 / LIMC Aphrodite 1429; Athena 413; P.i.47 / Villing 1992: 97 
(no. 40) / Hedreen 2001: 215n115 Berlin F2633 (lost) Hydria / Attic red-figure 430-420 BC 37b  
i251 K 176 B 24 12914 
Collignon & Couve 1902: 471 (no. 1479) / Beazley 1927-1928: 210 (no. 19) / Villing 1992: 26 & 96 
(no. 37) Athens 3841 1702 Aryballos / Attic red-figure 430-400 BC    
i252 K 172 B 20 217533 
CVA Syracuse, Archeologico 1, III.I.12-13 / ARV2 1340,1 / Villing 1992: 39 & 110 (no. 137) / LIMC 
P.i.49 Syracuse 38031 Hydria / Attic red-figure 425-400 BC    
i253     46869   Athens, Acropolis G51 2.763 Volute krater (fragments) / Attic red-figure 425-375 BC    
i254 K 11 A IV 23   LIMC P.i.110 Boston 566 01.8069 Kabeiric bowl / Boeotian black-figure c. 420 BC 38a  
i255 K 12 Parodie 2   LIMC Hera 437; P.i.109 Boston 562 99.533 Kabeiric skyphos / Boeotian black-figure c. 420 BC 38b  
i256 K 162 A IV 20 41250 CVA Berlin, DDR Antikensammlung 1, 63-64 / Villing 1992: 101 (no. 63) / Hedreen 2001: 185 Berlin F2610 Kyathos / Attic red-figure 420-410 BC    
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i257 K 171 B 18 217489 Duhn 1887 RM 2: 263f / ARV1 848,16; ARV2 1334,28 / Villing 1992: 97 (no. 42*) Cancello, Spinelli collection (formerly) Hydria / Attic red-figure 420-400 BC    
i258 K 170 B 19 217490 ARV1 848,17; ARV2 1334,29 / Villing 1992: 98 (no. 43*) Palermo 2366 Hydria / Attic red-figure 420-400 BC 38c  
i259     220610 Richter 1923 MetBull 18(11): 256 / ARV2 1325,55 New York 21.88.79 Squat lekythos / Attic red-figure 410-390 BC 39a  
i260 K 174 B 22 12831 CVA Cambridge, Fitzwilliam 2, 48 / Villing 1992: 26 & 96f (no. 38) Cambridge GR.151.1899 Bell krater (fragment) / Attic red-figure c. 400 BC    
i261 K 177 B 23 47014 Villing 1992: 102 (no. 73) Delphi 4412 Bell krater (fragment) / Attic red-figure c. 400 BC    
i262 K 165 B 14 220515 
ARV1 834,(3); ARV2 1315,1 & 1690; Para 477; Add2 362 / CVA Karlsruhe, Landesmuseum 1, 28-29 
/ Stinton 1965: 7n2 / Genière 1980 MonPiot 63: 55 / LIMC Alexandros 12; Aphrodite 1430; Athena 
412; Hermes 476; P.i.50 / Villing 1992: 97 (no. 39) / Shapiro 1993: 86-88 (no. 14) / Carpenter 2001: 
198 (no. 292) / Hedreen 2001: 185 213 & 217f Karlsruhe 259 B36 Hydria / Attic red-figure c. 400 BC 39b  
i263 K 175 B 21 21745 Moore 1997 Agora 30: 281 (no. 1072) Athens, Agora P7645 Fragment (lekanis) / Attic red-figure c. 400 BC 40a  
i264 K 166 B 17 220529 
Harrison 1886 JHS 7: 210 / ARV1 843; ARV2 1318; Add2 363 / CVA Wien, Kunsthistorisches 3, 23-
24 & 43 / LIMC Aphrodite 1431; Athena 416; P.i.51 / Metzger 1987 AntK 30(2): 115f / Villing 1992: 
114 (no. 158) / Hedreen 2001: 214f & 218 Vienna 1771 Bell krater / Attic red-figure 400-380 BC 40b  
i265       Bothmer 1962 MetBull 21(1), fig. 11 New York 57.11.4 Calyx krater / Boeotian black-figure 400-380 BC 41a  
i266 K 179 B 54   LIMC Aphrodite 1419; Athena 419; Helene 39; P.i.63 Saint Petersburg к-о 116.974a Ivory coffin veneer / Hellenistic 400-380 BC 41b  
i267 K 173 pp. 196f   Harrison 1903: 307 / Villing 1992: 67 & 105 (no. 98*) Athens 1282 Lekythos / Attic red-figure 400-380 BC 42a  
i268 K 178 B 25 260108 ARV1 876,3; ARV2 1428,4 / Olmos 1976: 300-305 / Villing 1992: 105 (no. 97) Madrid 79.70.82.1 Bell krater / Attic red-figure 400-375 BC    
i269 K 180 B 26     Saint Petersburg St2020 Pelike / Attic red-figure 400-350 BC    
i270 K 210         Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i271 K 218     Gerhard 1843-1897: 4.5.10 (no. 369.1)   Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 42b  
i272 K 220     Gerhard 1843-1897: 4.5.16 (no. 372.1) & 4.5.3 (Paralip. 321*)   Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 42c  
i273 K 227     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.181f (no. 182)   Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 42d  
i274 K 213     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.184 (no. 185) & 3.292f (no. 262.2) [Lost?] Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 42e  
i275 K 209     Gerhard 1843-1897: 4.5.9 (no. 368) Berlin Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 43a  
i276 K 211     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.92f (no. 88) Berlin Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 43b  
i277 K 214     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.184 (no. 186) Berlin Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 43c  
i278 K 216     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.184f (no. 187) Berlin Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 43d  
i279 K 223     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.189f (no. 195) Berlin Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 43e  
i280 K 230     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.186 (no. 190) Berlin Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 43f  
i281 K 215     Gerhard 1843-1897: 4.5.10f (no. 369.2) & 4.5.1 (Paralip. 306) Copenhagen, Thorvaldsen collection Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 43g  
i282 K 219       Erlangen K83 Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i283 K 229     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.186f (no. 191) London Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 43h  
i284 K 219b     Gerhard 1843-1897: 5.132f (no. 102.2) / Walters 1899: 123f (no. 722) London 722 Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 44a  
i285       Christie's 13.12.1995 5531.169 London market, Christie's Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i286 K 204     Gerhard 1843-1897: 5.131s (no. 101) Orvieto, Faina collection Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 44b  
i287 K 208     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.183f (no. 184) Oxford 1871.97 Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 44c  
i288 K 224     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.189 (no. 194) Paris, Cabinet Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 44d  
i289 K 222     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.188f (no. 193) Paris, Cabinet 1294 Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 44e  
i290       Witte 1836: 416f (no. 1963) Paris, Durand collection (formerly) Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i291       Witte 1836: 417 (no. 1964) Paris, Durand collection (formerly) Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i292 K 219a     Gerhard 1843-1897: 5.136 (no. 105.1) Rome, Camillo Borghese collection Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 44f  
i293       Campana 2.3.17 Rome, Campana collection (formerly) Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i294       Campana 2.3.22 Rome, Campana collection (formerly) Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i295       Campana 2.3.24 Rome, Campana collection (formerly) Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i296       Campana 2.3.25 Rome, Campana collection (formerly) Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
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i297       Campana 2.3.28 Rome, Campana collection (formerly) Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i298       Campana 2.3.29 Rome, Campana collection (formerly) Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i299       Campana 2.3.32 Rome, Campana collection (formerly) Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i300       Campana 2.3.39 Rome, Campana collection (formerly) Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i301       Campana 2.3.53 Rome, Campana collection (formerly) Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i302       Campana 2.3.75 Rome, Campana collection (formerly) Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC    
i303 K 225     Gerhard 1843-1897: 5.133f (no. 103.1) Rome, Torlonia collection Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 44g  
i304 K 217     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.293 (no. 262a.1) Rome, Villa Giulia Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 44h  
i305 K 205     Gerhard 1843-1897: 2.161-163 (no. 168) & 4.5.2 (Paralip. 316) Rome, Villa Giulia Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 45a  
i306 K 228     Gerhard 1843-1897: 5.139f (no. 106) Rome, Villa Giulia Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 45b  
i307 K 219c     Gerhard 1843-1897: 5.132 (no. 102.1) Saint Petersburg Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 45c  
i308 K 212     Gerhard 1843-1897: 5.134f (no. 104.1) Tarquinia Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 45d  
i309 K 221     Gerhard 1843-1897: 3.187f (no. 192) Vatican Bronze mirror / Etruscan 4th-3rd cent BC 45e  
i310       Moret 13 / RVAp I 169,30 / LIMC Aphrodite 1436 Moscow, Pushkin 733 Pelike / Apulian red-figure c. 390 BC    
i311 K 184 B 35   
LCS 102,532 / Moret 1 / LIMC Alexandros 13; Aphrodite 1434; Athena 414; Hera 438; P.i.55 / 
Lissarrague 2008: 445-447 Paris BN422 Calyx krater / Lucanian red-figure c. 380 BC 46a  
i312       Wullschleger 2000 Geneva 48(3): 8-33 Geneva HR180 Stamnos / Faliscan red-figure 380-360 BC    
i313         London 2007,5004.2 Situla (fragment) / Paestan red-figure 370-360 BC 46b  
i314 K 186 B 41   Lenormant & de Witte 1857: 281-283 / PP 42; PPSupp 6,61 / LIMC Hera 441; P.i.107 / Moret 5 Brussels A813 Hydria / Paestan red-figure 365-330 BC    
i315 K 189 C 1 430003 Moret 3 / RVAp I 260,14 / LIMC Hermes 466; P.i.3 Oxford 1944.15 Bell krater / Apulian red-figure c. 360 BC 47a  
i316       LIMC P.i.add.7 Private collection Bowl / Apulian red-figure c. 360 BC    
i317   B 48   Ghali-Kahil 1955, pl. 31 / LIMC Aphrodite 1459; Helene 121; Hermes 456b Vatican 17223 AA3 Calyx krater / Apulian red-figure c. 360 BC    
i318   B 40   PAdd 3,A8 / Moret 6 / LIMC Aphrodite 1441; Hera 442 Paestum Lebes Gamikos / Paestan red-figure c. 360 BC    
i319 K 190 B 37   
Welcker 1864: 410 (no. 61) / Levi 1947: 1.18 / Moret 14 / RVAp 207,126 / LIMC Athena 417; Hera 
444; Hermes 479; P.i.56 / Söldner 1993 JdI 108: 311 London F109 Lekythos / Apulian red-figure 360-350 BC 47b  
i320   B 52   Sotheby and Co. 1928: 19 (no. 130) London market, Sotheby Hydria / South Italian red-figure 360-340 BC    
i321       LIMC P.i.64 Laussane 82 Bronze mirror / Etruscan 360-340 BC    
i322       LIMC Aphrodite 1432 New York 1971.11.1 Kabeiric skyphos / Boeotian black-figure 360-340 BC 48a  
i323   B 51   LCS 129,665 / Moret 2 Paestum Lekythos / Lucanian red-figure 360-340 BC    
i324 K 185 C 2   LCS 121,616 / Moret 4 / LIMC Hera 439; Hermes 467 London F483 Panathenaic amphora / Lucanian red-figure 360-340 BC 48b  
i325 K 188 B 36   Moret 15 / RVAp I 263,26 / LIMC Hermes 480a London F167 Bell krater / Apulian red-figure c. 350 BC 49a  
i326 K 181 B 27 230423 Collignon & Couve 1902: 591f (no. 1855) / ARV2 1475,5; Para 495 / LIMC Hermes 478; P.i.53 Athens 1523 (1181) Pelike / Attic red-figure 350-340 BC 49b  
i327 K 200 B 32   Collignon & Couve 1902: 436 (no. 1342) / Lullies 1940 AM 65: 13 (no. 2) Athens 1385 Calyx krater / Boeotian red-figure 350-325 BC    
i328 K 191 B 38   Beazley 1929: 27-29 / Moret 16 / RVAp I 428,69 / CVA, Castle Ashby, 36 Basel Epichysis / Apulian red-figure 350-325 BC    
i329 K 192 C 3   WV A, pl. 9.2 / Heydemann 1888 JdI 3: 147 / Moret 24 Jadis Albert Barre collection (formerly) Epichysis / Apulian red-figure 350-325 BC 50a  
i330 K 196 B 50   Heydemann 1872: 555 (no. 3244) / Moret 18 Naples H3244 Hydria / Apulian red-figure 350-325 BC    
i331 K 197 A IV 24   Heydemann 1872: 416 (no. 2870) Naples 2870 Hydria / Campanian red-figure 350-325 BC    
i332 K 202     Helbig 1873 Bdi: 119 (no. 4) Unknown Krater / Etruscan red-figure 350-325 BC    
i333 K 199 B 47   Welcker 1864: 413 (no. 67) / Heydemann 1872: 762,560 / LIMC Aphrodite 1443 Naples SA560 Lebes Gamikos / Apulian red-figure 350-325 BC    
i334       Trendall 1969-1970 ArchRep 16: 37 / Moret 8 Paestum 20.161 Lekanis / Paestan red-figure 350-325 BC    
i335       Trendall 1972-1973 ArchRep 19: 35 / Moret 7 Paestum 26.631 Oinochoe / Paestan red-figure 350-325 BC    
i336 K 194 B 45   Moret 22 Berlin F3243 Panathenaic amphora / Apulian red-figure 350-325 BC    
i337 K 198 B 44   Heydemann 1872: 88f (no. 1765) Naples 81945, H1765 Panathenaic amphora / Apulian red-figure 350-325 BC    
i338 K 201 B 33   Jacobsthal 1934 MMS 5(1): 141 / Lullies 1940 AM 65: 13 (no. 3) / LIMC Hera 436 Berlin F3412 Skyphos / Boeotian red-figure 350-325 BC    
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i339       Trendall 1966-1967 ArchRep 13: 32 / Moret 9 Paestum Volute krater / Paestan red-figure 350-325 BC    
i340       RVAp suppl.1 172,73a USA market (formerly) Plate / Apulian red-figure 350-320 BC    
i341 K 284   T754   Paris BN H2955 434 Amethyst / Hellenistic 350-300 BC 50b  
i342       LIMC Aphrodite 1420; Athena 420; Helene 199; P.i.61 London 1962,1212.1 Silver double-head kantharos / Lycian 350-300 BC 50c  
i343 K 193 B 42   Schauenburg 1974 JdI 89: 147-150 / Moret 17 / RVAp I 426,58 / LIMC Aphrodite 1435 Berlin F3290 Hydria / Apulian red-figure c. 340 BC 51a  
i344 K 195 B 46   Moret 21 / RVAp II 490,23 / LIMC Aphrodite 1442 Berlin F3240 Panathenaic amphora / Apulian red-figure c. 340 BC    
i345       Moret 19 / RVAp II 502,69 / LIMC Aphrodite 1437; Hera 445 Germany, private collection Pelike / Apulian red-figure c. 340 BC    
i346       LCS suppl.3 217,64a / LIMC Aphrodite 1440; Hera 440; Hermes 480b; P.i.58 / M&M 70.1986.224 Mannheim Lekanis / Campanian red-figure 340-330 BC    
i347       RVAp suppl.1 75,63b Tokyo, private collection (formerly) Hydria / Apulian red-figure 340-320 BC    
i348   B 39   Moret 20 Maplewood (NJ), J.V. Noble collection Krater (fragment) / Apulian red-figure 340-320 BC    
i349 K 231     LIMC Alexandros 15; P.i.44 
Rome, Villa Giulia 13199 1768a (Cista 
Barberini) Bronze cista / Etruscan c. 330 BC 51b  
i350 K 183 B 28 218283 ARV2 1457,11 1461 & 1694; Add2 380 / LIMC Aphrodite 1433; Hermes 477; P.i.54 Athens 12545 N1106 Calyx krater / Attic red-figure c. 330 BC 52a  
i351       Trendall 1969-1970 ArchRep 16: 36 / Moret 10 / LIMC Aphrodite 1438 Paestum 20.295 Oinochoe / Paestan red-figure c. 330 BC    
i352 K 187 B 49   PP 82f; PPSupp 16,347; RVP 260,1025 / Moret 11 / LIMC Hera 443; P.i.57 Paris N3148 K561 Squat lekythos / Paestan red-figure c. 330 BC 52b  
i353 K 13 B 34   LIMC P.i.59 New York 1906.1021.223 Terracotta lekythos / Campanian black-figure 330-320 BC 52c  
i354   B 43   WV A, pl. 10.3 / Moret 23 / RVAp II 863,15 New York 69.11.7 Volute krater / Apulian red-figure 330-310 BC 52d  
i355 K 290* B 55   Simon 1960 AntK 3(1): 3-5 & 18-20 / LIMC Aphrodite 1421; Athena 425; Hera 446; P.i.62 Plovdiv 3197 Gold rhyton / Thracian c. 330 BC 52e  
i356       Christie's 09.06.2011: 2450.101 New York market, Christie's Lebes Gamikos / Paestan red-figure c. 325 BC 53a  
i357 K 231 bis     Walters 1899: 132-134 (no. 745) London 745 1884,0614.32 Bronze cista / Etruscan 325-300 BC 53b  
i358       Walters 1899: 104 (no. 640.2) London 1884,0614.33 Bronze cista / Etruscan 325-275 BC    
i359       LIMC P.i.4 / Asensi 2011: 16f Barcelona 1247 Bronze mirror / Etruscan 325-275 BC    
i360 K 182 B 29 171 CVA Munich, Kleinkunst 5, 29-30 / LIMC Athena 421; P.i.52b Munich 2439 6011 Hydria / Attic red-figure c. 325 BC 53c  
i361     13371 Getty 12: 241f (no. 52) / LIMC P.i.52a / Kenneth & Wight 2010: 78 Malibu 83.AE.10 Pelike / Attic red-figure c. 325 BC 53d  
i362       Moret 12 / LIMC Athena 418 Geneva, private collection Lebes Gamikos / Paestan red-figure c. 320 BC    
i363     44928 Numismatic & Ancient Art Gallery 1991: 112 (no. 387) Zurich market, Numismatic Pelike / Attic red-figure c. 320 BC 54a  
i364 K 206     Gerhard 1843-1897: 5.129-131 (no. 100) & 4.5.1 (Paralip. 296) / LIMC P.i.67 Paris BR1734 Bronze mirror / Etruscan 320-280 BC 54b  
i365 K 226     Gerhard 1843-1897: 5.134 (no. 103.2) Siena, Chigi collection Bronze mirror / Etruscan 300-280 BC 54c  
i366       Christie's 08.12.1993 5100.65 London market, Christie’s Bronze cista / Etruscan c. 300 BC    
i367       LIMC P.i.66 / CSE USA 1, Midwestern Collections, 18-20 / Simon 2009: 52 Bloomington 74.23 Bronze mirror / Etruscan c. 300 BC 54d  
i368 K 207     Gerhard 1843-1897: 5.126f (no. 98.2) / CSE USA 1, Midwestern Collections, no. 28 / LIMC P.i.68 Oberlin 42.122 Bronze mirror / Etruscan c. 300 BC 55a  
i369 K 203     LIMC P.i.65 Rome, Villa Giulia 15318 1745 Bronze mirror / Etruscan c. 300 BC 55b  
i370 K 233 B 59   Sieglin & Pagenstecher 1913: 65 Alexandria Altar / Alexandrian 3rd cent BC    
i371       Adriani 1959: 1-9 / LIMC Athena 426 Alexandria 25263 Bronze cup / Alexandrian 3rd cent BC    
i372       Gill 1990 JHS 110: 291f (no. 12) Cambridge GR.3.1977 Bronze mirror / Etruscan 3rd cent BC    
i373         Minneapolis 57.14 Bronze mirror / Etruscan 3rd cent BC 55c  
i374       King 1880-1884 ComCAS 5, 192-194 / Nicholls 1978 (no. 60) / LIMC P.i.69 & add.4 Cambridge Loan Ant.103.39 Bronze mirror / Etruscan 3rd cent BC 55d  
i375       CSE Great Britain 2, Cambridge, no. 18 Cambridge Z.23214b Bronze mirror / Etruscan 3rd cent BC    
i376 K 232 
B 56 / B 
57   
Sieglin & Pagenstecher 1913: 64f / Breccia 1914 : 255 / Wüst a.95 / LIMC Aphrodite 1422; Athena 
424; Hermes 480bis Alexandria Relief cup / Hellenistic 3rd cent BC    
i377       LIMC P.i.60 / Christie's 12.06.2000 9448.127 New York market, Christie’s Lekanis / Sicilian polychrome 275-225 BC 56a  
i378         Oxford, Pitt Rivers 1867.61.3 Bronze mirror / Etruscan 2nd cent BC    
i379         Athens, Cycladic 24 Statuette / Hellenistic 150-50 BC 56b  
i380 K 234     Minns 1913: 354f Unknown Oinochoe / Alexandrian 1st cent BC    
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i381         Paris MA439 Statue / Roman 1st cent BC 56c  
i382 K 282     Levi 1947: 1.19 / LIMC Athena 427; P.i.70 Berlin FG11058 Sardonyx cameo / Roman 1st cent BC 56d  
i383       LIMC P.i.111 Moscow N II 1 d 627 Relief kalathos / Hellenistic 50-1 BC    
i384 K 260     Helbig 1868: 275 (no. 1283) Naples Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 60    
i385       LIMC P.i.72 Naples 8990 Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 60    
i386       
LIMC Athena 422; P.i.71 / 
http://www.pompeiiinpictures.com/pompeiiinpictures/R1/1%2004%2025%20p6.htm Naples 120033 Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 60 57a  
i387 K 257     Helbig 1868: 277f (no. 1286) / Levi 1947: 1.19 Pompeii I.4.5 (Casa del Citarista) Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 60    
i388 K 262       Pompeii V.I.18 (Casa degli Epigrammi) Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 60    
i389 K 258     Helbig 1868: 276 (no. 1283b) / Levi 1947: 1.20 
Pompeii, Strada Stabiana (House of 
Optatio) VII.2.14 Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 60    
i390 K 261     Helbig 1868: 275 (no. 1282) Pompeii IX.4.? Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 60    
i391 K 259     Dawson 1944: 112 (no. 68) Strasbourg Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 60    
i392 K 269     Helbig 1868: 384 (no. 1554) / LIMC P.i.112b Naples Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 79    
i393       Helbig 1868: 273 (no. 1271) Naples 8988 Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 79 57b  
i394       
Sogliano 1879: 105f / 
http://www.pompeiiinpictures.com/pompeiiinpictures/R1/1%2002%2028%20p6.htm Naples 111476 Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 79 58a  
i395       http://www.pompeiiinpictures.com/pompeiiinpictures/R1/1%2010%2007%20p6.htm 
Pompeii I.10.7 (Casa del Fabbro, Room 
12) Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 79    
i396       http://www.pompeiiinpictures.com/pompeiiinpictures/R1/1%2011%2006%20p5.htm 
Pompeii I.11.6 (Casa della Venere in 
Bikini, Room 7) Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 79 58b  
i397       Mau 1876 BdI: 27 (no. 12) 
Pompeii VI.14.22 (Fullonica di Marcus 
Vesonius Primus, Room 15) Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 79    
i398       Gierow 2000: 79 Pompeii VII.4.58-63 Murals / Roman 20 BC - AD 79    
i399 K 264     Helbig 1868: 275 (no. 1281) 
Pompeii VII.12.28 (Vicolo del balcone 
pensile) Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 79    
i400       http://www.pompeiiinpictures.com/pompeiiinpictures/R8/8%2004%2004%20p8.htm 
Pompeii VIII.4.4 (Casa di Marco 
Holcono Rufo, Room 22) Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 79    
i401 K 268       Tivoli, Villa Hadriana Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 79    
i402 K 270 bis     Levi 1947: 1.20 Tivoli, Villa Hadriana Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 79    
i403 K 270     Helbig 1868: 274 (no. 1279) / Levi 1947: 1.20 Tivoli, Villa Hadriana Mural? / Roman 20 BC - AD 79    
i404 K 271       Vatican (Necropolis of Saint Peter) Mural / Roman 20 BC - AD 79    
i405       LIMC P.i.112a Naples Marble relief / Roman 1st cent AD    
i406 K 288       London Gem 3914 1923,0401.1154 Cameo / Roman 1st-2nd cent AD 59a  
i407         Athens, Numismatic Intaglio / Roman 1st-2nd cent AD 59b  
i408       Visconti 1819: 225-229 Vatican, Pio-Clementino 8272 Statue / Roman 1st-2nd cent AD 59c  
i409 K 267     Mau 1890 RM 5: 272-274 / Levi 1947: 1.17 / LIMC P.i.75 Naples 119691 Mural / Roman AD 60-79 60a  
i410       Levi 1947: 1.17 / http://www.pompeiiinpictures.com/pompeiiinpictures/R5/5%2001%2026%20p7.htm 
Pompeii V.1.26 (Casa di L. Caecili 
Iucundi) Mural / Roman AD 60-79    
i411 K 265     Helbig, 1868: 277 (nr. 1285) / Levi 1947: 1.19f / LIMC P.i.73 Pompeii VI.9.2 (Casa di Meleagro) Mural / Roman AD 60-79 60b  
i412 K 266     Helbig 1868: 276 (nr. 1284) / Levi 1947: 17 / LIMC P.i.74 
Pompeii VIII.4.4 (Casa di Marco 
Holcono Rufo. Room 10) Mural / Roman AD 60-79    
i413 K 256     Kähler 1939: 257 Rome, Colosseum Relief / Roman AD 70-80    
i414 K 251 bis*     Dunand 1934: 13f (no. 2) As-Suwayda Basalt relief / Roman 2nd cent AD    
i415         Boston 69.71 Bronze mirror / Roman 2nd cent AD 61a  
i416       LIMC P.i.add.5 Columbia (MO) 77.124 Bronze mirror / Roman 2nd cent AD    
i417 K 235       Pesaro, Passeri collection Clay lamp / Roman 2nd cent AD 61b  
i418       LIMC P.i.98c Bonn 2717 Relief (fragment) / Roman 2nd cent AD    
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i419       LIMC P.i.98a Bonn 2718 Relief (fragment) / Roman 2nd cent AD    
i420 K 252     LIMC P.i.87 Bordeaux Relief (fragment) / Roman 2nd cent AD    
i421 K 238       Plicque collection Relief vase? / Roman 2nd cent AD    
i422 K 241 bis     Robert 1890: 18 (no. 14) Lateran Sarcophagus / Roman 2nd cent AD    
i423       LIMC Alexandros 3c Somzée collection 25 Statue / Roman 2nd cent AD    
i424 K 286       Paris, Cabinet 44 Cameo / Roman 2nd-3rd cent AD    
i425 K 287       London Gem 3190 1923,0401.771 Cameo / Roman 2nd-3rd cent AD 61c  
i426     279   Marlborough Gems 163 Garnet / Roman 2nd-3rd cent AD 61d  
i427       LIMC P.i.113 Athens NM881 Gem / Roman 2nd-3rd cent AD    
i428       LIMC P.i.89 Munich AGD I 3, 2707 Gem / Roman 2nd-3rd cent AD    
i429 K 274     Albertini [in Cagnot 1920 BAC: 74f] / Levi 1971: 1.21 Cherchell? Mosaic / Roman 2nd-3rd cent AD    
i430       LIMC P.i.78 Kos Mosaic / Roman 2nd-3rd cent AD    
i431 K 273       Sarmizegetusa (lost) Mosaic / Roman 2nd-3rd cent AD    
i432       Levi 1947: 1.18 / LIMC P.i.90 Florence 14470 Onyx cameo / Roman 2nd-3rd cent AD    
i433       LIMC P.i. 91 Florence 14471 Onyx cameo / Roman 2nd-3rd cent AD    
i434 K 283     LIMC P.i.88 Berlin FG3106 White glass paste gem / Roman 2nd-3rd cent AD 61e  
i435 K 237     Helbig 1891: 1.102f (no. 154) / LIMC P.i.85 Vatican 1186 (Ara Casali) Altar / Roman AD 117-138    
i436 K 239     WV A, pl. 11.4 / Levi 1947: 1.18 
Rome, Museo delle Terme (Ludovisi 
relief)  Relief / Roman AD 117-138    
i437 K 236     Levi 1947: 1.18 Rome, Palazzo Spada Relief / Roman AD 117-138    
i438       LIMC P.i.79 Rome 8563 Cat180 Sarcophagus (fragment) / Roman AD 117-138 61f  
i439 K 272     Levi 1947: 1.16 & 1.20f / LIMC Athena 423; P.i.77 Paris MA3443 Mosaic / Roman AD 130-150 62a  
i440 K 263     Levi 1947: 1.20 / LIMC P.i.76 Rome, Tomba dei Nasonii Mural / Roman AD 138-161    
i441 K 278     Imhoof-Blumer 1888 JdI 3: 293 (no. 4) / LIMC P.i.92 [Coin - Antoninus Pius, Alexandria] Coin / Roman AD 140-141    
i442       LIMC P.i.93 [Coin - Antoninus Pius, Alexandria] Coin / Roman AD 141-142    
i443 K 277     Imhoof-Blumer 1888 JdI 3: 293 (no. 5) / Levi 1947: 1.18f [Coin - Antoninus Pius, Tarsus] Coin / Roman AD 141-143 62b  
i444 K 276     Imhoof-Blumer 1888 JdI 3: 293f (no. 6) / Levi 1947: 1.18f / LIMC P.i.94 [Coin - Antoninus Pius, Alexandria] Coin / Roman AD 141-43    
i445 K 242     Robert 1890: 11-13 (no. 10) / Levi 1947: 1.18 / LIMC P.i.81 Rome, Villa Pamfili Relief / Roman AD 150-175    
i446 K 241 bis     Robert 1890: 18 (no. 12) / LIMC P.i.80a Palestrina, Barberini Gardens Sarcophagus / Roman AD 150-200    
i447 K 240     Levi 1947: 1.18 / LIMC P.i.83 Rome, Tomba dei Pancratii Lead sarcophagus / Roman AD 160-170 63a  
i448 K 243     Robert 1890: 19 (no. 16) / Levi 1947: 1.17f / LIMC P.i.82a Paris MA1335 Sarcophagus / Roman AD 175-200 63b  
i449 K 241     WV A, pl. 11.3 / Robert 1890: 13-18 (no. 11) / Levi 1947: 1.18 / LIMC P.i.80 Rome, Villa Medici 54 Sarcophagus / Roman AD 180-200 63c  
i450 K 245     Levi: 1947: 1.19n18 / LIMC P.i.84 Sabratha Relief / Roman AD 193-211    
i451 K 279     Imhoof-Blumer 1888 JdI 3: 291f (no. 1) / LIMC P.i.95 [Coin - Carcalla, Skepsis] Coin / Roman AD 198-217    
i452 K 244     Robert 1890: 19f (no. 17) / Levi 1947: 1.17f / LIMC P.i.82b Paris MA267 Sarcophagus lid / Roman AD 200-235 64a  
i453 K 251     Levi 1947: 19n18 / LIMC P.i.86 Paris AO11077 Basalt relief / Roman 3rd cent AD 64b  
i454       Eckersley 1995: 102 & 128 (no. 20) Merida Mosaic / Roman 3rd cent AD    
i455 K 248        Relief (fragment) / Roman 3rd cent AD    
i456 K 255         Bronze relief / Roman 3rd-4th cent AD    
i457 K 289*     
Richter & Smith 1953 Burlington 95(603): 180-187 / Smith 1957: 165 (no. 341) / Harden 1987: 271 
(no. 149) / LIMC P.i.99 Corning 55.1.85 Glass bowl / Roman 3rd-4th cent AD 64c  
i458 K 253 bis       Komárom Medallion relief / Roman 3rd-4th cent AD    
i459 K 246     Robert 1890: 20 (no. 19) Florence Relief / Roman 3rd-4th cent AD    
i460 K 247     Robert 1890: 18f (no. 15) London, Soane Relief (fragment) / Roman 3rd-4th cent AD    
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No Clairmont Raab BADB Bibliography Museum Shape / Style Date Pl.  
i461 K 241 bis     Robert 1890: 18 (no. 13) Ostia Sarcophagus / Roman 3rd-4th cent AD    
i462 K 280     Imhoof-Blumer 1888 JdI 3: 293 (no. 3) / LIMC Aphrodite 1444; P.i.96 [Coin - Maximinus Thrax, Tarsus] Bronze coin / Roman AD 235-238 65a  
i463 K 281     Imhoof-Blumer 1888 JdI 3: 292f (no. 2) / LIMC P.i.97 [Coin - Gordianus III, Ilio] Coin / Roman AD 238-244    
i464       Sotheby's 08.12.1995, no. 280 / LIMC P.i.add.8 New York, Sotheby's Sarcophagus / Roman AD 250-300    
i465       LIMC P.i.100 Budapest Bronze box / Roman 4th cent AD    
i466 K 253       Budapest 32 1906 36 Relief (fragment) / Roman 4th cent AD    
i467       LIMC P.i.add.6 Seville ROD9670 Mosaic / Roman AD 426-500 65b  
i468       LIMC P.i.101 Washington, Textile 71.117 Textile / Coptic 5th cent AD 65c  
i469       Marshak 2004: 256f (no. 157) / Cheng 2007 CRI 14(2): 589 Guyuan Gilt silver ewer / Bactrian 5th-6th cent AD 66a  
i470 K 254     LIMC P.i.102 Baltimore 71.64 Calyx relief / Byzantine 6th cent AD 66b  
i471         Boston 55.577 Textile / Coptic 6th cent AD 66c  
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Appendix 2. Art: Undefined episodes 
This Appendix groups artistic representations of the Judgement of Paris that do not fit into any 
of the episodes listed in Chapter 3. 
(1) Scenes of uncertain definition 
Because of the fragmentary condition of some objects or because of unkown narrative 
aspects, it is difficult to identify a specific episode. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure loutrophoros by the Group of the Dresden Lekanis, 590-570 BC 
(i8) 
Hermes leads the three goddesses to the left. Hermes wears pointed boots: his face and arms 
are lost. Athena, in the first place, carries an olive wreath. She is followed by Hera, who holds a 
ram-headed sceptre. The identification of the goddesses made by Marx (1988: 448) is not 
certain according to Alexandridou (2011b: 57). Aphrodite comes third after Hera. Paris is 
missing “only perhaps because of the break” (Lemos 2009: 135). 
Attic black-figure amphora, c. 560 BC (i26) 
Athena and another goddess follow Hermes. According to Marx (1988: 449), Paris is in the 
scene and there is an owl between him and Hermes. There are two male figures (maybe Zeus 
and Apollo?) behind the goddesses: there is another owl between these two groups. 
Attic black-figure loutrophoros by Lydos, 550-540 BC (i62) 
Beazley’s (1971: 45) description indicates that there is a Judgement of Paris between sphinxes 
and a side scene of a man and a woman. Travlos’ (1971, pl. 363) illustration is not clear. 
Fragments of Attic black-figure Siana cup comparable with Lydos, 550-540 BC (i64) 
Three indistinguishable goddesses wearing mantles form a row to right behind Hermes, who 
wears a petasos. Hermes seems to gesture to a figure in front of him. Another fragment that 
fits to the right shows two men in conversation. Roncalli (1999: 33) thinks they are Paris and 
Priam, but it is more likely that they are Paris and Apollo, as on i13. Another figure is visible 
behind the goddesses: it could be Dionysus, who often joins the procession. 
Attic black-figure amphora, 550-530 BC (i67) 
This amphora was originally described by Harrison (1886: 201). The three goddesses, Athena 
holding a spear, are present with Hermes, who wears pointed boots. Harrison does not specify 
whether Paris is depicted or not. She asserts that this is the same as object ‘q’ in Schneider 
(1886: 96f), which I catalogue here as i68. I have two reasons to believe that these are 
different vases. First, Schneider does not identify Athena in the scene, as Harrison does, and 
this should not be a problem if Athena holds a spear. Second, Schneider points out that only 
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Paris’ feet are visible and that mostly the lower part of the scene is preserved, which is not 
mentioned by Harrison. Instead, she says that “it is of the most delicate archaic style”, which 
would be hard to judge if the scene were fragmented. Schulze (1921: 22) assumed that 
Harrison was right and identified her amphora with Schneider’s. Wüst (1949: 1519) and Raab 
(1972: 167), surely copying from Schneider, replicated his assumption. Curiously, Clairmont 
(1951) does not deal with this amphora or that of Schneider. I am almost certain that Raab and 
Wüst did not check Harrison’s article. Schulze mistakenly quoted page ‘210’ from Harrison’s 
article, but the amphora is discussed on page 201. Wüst and Raab both quote again page ‘210’, 
which makes me think that they did not directly check Harrison’s article, but rather were citing 
from Schulze’s dissertation. 
Attic black-figure amphora, 550-530 BC (i68) 
The only description known to me of this amphora is in Schneider (1886: 96f). Only the lower 
part of the scene is preserved. Three indistinguishable goddesses presumably follow Hermes, 
who wears winged boots. Paris is also present at the scene, but only his feet are preserved. 
Attic black-figure amphora, 550-530 BC (i70) 
On his review to Clairmont’s (1951) catalogue, Bothmer (1953: 139) indicates an addition after 
object K 59: “amphora B in the market (much restored, reverse not seen)”. Raab (1972: 177) 
includes this amphora in her catalogue, but she seems to know no more than I about it. I tried 
to obtain further information on this amphora, but this was not possible, given that the 
Bothmer Archive is not currently accessible. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure plate, 550-530 BC (i77: pl. 13b) 
Three draped female figures stand to the right: the one at the left edge and the one at the 
middle hold wreaths. A male figure stands to left in front of them: a piece of drapery seems to 
fall in front of his legs (a wineskin?). There is a bird, apparently a pelican, standing behind the 
goddesses. This could be a representation of either the goddesses meeting Paris or Hermes 
collecting the goddesses. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure amphora (?), c. 535 BC (i84: pl. 14b) 
The heads of two goddesses moving to right are preserved. The first goddess, on the right, 
holds a flower: she is possibly Aphrodite; the second puts one hand to her mouth. Clairmont 
(1951: 32) and Hoffmann, Bothmer, and Truitt (1973: 44) have thought that the fragment 
belongs to a Judgement of Paris, but Raab (1972: 190) disagrees. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure amphora (?), c. 530 BC (i87) 
This fragment shows only Hermes and Paris. Hermes seems to look back at the goddesses 
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while Paris raises his left forearm in greeting (or farewell). It is possible that Paris is leaving the 
scene, but because the lower part of his body is missing we cannot be sure. 
Fragment of North Ionian (Clazomenian?) black-figure hydria probably by the Urla Group, c. 
530 BC (i89: pl. 15b) 
A woman is mounting a chariot. The description supplied by the British Museum suggests that 
she could be Athena. If so, the scene could be excerpted from the Judgement, showing only 
Athena going to Mount Ida. 
Fragments of an Attic black-figure amphora (?), 525-500 BC (i108) 
The three goddesses, Athena in the first place with helmet, spear, and snakes, follow Hermes, 
his head and half of his body lost. The middle and last goddesses carry long vine branches. 
Attic black-figure oinochoe of the Keyside Class, 510-490 BC (i152) 
According to Beazley’s description (1978: 427), there is Hermes with Athena and a woman. 
This could be a Judgement of Paris and, if so, could correspond to the episode of Hermes and 
the goddesses going to Mount Ida. 
Fragments of Attic black-figure cup by the Campana Painter, c. 500 BC (i156) 
The lower part of Hermes and two female figures after him going to the right. These could be 
Hermes and the goddesses going to Mount Ida, although Bonomi (1991: 48) suggests either 
nymphs or maenads, because she believes she sees them dancing. The steps of the female 
figures, nevertheless, are similar to the long steps seen on i113. 
Fragment of Attic red-figure cup by Makron, 495-475 BC (i193) 
Nachbaur’s (2003: 177-185) reconstruction of the cup allows the identification of Hermes 
walking to right followed by Athena, most possibly in a Judgement of Paris. Border lines of 
Athena’s aegis and the top of Hermes’ caduceus support the identification of the characters. 
Attic red-figure lekythos by the Brygos Painter, 490-470 BC (i202) 
A goddess with diadem and a long sceptre stands to the right. There is a sheep walking by her 
side. For the characterization and the rustic setting suggested by the sheep, this could be Hera 
on Mount Ida. The purpose of the phiale she holds in her right hand is uncertain (cf. i368 
below), but it could be cosmetic, as it seems to be on i224. 
Attic red-figure fragments by the Oinanthe Painter, c. 460 BC (i222) 
Athena, with helmet, aegis, and spear, walks to right and holds up her left hand. In front of 
her, Hera walks to right, holding a long flower-topped sceptre, presumably in her right hand: 
she wears a diadem and earrings. The fragments belong to a Judgement of Paris, as has been 
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accepted by Beazley, Payne & Price, (1931: 125), Beazley (1942: 399 & 1963: 587), Clairmont 
(1951: 51), Raab (1972: 178), and Villing (1992: 100). 
Attic white-ground volute krater by the Boreas Painter, c. 460 BC (i225) 
Paribeni (1982: 28) recognizes a fragmented Judgement of Paris on side B of this krater, as 
Annibaldi (1949: 242) had reported earlier, on the basis of certain characters depicted. We see 
Athena, Hermes, possibly Iris, and other divine characters: at least twelve figures are depicted 
in the scene. The specific episode is not identified. 
Apulian red-figure volute krater, 450-350 BC (i241) 
Paris seated at the right edge of the scene. In front of him are the three goddesses Hera, 
Athena, and Aphrodite. Beside them is Hermes accompanied by two Erotes. The attitude of the 
characters is not described in the only known source, the American Art Galleries (1899: 74), so 
it is not possible to determine which episode is represented. 
Fragment of Laconian red-figure calyx krater, 440-400 BC (i247) 
Aphrodite stands to right with necklace and earrings. An Eros hovers in front of her. Athena 
stands to right with helmet, aegis, and necklace. Hera stands to left with necklace and sceptre. 
Paris and Hermes are not depicted, but Clairmont (1951: 142) reports that they were on the 
other side of the krater. 
Fragment of Attic red-figure bell krater, c. 400 BC (i260) 
There is a youth in Oriental dress, apparently sitting en face, wearing a Phrygian cap and 
holding a sceptre. To his left, somebody’s left hand holding a spear and a shield: this is possibly 
Athena, as she is also wearing a bracelet around her wrist. The possible presence of Athena 
suggests that the youth is Paris and that the fragment belongs to a Judgement of Paris. This 
interpretation has been accepted by Lamb (1936: 48), Clairmont (1951: 56), Raab (1972: 180), 
and Villing (1992: 96f). 
Hellenistic ivory coffin veneer, 400-380 BC (i266: pl. 41b) 
Aphrodite stands en face, watching the little Eros who leans on her left shoulder. To her left, 
Athena stands to right, holding a helmet in her left hand. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i293) 
Alxsntre (Paris) and the three goddesses: Uni (Hera), Mnerva (Athena), and Turan (Aphrodite). 
Turms (Hermes) sits and holds a club. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i295) 
According to Campana (1860: 8), this mirror is engraved with a Judgement of Paris. 
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Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i296) 
As for i295, but in a different style (Campana 1860: 8). 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i297) 
Mirror engraved with a Judgement of Paris (Campana 1860: 8). 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i298) 
As for i297, but in a coarser style (Campana 1860: 8). 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i299) 
Mirror engraved with a Judgement of Paris (Campana 1860: 8). 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i300) 
As for i299 (Campana 1860: 8). 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i301) 
As for i299 (Campana: 1860: 8). 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i302) 
As for i299 (Campana 1860: 9). 
Fragment of Paestan red-figure situla by the Painter of Louvre K240, 370-360 BC (i313: pl. 46b) 
A phylax actor stands to left holding up his right hand and holding a walking stick in his right 
hand. Before him, standing to left, a male figure wearing a Phrygian cap. According to the 
Museum description, the scene could be taken from the Judgement of Paris. If so, this could be 
from a phylax play inspired on Cratinus’ Dionysalexandros and Sophocles’ Krisis. 
Lycian silver double-head kantharos, 350-300 BC (i342: pl. 50c) 
Maleia (Athena) and Perdreta (Aphrodite) sit together, as in conversation. Alekssk (Paris) 
wears trousers and is accompanied by a dog. Part of Hermes’ cap is visible. Hera is missing. The 
figures are named in Lycian script. The heads of the kantharos represent those of Paris and 
Helen, although they are in fragmentary condition now. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 3rd century BC (i373: pl. 55c) 
Mnerva (Athena) is taking a bath, possibly preparing for the Judgement.1 
Roman cameo, 1st-2nd century AD (i406: pl. 59a) 
On the left of the scene, Venus sits to right on a rock and a small Cupid stands on her knees. In 
front of her, Minerva stands turning her back on Venus: she wears a helmet and rests her chin 
                                                          
1 This version is supported by Euripides (Andr. 285f, Hel. 676-678, and IA 182 & 1294f), but rejected by 
Callimachus (Lav.Pall. 13-28). 
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on her left hand. Minerva holds a shield with her right hand. The scene represents an excerpt 
from the Judgement of Paris. 
Roman basalt relief, 3rd century AD (i453: pl. 64b) 
Six figures sitting to left in a row. They are identified by inscriptions. From left to right, Paris, 
Hermes, Aphrodite, Athena, Hera, and Zeus. Eros, whose name is also inscribed, hovers over 
Aphrodite. Paris wears a Phrygian cap. Hermes holds a caduceus. Aphrodite holds a mirror. 
Athena, wearing a helmet, holds a spear. Hera holds two wheat ears. Zeus, finally, holds a 
sphere that represents the world. Levi (1947: 19n18) has the opinon that the characters 
“recline one next to the other as table companions at a banquet”. 
(2) Allegorical representations 
Here I list those representations that allude to the Judgement of Paris without openly showing 
it. 
Attic red-figure cover of a pyxis, 440-420 BC (i246: pl. 36b) 
A winged phallos is surrounded by three big vulvae, one to left, one to right, and one in front 
of it. Clairmont (1951: 59) considers the scene as a parody of the Judgement of Paris, but Raab 
(1972: 197) rejects it. Indeed, there is no explicit connection between this scene and the story 
of the Judgement, but the concurrence of three vulvae in the presence of one (winged) phallos 
suggests a context of competition between three females. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd century BC (i306: pl. 45b) 
Victoria (Nike) stands to right in the middle of the scene, handing a helmet to Alexntros (Paris), 
who sits on a rock to left, holding a long stick and wearing a petasos that hangs from his neck. 
There is a dog resting on the ground below them. The scene represents the gift offered by 
Mnerva (Athena) to Alexntros. 
Apulian red-figure epychisis, 350-325 BC (i329: pl. 50a) 
The goddesses richly dressed are with Hermes, who stands nearby. It looks as though they are 
taking a rest on Mount Ida, for Hermes rests his right foot on a rock, before going to Paris. 
Moret (1978: 86) points out the Dionysian or funerary atmosphere given by Hera’s attitude. 
She holds a phiale in her right hand, as in a libation. This meaning is stressed by Hera’s veil, 
which makes her look like a priestess. Hermes reclines near Hera and holds his right hand over 
the phiale. Both Aphrodite and Athena, seated around Hera and Hermes, pay attention, which 
makes evident that this is a central action in the scene. It is noteworthy that Aphrodite is 
sitting on a chest, holding a fan. A band ‘floats’ to her left. It seems to me that Hera is 
executing her husband’s determination over Troy by receiving a libation for the heroes that 
will be conducted by Hermes into the underworld during the war incited by Athena because of 
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Aphrodite’s seduction of Paris. This explanation would account for the clear characterization of 
the goddesses and the action performed by Hermes and Hera in the middle of the scene. This 
specific story is not attested in either literature or art, so it could likely be the creation of the 
artist. 
Etruscan bronze cista, 325-300 BC (i357: pl. 53b) 
The complete description of the scene given by Walters (1899: 132-134) allows us to identify 
the characters of the Judgement of Paris, despite the unexpected presence of Prometheus and 
the dubious identification of Paris: there are Eris, Hermes, Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite with 
Eros. The exact meaning of the episode depicted, however, is not clear: Eris runs holding a 
sword, Prometheus is a short bald man who holds an axe, Hermes holds two apples instead of 
one, Hera leads Hermes rather than being led by him, Athena and Aphrodite show a 
contrasting calm to the other characters’ rush, and Paris is depicted with satyrs’ ears. The 
unexpected seems to be part of the artist’s inspiration. 
Etruscan bronze cista, 325-275 BC (i358) 
Paris, wearing a Phrygian helmet, receives Nike, who offers him a phiale. The representation 
allegorically shows Athena’s gift to Paris. 
Roman mural, 20 BC - AD 79 (i392) 
An ithyphallic cock meets a turkey (or swan), a goose, and a duck. As i246, this looks like a 
parody of the Judgement, the cock representing Paris and the turkey, goose, and duck 
representing the goddesses. 
Roman mural, 20 BC - AD 79 (i394: pl. 58a) 
Cassandra predicts the downfall of Troy in the presence of Priam and Hector. The boy Paris 
stands beside his father, holding a golden apple, which points forward to the Judgement. 
Roman murals, 20 BC - AD 79 (i398) 
Three murals in a room show little Cupids performing sacrifies to the altars of Juno, Minerva, 
and Venus. The set of murals is clearly intended to recall the Judgement of Paris. 
Roman bronze mirror, 2nd century AD (i415: pl. 61a) 
To the left, Minerva (fully armed) leans on her shield, which is placed on an altar. In the centre, 
Venus sits on the steps beside the altar and hands a sprig of fruit to Juno, who leans on a 
column and hands a small object to Venus. A kalathos hangs from Venus’ left arm. A tree 
between Venus and Juno indicates an outdoor setting. The scene does not seem to depict any 
known episode of the Judgement, but it gives an allegorical rendering of the story. Venus is 
given prominence by her central position (she is framed by a tree and a pillar). She is the only 
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one sitting (on an altar) and both Minerva and Juno look at her. The scene does not stress the 
competition between the goddesses, but the pre-eminence of Venus. Minerva’s endangered 
situation may be signified by a scorpion approaching the owl behind her. 
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Appendix 3. Art: Objects not classified 
Here I list the art objects that have not been included in the classification of Chapter 3, or in 
the catalogue of Appendix 1, explaining the omission in each case. 
(1) Uncertain objects 
These objects could represent a Judgement of Paris, but it is not certain whether they do. 
Fragment of Protoattic black-figure krater comparable with the Painter of Berlin A34, 650-600 
BC, Athens 2226 (ABV 1; BADB 300004) 
This fragmentary krater represents the head of a man and has the inscription ΑΛ or ΑΓ, and for 
this reason it has been thought that it could depict either Alexandros-Paris or Agamemnon 
(Alexandridou 2011b: 56n2). Even if it were Alexandros, it remains uncertain whether there 
was a Judgement represented on this vase. 
Fragments of Melian stamnos, 650-600 BC, Palermo NI1693 
The fragments preserve the bodies of two women walking to right with the left hand raised, as 
is evident from their mantles. The edge of a third woman’s dress remains. Gàbrici (1927: 304-
307), observing that there is place as for at least a fourth figure in front of the three women, 
thought that this could be a rendering of the Judgement of Paris. Dehl-von Kaenel’s (1995: 
400f) description does not pronounce on the subject of the image. Like Gàbrici, I suggest that 
this could be a Judgement of Paris. However, none of the figures is identified and we see no 
trace of either Hermes or Paris in the scene. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure column krater (?) by the KX Painter, 580-570 BC, Berlin F3987 
(ABV 25,16; BADB 300294; CVA Berlin, Antikenmuseum 7, 16) 
A male figure standing to right looks back and holds up his left forearm in greeting (or 
farewell). The scene depicted on the fragment has been widely accepted (Clairmont 1951: 26; 
Beazley 1956: 25; Raab A II 1; Marx 1988: 450; Mommsen 1991: 16; Lemos 2009: 135; 
Alexandridou 2011a: 23n18; Alexandridou 2011b: 57) as an excerpt of the Judgement of Paris 
between sphinxes: Paris running away from the gods. Beazley and Payne (1929: 258) were the 
first to observe that the male figure was comparable to Alexandros on the Chigi vase (i2). 
Despite this resemblance, I believe that the fragmentary condition of the vase and the null 
characterization of the male figure prevent a safe identification of the subject. 
Laconian black-figure kylix by the Boreads Painter, 580-565 BC, London B6 
The vase is very fragmented, but we still can identify a woman holding an apple in front of a 
man, which makes us think of the Judgement. According to Hampe (1937: 145n10), this is Hera 
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giving the apple to Paris so that he decides which goddess is the most beautiful, as we have 
seen in renderings of episode 3.1. “Hera gives the apple to Paris, asking him to judge” above. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Painter of London B 76, 575-550 BC, 
Marseille, Borely 10525 (ABV 87,15; BADB 300804) 
A bearded man walks to right looking backwards. The raised hand of a missing character is 
visible in front of his face. This detail recalls the scene of Paris departing from the scene and 
Hermes greeting him with a raised hand. This is why Clairmont (1951: 25) listed this fragment 
in his catalogue (K 22). Beazley (1956: 87) wonders whether the man walking to right is Paris, 
but Raab (1972: 187) rejects a Judgement of Paris on this fragment. The interpretation of a 
Judgement seems likely, but still not well supported. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure olpe by Kleitias, c. 570 BC, Huelva 
This small fragment shows Athena standing to the left behind a figure that holds a floral 
sceptre. Only part of the chest and the right arm of Athena are visible. Olmos and Cabrera 
(1980: 8f) have thought that this fragment forms part of a Judgement of Paris. This has been 
accepted by Chamorro (1987: 225). I believe, however, that there is not enough information in 
the fragment to confirm that it belongs to a Judgement of Paris. Furthermore, the goddess is 
standing to the left, which is very uncommon in Attic black-figure renderings of the 
Judgement. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure neck amphora comparable to the Camtar Painter, 570-560 BC, 
London B601.18 (ABV 84; BADB 300786) 
A portion of Hera’s body standing to left is preserved on the fragment. The goddess is 
identified by an inscription. Hera holds a wreath and a flower. Beazley and Payne (1929: 262) 
make the observation that the goddess usually carries a wreath when approaching Paris on 
Mount Ida. We have no evidence, however, of what the context for Hera is on this scene. 
Furthermore, the goddess is standing to left, which is highly unusual in Attic black-figure 
renderings of the Judgement. Clairmont (1951: 25) includes this fragment in his catalogue (K 
25), but Raab (1972: 187) rejects it after Hampe (1954: 545) had expressed doubts about it. 
Beazley (1956: 84) recalls the suggestion that this could be a Judgement of Paris. I could not 
reject a representation of the Judgement here, but there are no elements sufficient to claim 
that this subject was depicted on the vase. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure plate (?) by the Painter of London B76, 565-550 BC, Eleusis 1090 
(ABV 87,23; BADB 300812) 
A figure to right has his or her hands lowered, the right holding a wreath, in front of a male 
figure standing to right and holding a flower-topped sceptre in the right hand. Clairmont (1951: 
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24) says this is a fragment from a Judgement of Paris (K 15): one of the goddesses in front of 
Paris. The interpretation is backed by Beazley (1956: 87). However, Bothmer rightly wonders 
“What makes this a Judgment of Paris?” (1953: 139), convincing Raab (1972: 187) not to 
include this fragment in her catalogue. The wreath and the flower-topped sceptre are 
customary items in Attic black-figure renderings of the Judgement, but here we are not even 
sure of who is standing in front of ‘Paris’: is it male or female? 
Fragments of Attic black-figure plate by Lydos, c. 560 BC, Florence, Vagonville 102a (ABV 
111,45; BADB 310191) 
There is a male figure raising his right hand in greeting and stepping forward to right while 
looking backwards to left. The foot of another male figure is visible, apparently overlapping the 
first male figure’s foot, similarly to Hermes’ foot overlapping Paris’ on i38. Marx (1988: 450) 
believes the visible male figure to be Paris pursued by Hermes. The proposal is suggestive, but 
there are no definitive signals that these are Hermes and Paris. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure column krater, 560-550 BC, Athens, Agora P23049 (BADB 31221) 
A male figure going to the right holds a lyre in his raised left hand. Moore, Pease, and Bothmer 
(1986: 156) believe that this fragment represents a Judgement of Paris, because the attitude of 
the man is like that of Paris when escaping the gods’ procession. However, since it is 
impossible to see the other fragments from the same vase, one cannot offer a definite opinon 
about the subject. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure hydria, 560-550 BC, Saint Petersburg B68.71 
On the upper zone of the fragment, Hermes’ legs and half of his caduceus are preserved. He 
steps forwards to the right. There is a draped male figure in front of him, moving to the right. 
There is an inscription between Hermes and the male figure: ]ον[?]ις. Smith (2010: 211) thinks 
this could be Paris, making this scene an episode of the Judgement. However, neither the male 
figure nor the inscription is sufficiently clear to make a firm decision. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure plate in the manner of the Painter of Louvre F6, 560-540 BC, 
Brauron 233 (BADB 8267) 
The fragment shows three unattributed draped women standing to the right, like the 
goddesses on i11. Callipolitis-Feytmans (1974: 321) thinks this could be a Judgement of Paris. 
There is space for both Hermes and Paris, but they are missing from the scene and there are 
no clear indications that this is a Judgement. 
Fragments of Attic black-figure kantharos, 550-530 BC, Athens, Acropolis 2153 AP261 (BADB 
9023950) 
There are two figures, each without a head, moving to right. On the back, Hermes, identified 
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by his pointed boots, holds up his left forearm in greeting. On the front, beside Hermes, 
Athena, identified by her shield. Pease (1935: 221) believes the fragment belongs to a scene 
depicting the Judgement of Paris. Clairmont (1951: 31f) includes the fragment in his catalogue 
(K 51), but he still wonders whether it is a Judgement or not. Raab (1972: 190) rejects this, for 
there would be insufficient space for the other goddesses, Hera and Aphrodite. It is not 
impossible, but Athena rarely leads the goddesses’ procession. Whenever she does so, 
however, she never overlaps with Hermes, as here. Besides, she usually brings a helmet, aegis, 
and spear as her attributes in representations of the Judgement in Attic black-figure 
renderings, not a shield. The scene may represent a Judgement, but it is not very likely on the 
basis of what is preserved. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure tripod, 510-500 BC, Athens, Agora P4818 (BADB 30993) 
The fragment shows part of Athena’s face and torso to right. She wears a helmet and holds an 
owl in her left hand: only a wing of the owl is visible. Moore, Pease, and Bothmer (1986: 172) 
consider that this fragment could correspond to the Judgement of Paris. This is likely, but we 
would need more evidence to establish the subject without doubt. 
Fragment of Attic black-figure hydria near to the Nikoxenos Painter, 510-490 BC (ABV 393,2; 
BADB 302938) 
In Beazley’s (1956: 393) description, there are “parts of Athena and of another female”. He 
considers the Judgement of Paris as the subject, but he does not explain why and the brief 
description he gives seems insufficient to justify such identification. 
Attic red-figure pelike by the Kleophrades Painter, 505-470 BC, Berlin F2170 (ARV1 123,25; 
ARV2 185,28 & 1632; BADB 201680) 
On side A, a female figure stands to right: she wears a cap, holds a sceptre in her left hand, 
looks back, and holds an apple in her right hand. On side B, a female figure wears exactly the 
same cap and stands to right holding an identical sceptre. According to Beazley (1963: 1632), 
this is “Doubtless an extract from a ‘Judgement of Paris’”: he identifies the female holding the 
apple as Hera and the other female as Aphrodite. That is certainly likely, but both figures look 
exactly the same, as if this were the same woman at two different moments. Neither 
Clairmont (1951) nor Raab (1972) include this pelike in their catalogues. 
Attic black-figure lekythos fragment by the Diosphos Painter, 500-490 BC, Athens, Agora AP861 
(ABV 509,10; BADB 305545) 
Beazley thought this fragment could represent a Judgement of Paris, since it depicts a woman 
and an animal. Roebuck (1940: 224) indicates that the animal is a mule. Apart from the horses 
which occasionally draw a chariot (i249 & i265), I cannot remember an instance of the 
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Judgement of Paris with any equine. A mule, as here, would not be out of place, but it seems 
insufficient as evidence that we are seeing a Judgement of Paris. 
Attic red-figure fragments of a skyphos by Makron, 490-480 BC, Athens, Acropolis 309 (ARV1 
303,25) 
Clairmont (1951: 48) includes these fragments in his catalogue (K 133 bis) and quotes Beazley 
as his only source. Beazley, however, indicates that this is not necessarily a Judgement of Paris 
despite the suggestive presence of a goat and a person wearing chiton and himation, for it is 
usual to find a goat depicted below the handle in thiasos cups. Hampe (1954: 545) considers 
the interpretation of a Judgement as questionable and Raab (1972: 187) rejects the 
interpretation. 
Attic red-figure cup by the Penthesilea Painter, 460-450 BC, Paris, Cabinet 820 (ARV1 587,95; 
ARV2 888,146; BADB 211709) 
The scene looks like that on i220, but the male figure seizing the boy is not characterized as 
Hermes, which makes the identification of the scene uncertain. Clairmont (1951: 142) includes 
this cup in his catalogue (K 149 bis), but the representation of a Judgement was rejected by 
Raab (1972: 196) and considered with hesitation by Beazley (1963: 888), who did not identify 
Hermes and Paris when earlier describing the same vase (1942: 587). The youth holding a lyre 
is possibly Paris, but the lack of attributes of the male figure does not allow an identification of 
Hermes or, therefore, of the Judgement. 
Attic red-figure bell krater fragment by the Phiale Painter, 460-430 BC, Reggio Calabria 10 
(ARV2 1019,80ter; BADB 214260) 
Beazley thought the male figure sitting on a rock could be Paris (or Hermes) because it is 
similar to that of Hermes depicted on the white-ground lekythos of Munich 2797 (ARV2 
1022,138; BADB 214319). If so, it could be a Judgement of Paris because of the setting alluded 
to by the rock, i.e., Mount Ida. 
Attic red-figure fragment near the Phiale Painter, 450-440 BC, Bonn 1216.195 (CVA Bonn, 
Kunstmuseum 1, 37; ARV2 1024,3bis; BADB 21341) 
A youth sitting to right, resting two spears on his left shoulder, wears a Phrygian cap and looks 
ahead. Greifenhagen (1938: 37) sees Paris in this scene. Clairmont (1951: 53) includes the 
fragment in his catalogue (K 157). Hampe (1954: 545) admits the fragment as a possible 
Judgement of Paris. Beazley (1963: 1024) describes the character as a “Young Oriental”. Raab 
(1972: 187) rejects the depiction of a Judgement here. The youth certainly looks like Paris, but 
the identification of the subject is still unsure. 
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Fragment of Attic red-figure krater, 450-400 BC (BADB 9017496) 
Nike’s head and right wing and hand (not her arm), as well as Eros’ left wing, are preserved on 
the fragment. Their names are inscribed. Nike looks to right and holds her right hand in front 
of her face, as if holding something delicately. Below Nike’s right wing, Hermes’ name is 
inscribed. Pharmakowsky (1914: 219) believed the fragment belongs to a Judgement of Paris. 
This is an interesting possiblity that lacks solid evidence. 
Fragment of Attic red-figure hydria, c. 440 BC, Athens, Agora P19692 (BADB 22363) 
Hermes, wearing a leafy garland and a petasos that hangs from his neck, stands to left beside a 
column. He holds the caduceus with the left hand. Behind the column, the upper end of a lyre 
is visible. Clairmont (1951: 53f) believes this is a Judgement: Paris seated and Hermes is in 
front of him. His opinion is challenged by Hampe (1954: 546) and Raab (1972: 188), who argue 
that the scene does not correspond to a Judgement. Moore (1997: 228f), however, admits the 
possibility. The character holding the lyre could be Apollo (or anyone) instead of Paris: we have 
no clue about his identity. Besides, Hermes stands at the right edge of the scene, which 
indicates that the goddesses are not following him. The composition could belong to a 
Judgement, but is uncertain. 
Fragments of Attic red-figure bell krater, 440-400 BC, Athens 
An apparently naked male figure sits to right on rocks. In front of him, two goats standing on 
the mountainous landscape: the left one is probably climbing to a higher level, not jumping. 
The two goats stand to right, towards where there is a female figure standing to left. Rhomaios 
(1906: 102-104) thinks she is either Artemis or one of the goddesses in the Judgement of Paris. 
Clairmont (1951: 55) includes the fragments in his catalogue (K 163), as does Raab (1972: 173), 
but the scene is too fragmentary as to establish the subject without hesitation. 
Fragment of Attic red-figure bell krater near the Kadmos Painter, 420-410 BC, Athens, Agora 
P157 
The left shoulder, upper arm, and neck of Athena. Talcott and Philippaki (1956: 50) say she is 
sitting to right, but this is not evident to me. To Athena’s right, a right wing and part of an arm, 
possibly belonging to Eros. Above the wing, a torch. Talcott and Philippaki believe the 
fragment belongs to a Judgement of Paris: they propose that the torch is held by Hera. Villing 
(1992: 101) has no alternative interpretation for the subject. The subject of this fragment is 
unrecognizable to me. 
Fragment of Attic red-figure calyx krater by the Dinos Painter, 420-410 BC, Nicosia 4085A 
(BADB 11700) 
On fragment A, the top of a female head to right, apparently holding a spear in her right hand. 
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On fragment B, female head to right, wearing tiara and holding a sceptre in her left hand. To 
her right, a right wing (of Eros?). To her left, part of the head and bust of a satyr to right. 
Karageorghis, Coldstream, Bikai, Johnston, Robertson, and Jehasse (1990, pl. 29.31a-b) have 
published the fragments. Villing (1992: 102), following them, asks whether these fragments 
belong to a Judgement of Paris, but the size and current condition of the fragments do not 
allow us to confirm that they do. 
Fragment of Attic red-figure squat lekythos comparable to the Meidias Painter, 410-400 BC, 
Moscow M646 (CVA Moscow, Pushkin 6, 44-45; BADB 9008455) 
In the centre of the fragment, a woman sitting to left on rocks, looking backwards to a standing 
Eros. The woman leans on a standing tympanum and wears two bracelets around her right 
wrist. In front of her, to the right, is a standing Eros who crosses his legs and holds a 
tympanum in his left hand. There is a laurel wreath between the woman and Eros, below the 
tympanum on which she leans. Behind the woman, there is a small tree with two thin 
branches: some fruit is visible on the branches. Behind the tree stands Hermes, looking to 
right, wearing a headband, and holding the caduceus in his right hand. The Beazley Archive 
suggests that this could be a Judgement of Paris. The suggestion may be based on the 
identification of the female figure as Aphrodite by Tuguševa (2003: 44), although she herself 
does not propose a Judgement for this scene. The presence of Hermes, Aphrodite, and Eros 
could confirm a Judgement of Paris, but the identification of Aphrodite is uncertain and the 
other characters are missing. Furthermore, the only instruments seen on representations of 
the Judgement are the kithara and the lyre, not the tympanum. A confident reconstruction of 
the scene is not at the moment possible. 
Fragment of Attic red-figure skyphos, c. 400 BC, Corinth C37.521 (BADB 879) 
A small Eros hovers to right to arrange the tiara of a seated figure. A left hand holding a flower-
topped sceptre is visible in front of the Eros. Clairmont (1951: 142) believes that this could be a 
Judgement of Paris: Paris sitting and wearing a Phrygian cap, Eros hovering above him, Hera 
standing in front of them. McPhee (1976: 394f) describes the fragment and mentions 
Clairmont’s interpretation, but does not endorse it. If Clairmont is right and the scene depicts a 
Judgement, the seated figure should be Aphrodite, not Paris. Eros would not arrange Paris’ 
tiara, nor would Paris wear one. 
Fragment of Attic red-figure krater, 400-390 BC, Oxford GR.148.1899 (BADB 12826) 
There is a male figure sitting to right: he wears a wreath and headband and holds a flower-
topped sceptre. In front of him stands Hermes holding caduceus and looking forward to right. 
Lamb (1936: 49) identifies the sitting male figure as Zeus, but Clairmont (1951: 55) argues that 
he looks too young to be Zeus, for the figure is unbearded: so he must be Paris. Hampe (1954: 
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546), however, does not think this is so clear and Raab (1972: 188) argues a Judgement is not 
depicted here. The male figure is not clearly unbearded, as the breakline falls over his face. The 
scene, in fact, looks similar to that on the lekythos in Boston 95.39 (ARV2 533,58; BADB 
206036), where Zeus sits in front of Hermes in order to give brith to Dionysus from his thigh. I 
could not, however, discard a Judgement here. 
Attic red-figure calyx krater, c. 380 BC, Munich 
According to Villing (1992: 26 & 98), Nike seems to hold a wreath towards Athena. There is 
another seated female figure, probably a goddess, and a male figure wearing chlamys and 
holding a staff. Villing believes that the scene could correspond to a Judgement of Paris. 
Fragment of Lucanian red-figure lekythos, c. 380 BC, Heidelberg 
The upper part of two female figures, one of them Athena, face to face, and a dove (?) flying 
over their heads. The two female figures seem to salute each other: the one at the left has 
lowered her open left hand while Athena has raised her open right hand. The female figure at 
the left could be Aphrodite because the bird flies toward her carrying a garland, pressumably 
to crown her. It seems that she already wears a headband and has three bracelets on her left 
wrist. Athena wears a helmet, the aegis, and three bracelets around her right wrist. Neutsch 
(1948: 43) considers that this is part of a Judgement because of the prominence given to 
Aphrodite, as she is about to be crowned. Clairmont (1951: 142) also considers the fragment as 
part of a Judgement and lists it in his catalogue as ‘K 184 bis’. Raab (1972: 188), however, does 
not think that this fragment represents a Judgement of Paris. The presence of Athena and 
Aphrodite, as well as the prominence given to Aphrodite in the fragment, argue in favour of a 
Judgement. The possibly friendly attitude of Athena and Aphrodite, however, does not. In the 
Judgement scenes, they are competing against each other. They have, therefore, no reason to 
greet each other. The identification of the scene, then, remains uncertain. 
Attic red-figure pelike, 375-350 BC, Madrid 
A male figure in Oriental dress wearing a Phrygian cap (?) looks to right. A female figure looks 
back at him. Behind, another female figure looks to right. Only the upper part of the figures is 
preserved. According to Domínguez and Sánchez (2001: 220), the scene could represent a 
Judgement of Paris. 
Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th century BC, London market, Christie, Manson & Woods 
According to the description in Christie, Manson & Woods’ catalogue (1925: 27), the engraved 
scene (not described) could represent a Judgement of Paris. 
Hellenistic bronze cup, 3rd century BC, Alexandria 25263 (LIMC Athena 426) 
The scene is divided into two elements by two trees growing up between rocks. The first group 
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depicts two female figures: one is almost entirely naked, the other has a helmet and shield, so 
she is identified as Athena. A male figure holding a spear in his left hand looks towards Athena. 
The second group depicts a youth sitting on a rock under a tree between two male figures. The 
youth is almost entirely naked and wears a Phrygian cap and holds a spear in his left hand. He 
holds up his right hand to one of the male figures that surround him: this man turns his back 
on the youth. The other male figure, as the youth, sits on a rock below some branches. Adriani 
(1959: 3) suggests a Judgement of Paris, but he himself introduces some doubts because of 
Hera’s and Hermes’ absence. Demargne (1984: 994) replicates Adriani’s hesitation. 
Megarian relief cup, 220-150 BC, Corinth 
A female figure standing to right (her head is lost) holds a shield with her left arm and holds 
her right hand up in greeting: this must be Athena. Behind her, a female figure standing to left, 
turning her back on Athena, raises her left leg behind her, partially lifting her chiton. There 
seems to be a seated figure in front of Athena. According to Raab (1972: 113n22), the figures 
are those of Hera and Athena in a Judgement of Paris. She says that the fragmentary scene of 
this cup is a replica of i370, because the position of Hera and Athena is the same. The subject 
was not recognized by Weinberg (1949: 149) in his excavation report. The only clearly 
identified figure in the scene is Athena, which is in my view not enough evidence to propose a 
Judgement of Paris. 
Roman mural, 20 BC - AD 79, Pompeii VI.8.5 (Casa del Poeta Tragico, room 1) 
Mau (1907: 310) reports a Judgement of Paris, but warns that “the picture is now entirely 
obliterated”. He himself considers the identification uncertain because of the lost image. 
Fragment of Roman mural, 1st century AD 
Minerva stands in the middle with helmet and aegis, resting her right elbow on a rock. The 
brown finger of a missing male (?) figure extends into the scene. There is a tree behind 
Minerva under which the head and shoulders of a female figure, apparently naked, are 
preserved. Helbig (1868: 74) wonders whether the scene represented a Judgement of Paris 
and Clairmont (1951: 85) included this fragment in his catalogue (K 271 bis). 
Fragment of Roman relief, 2nd century AD, Mainz O.39468 (LIMC P.i.98b) 
The upper parts of two female figures standing side by side are preserved. On the left, a 
woman wearing helmet and holding a spear with the right hand: Minerva. By her side, another 
female figure holding a sceptre with the right hand, possibly Juno. Espérandieu (1907-1947: 
7.292) thinks the fragment could belong to a Judgement of Paris. Clairmont (1951: 80) includes 
the fragment in his catalogue (K 250). Kossatz-Deissmann (1994: 185) includes it in her 
catalogue because of comparison with i419, but there Juno and Minerva use different hands to 
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hold the spear and the sceptre. The fragmentary state of the relief prevents a safe 
identification of the subject. 
Roman sardonyx, 2nd-3rd century AD (?), Paris 
On the left, Venus sits on a rock to right, looking at front to Paris, who sits on a rock at the 
right end of the scene. Venus is naked and so is Paris, who holds a stick in his left hand and an 
apple in his right. A Cupid stands behind Paris, resting his left hand on Paris’ left shoulder. In 
front of Paris stands en face Hermes, naked, looking to left where Minerva and Juno stand. 
Minerva, standing to right and looking to the front, wears helmet and holds a club. Behind 
Minerva stands Juno to right, looking to the front: she holds in her left hand a flower growing 
out of a long branch. Reinach (1895: 55) believes that the cameo is not authentic because it 
imitates the ‘Venus of Medici’. Clairmont (1951: 86) wonders whether it is antique, but he 
includes it in his catalogue (K 284). 
Fragment of Roman relief, 3rd-4th century AD, Trier 
On the left of the scene, a draped female figure sitting on a chair en face. She seems to have 
been looking to right, where another female figure, naked, stands en face. This naked woman 
rests her left hand on a small column. To her right there are remains of a standing male figure. 
Espérandieu (1907-1947: 6.289f) identifies the female figures as Juno and Venus, but argues 
that this is not necessarily a Judgement of Paris. Clairmont (1951: 80) includes the fragment in 
his catalogue (K 249). 
One onyx, five carnelians, one sulphur, one cameo, one antique paste, and five other engraved 
stones (Tassie 9141-9154) 
All these objects represent Paris rewarding Aphrodite. All of them but the first (onyx in Count 
Scmettow’s collection, Tassie 9141), which shows Paris alone, include Paris and the three 
goddesses. This episode occurs more often in Roman than in Greek art. Nevertheless, these 
objects lack an approximate date and identification of a Greek or Roman fabric, for which 
reason I do not to include them in the catalogue. It is possible that many of these objects are 
forgeries or modern fabric seals. 
Sulphur, Stosch (Tassie 9155) 
Three goddesses walk in a line to the right. One carries an apple, one carries a mirror, and 
another carries scales. 
(2) Rejected objects 
These objects have been thought to represent a Judgement of Paris or could lead to confusion 
about representing a Judgement. Explanations are provided as for the rejection of each object. 
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Fragment of Attic black-figure neck amphora, 575-550 BC, Athens, Acropolis 
A male figure, apparently to right, looks to left and holds up his right hand. He wears a petasos, 
so he could be Hermes. The attitude is comparable to Hermes presenting the goddesses to 
Paris, but neither Paris nor the goddesses are visible here. Indeed, we are not even sure of 
Hermes’ identity. Clairmont (1951: 24) listed this fragment in his catalogue (K 17), but it was 
subsequently questioned by Hampe (1954: 545) and rejected by Raab (1972: 187). 
Fragment of Attic black-figure Siana cup in the manner of the C Painter, 575-550 BC, Corinth 
C65.453 (BADB 8176) 
Lemos (2009: 144n25) says that this Siana cup should be understood as a representation of the 
Graces or the Horae because their figures are not separated, but overlap. This does not occur 
in representations of the three goddesses in the Judgement on contemporary vases, like i10 or 
i35. It will occur, however, within a few decades (i83 & i122). 
Fragments of Attic black-figure amphora near Klitias, 570-560 BC, Athens, Acropolis 602a-c 
(ABV 78,2) 
A man runs to left, only the lower part of his body is preserved. Clairmont (1951: 26) 
considered this to be a Judgement of Paris (K 30), despite the few Attic black-figure 
representations of Paris and/or the gods going to left. Hampe (1954: 545) expressed some 
doubts for this reason and Raab (1972: 187) rejected a Judgement here. Marx (1988: 449), 
however, accepts the identification of a Judgement. Paris running to left occurs once in Attic 
black-figure (i20) and once in Chalcidian black-figure (i60). In the light of this and of the 
fragmentary state of the amphora, along with the uncertainty in the identification of the only 
visible character, I do not recognize a Judgement here. 
Attic black-figure krater (fragment) by the Painter of Louvre F6, 570-550 BC, Bucarest V9696 
(BADB 4740) 
Alexandrescu (1978: 68) has proposed that this fragment represents a Judgement of Paris. In 
the fragment, however, only a female figure standing behind a male figure to right is visible. 
There is no place for other figures to the left (decoration is painted there), the male figure is 
not characterized as Hermes (or any god), and the female figure is not characterized as a 
goddess. It is clear that an action is occurring to the right of the male figure, but this section of 
the vase is lost and it is not possible to guess how the scene is completed. 
Attic black-figure Siana cup by the Civico Painter, 550-540 BC (ABV 682; BADB 306523; CVA 
Hannover, Kestner 1, 38-39) 
A naked man is running to right and looking back as he raises his right forearm. Beazley (1956: 
682) proposes, with hesitation, that this could be Paris. The attitude is typical of Paris when 
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fleeing Hermes and the goddesses. However, Paris is never naked in Attic black-figure 
renderings. I believe this feature is not part of Paris’ iconography in the Attic black-figure style, 
so this cannot be an excerpt from the Judgement. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Affecter, 540-520 BC, Madrid 1999.99.54 (ABV 242,33; 
BADB 301321) 
Beazley has stated that this “might be an extract from a Judgement of Paris”, although it would 
be a very unusual one. Hera and Hermes are going to right between two naked men, both of 
them Paris. The interpretation offered by Lear in the Appendix he wrote based on Keith 
Devries (Lear & Cantarella 2008: 199) seems simpler, but still unsatisfactory: the man at the 
right is being pursued. It is not possible to see a Judgement on this vase not only because of 
the divergence of this scene from scenes painted on vases at this time, but also because the 
identification of the goddess is uncertain. 
Attic black-figure hydria by the Antimenes Painter, 530-510 BC, Würzburg 309 (ABV 268,28; 
BADB 320038) 
This hydria was thought to represent the Birth of Athena until Margot Schmidt proposed that it 
depicts a novel scene in the Judgement of Paris. The vase would represent a moment after the 
arrival of the gods before Paris, for the goddesses have been split into the winner on one side 
and the losers on the other. Shapiro (1990: 90), however, convincingly interprets the scene as 
a meeting of the gods to witness Zeus’ deliberation on the aristeia of Neoptolemos, Achilles’ 
son, who is shown on the shoulder of the same hydria striking Eurypylos. 
Ionian west frieze of the Siphnian Treasury, c. 525 BC, Delphi 
There are preserved only two of the three original panels of the west frieze of the Siphnian 
Treasury: the left and the central. On the left panel (slab P), we see a winged Athena boarding 
a chariot drawn by winged horses, Hermes, and a male figure. On the central panel (slab Q), 
we see a goddess stepping down from her chariot. The left edge of some palm leaves is seen at 
the upper-right edge of the panel. There are several interpretations of the details of the 
surviving panels and the lost one, but only a few on the subject that the west frieze depicted. 
Agard (1938: 238) assumes that the subject is the Judgement of Paris, accepting the suggestion 
that Paris and Hera would be represented on the right panel. He compares Paris behind the 
palm tree with that on the cup of Paris (i204). He also gives some examples of reception on 
sarcophagi and painted vases that reproduced figures similar to those on the west frieze. 
Clairmont (1951: 45) recognizes a Judgement and says that Athena and Hera are leaving while 
Aphrodite is arriving before Paris, holding her necklace. He believes that putting Paris near 
Aphrodite would offer a likely reconstruction of the right panel. Clairmont offers, as examples 
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of Paris focusing on Aphrodite alone and having taken a decision, i250, i257, and i264. He sees 
Hera and Athena leaving on i350 and i449. Finally (1951: 46), Clairmont considers that Hera 
could have been accompanied by the Dioscuri. 
Ridgway (1962: 30f) proposes that there should be an attendant for Aphrodite paralleling the 
one that stands behind Athena, even adding a small panel that fits this figure between slabs P 
and Q. She thinks that Hera mounts her chariot on the lost right panel to the right of 
Aphrodite: the denticules seen on the right edge of slab Q could correspond to flying drapery 
of the goddess (1962: 31n1). Ridgway believes that Hermes standing on the left of slab P could 
be paralleled by a seated Paris at the right of the right panel. 
Raab (1972: 193-195) does not recognize the male figure to the left as Hermes and rejects 
Clairmont’s arguments that this is a representation of the Judgement of Paris because she 
finds them insufficient. Delivorrias (1984: 135) admits that it is controversial whether there is a 
Judgement of Paris represented on the west frieze, seeing Athena as auriga and Hermes and a 
second herald. He argues that the other goddess, who holds her necklace while a bird stands 
nearby, could be Aphrodite. 
According to Moore’s (1985: 133ff) proposed reconstruction of the west frieze, Hermes stands 
at the left edge of slab Q holding the reins of one horse, as the horses of Athena’s chariot seem 
eager to depart. Athena wears the aegis and is mounting a chariot. The standing male figure 
behind Athena is not Paris, but Athena’s attendant. Moore accepts Ridgway’s suggestion that 
there could have been an additional block between slabs Q and P, although it would not be 
filled with another attendant but with a palm tree. On slab Q, Aphrodite, with diadem and 
bracelet, steps down from her chariot. Moore doubts that Aphrodite is touching her necklace, 
so she proposes that Athena is holding the reins and a goad. She thinks that there should have 
been a chariot carved on the right panel, representing Hera departing to the right in a chariot 
drawn by wingless horses: Moore imagines an attendant of Hera in front of her chariot, 
paralleling Hermes’ figure at the other end of the frieze. She then places Paris sitting on a rock 
and holding a lyre behind Hera, facing Aphrodite. Moore interprets the denticules at the upper 
right end of slab Q as fronds of a palm tree. She proposes that the palm tree stood between 
Paris and Aphrodite, mentioning, as Agard, the rendering of i204 as an example, and rejecting 
the hypothetical presence of an attendant for Aphrodite. 
Papaioannou (1989: 128) accepts a representation of the Judgement of Paris on the west 
frieze, including the chariots of the three goddesses. Siebert (1990: 324) also admits a 
representation of the Judgement of Paris in commenting on Hermes’ depiction in front of 
Athena’s chariot. Schefold and Giuliani (1992: 206f) believe that both Athena and Hera are 
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leaving while Aphrodite comes to be judge. They admit that Aphrodite fingers her necklace 
rather than reins and identify the male figure behind Athena as a second herald. 
Ridgway (1993: 394), although she maintains that there is a Judgement of Paris on the west 
frieze, raises some doubts about Hermes’ oversized calves and Aphrodite’s mantle lacking a 
crossband. She accepts Moore’s proposal that Aphrodite does not finger her necklace, but 
holds the reins. Kossatz Deissmann (1994: 179) agrees with Moore’s reconstruction, although 
she says that both Athena and Aphrodite are moving towards Paris rather than only Aphrodite, 
while Athena is already leaving. Hedreen (2001: 186f) believes the west frieze depicts a 
Judgement and generally agrees with Moore’s reconstruction, especially in regard to the two 
palm trees. 
Lemos (2009: 140) not only accepts a Judgement of Paris on the west frieze, but she also 
proposes that this original rendering of the story inspired the depiction of a scene in vase 
painting with Hermes driving a chariot with a goddess customarily looking back and one or two 
figures playing either a kithara or a lyre. She lists seven lekythoi dating to the first quarter of 
the 5th century BC and proposes that these too are excerpts of the Judgement inspired by the 
west frieze. The proposal is suggestive, but it is striking that none of these examples have the 
three goddesses and that none of the depicted goddesses is ever characterized. 
Neer (2001: 318-322) challenges the identification of the subject on the west frieze as the 
Judgement of Paris. In the first place, he claims that the scene on slab P is the Apotheosis of 
Heracles because it resembles the Ricci hydria in Rome1 and it was identified as such by the 
French excavators in 1894. Analysing the goddess usually regarded as Aphrodite, Neer finds 
that she is holding a bow rather than her necklace or the reins, so she must be Artemis. As for 
the scene on the right panel, Neer proposes, because of the palm tree implied by the 
denticules on slab Q, that it should be Artemis killing Orion in Delos. It is likely that a chariot 
driven by either Apollo or Eos completed the scene, according to Neer. The position of 
Artemis’ arms convinces Neer that she is aiming her bow at someone and, if the landscape 
suggested by the palm tree is correct, she is killing Orion. According to him, therefore, this 
cannot be a representation of the Judgement of Paris. 
Although the presence of Hermes and Athena, along with the potential identification of the 
goddess on slab Q as Aphrodite plus the compositional need of a third chariot on the lost 
panel, strongly argues for the identification of the subject as a Judgement of Paris, Neer’s 
discussion of the central goddess’ identity is revealing and, I believe, convincing when he 
                                                          
1 Ionic black-figure hydria by the Painter of Louvre E739, 520-500 BC, Rome, Villa Giulia 80983. 
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states that this goddess is not Aphrodite, but Artemis holding her bow. Because of this 
fundamental aspect, I believe that the representation on the west frieze of the Siphnian 
Treasury is not a Judgement of Paris, but, as Neer convincingly argues, a double scene 
including the Apotheosis of Heracles and the slaying of Orion by Artemis. 
Fragment of Attic red-figure cup by Oltos, 525-500 BC, Oxford G.141.3 (ARV1 43,7; ARV2 42,53 
& 56,29; BADB 200259) 
We see the head of a youth wearing a wreath around his head, with long hair, looking to left. 
Part of an inscription is preserved above his head: ]αιενσ[ (?). Beazley (1963: 56) proposes that 
this is Paris declining to judge the three goddesses. A single detail makes me think not: Paris is 
never depicted with a stubble on Attic black-figure renderings of the Judgement. The only 
example known to me is the Euboean kantharos i172. 
Fragments of Attic black-figure plate by the Painter of Toronto 283, 520-510 BC, Athens, 
Acropolis (BADB 8555) 
The left leg of a male figure stepping to right and the foot of a female figure standing to right 
behind the male figure. According to Callipolitis-Feytmans (1974: 323), this is a Judgement of 
Paris: a goddess stands behind Paris as he runs away from her. The scene, however, is too 
fragmentary as to claim any identification for the characters or the subject. 
Attic red-figure cup by the Nikosthenes Painter, 520-500 BC, London E815 (ARV2 125,15; BADB 
201043; LIMC Hermes 248) 
A man sits on a rock and plays the lyre in front of his cattle. The man could be Paris according 
to Clairmont (1951: 47), but he is more probably Hermes, as Raab (1972: 195) and Siebert 
(1990: 310) state. 
Attic black-figure neck-amphora by the Eye-Siren Group, 520-500 BC, Rimini (BADB 15370) 
Clairmont (1951: 36) considered this image represented a procession of the goddesses. 
However, the goddesses are rarely alone, so that when they are not accompanied by Hermes, 
they have already met Paris (i54). Even in the unusual case that they are walking alone to 
Mount Ida, at least one of them, customarily Athena, is characterized (i117, i149 & i174). Arias 
(1950: 119) points out that the figures are in a dancing attitude, which is not usual for the 
goddesses. Raab (1972: 190) rejected a representation of the Judgement here. Greifenhagen 
(1978: 503) proposes that the female figures are three Nereids fleeing. 
Euboean black-figure lekythos in the Dolphin Class, 520-480 BC, Athens 12466 (BADB 46907; 
ABL 193,1) 
Nicole (1911: 184) sees a Judgement of Paris. There are two women and a youth walking to the 
right, where a draped youth stands. According to Nicole, the two women are two goddesses 
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who are accompanied by Hermes into the presence of Paris. Not only is one goddess missing 
from the procession, but none of the figures is characterized. This lack of characterization 
suggests a domestic scene rather than a Judgement of Paris. 
Attic black-figure neck amphora of the Dot-Band Class, 500-490 BC, Oxford G240 (ABV 484,9; 
700; BADB 303468; CVA Oxford, Ashmolean 3, 10-11) 
A ‘satyr’ plays the double flute lying on an altar. There are two figures (one of them Hermes) 
struggling behind the altar, so this cannot be Cacus dragging the ‘oxen’ (Gardner 1892-1893: 
71), which, in reality, are two goats (Boardman 1975: 11). The goats show no alarm, so they 
are not being dragged. The figures struggling look certainly similar to those on i206 (Pernice 
1906: 48), but their feet are closer and they are in the point of falling. Why the human figures 
and the goats are placed behind the altar and, therefore, invisible, remains unanswered. If the 
figure wearing the high boot is Hermes, as I believe, this should be Hermes slaying Argus. As on 
the skyphos in Paris CA792 (ABL 253,6; BADB 15280) and the amphora in London B164 (ABV 
148,2; BADB 310422; CVA London, British 3, III.H.e.5), Hermes uses a sword to slay Argus. The 
altar indicates the Heraion of Argos and the ‘satyr’ who plays the double-flute, resting his back 
on the altar, is Pan encouraging his father to kill Argus. The two goats are probably there to be 
sacrificed, but one of them should be Io, whom Argus was looking after before he was killed by 
Hermes. It seems relevant to recall here that Hermes is addressed as the ‘benefical 
Argeiphontes’ at Il. 24.24, just before the only explicit Homeric reference to the Judgement of 
Paris (Il. 24.29f). 
Fragment of Attic red-figure cup by Makron, 495-475 BC, Leipzig T3656 (ARV2 459,6; BADB 
204687) 
The fragment shows the left arm of a male figure holding a staff and walking to left. He is 
followed by a draped (female?) figure who puts her right hand to her mouth (?). Beazley (1963: 
459) believes this could be a Judgement of Paris, but the remaining evidence is not strong 
enough to propose this subject. Kunisch (1997: 221) lists the fragment among those attributed 
to Makron, but offers no opinion on the possible subject of it or its similarity with i193 pointed 
out by Beazley. 
Fragment of Attic red-figure cup by Makron, 490 BC, Bryn Mawr P988 (BADB 1638; CVA Bryn 
Mawr, 29) 
The lower part and the legs of a goat walking to left on rocks. Ashmead (1971: 29) suggests 
that this fragment could be part of a Judgement of Paris because of the mountainous 
landscape suggested by both the goat and the rocks, although she admits she was warned by 
Dietrich von Bothmer about the unlikelihood of this. A goat walking on rocks delineates a 
mountainous landscape, but this is not enough as to establish the subject on this cup. 
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Attic black-figure lekythos by the Haimon Group, c. 480 BC, Athens, Ceramicus 21137 (BADB 
9022716) 
Kunze-Götte, Tancke, and Vierneisel (2000: 75) propose that the scene depicted on the 
lekythos contains elements of the Judgement of Paris. We see a woman seated, two standing, 
and Hermes. We have seen the three goddesses seated on a hydria (i151) or a lekythos (i212), 
but at least one of them has a distinguishing attribute, unlike the female figures on this 
lekythos. 
Fragment of Attic red-figure skyphos by the Penelope Painter, 450-440 BC, Oxford 1966.713 
(ARV1 721,3; ARV2 1300,3; BADB 216790) 
A youth, apparently seated, rests his chin on his left hand while looking ahead. Beazley (1942: 
721 & 1963: 1300) proposed that the youth could be Paris contemplating the goddesses. This 
interpretation was accepted by Clairmont (1951: 53), but rejected by Hampe (1954: 546) and 
Raab (1972: 187). There are insufficient reasons to accept this as a Judgement of Paris. 
Attic red-figure squat lekythos near Meidias, 420-400 BC, Paris CA2516 
Clairmont (1951: 55) classified this lekythos as possibly depicting the Judgement of Paris, but 
his classification was rejected by Raab (1972: 196) because Paris is not present and the scene 
appears to be focussed on Athena. As Villing observes (1992: 37), Athena’s figure is given in 
relief, which is not the case for the figures around her: Nike to the right and Hermes plus a 
female figure to the left. Both Nike and Hermes are standing around Athena and 
contemplating her. This seems to be a conflation of Athena as a statue, for she is the only 
figure in relief on the vase and is accompanied by Nike, and Athena is with Hermes, a scene in 
which she is usually fully armed, as Marx (1988: 379) has noted. 
Attic red-figure squat lekythos in the manner of the Meidias Painter, c. 400 BC, Malibu 
86.AE.259 (BADB 29168; CVA Malibu, Getty 7, 54-56) 
The subject of this lekythos is uncertain according to Neer (1997: 54f), because the seated 
woman is not named or distinguished by any attribute. One could think of Aphrodite preparing 
for the Judgement, but we do not usually see one goddess alone preparing for the Judgement 
in the presence of Paris. It is more probable that this scene represents Paris and Helen meeting 
in Sparta: Eros attends Helen before she and Paris are introduced. 
Attic red-figure bell krater near the Budapest Group, 400-390 BC, Vienna 935 (ARV2 1441; 
1693; 1439,2; BADP 218105; CVA Wien, Kunsthistorisches Museum 3, 31-32; LIMC Athena 415) 
Harrison (1886: 210) thought this vase rendered a scene of the Judgement. According to her, 
Zeus commands Apollo to judge the goddesses. This interpretation, poorly documented and 
improbable in terms of Zeus’ plan, has been rejected in recent literature (Arafat 1990: 128-130 
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and Hedreen 2001: 214). It is much more plausible that Zeus is entrusting to Apollo the 
construction of Troy’s walls, which is truly relevant to Zeus’ plan (Hedreen 2001: 204). 
Attic red-figure hydria, 380-370 BC, formerly Istanbul, private, now lost (BADB 44431; LIMC 
Aphrodite 1454; Helene 97) 
The scene is described as a Judgement of Paris in the Beazley Archive, but this is most possibly 
a meeting of Helen and Paris. A rural setting might be suggested because one of the 
Dioskouroi, placed at the right edge, sits on a rock and the other stands at a higher level, his 
legs partly obscured by a rock. However, Helen sits on what seems like a rich chair while Paris 
stands in front of her: it looks as though Paris is coming into her presence. This impression is 
strengthed by the fact that, while Paris looks down at Helen, everybody else is looking towards 
Paris: Aphrodite, Hermes, and the Dioskouroi. Moreover, Paris is richly dressed and 
surrounded by two Erotes (maybe Pothos and Himeros), an adornment given by Aphrodite for 
the moment when he first met Helen, so that she fell in love with Paris. 
Attic red-figure pelike by the Eleusinian Painter, 340-300 BC , Saint Petersburg St 1793 (ARV2 
1476,2; BADB 230432; LIMC Aphrodite 1416; WV A, pl. 9.1) 
Harrison (1886: 210) believes, as for the bell krater of Vienna 935 (above), that Zeus delegates 
the Judgement to Apollo rather than to Paris in this scene. The scene, however, has been again 
interpreted as the planning of the Trojan War by Zeus and Themis (Furtwängler 1909: 48-50; 
Simon 1966: 73f; Arafat 1990: 124-128; Hedreen 2001: 214). The location seems to be Delphi, 
because of the omphalos on which Themis sits, although Apollo is not present here. Aphrodite 
is accompanied by Peitho, perhaps to announce the gifts that will be offered by Aphrodite in 
the Judgement of Paris (Arafat 1990: 127). The presence of Nyx, riding a horse, and Hesperos 
may not point to the setting of the scene at Mount Olympus, but to a symbolic dawn of the 
age of heroes, which will come to an end with the Trojan War (Simon 1966: 73 and Hedreen 
2001: 202f). 
Bactrian toilet tray, 1st century AD, London, Victoria & Albert IS.695-1950 
Stančo (2012: 27) reproduces Czuma’s and Boardman’s opinions on this object. Czuma thought 
the image depicts Aphrodite forcing the apple on Paris. Boardman thought it could better 
represent a scene of Eos and Cephalus or Echo and Narcissus. The museum’s description2 of 
the object does not support any interpretation and does not mention an apple. 
Roman statuette, 2nd century AD, Rome, Torlonia 102 (LIMC Alexandros 3d) 
This statuette represents a youth with Phrygian cap and an apple, so it could be taken as an 
                                                          
2 http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O61216/palette-unknown/ 
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excerpt of the Judgement of Paris. Hampe (1981: 498) warns that the apple in the youth’s right 
hand is later than the original statuette, so it should not be taken as an excerpt of the 
Judgement. 
Roman mosaic, 2nd-3rd century AD, Tivoli, Villa Hadriana 
A youth sits on a rock in a rustic landscape surrounded by cattle: sheep and goats. Clairmont 
(1951: 85) believes this is Paris at Mount Ida, but the youth is not positively identified as Paris. 
Pfuhl (1923: 1003, no. 695) identifies the youth as Dionysus. Even if he were Paris, there is no 
trace of either Hermes or the goddesses. This mosaic does not represent a Judgement. 
Engraved stone (Tassie 9139) 
Tassie (1741: 2.534) asserts that Paris is represented as shepherd and judge, but he is simply 
naked, wearing a Phrygian cap, leaning on a standing cut trunk. 
Carnelian in Dresden, collection of Baron de Fritsych (Tassie 9140) 
Tassie (1741: 2.534) says that Paris holds the apple in his right hand, behind him, but the apple 
is not visible in the plate. 
One garnet, one onyx, four sulphurs, three carnelians, one cameo, one agate onyx, and six 
other engraved stones (Tassie 9156-9172) 
These objects represent the Three Graces dancing in a round rather than the three goddesses 
of the Judgement of Paris. 
Plate 1 
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Appendix 4. Plates 
 
a - ‘Melian’ amphora from Paros, 675-600 BC (i1) 
Source: Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Amphora_AM_Paros_2652_belly.jpg 
 
 
b - Proto-Corinthian ‘Chigi’ olpe, name vase of the Chigi Painter, c. 630 BC (i2) 
Source: Rasmussen 1991 
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a - Laconian ivory comb, c. 620 BC (i3: reversed) 
Source: Alamillo 2003 
 
 
b - Corinthian terracotta relief, 600-560 BC (i6) 
Source: Kallipolitis 1968 
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Plate 3 
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a - Attic black-figure plate, 575-550 BC (i11) 
Source: Dugas 1928 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure tripod pyxis by the C Painter, 570-560 BC (i16) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
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a - Attic black-figure tripod kothon by the C Painter, 570-560 BC (i17) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
 
 
b - Boeotian black-figure tripod pyxis, 570-550 BC (i21) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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a - Attic black-figure hydria in the manner of the Painter of London B76, c. 560 BC (i27) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure lebes gamikos by Lydos, c. 560 BC (i29) 
Source: Alexandri & Lebenti 2001 
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a - Attic black-figure neck amphora by Lydos, c. 560 BC (i32) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure neck amphora by Lydos, c. 560 BC (i33) 
Source: Source: The J. Paul Getty Museum - http://www.getty.edu/ 
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a - Attic black-figure column krater by Lydos, 560-550 BC (i39) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
 
 
b - Fragment of Attic black-figure neck amphora (?), 560-550 BC (i42) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
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a - Etruscan black-figure terracotta panels, 560-550 BC (i43) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
 
 
b- Attic black-figure amphora, c. 550 BC (i48) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
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a - Attic black-figure amphora by the Witt Painter, c. 550 BC (i49) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
 
 
b - Eretrian black-figure loutrophoros, c. 550 BC (i52) 
Source: ArtStor - http://www.artstor.org/ 
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a - Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Castellani Painter, c. 550 BC (i53) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Swing Painter, c. 550 BC (i54) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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a - Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Painter of London B76, c. 550 BC (i55) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
b - Attic black-figure plate near Lydos, c. 550 BC (i56) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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a - Etruscan black-figure neck amphora, name vase of the Paris Painter, 550-540 BC (i63) 
Source: Perseus Digital Library - http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/ 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure tripod pyxis, 550-540 BC (i66) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
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a - Attic black-figure amphora, 550-530 BC (i69) 
Source: Orsi & Cavallari 1889 MonAnt 1 
 
 
b - Fragments of Attic black-figure plate near Lydos, 550-530 BC (i77) 
Source: The Fitzwilliam Museum - http://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/ 
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a - Etruscan black-figure neck amphora by the Paris Painter, c. 540 BC (i81) 
Source: The Metropolitan Museum of Art - http://www.metmuseum.org/ 
 
 
b - Fragment of Attic black-figure amphora (?), c. 535 BC (i84) 
Source: The Museum of Fine Arts - http://www.mfa.org/ 
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a - Attic black-figure amphora, c. 530 BC (i85) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
 
 
b - Clazomenian black-figure hydria, probably by the Urla Group, c. 530 BC (i89) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
Plate 16 
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a - Attic black-figure hydria by the Antimenes Painter, 530-510 BC (i97) 
Source: Wikimedia Commons - 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Judgement_of_Paris_Staatliche_Antikensammlungen_1722.jpg 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure amphora, 525-500 BC (i107) 
Source: University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology - http://www.penn.museum/ 
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a - Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Group of 
Compiègne 988, 520-500 BC (i115) 
Source: Christie’s Auctions & Private Sales - 
http://www.christies.com/ 
 
b - Attic black-figure neck amphora, c. 520 BC (i122) 
Source: Myers 1974 
 
 
c - Attic black-figure hydria, 520-510 BC (i125) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
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a - Attic black-figure neck amphora in the manner of the Antimenes Painter, 520-510 BC (i127) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure tripod pyxis, 520-510 BC (i128) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - 
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
 
 
c - Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Leagros 
Group, 515-500 BC (i133) 
Source: The British Museum - 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
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Plate 19 
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a - Attic black-figure amphora akin to the Antimenes Painter, c. 510 BC (i135) 
Source: Atlantisforschung - http://wiki.atlantisforschung.de/index.php/Bild:Homer_2.jpg 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure hydria by the Antimenes Painter, c. 510 BC (i136) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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a - Attic black-figure hydria in the manner of the Antimenes Painter, c. 510 BC (i137) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure lekythos, c. 510 BC (i140) 
Source: Lemos 2009 
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a - Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Group of Würzburg 199, c. 510 BC (i142) 
Source: The Museum of Fine Arts - http://www.mfa.org/ 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Antimenes Painter, c. 510 BC (i144) 
Source: Perseus Digital Library - http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/ 
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a - Fragments of Attic red-figure pinax, c. 510 BC 
(i145) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum 
Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
 
b - Attic red-figure terracotta oinochoe by the 
Euthymides Potter, c. 510 BC (i146) 
Source: The Metropolitan Museum of Art - 
http://www.metmuseum.org/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c - Attic black-figure neck amphora by the Nikoxenos 
Painter, 510-500 BC (i150) 
Source: The British Museum - 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
 
 
 
 
d - Attic black-figure lekythos, 505-485 BC (i155) 
Source: Sorrentino 1911 BdA 5(11) 
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a - Attic black-figure lekythos, c. 500 BC (i158) 
Source: Roebuck 1940 Hesperia 9(2) 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure oinochoe in the Class of Vatican G47, c. 500 BC (i164) 
Source: Christie’s Auctions and Private Sales - http://www.christies.com/ 
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a - Etruscan black-figure stemmed vase, c. 500 BC (i167) 
Source: Duhn 1883 AZ 41 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure lekythos, 500-490 BC (i168) 
Source: Fuchs & Tusa 1964 AA 79(4) 
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a - Attic black-figure lekythos by the Capodimonte Group, 500-490 BC (i169) 
Source: The Fitzwilliam Museum - http://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/ 
 
 
b - Euboean black-figure kantharos, 500-480 BC (i172) 
Source: Perseus Digital Library - http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/ 
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a - Attic black-figure lekythos, 500-480 BC (i174) 
Source: Christie’s Auctions and Private Sales - http://www.christies.com/ 
 
 
b - Fragment of Attic black-figure loutrophoros, 500-450 BC (i190) 
Source: Shapiro 1989 
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a - Attic black-figure lekythos, c. 490 BC (i195) 
Source: Heenes 1998 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure lekythos by the Theseus Painter, 490-485 BC (i197) 
Source: Duhn 1882 AZ 40 
 
 
c - Attic red-figure cup by Makron, c. 480 BC (i203) 
Source: Perseus Digital Library - http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/ 
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Plate 28 
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a - Attic red-figure cup by the Briseis Painter, c. 480 BC (i204) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
 
 
b - Attic black-figure neck-amphora by the Group of Würzburg 221, 480-470 BC (i205) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
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a - Attic red-figure stamnos by the Syleus Painter, 480-470 BC (i206) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
 
b - Etruscan black-figure amphora, c. 470 BC (i209) 
Source: Borrelli & Targia 2004 
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a - Attic red-figure hydria by the Painter of the Yale Oinochoe, c. 470 BC (i210) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
 
 
b - Fragments of Attic red-figure kantharos, c. 470 BC (i211) 
Source: The American School of Classical Studies - http://agora.ascsa.net/ 
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a - Attic black-figure lekythos in the manner of the Sappho Painter, c. 470 BC (i212) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
 
b - Attic red-figure Nolan amphora by the Charmides Painter, c. 470 BC (i213) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
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a - Attic red-figure stamnos, name vase of the Painter of London E445, c. 470 BC (i214) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
 
 
b - Attic red-figure pyxis near the Wedding Painter, c. 470 BC (i215) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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a - Attic white-ground pyxis by the Penthesilea Painter, c. 460 BC (i224) 
Source: Bothmer 1949 MetBull 7(8) 
 
 
b - Attic red-figure Nolan amphora by the Sabouroff Painter, 460-450 BC (i232) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
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a - Attic red-figure amphora by the Niobid Painter, c. 450 BC (i235) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
 
 
b - Attic red-figure hydria by the Chicago Painter, c. 450 BC (i237) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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a - Attic red-figure lekythos by the Phiale Painter, 450-430 BC (i238) 
Source: Museum of Cycladic Art - http://www.cycladic.gr/ 
 
 
b - Attic red-figure bell krater, 450-400 BC (i239) 
Source: Catling 1977-1978 ArchRep 24 
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a - Attic red-figure cup, name vase of the Painter of Berlin 2536, c. 440 BC (i242) 
Source: Perseus Digital Library - http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/ 
 
 
b - Attic red-figure cover of pyxis, 440-420 BC (i246) 
Source: Boardman 1992 
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Plate 37 
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a - Attic red-figure cover of pyxis, c. 430 BC (i249) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
 
b - Attic red-figure hydria by the Kadmos Painter, 430-420 BC (i250) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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Plate 38 
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a - Boeotian black-figure Kabeiric bowl, c. 420 BC (i254) 
Source: The Museum of Fine Arts - http://www.mfa.org/ 
 
 
b - Boeotian black-figure Kabeiric skyphos, c. 420 BC (i255) 
Source: The Museum of Fine Arts - http://www.mfa.org/ 
 
 
c - Attic red-figure hydria by the Nikias Painter, 420-400 BC (i258) 
Source: Gerhard 1845 
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a - Attic red-figure squat lekythos in the manner of the Meidias Painter, 410-390 BC (i259) 
Source: Richter 1923 MetBull 18(11) 
 
 
b - Attic red-figure hydria, name vase of the Painter of the Carlsruhe Paris, c. 400 BC (i262) 
Source: Perseus Digital Library - http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/ 
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a - Fragment of Attic red-figure lekanis, c. 400 BC (i263) 
Source: The American School of Classical Studies - http://agora.ascsa.net/ 
 
 
b - Attic red-figure bell krater near the Meidias Painter, 400-380 BC (i264) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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a - Boeotian black-figure calyx krater, 400-380 BC (i265) 
Source: The Metropolitan Museum of Art - http://www.metmuseum.org/ 
 
 
b - Hellenistic ivory coffin veneer, 400-380 BC (i266) 
Source: ArtStor - http://www.artstor.org/ 
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a - Attic red-figure lekythos, 400-380 BC (i267) 
Source: Harrison 1903 
 
 
b - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i271) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
c - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i272) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
d - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i273) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
e - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i274) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
Plate 43 
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a - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i275) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
b - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i276) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
c - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i277) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
d - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i278) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
e - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i279) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
f - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i280) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
g - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i281) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
h - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i283) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
Plate 44 
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a - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i284) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
b - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i286) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
c - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i287) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
d - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i288) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
e - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i289) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
f - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i292) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
g - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i303) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
h - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i304) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
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a - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i305) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
b - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i306) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
c - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i307) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
d - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i308) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
e - Etruscan bronze mirror, 4th-3rd cent BC (i309) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
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a - Lucanian red-figure calyx krater by the Dolon Painter, c. 380 BC (i311) 
Source: Perseus Digital Library - http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/ 
 
 
b - Fragment of Paestan red-figure situla by the Painter of Louvre K240, 370-360 BC (i313) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
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a - Apulian red-figure bell krater by the Rehearsal Painter, c. 360 BC (i315) 
Source: The University of Arkansas - http://www.uark.edu/campus-
resources/achilles/graphics/homer_judpar1.jpg 
 
 
b - Apulian red-figure lekythos by the Group of Vienna 4013, 360-350 BC (i319) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
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a - Boeotian black-figure skyphos, 360-340 BC (i322) 
Source: The Metropolitan Museum of Art - http://www.metmuseum.org/ 
 
 
b - Lucanian red-figure Panathenaic amphora by the Choephoroi Painter, 360-340 BC (i324) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
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a - Apulian red-figure bell krater, name vase of the Judgement Painter, c. 350 BC (i325) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
 
 
b - Attic red-figure pelike by the Marsyas Painter, 350-340 BC (i326) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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a - Apulian red-figure epichysis by the Choephoroi Painter, 350-325 BC (i329) 
Source: WV A 
 
 
b - Hellenistic amethyst, 350-300 BC (i341) 
Source: The Beazley Archive Database - http://www.beazley.ox.ac.uk/gems/ 
 
 
c - Lycian silver double-head kantharos, 350-300 BC (i342) 
Source: The British Museum - http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
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a - Apulian red-figure hydria by the Chamay Painter, c. 340 BC (i343) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
 
 
b - Etruscan cista ‘Barberini’, c. 330 BC (i349) 
Source: ArtStor - http://www.artstor.org/ 
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a - Attic red-figure calyx krater by the Eratostasia 
Painter, c. 320 BC (i350) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum 
Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
b - Paestan red-figure squat lekythos by the Boston 
Orestes Painter, c. 330 BC (i352) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - 
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
 
 
c - Paestan black-figure terracotta lekythos in the 
Pagenstecher Class, 330-320 BC (i353) 
Source: The Metropolitan Museum of Art - 
http://www.metmuseum.org/ 
 
 
d - Apulian red-figure volute krater by the Baltimore 
Painter, 330-310 BC (i354) 
Source: The Metropolitan Museum of Art - 
http://www.metmuseum.org/ 
 
e - Thracian gold rhyton, c. 330 BC (i355) 
Source: Simon 1960 AntK 3(1) 
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a - Paestan red-figure lebes gamikos by the Painter of 
Naples 2585, c. 325 BC (i356) 
Source: Christie’s Auctions and Private Sales - 
http://www.christies.com/ 
 
b - Etruscan bronze cista, 325-300 BC (i357) 
Source: The British Museum - 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
 
 
 
 
c - Attic red-figure hydria, c. 325 BC (i360) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum 
Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
 
 
 
 
d - Attic red-figure pelike by the Painter of the 
Wedding Procession, c. 325 BC (i361) 
Source: The J. Paul Getty Museum - 
http://www.getty.edu/ 
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a - Attic red-figure pelike, c. 320 BC (i363) 
Source: Numismatic & Ancient Art Gallery 1991 
 
b - Etruscan bronze mirror, 320-280 BC (i364) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - 
http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
 
 
 
 
 
c - Etruscan bronze mirror, 300-280 BC (i365) 
Source: Gerhard 1843-1897 
 
 
 
d - Etruscan bronze mirror, c. 300 BC (i367) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum 
Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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a - Etruscan bronze mirror, c. 300 BC (i368) 
Source: The Allen Memorial Art Museum - 
http://www.oberlin.edu/amam/ 
 
 
 
b - Etruscan bronze mirror, c. 300 BC (i369) 
Source: The University of Texas at Austin - 
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/moore/rome/image/ju
dgement-paris-helios 
 
 
c - Etruscan bronze mirror, 3rd cent BC (i373) 
Source: The Minneapolis Institute of Arts - 
https://collections.artsmia.org/ 
 
 
d - Etruscan bronze mirror, 3rd cent BC (i374) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum 
Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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a - Sicilian polychrome lekanis, 275-225 BC (i377) 
Source: Christie’s Auctions and Private Sales - 
http://www.christies.com/  
b - Hellenistic statuette, 150-50 BC (i379) 
Source: Museum of Cycladic Art - 
http://www.cycladic.gr/ 
 
c - Roman statue, 1st cent. BC (i381) 
Source: Wikimedia Commons - 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Venus_of_
Arles_Louvre_Ma439_n01.jpg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
d - Roman cameo, 1st cent AD (i382) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum 
Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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a - Roman mural, 20 BC - AD 60 (i386) 
Source: Pompeii in Pictures - http://pompeiiinpictures.com/ 
 
 
b - Roman mural, 20 BC - AD 79 (i393) 
Source: Pompeii in Pictures - http://pompeiiinpictures.com/ 
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a - Roman mural, 20 BC - AD 79 (i394) 
Source: Pompeii in Pictures - http://pompeiiinpictures.com/ 
 
 
b - Roman mural, 20 BC - AD 79 (i396) 
Source: Pompeii in Pictures - http://pompeiiinpictures.com/ 
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a - Roman cameo, 1st-2nd cent AD (i406) 
Source: The British Museum - 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b - Roman intaglio, 1st-2nd cent AD (i407) 
Source: Google Cultural Institute - 
http://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/project/art-
project/ 
 
 
c - Roman statue, 1st-2nd cent AD (i408) 
Source: Photo Inventory France - http://photoinventory.fr/photos/SE6085.png 
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a - Roman mural, AD 60-79 (i409) 
Source: Pompeii in Pictures - http://pompeiiinpictures.com/ 
 
b - Roman mural, AD 60-79 (i411) 
Source: Pompeii in Pictures - http://pompeiiinpictures.com/ 
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a - Roman bronze mirror, 2nd cent AD (i415) 
Source: The Museum of Fine Arts - 
http://www.mfa.org/ 
 
b - Roman clay lamp, 2nd cent AD (i417) 
Source: Passeri 1743 
 
 
c - Roman cameo, 2nd-3rd cent AD (i425) 
Source: The British Museum - 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/ 
 
 
d - Roman garnet, 2nd-3rd cent AD (i426) 
Source: The Beazley Archive Database - 
https://www.beazley.ox.ac.uk/gems/ 
 
 
e - Roman white glass paste gem, 2nd-3rd cent AD 
(i434) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum 
Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
 
 
 
f - Fragment of Roman sarcophagus, AD 117-138 
(i438) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum 
Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
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a - Roman mosaic, AD 130-150 (i439) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
 
b - Roman bronze coin [Antoninus Pius, Tarsus], AD 141-143 (i443) 
Source: Ancient Numismatic Mythology - http://ancientcoinage.org/the-trojan-war.html 
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a - Panel of a Roman lead sarcophagus, AD 160-170 (i447) 
Source: Fondation pour le Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae - http://www.iconiclimc.ch/ 
 
 
b - Roman sarcophagus lid, AD 175-200 (i448) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
 
 
c - Roman sarcophagus, AD 180-200 (i449) 
Source: ArtStor - http://www.artstor.org/ 
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a - Roman sarcophagus lid, AD 200-235 (i452) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
 
 
b - Roman basalt relief, 3rd cent AD (i453) 
Source: Réunion des Musées Nationaux - http://www.photo.rmn.fr/ 
 
 
c - Roman glass bowl, 3th-4th cent AD (i457) 
Source: The Corning Museum of Glass - http://www.cmog.org/artwork/paris-plate 
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a - Roman bronze coin [Maximinus Thrax, Tarsus], AD 235-238 (i462) 
Source: Ancient Numismatic Mythology - http://ancientcoinage.org/the-trojan-war.html 
 
 
b - Roman mosaic, AD 426-500 (i467) 
Source: Museo Arqueológico de Sevilla - http://www.museosdeandalucia.es/culturaydeporte/museos/MASE/ 
 
 
c - Coptic textile, 5th cent AD (i468) 
Source: CLAROS Data - http://data.clarosnet.org/ 
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a - Bactrian gilt silver ewer, 5th-6th cent AD (i469) 
Source: Marshak 2004 
 
 
b - Byzantine calyx relief, 6th cent AD (i470) 
Source: Walters Art Museum - 
http://art.thewalters.org/ 
 
 
c - Coptic textile, 6th cent AD (i471) 
Source: The Museum of Fine Arts - 
http://www.mfa.org/ 
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